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Rabbi Mordecai w•xl'lan I
Rabbi Marc A. Ta~enbaum
Dr . Geoffr•.:-y Wigoder
Dr. E.L. Ehrlich

From: Gerhart t.1.

Rie~er

You will remember that I took the initiative, dudne the Harvard
Con5ultation, to suggest to Prof. Opoku the or[anizalion of a Jewi~h-African
conference in Africa.
I have now received the attached reply f rom Prof. Opoku. I find the
suggestion quite challenging and would like to ask you to let rr.e knov your
reactions, including suitable topics to be offered from our side.
I would be g!'ateful for a speedy reply and esk. you to treat the matter
for the time being confidential.

UNIVERSITY . OF . CA LABAR
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Dear Dr. Riegner,
A happy and prosperous Uew Year to you! And may
this year bring you closer to the realization of your
drea11s.
It was very nice to have met you at the Harvard
Conference and I look forward to furthering our contact
in the years ahead. I thoroughly enjoyed the conference,
and the opportunity it afforded me to widen rrry contacts
was greatly appreciat~d.
Concerning the discussion we had about organising
a conference in Africa, I a~ happy to report that I am
now in a position to bring you this brief preliminary
report. 1 may add that I have discussed the proposals
with some scholars and they have reacted to them with
great enthusiasm.
The conference is envisaged as a sllall beginning of
an enterprise that holds great possibilities for the near
future. 1 think that initially 10-15 people on either
side would be a manageable number.
·
Five papers would be presented by African Christians
and five by Jewish scholars. Let me give you the t opics
from the African side so that you may find the equivalent
topics to be presented by the Jewish participants. The
topics are1
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The Ethiopian face of Judaism - the Fal ashas
The ~frican .Presence in the O.T.
The O.T. and Afric an Life and Thought
Translating the O.T. into African Languages
The African Religio.us Heritage.

I shall need your assistance in find !~g so11eone .t c
the pr~sentation on the Falashas. Could you find a
Falasha7 For the rest, I have got a tentative ~llst of
names in consultation wlth Professor Dickson
Ghana.
~ake

et
.
The venue for the conference will be Nairobi, Kenya, .
.

and the middle of October seems to be a good time to hold
the conference , but that would of course depend on our
being able to agree on suitable dates. It la envisaged
that the conference will take up three full working days.
'
.
.. . !'
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With regard to sponsorship of the c onference,
think your organization and the ~orld council of
churche s as well as the All Africa Conference of
churches should be contacted.

I

Kindly let ~e have your reaction to the above
at your earliest convenien~e• .
With best wishes. ·
Yours sincerely,

Prof.

cc: Rev. Allan BrocliQ.way,

w.c.c.
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Howard I. Friedman related American Jewish Committee views to pope

.-

'

Pope condemns anti-Semitism:,
in meeting with Jewish leader~. . .
o New York T imes Service
ROME - Pope John Paul II met
yesterday with a group of American
J ewish leader.; and issued a ringing
condemnation of anti-Semitism,
which be called " incompatible with
·
Christ's teaching."
The pope made his statements to a
delegation from the American JewiW
eofi"tltt~. wbich ca'Tiel on Pope
Jo n a ul to grant formal diplomatic
recognition to Israet.
But though the pope is scheduled to
see Israeli Prime Minister Shimon
Peres next week, neither members of
. the delegation nor Vatican officials
expect the Holy See to change its ·
approach to Israel in the near future.
The American Jewish Committee
leaders came to the Vatican seeking a
reaffirmation of the declarations of
the second Vatican Council on the
J ewish people, statements made two
decades ago that changed the direction of chutth teaching on Jews and
J l!daism.

At a ne.VS conference after the papal audience, Rabbi Marc IL Tanen·
bawn, the American Jewish Commit·
tee's director of International Affairs,
said the Vatican Council bad created
-"a revolution" - for the better - in
Christian-Jewish relations.
: The Vatican Council document in question, "Nostra Aetate," was adopt·
ed on Dec. 28, 1965, and dealt with
Catholic relations with non·Christian
r eligions.
Mr. Tanenbaum, who 'was an oi>server at the Second Vatican ~ouncu;
said the delegation was hoping that
the extraordinary Bishops' Synod the
pope bas called for this November
would reaffirm or even strengthen
the original declaration. The Synod
was called to examine the results of
Vatican II.
Howard l. Friedman, the president
of the American.Jewish Committee,
told the pope that the document on
Judaism was "a deeisive turning
point in the nearly 2,000 year encouo·

ter between the Catholic Church and
the Jewish people," and this
is
widely accepted.
·
' In a key sentence, the documeiit
sought specifically to e.nd the belief,
at times widespread among Cllr fs.
tians, that the Jewish people were
responsible for !tilling Christ. • _
Though some Catholics and m any
J ews sough t stronger language
against anti-Semitism than was fi11lil·
ly adopted, the Vatican II statem&Jtt
was seen as decisive in opening up a
radically different relationship be·
tween Jews and Catholics.
_, \
In ;us statement to the col'!'llilittee's
delegation, made public later yeste:r·
day ~Y the Vatican Press Office, 'ttie
pope reaffirmed the Vatican II decta,.
ration and condemned anti-semitism
in unequivocal terms.
"I am convinced, and I am happy ti>
state it on this occasion. that the rel~
tionsbips bet ween Jews and Cbrif .
tians have radically Improved ib
these years," the pope said.
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iPrime Minister Foliows

/In Footsteps of Golda
; Israel Today Wire Services Report
1

VATICAN CITY - Pope John Paul II will receive •
. Israeli Prime Minister Shimon Per~s in a private
audience, only the second meeting ever between a
, Pope and an Israeli government head.
Vatican sources said the question of establishing '
diplomatic relations between the Vatican and Israel
was expected to come up during Peres' meeting with
John Paul
The audience will be held at noon, the day after
' Peres arrives in Rome for a two-day official visit to
· Italy, Vatican spokesman Joaquin Navarro told
reporters.
On Jan. 15, 1973, the late Israeli Prime Minister
J Golda Meir bad a private audience with the late Pope
\ Paul VI.
Yitzbak Shamir met with John Paul on Jan. 15,
1982, but he was Foreign Minister at the time in a
government led by former Prime Minister Menachem
: Begin. On Friday, a 12-man delegation from e:e
American Jewjsh Commjttee was· granted an aud1 ience with the Pope and Chairman Howard Friedman
urged John Paul to establish full diplomatic relations
, with Israel.
·
· "Such an historic act. we believe, would be a
watershed in Catholic-Jewish relations," Friedman
! said. It would help create a sense of reality that is
/ indispensable to peace."
·
Peres will also ~ikely discuss the question of
diplomatic relations with the Pope and might also
invite John Paul to visit Israel, Vatican sources said.
In his address to the American Jewish leaders the
Pope did not mention Israel by name and made no
reference to possible relations.
Two major obstacles stand
/ in the way of Vatican' Israel relations:
•The Pope's repeated calls for making Jerusalem,
which Israel claims as its capital, an international
city:
•The Pope's position on the Palestinian question.
John Paul has frequently urged "A just solution for
the Palestinians" amd on Sept 15, 1982, he had a
r private audience with Palestine Liberation Organization Chairman Yasser Arafat _ __
_,,,,
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CHRISTIAN-JEWISH RELATIONS
His Eminence Fran: Cardinal Koenig.
Primate of Austtia. and Dr. Gerhart
M. Riegner. co--chainnan of the
Governing Board and chairman of the
International Jewish Committee on
lnterrdigiow Consultations (IJCIC),
were the speakers at a luncheon meeting on Monday on the subject of
Christian-Jewish relations. Rabbi Dr.
Anhur Hertzberg. a vice-president of
the World Jewish Congress. chaired
the meeting.
· In his remarks the Cardinal noced
that it was the "twentieth anniversary
of the . publication of a short but
momentous document of the Second
Vatican Council. which ~ins with
the words 'Nostra Aerat.e.' " This is
the now famous declaration concern-

ing t~·e relationship between Jews and
Christians.

"'I- am happy to note that our common endeavors have now gone beyond
the scope of this document." he continued. "The key word 'dialogue'
underlies Noma Aet.ate and its background. The world's great religion!>and I refer to the three monotheistic
faiths-today share the impor~nt task
of mobilizing the forces that can eliminate hatred and strife and further
mutual understanding.
Cardinal Koenig emphasized the
importance of the Institute for Jewish
Studies at the Univttsity of Vienna.
He sa_id it would not be an exaggera·
tion to state that this ~as thl· most
significant instit_u tion of as kind in all

of Europe. as far as its scientific and
human activity, particularly in the
scope of its teaching. was concerned.
He announced a contribution of
100.000 schillings ($5,000.) for Ethiopian Jewry relief.
At a breakfast meeting the previous
day of the WJC Commission on
lnterreli~ious Relations. at which Rabbi
Wolfe Kelman presided, there was a
wide-rangmg discussion on iss_ues
relating to Jewish,Chnstian and
Jewish-Muslim relations. Concern was
expressed about the undermining of a
unified Jewish participation in Chris,
tian-Jewish dialogue by the numerous ·
approaches recentiy made to the Vat- ·
ican by Jewish or~anizations and
imHviduals.
0
~ resolutions 0,, page J5

The Governing Board of the World
Jewish Congress, meeting in Vienna on
January 26-28. l 985;
Noung with appreciation the consider·
able rrogress that has been made in the
ongoing relationships with th~ Christian
churches by the World Jewish Congress
and through the International Jewish
Committee on lnterreligious Consultations;
Nocing with dismay the numerous
approaches rrct'ntlv made to the Vatican
by Jt:wish organi:ations and individuals
which have lessened Jt:~·ish dignity and
are detrimental to Jewish interests;
Re;i/finnJ tts support for the lnternarional Jt:wish Committee on lnterrd i1tious
Consultations as the boJy· created to '
maintain the official Jewish relationships
with the central bodies of the Christian
churches:
C..,ILs on the World Jewish Congress to
appoint a sub-commission to consider
WJC policy in this area anJ to propose
guidelines for tht' conunuing effort to
enhance the Christian-Jewish relationshir;
Ctll.s on all Jewish or1t:ini:ations involveJ
in Christian·Jt"A·ish rdations to join ~·ith
tht: WorlJJe\1:ish C<lni:rt:i-s fl• rt'v1t:w tht:
rroct:Jures (\) b.. rm rloy rJ in tht'
L·
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A Perspective on Dialogue: Looking Ahead
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Diana L. Eck
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This is an exciting and critical time for the work of Di alogue
in the World Council of Churches.
in Swanwick for the first time,

As a Working Group, we gather here
representing in microcosm something

of the splendid diversity of the Christian churches, and resolving
to work together, un i ted in a common task.

Some of the questions we

will face in our work together are similar. in struct ure and form,
to questions that emerge in Dialogue:
of our diversity?

Can we find differences of perspective to be a

strength, rather than a threat?
in what unites us?
Christ,

What do we make of the fact

Can we find common ground, and re joi ce

As Christians, we are united in the household of

as members of one body.

In Dialogue, we seek the bas i s of

community with other households of faith.

In a world of division ,

suspicion, and fear this task is an urgent one for the ecumenical
movement.
As we begin our work together, we must first take stock of where
we are.

Here at this juncture, we look back over what has been

achi eved i n the area of Dialogue since 1971. when the Di a l ogue subunit was first established by the Cen tral Committee in Addis Ababa.
We look forward to t he future of Dialogue, wh ich we as a group must
take an active hand in shapi ng .

We look around us, here i n Great

Britain and in countless other places in today's world , seeing sobering
evidence of the critical need for Di a logue.

And we look broad ly at

t he scope of WCC programmes and prioriti es, considering the work of
Dialogue, not as isolated in a sing le sub-unit, but as an integra l
part of the work and the th inki ng of the whole ecumenical movement.
In bringi ng about the One World we envision, we must think and work
in cooperation

~ith

those with whom we share this wor l d --our neighbors

2

·of other faiths.
Dialogue, Nairobi to Vancouver
I will attempt to sketch here, with but the broadest of strokes,
~hat

I see to have been the movement in Dialoque in the period from

the Nairobi to the Vancouver Assemblies.
have seen this movement far

mor~

There are others here who

closely and clearly than 1.

In review-

ing this work, our former moderator, Dirk Mulder, has described it
as two-fold:

(1)

Reflecting about Dialogue from within an ecumenical

Christian perspective,

and (2) Engaging in Dialogue with people of

other religious traditions. It was at the Nairobi Assembly in 1975 that
Dialogue

firtt

was~

on the agenda, under the theme of "Seeking Community." A

commitment to overcome barriers, co recognize our interdependence, and
"to work together as one community, encouraging the different
communities of .fa.i.th,"

had alrea?y emerged. from a_ multi - lateral

Dialogue in Colombo in 1974.

At Nairobi, seeking community in Dialogue

with people of other faiths ·became. for the first time, a visible and
even controversial issue for the churches.

Some voiced the concern that

an emphasis on Dialogue would be a threat to Christian mission and
evangelism.

Others, especilly Christians from Asia who live in a

context of community with Hindus, Buddh i sts, or Muslims. argued persuasively that the time had now come for Christians to take seriously
their responsibility for Dialogue in a world of religious pluralism.

From the c9ntroversy of the Nairobi Assembly emerged a mandate for
the Dialogue sub-unit to prepare for the churches some "Guidelines for
Dialogue.~

Thus. the Nairobi Assembly launched a new and fruitful

phase for both the task of Reflecting upon Dialogue and Engaging in
Dialogue.

3

Our commitment to reflect upon the subject of Dialogue and give
guidance to the churches began in earnest with the Chiang Mai TheoloQical Consultation in 1977.

The focus at Chiang Mai was important:

Dialogue in Community. Our discussion of Dialogue was not to begin with
theological positions, but was to begin with a grounding in the living
context of community.

As Stanley Samartha. the first Director of the

Dialogue sub-unit, who guided its work through formative years. put it:
"Dialogue is less a concept to be discussed than a relationship to be
developed between neighbors."

Although the Chiang Mai Consultation was

set in an important Buddhist center in Northern Thailand,

we should

remember that it was first and foremost a Christian ecumenical
discuss ion about Dialoque --the first of its kind.

Its purpose was

primarily to ask questions of ourselves, and to hear the questions
being asked of us in the Buddhist context of Chiang Mai :

How will

Christians. aware of the rich diversity of human religious life, understand, speak with. and work with theii neighbors of oiher faiths? ·
How might Dialoque in Community change the ways we think of ourselves
and live in community with others?

Chiang Mai turned new soil.

planted new seeds, and produced what were to become the Guidelines
for Dialogue. These Guidelines, refined by the Working Group at Mt. St.
It y ~ ( t M fre...d f1fM Kit i Hee '"-"74 ~ .
Benedict in Trinidad in 1978, were l/~~ved let;eF t:PieA yeep as an
/'f ]4~
n.._. (ic.w· / "W;
I
official document of the WCC.~ were istributed ~idely to the churches
for discussion and response.
The Chiang Mai statement and the Guidelines on Dialogue attempt to
clarify for us,

as Christians,

we might enter into Dialogue.

how we understand Dialogue and how
Here Dialogue is seen not simply as an

activity of meetings and conferences, but as "a way of living out
Christian faith in relationship and commitment to those neighbors with
whom Christians share towns. cities, nations , and the earth as a whole.··

4

The Guidelines stand as a major achievement of our work in the years
Nai~obi

to Vancouver, even though they are but a beginning.

Still we

are speaking of but one aspect of the sub-unit's work on Dialogue:
Reflection among Christians on the subject of Dialogue.
During these years, the Dialogue sub-unit also sponsored and
engaged in Dialoque activities with people of other religious traditions.

Most were bi-lateral, and most involved a paricular topic or

focus.

For example. in 1978 there

.

WL~
'lt8Pe

4

•··K>

614(t.M~

Dialoguesjon tire subject of

Humanity's Relation to

Nature~

held in Sri Lanka.

ene ee6weCR CR.rist;iaAS atHi aet\eJel'\t9 ef

~e

~:red i'tieRal reU 'ji &RE,

between Christians and Buddhists,

l::ield iR VaQw..Rae il"I the eermer oon!! .

In 1981.

tnere was a Christian-Hindu Dialogue in Rajpur, North India, on the
understanding of social justice: Religious Resources for a Just Society .
Throughout this period of work. Christians and Jews continued a
bi-lateral series of dialogues under the cooperative ausp i ces of such
groups as the Consultati on on t he Church

~nd

the Jewish People (CCJP)

and the International Jewish Committee for Inte1Teli9ious Consultations
(lJClC). and the sub-unit on Dialogue of the

wee.

The careful working

out of guidelines for Jewish-Christian Dialogue culminated in the
document Ecumenical Considerations in

Je~ish-Christian

Di a l o9ue

presented to the Working Group in Bali in January 1982 and "received and
commended to the churches for study and action" by the Executive Committee of the

wee

in July 1982.

Such bi-lateral Dialogues have been fruitful. and the development
of joint intermediary struct ures f or fac i litating such Dialogue, as have
emerged in the case of Jewish-Christian Dialogue. provides one possible
model for further work in bi-lateral Dialogue. An initial meeting,
jointly sponsored by the

~orld

Muslim Congress and the

wee

in 1982

began to lay the foundation for future and sustained bi-lateral Dialogue

with Muslims.

This wi l l require further work in the period ahead.

We

shall have to discuss here the desirability of developing bi-lateral
guidelines for Dialogue with Muslims,

with Hindus and Buddhists, etc.,

and we shall have to d i scuss benefits and limitations of bi-lateral
as opposed to tri-lateral or multi-lateral Dialogue.
Multi-lateral Dialogue has also been important in the growth of
our understanding of One World, although there have been but two

wee

sponsored multi-lateral Dialogues.

The first I have mentioned, on

the subject of "world community,·• held in Colombo in 1974, prior to the
Nairobi Assembly.
~meaning

The second was a multi-faith consultation on the

of life," which took place in Mauritius in January of 1983. It

was properly a pre-Assembly consultation for those of other religious
traditions who were to be guests at the Vancouver Assembly.
reflected together on the Assembly theme of "Life,

ft

We

which we who are

Christians find in Jesus Christ, the Life of the World, and which those
.....
.
-.
of other traditions affirm and celebrate in different, deep, and
· 1 .... .: ••

compelling ways.

~:

,.~:

Mauritius marked a real turning point in Dialogue.

We found ways to share our worship;
our hearts in discussion.

we stretched our minds and opened

We created, in microcosm and for one week,

the kind of world community we seek.

The message drafted by this

multi-lateral group and sent to the Vancouver Assembly was a strong
affirmation of Dialogue,

and a challenge to extend the work of Dialoque

into all concerns that are properly global, such as the concern for
peace and justice:
"We want to stress the genuine importance and value of dialogue. By
dialogue we mean speaking and listening with openness to one another in
a common search for understanding. And by dialogue we also mean acting
together, hand in hand, as allies in our common work for justice and
peace . We must not imagine that such global issues as peace and justice

6

can be undertaken, or even addressed in a meaningful way, by any one
religious tradition alone. For we are not alone in this world. We
· share our world with people of all cultures, races, and religions, and
·our future is one."
The challen9e to the

wee,

and indeed to all worldwide religious

organizations, is that we not "go it alone," so to speak.

The very

issues to which we bring our concern as Christians --peacemaking in a
world of rising mi 1 i tar ism. promoting justice i.n a world of unconscionable disparities in wealth-- are not concerns which we, as
Christians can address, or ought to address, alone.

They are global

issues; they require a recognition of our inter-relatedness and interdependence as a human family.

To construct a new world order based on

inter-relatedness and inter-dependence, we cannot "go it alone." We
must build the foundations of this new order into the very process by

which we work.

The means we use must be congruent with the end we wish

to achieve.
Dialogue in Vancouver: Affirmed and Forgotten

In many

~ays,

Dialogue

~as

visible and affirmed at the Vancouver

Assembly. There were fifteen guests of other faiths, as compared to but
five in Nairobi.

Pauline Webb, who had participated in the Mauritius

consultation and who preached at the opening worship, included an appreciation of Dialogue in her sermon.

She said, "We are discovering

that in Dialogue with fellow seekers after truth our hearts are opened
to receive new insights .

Let us meet as those who have nothing to

defend, and everything to

share.~

tary's report, said,

~Even

Phillip Potter, in his General Secre-

as we reverence Christ, so must we reverence

those with who we have dialoque, as an encounter of life with life. In
a profound sense, Christ is present beside the other, putting his claim
upon us.

Professor Vitaly Borovoy of the Leningrad Theological Academy

7

stressed that "dialogue with people of other faiths and ideologies, with
all people of good will. is our responsibility in the sight of

God.~

Dialogue · was mentioned in plenary sessions, as a concept it was
important to include, a base that was important to touch, in proper
ecumenical discourse.

And that is important, in its own right. However,

the kind of vision sought by the Mauritius consultation did not emerge.
For the most part, the ecumenical Christian movement seemed to be "goinq
it alone."

The primary locus of Dialogue was under the heading

"Witnessing in a Divided World," and there was scarecly a word of
Dialogue spoken in relation to our concern for the poor, or our concern
for peace and justice.

Perhaps the clearest visible acknowled9ement

that the world in which we seek peace is One World was the participation of our guests from the various religious traditions in the vigil
for peace on the eve of Hiroshima day.

For thefr'est. Christians

continued to speak of urgent global concerns as if we lived in a world
unpeopled by those of other faiths.
We should also remember, however, that the strongest message on the
urgency of Dialogue was delivered to the Assembly by the people of
Vancouver.

They came by the hundreds to each of the public panels and

discussions on Dialogue held during the Assembly at the Asian Centre
Aud i torium.

Coming from the multi-religious context of Vancouver,

their eagerness to hear serious discussion of the issues of Dialogue
was itself a sign of the future.
Beyond Vancouver: Thinking and Working in Dialogue toward One World
As we move into the period of work ahead, we need to think
creatively about the further role of Dialogue in the work of the
~e

wee.

have begun the process of Christian reflection about Dialogue. and

8

this we must continue..

\.Je have begun to engage in Dialogue, and

this we must continue.

However, looking at the matter from the stand-

point of Geneva and the work of the

~cc.

Dialogue is not only a

"subject" we discuss, and Dialogue is not only a "process" we faciliDialogue is also a "way of thinking" and a "way of working"

tate.

that should enter widely into the concerns and programmes of the

wee.

Dialogue is a way of thinking about our concerns as Christians that is
continually in conversation with those with whom \.Je share the world, the
One World.

Dialogue is a way of working on those concerns that is in

active engagement with our neighbors.

Dialogue is a way of thinking

and working, in Geneva and in the programmes of the
relentlessly relational.

~idest

that is

inquiring after the concerns and responses of

It is a way of thinking and working that is ecumenical

our neighbors.
in the

wee,

sense of the term: acknowledging the fact that this is

One World.
As Wilfred Cantwell Smith has put it, our growth in Dialogue ·
moves through several stages, as we expand what it is we mean when we
1'\\t~

say "we".

At first. it might be "we" Christians talking about a

the Buddhists. for example.
~~

and"~"

conference.

"th'ey,"

The Edinburgh Conference in 1910 was a "we"

A next step is where "we" talk to "you." and

much of the l anguage of proclamation and witness is still shaped by this
mode of thought.

lf there is real listening and mutuality. "we" talk

with "you," and this is Dialogue.

A final step might be when "we all"

talk to "one another" about "us."

At this point. Dialogue is not an

event or a project which enhances our mutual understanding.
the foundation for a new kind of community.
vision of the expansion of the

"~e":

It becomes

Gandhi also had this

gradually enlarging the group of

people we call "family" or "household" to include a wider and wider
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circle, until there is at least some sense in which we can think of the
human family as one, or at least as a community of families.

At the

Vancouver Assembly, we heard Phillip Potter speak of the oikos, the
"household" of faith.

Our challenge is to find ways to think and work

our way into the creation of a household that includes the entire
oik.oumene, the "whole inhabited earth."
1k. 451'1 t. f (.~ g,.. t c.)C.S
The oikoumene, to Alexandet the Greet. meant the nwhole inhabited

frbpt.rly

earth."

And ecumenical,(means worldwide, global .

The \.ICC fosters, among

Christians, the capacity and indeed the responsibility, to think of ourselves not only as members of a particular church and denomination,
but as members-one-of-another in a Christian family that extends
throughout the world.

Ecumenical thinking, as Christians, means that we

will frame our concerns and make our commitments as part of a worldwide fami-ly.
on the

~est

will listen to the voices of Christians in East Berlin,

~e

Bank, i n South Afr i ca, and in the South Bronx.

For our

household. though far-flung, is one.
But the One
obvious fact.

~orld

is not only the Christi an world.

That is an

We Christians are not the only family in the oikoumene
,'fL..,

The "whole inhabited

earth"~is

0Mt ~r!J,

one of many households of faith.

Thi s has a lways been the case, of course, but our awareness of this
fact of religious divers ity, and our responsibi lity for response, has
changed radically in the past two generations.
l~y

grandmother, for instance, when she came to the United States

from Sweden in 1911, had only one book: the Bible in Swedish. She had
never met a Hindu or Muslim. She had never read the Bhagavad Gita
or heard the Koran recited.

Until the day she died, she thought of me

and introduced me to her friends as "my granddaughter, who is a missionary in India." What else, i n her worldview. could I possibly be doing
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there?
~ithout

diminishing in the least the integrity of her faith, I have

to say that to be a Christian is, for me, radically different than
it was for her. I have lived for years in India, in the sacred city of
f
"
. Bfnarfs.
I have seen the faith of Hindus, as they embrace the joys

of life and the struggle with the sorrows of death. I have prayed in a
Hindu temple. I have stood in the stillness of a mosque . I have sat in
a Buddhist meditation hall.

And I cannot bracket these things, and put

them aside, when I consider what it is to be a

Christia~

today, living

in relationship with my friends and colleagues of other faiths.
For most of Christian history, when we considered our relation to
t _h ose of other faiths, we used the langua9e my grandmother knew well:
mission, 1o.1itness, and evangelism. In

rethink~ng

what these terms mean

today, with over half of our member churches . in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America, and with

a

growing knowledge of and respect for our neighbors,

the word "dialogue" will come to have a major and central role.
In One

~orld,

we can no longer afford an attitude in which "we"

speak about "them," or even to "them."

Without in the least losing our

cherished and particular roots as Christians, we Christians must seek
ways to speak of a "we" alongside, for instance. our Muslim and Jewish
neighbors, in address i ng the concerns of our common world. Muhammad
Talbi, a Muslim professor from Tunisia, has helped us on our way, as he
struggles to see '-Jhat

~·

the Muslim "community," might mean , as

Muslims seek a wider community.

That was in the

Mauriti~s

consultation,

and there Art Solomon, of the Ojibway nation of Canada, blessed us on
our way. as he gathered us into a circie, lighted some sacred sage i n
a seashell, and fanned the fragrant smoke into our nostrils .
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Our first task is beginning to understand one another.
tant Islam is in our One

How impor-

today. and how relatively few of us as

~orld

Christians know anything about Islam.

How important the Hindu and

Buddhist traditions have been in framing the cultureand shaping the
thought of all Asia, and hoy.1 relatively few of us have more than a
passing acquaintance with these traditions.

As Krister Stendahl has

often pointed out, we pledge ourselves in the Ten Commandments not to
bear false witness against our neighbors.

But we do not know our

neighbors , and how often do we bear false witness, not out of malice or
out of intent to distort the face of our neighbor, but out of sheer
ignorance.
Understanding the

is important, but that is not all we

"other~

learn from Dialogue. As one Jewish participant in the Mauritius consultation put it, "We need to understand the other, but we also need the
.

. . • I"'\ _,, ...._ ~ ... -

other·· in
cess.

·ora~r

to

"'- • ~ :-..

.i.

~

•••

•

'

'

•

\inaerstand· ourselves." Dialogue is a reflexive pro-

In coming to see the world, its meaning and coherence and hope,

through the eyes of another. we see ourselves more clearly as well.

Dialogue in the Work of the WCC
The January/ February issue of One World outlines the programme
priorities of the

wee

as they relate the the various units and sub-

units. And these programme priorities are seen to cut across the work of
the units and sub-units as well.

Using this as a starting point.

let me indicate what I think it might mean for Dialogue to become, not

simply one sub-unit of the work of the wee, but a way of thinking and
working in One World that .i nforms and shapes many of its programmes.
This concern for a fuller integration of Dialogue in the work of
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the

wee

is not new. Indeed, at the Dialogue Core Group meeting in

Chambesy, following the Nairobi Assembly nearly a decade ago, the
hope was expressed for "close links and, whenever possible, collaboration between different units and sub-units in implementing programme
proposals." Although some collaboration has been achieved, there is
clearly more work ahead as we move forward from Vancouver . Presented
are but a few examples of areas of work that would be enhanced by the
perspective of Dialogue and by the active presence and input of people
of other faiths.

UNIT ONE: FAITH AND WITNESS
The Commission on World Mission and Evangelism
The CWME is continually in the process of rethinking the meaning of
mission and evangelism in One World.
discussed periodically in

The issue of Dialogue has been

context of the work of C\.JME, and it has

~he

been affirmed repeatedly, especial l y in the period following Nairobi,
that Dialogue is not a threat to Christian mission and evangelism.
As Emil i o Castro, then the Director of the C\JME. put it in his plenary
address to the Melbourne Conference on

Mission anc Evangelism in

~orld

1980, "Mission implies an attitude of Dialogue."
and yet I suspect

it

We all affirm this.

is not entirey clear to any of us just what

Dialogue means for mission.

The documents o f

include. stil l. relatively little talk of

~he

Melbourne Conference

"dialogue.~

and rather a

preponderant use of one-way language --·to proclaim," "to announce , "
"to confess.·

This is important language,

but only if we understand it

to be balanced with the language of listening and mutuality.

As D.C.

Mulder has put the matter to us. "It is the mission of the church to be
in Dialogue today." Most of us would agree that the age of trimphalist
~ssion

and evangelism is past.

But the age of dialogical mission --our

mission to be both bearers and hearers of the good news of God-- has
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not yet come into its own.

It is not enough to affirm that Dialogue is

"not a threat" to mission.

We must struggle as Christians, in Dialogue

with Hindus or Jews, to understand how Dialogue reshapes and challenges
our understanding of what mission is.
For the future, one programme theme of the C\.JME will be that of
Gospel and Culture.

Here Dialogue and CWME must work together, for

it is clear that "culture" in most parts of the world has ·been, and
for the most part continues to be, shaped by rel igious traditions
other than Christianity.

To discuss Gospel and Culture implies a

very serious effort at Dialogue.
~row

Another programme emphasis is to

in our understanding of mission and evangelism as "good news

to the poor."

Here again, we must

join hands with CWME , recognizing

that many if not most of the world's poor, whom we must serve, and to
whom we must listen for God's prophetic word, are not Christian poor .

•

To listen to the poor, means : to be in _Dialogue:

A third programme
. . :.-::=

..

·- .....

emphasis of CWME is to be a continued study of non-violent resistence
as a form of Christian obedience to God.
opportun ity to grow in Dialogue.

Here too, Christians have an

Our global interrelatedness is demon-

strated nowhere more clearly than in the non-violent thought and action
of Gandhi.

Gandhi's own Hindu and Jain roots in traditions of

ahimsa, or non-violence, were nourished by the Sermon on the Mount
and by the Chri.stian essays of Tolstoy. ln turn, Martin Luther

King·

s

Christian roots in trad i tions of non-violence, were deeply nourished by
the thought of Gandhi.
The Faith and Order Commission
Faith and Order looks at the theological foundations for Christian
unity, and in its long study of Baptism, Eucharist, and Ministry, it
has done important and generative theological work.

While affirming
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the importance of Christian unity and our understanding of Christian
diversity,

we cannot but yearn for the day when Faith and Order takes

up in earnest an equally urgent theological task: rethinking our under1u.,..J

standing of ourselves as Christians in the context of a religiouslyJworfJ.
'

We have bequn this task in the Chiang Mai consultation, but there is

still a long way to go in responding to the challenge· of religious
pluralism.

How do we account theologically for the fact of human reli-

grious diversity?

How do W€.

increasingly conscious of the

think , theologically, as Christians
~ork

of Hindu or Muslim theologians?

Our new world situation is as challenging to us, theologically, as was
Greek rationalist thought in the first century, or as the Copernican
revolution and the emergence of scientific thought.
to come to grips

~ith

Theology has had

Aristotle, just as theology has had to come to

grips with science and with the fact that the Sun does not circle the
earth.

Coming the grips with the world's relig ious pluralism is equally

challenging to Christian theology today.

As Wilfred Cantwell Smith has

put it,"Not only are Christian answers not the only answers, ·but
Christian questions are not the only questions."

Smith, writing nearly

twenty years ago now, predicted:
The time ~ill soon be with us when a theologian who attempts to work
out his position unaware than he does so as a member of a world community in which other theologians equally intelli gent , equally devout,
equally moral, are Hindus, Buddhists. Muslims, and unaware that his
readers are likely perhaps to be Buddhists. or to have Muslim husbands
or Hindu colleagues --such a theologian is as hopelessly out of date as
one who attempts to construct an intellectual position unaware that
Aristotle has thought. or unaware that the earth is a minor planet in a
galaxy that is vast only by terrestrial standards.
That time has clearly come, and in the next period of our

wee

work, we

look forward to closer collaboration with the Faith and Order
commission on the theological tasks of One World.
UNlT TWO: JUSTICE AND SERVICE
It i s especially crucial that Dialogue, which until now has been
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largely in the domain of Unit I, become a way of thinking and working in
Unit II as well.

We recall the concern of the Mauritius consultation

that global concerns, such as peace, justice, and development, are not
suited to an exclusively Christian approach.

The very inter-relatedness

and inter-dependence we wish to foster in One World is subverted by a
unilateral approach.
The Churches' Participation i n Development.
As Christians we raise the question, what is the meaning of "development" in relation to religious and ethical values1

This, however, is

not a subject of concern to Christians alone, for people throughout
the developing world who do not wish to duplicate the patterns of
Western materialism, whether capitalist or communist, are asking about
the ethical foundations of a new society.

Religious perspectives on

"power" is a subject far to important to One World for Christians to be
discuss i ng in the absence of

~eighbors

of other faiths.

The issue of

power in relation to the poor, and the empowerment of tne poor, has
been effectively addressed by Marx. Mao, and Gandhi, as well as by
the liberation theologies and movements of the Christian world.

In

South Asia, for instance. some of the most creative grassroots thinking
about the meaning of "development" is taking place in the Gandhian
movements and in the Sarvodaya movement of Sri Lanka .

Since the "I" of

the DFI, the ideologies concern. has been moved. now, to the CCPD, we
look

for~ard

to cooperating on what is historically a shared concern:

the dialogue of religion and ideology.
ing as Christians on the question of

As we move forward in our think-

"deveiopment.~ ~e

must do so in

full partnership with our neighbors of other faiths and ideologies who
are thinking creatively in this area.
The Commission of the Churches on International Affairs
The CCIA attends to the role and responsibility of the

wee

in

.

'
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1nternational affairs.

Because of the religious dimensions of many

aspects of international affairs, especially in times of tension or
crisis, it is essential that the Dialogue sub-unit work in close cooperation with the CCIA.

It is obvious in this area that Christians

cannot and should not "go it alone," but must work in ongoing dialogue
with Muslims, Jews, Hindus, Sikhs. Buddhists, and adherents of -t-r..J,fi'014Q..(

rtlt'i"°"'

In a divided world, we must work for more honest and vigorous communication and deeper understanding.
in Dialogue,
after all,

This we cannot do without our partners

even those with whom we disagree.

The goal of Dialogue,

is not to eliminate differences. but to understand them and
d,...

to achieve agreement and coopelj{tion in spite of them.
Religious fanaticism, including violence and chauvinism in the name
of religion, is a serious problem in many parts of the world.
across religious traditions and is of common concern .

It cuts

Many participants

in the ·Mau.ritius co\ sultat ior. agreed t_tia t the wor lc t oday i s · most deeply
divided. not

betw~en

religions, but between those in each religious

tradition who hold their faith in a close-fisted and narrow way , and
t hose in each re l igious trad i tion who hold their faith in an open-handed
and generous way.

It is the difference between those who feel their

faith to be secure only by bu i ld i ng walls, and those who feel firmly
grounded in faith by virtue of deep roots.

This d ivision today affedts

people of all religious traditions, and it shoul d be addressed as a
common concern.

Whether in India . Sri Lanka , the Middle East, the Sudan

or Great Britain. crises and tensions with an interreligious dimension
should be addressed by the Dialogue sub-unit in cooperation with the
CCIA.
The CCIA should also work with the Dialogue sub- unit to fi nd
partners and allies in Dialogue on the question of peace and disarma-

•

• • ~ I

I
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Again. an issue of such urgent global concern for the One World should
involve us in strenuous efforts to work with our neighbors of other
faiths wherever possible.

As Jonathan Schell has put it, the future

is no longer simply given to us in the nuclear age. Now it must be
achieved.

"We must become the agriculturalists of time.

plant and cultivate it, we will never reap."

If we do not

We cannot build One World

by moving ahead alone as Christians, no matter how diverse and divided
our Christian world might be.

UNIT III: EDUCATION AND RENE\JAL
The sub-unit on Education in the churches and the Programme on
Theological Education are natural partners for the cooperative work of
the sub-unit on Dialogue.

Ecumenical learning expands our awareness

of the world beyond our local church and home community.
wha~ . P~illip . Potte~ . called_~a . global_consciousness
• ..., •

way."
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Thus education for global consciousness,
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•

education for citizen-

ship in One World, must include concerted efforts in education about
the worldwide Christian community and about religious trad i tions other
than Christianity.

In theological education this concern is primary,

since pastors have such an important teaching role in the churches.
The Dia l ogue sub-unit and the PTE have already taken steps toward
a joint programme to be held in Malays ia in the summer of 1985.
Similarly, the sub-unit on Renewal and Congregational Life explores
an important area for Dialogue -- that of Spirituality.

Its future

programme emphasis on Spirituality might be pursued. in part,
cooperation of the Dialogue sub-unit.

~ith

the

In many parts of the world the

spiritual life of Christians has already been deepened and enriched by
the exp l oration of Eastern disciplines of prayer and meditation.
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In a sense, this Dialogue is already very old among monks, nuns,
ascetics, and men and women of prayer the world over.

The populari-

sation of spiritual disciplines in the modern world, however, has
has brought the issues of such spiritual exploration into the mainstream of the life of the churches.

There is a yearning for guidance

and new thinking here, and it can best be addressed by the Dialogue subunit in cooperation with RCL.
Finally, the

sub~unit

,tf'1

on Women in Church and Society is a natural (JM.

Not only in the Christian tradition, but throughout the world in the

~'·~v-t
SI.A k,.i>i.A

various religious and cultural traditions, women are seeking to "define
themselves.

II

~e

know from experience in the Christian tradition that the

role and "image" of woman has often been imposed by predominantly male
structures and hierarchies .

Coming to define ourselves and recast the

image of woman, speaking from our own experience as women, is a task
wh i ch Christian, . Muslim, Buddhist women have a .11 shared ,in. these .Pa.s .t.
decades. Even the struggle for religious legitimacy, ordination, and
leadership within the traditions has been common to, for example, Anglican women, Conservative and Reformed Jewish women, and Buddhist Soto
Sect Nuns.
As our work in Dia l ogue moves forward. we must be ever conscious of

the issue of part i cipation.

We must think about what it means, for

instance, for Christian men and 1r1omen to enter into Dialogue vJi th "men"
of other faiths.

Who wil participate in our Dialogue with Jews, with

Muslims, with Hindus?

Whose concerns will be voiced in Dialogue? How

can we insure that our Dialogue includes women. and expands the network
of women and women's religious organizations with whom we have contact?
Mi ght we suggest that the travel of women staff in the

~CC

of

be used

whevever possible to extend our contacts with women's religious organizations throughout the world?

...,.' .
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Conclusion
To suggest. as I have in brief. areas of cooperation between the
Dialogue sub-unit and the other programmes of the

wee.

does not mean

that Dialogue should simply be added on to the initiatives of other
units.

Much of the initiative we may have to take ourselves, until that

day when thinking and working in dialogue toward One
second-nature in the work of the

wee.

~orld

becomes

What initiative we should take. a

as a catalyst for Dialogue. is our agenda in the next few days.
~e

World.

must be clear, however, that Dialogue is the foundation for One
Dialogue is essential to relationship.

And if we are to . have a

relationship to our Muslim or Jewish or Buddhist neighbors. it must be
based on the mutual speaking and listening, giving and taking, agreeing
and disagreeing that is Dialogue.

Such relationship does not just

happen; it must be pursued with vigor, with care. and with sensitivity.
Dialog·u e is the

f.ounda-~1on

for ·one Wor-ld.

· we · ~must

actfvely seek,

promote. and construct such a foundation --or there wili be none.
One World cannot be built on the foundation of trans-national corporate
capitalism.

One World cannot be built on the foundation of competition

and polarization between the superpowers.

One World cannot be built on

the foundation of science. technology, and the media.

One world cannot

be built on Christian, Muslim. Jewish. or Sikh triumphalism.
One World cannot be built on the foundation of mutual fear and suspicion.

And though we have struggled and are struggling hard to achieve

Christian unity, One World cannot be built on the foundations of
Christian unity.
As far as

~e

know, One World is all we have.

experiment with, to divide. despoil, and destroy,
to live in.

We do not have one to
and one to learn

Laying the foundations for One World is the most important
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,..._,,,
task of our time.
agreements.

These foundations are notjnegotiated statements and

These foundations are. rather. in the stockpiling of trust

through Dialogue and the creation of relationships that can sustain both
agreement and disagreement.

Moving forward as Christians, in Dialoque

with those of other faiths, we will create the foundational relationships of One World.

Moving forward alone, we will not.

Thinking creatively about how we may move fon.iard together is, for
the moment. the task of the sub-unit on Dialogue.

With us and through

us. may it also become the task of the entire World Council of Churches.

:'··· .
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~~]'hen Pope ~ohn Paul II met with a

delegation from
the American Jewish Committee on Feb. 15, he unequivocally denounced anti-Semitism. "Anti-Semitism,"
he said, "which is unfortunately still a problem in certain
plaa:s, bas been repeatedly condemned by the Catholic tradition :u incompatible with Ouist's teaching." 1be statement is so obvious that the only remarkable thing about it is
that at this point in history a Pope would feel obliged to
make it at all.
The sad fact is that it was both perfectly appropriate and
welcomed with enthu.siaml by bis guests. Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, director of international relations for the ~
mittee, spoke to the prea after the meeting and observed
that the conversation with the Pope underscored the
"18().dcgrce turnaround in Catholic attitudes toward Judaism'~ thatJw ~ takina place sin~ Vatican ll's Declaration on the ·Ret8tionship of ihC Churcli i0·Non-ChristiinReligions (Nostra Aetate), dated Oct. 28, 196S. '"Literally,
for the past 1,900 years," Rabbi Tanenbaum contin~cd,
..Jews have aisled as objects of conversion, and ft've ex·
istcd as an anomaly to the vast majority of the Christian
world. but Vatican Council ll bas put an end to that kind of
caricature and defamation of Jews and Judaism."
Twenty years is not much time to effect a 180-dep
change in centuries of mutual fear, suspicion and misun·
derstandina. History poses a terrible burden on the present,
and anti.semitism is a cultural phenomenon without parallel. Authors back into the age of clwical antiquity saw the
Jewish expatriates in their midst U corrosive to their DI•
tional identity. In the tqinning of the Christian era, separation from Judaism by the early church and internal conflicts with the Judaizers left a bitter aftertaste in many sections of the New Testament. Negative phrases against "the
Jews" and "the Pharisees" would centuries later be
· wrenched from their proper historical context to provide a
· pseudo-theological justification for some of the most enormous criines in history. 1f today some Jewish leaders ~
pear overly sensitive to Nativity scenes or school prayer,
this legacy of history can help explain their feelinp,
- While theological and historical differences ·between
Jews and Catholics have been beaJcd in part over the past
20 years, the political differences between the Vatican and
the state of Israel remain delicate. These two areas of diaJope must remain sharply distiquished, as Israeli Prime
Minister Shimon Peres no~ when be emerged from his
1
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or the United States and Canada ·

own meeting with Pope John Paul on Feb..19. Political dif•
f erences do not automatically imply anti&mitism.
.
lsrad and the Vatican do not maintain diplolDIDc rdatiom, and it iS unlikdy that they will be establWlcd-' soon,
even thouah the meetini between the two leaden was •
scn'bed as· cordial and Prime Minister Peres invited the
Pope to visit Israd. 1be Vatican opposes Israel's makina
Jerusalem its capital, believing that its former international
character would best safeauard access to the holy.places for
adherents of all religions. Arab refugee status, ~ settlemmts on the West Bank~ the security of.the l.bnese
border remain obstacles. These are not insuperable obstacles. however, since diplomatic· recognition ~ iniplies
full endorsement of a nation's polic:ies.
Diplomatic r'elations should be the evenlllal goal of theae
exchanaa, and the 20th anniversary of Nostra Aetaae
· would be an appropriate date to begin the proc:ie:u. Progress
in the dialogue is cruc:ial for the appreciation of our shared
identity as the people of Ood, a theme struck by P9pe Pius ·
XI in 1938, on the eve of Europe's darkest hour, when be
said: "Spiritually, we are all Semites."
·
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OJUNCIL OF CHURCHES

Dial09Ue with People of Living Faiths

DIALCmJE Vl)RKING GROUP MEEI'lKi at the
Hayes Conference Centre, SWanwick, Derbyshire, England
March ll th - 15th, 1985

REPORT ON JEWISH-cHRISTIAN RELATIONS
by

Allan R. Brockway
By far the rrost inlp:)~t fonnal event in the work of the Consultation
on the Church and the Jewish People (CCJP) since the last meeting of the
Working Group, at the beginning of 1982, was the reception by the ~ Executive CamU.ttee of the statanent entitled "Ecumenical considerations on
Jewish-Olristian Dialogue".

(

At Bali the working Group had made a ft!!!W minor alterations in the text
adopted by the CC.JP at it.s June 1981 rreeting in L::mdon-Colney. After a
lengthy perioo of consultation am::mg the churc.11es and numerous drafts, the
CCJP had perfected its "Guidelines on Jewish-christian Dialogue" and it was
under this title that the Working Group suhnitted the document to the Executive Carrnittee.

When it met in February 1982, the Executive Corn:nittee reC'C\!i-

mended further oonsultation with the churches, particularly churches in the
Middle East, and requested that the staterrent be brought to its Ju-ly meeting
having been amended in light of the additional cc:mnents.

The CCJP canpliedwith the wishes of the Executive Ccmnittee and, after
~nts

(

on the document approved by the"Working Group had been received from
Middle East churches, sane rrembers of the original CC.JP drafting canrnittee
made substantial changes and sul:mitted the revised docuznoJ1t to the Executive
C:rrm.ittee. After making further alterations of its own, including a cha11ge ::-:
title fran "Guidelines" to "Ecurrenical Considerations" 1 the Executive Cc:rrrn.itt.:-:
"received and o:mrer.ded (it) to the ch~ches for study and action" on 16 J-:.!1J
1982. Thus was brought to a oonclusion the process that was begun by the cc.J?
in 1975.
Available in ~glish, French, Gerr.an, and Swedish, the "Ea.Jm:..11ical Considerations have been distributed widely . To our knowledge they have bee.'1
published in the EC'..DT:enical Revie....-, the International :Bulletin of ~-Iissi.or.<:rf
Research, From the Marti.'1 Buber House (English), SIDIC (English and. French) ,
and Frei.burger Rundschau (German).
·

As an "official" doa.zrent of the world Council of Churches, the "Scume.'.lical Considerations" are, as the historical note accc:rnpanying them indicates,
"stages along the way, to be amplified and refined as eeeper and wider dialcg:.;.e
provides greater a11d more sensitive insight . into the relationships arrong t.'-le
diverse peoples of God's one \<.Crld''. They represent tr.e rost adequate i;::.osi tion
:possible at the ti.'Tle of their acceptance. But many who are i."lvolved in Je.·!is:-.Christia'"l dialogue, both Jews and Christians, were disa;;?OinteC t.112.t be st.atenent as a do?ted by the \.:orking Group at Sal1 was not permitted to stc,."id ..:..11challenged. 'The disappointment arises not fmn what the "Ecumenical considerations"
./.

- 2 say but fran 'What was left unsaid or s~d far rrore mini.rrally than has been done
. in the original ·paper, particularly oonceming the land and state of Israel.
While recognizing and appreciating the validity of that disappoinment, it is
import.ant to celebrate ti:ie "Ecumenical Considerations" as the m::>st definitive
statement on Jewish-christian dialogue that the world Council, as suc.lt, has
produced to date. It has been, and will continue to be, a rrost effective tool
for the further develo:pnent of the dialogue wherever Jews anci Christi.ans are
in position to meet and. talk.

A great deal of enthusiasm and hope was generated by the process of
developing the docurrent, which, in the best of all possible ~rlds, v.ould
have provided a spring roard for intensive programning by the CCJP to
maxirnalize its effectiveness throughout the w::>rld. But preparation for the
Vancouver Assembly intetvened. All staff of the Council were rrobilized to
prepare for the Assembly and m:::ist of its budget was real located toward that
end. Consequently, the prograrrming for Je\Yish-Christian dialogue could not
proceed "nonnally", and the manentum present at the ti.me of the "Ecumenical
Considerations" acceptance was, to a large extent, allowed to dissipate. It
is doubtful that it can be regained~ertainly not in the same form of intensity, at this late date. Despite that reality, the statement remains the rrost
useful implement in the OOJP's tool kit. Sare reflections on the fX)Ssible
steps .beyond the "F.currenical Considerations" will be offered at the oonclusion
of this report.
The Inte.m ational Jewish Ccmnittee for Interreliqious Consultations (IJClC)
remains the principal foi::mal dialogue partner for the C'CJP and the WOrlct Council
1 . • •of Chu~ches·.
In the inte.rval since the la?~ meeting of ~e WO~kinq Groi,;p, the
1•.. . Liaison and Planning CCmnittee (~) - · corrposed of representatives fran:-.'t he wee
1 arid the IJCIC - has oontinued to meet once or twice each year to discus.s .. the
I, on-going relationship between the World Cou.'1cil and the major Jewish organi1
z.ations. Usually these rreetings leave rne<-bers of both parties sci':lewhat
i
1
frustrated
because seldan are issues resolved, but meetings of the LPC are r.2ces1
\ sary and valuable for .keeping lines of corrm.mication open. It is hoped that the
I next meeting may be scheduled for April or May of this year.

(

~)

.

T"ne rost recent i..'1 a series of fomal consultations

be~

the CCJP, acti:.;

on be.."lalf of the Wcrld Council, and the IJCIC was held at Harvard Divinit y scz-.,,.:·::·l
25-29 Nove'Tiber 1984, on the topic, "Religiot:S Pluralism: Its Mea'1ing anc Lir:".it .s " .

After list:en.ing to and discussing papers by ooth Jews and Christians on the
general subject of religious pluralism, the o:>nsultation considered the act ual
state of pluralism in three representative societies: the United States, Great
Britain, and Israe.!.. The participants prepared a joint stat~.ment on religious
pluralism, a copy of which is attached as an appendix to this report.
One of the practical goals for the period following the Bali Working Grou?
meeting continues to be rrore of a goal than a reality: the encouragement of
Jewish-Christian dialogue in parts of the world where Jews and Christians live
together but where the dialogue has yet to develop to a meaningful extent.
During CX:tober 1984, I spent al:out O...o weeks in Australia, which, with sooe
75,ocx::> JeMS, ranks tenth in nations with Jewish population.* I spoke at l'=Ilgt.h .
w:ith leaders in both the Christian and Jewish o:mnunities ·in Perth, Melool.!rne,
and Sydney. In the process I ciisoovered that there is vecy little dialogue .in
the se!"'.se of inter-religious discussions (al t.'1ough there is scrre) • -Tnere is,
~~·ever, a.'1 acute se..'1Se of each other's prese.-:ce ar1d a heighter1ed sensibili ty
to what each perceives the other to be sayi.~g about it. In specific, Je..;s are
angcy a!:out statanents o::mceming Israel made by sane Church dignitaries, and
~I.

...
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church people are angry about perceived Jewish "interference" in church affairs •
. With the e>Cception of a handful of people who are "tuned in" to JeWish-christian
dialogue, there is al.m::>st no direct and personal interaction.

overt antisemitic activity is al.m::>st non-exi.stant, but 'there also is little
underi;tandinq on the part of church people of the meaning Israel has for their
Jewish neighbors (Melbourne has a large concentration of Holocaust survivors).
And likewise there is little Jewish unders.t anding of the power ooncern for dispossessed people has today for Christians. Because each side feels ·t hat its
identity is at stake, there appears to be scant willingness for either to take
the self-identity of their potential dialogue partners at face value. The
necessity and desirabi lity of dialogue is obvious. I am in correspondence with
both Jews and Christians in Australia concerning the i:ossibility of o::::>operative
ventures for stimulating such dialogue, possibly a jointly sponsored "workshop"
in 1986.

(

The Australian situation is a rrore-or-less self-contained instance of the
situation as it exists between the churches and organized Jewish carmunities
r elsewhere. Dialogue between Jews and Christians has becx::.rne sophisticated
religiously and is having significant effect on Christian teaching about Jews
as well as revision or elimination of anti-Judaic lib.lrgies and preaching. At
the same time the relation between the churches and the Jewish people has deterioriated and tension between them continues to rrount because of different
interpretations of the state of Israel and the war between Israel and its Arab
neighbors.

This tension a~rs 119t to l?e..SW?ceptible to .amelioration by the usual
filalogicai techniques~ · But because of the dialogue's succ'ess, those on both
sides who engage in it tend to becane frustrated and angry when their co-reli gionis ts who have not been directly involved in the dialogue aP?ear to ignor e
what years of dialogue experience has taught. When 11 dialogical" Christians
sit down with "international" or "p::>litical" Christians, the first group turns
up an "Israel is wlnerable" card, those in the second group turn up an "Israel
oppresses the Palestinians" card, and the l atter usually seems to be trump. It
is a situation that seriously threatens to damage the interreligious dialogue
itself.

These obS<ervations lead directly back to the "Ecum:mical Considerations"
and the extent to which they can assist in what is a new dema.'1d on inter re l i gi()\.;S dialogue: to be a vehicle for U."lderstanding, reconciliation, and cha.1ge
on the part of the organized J ev.rish and C.'U'istian conmuni ties, leading to ti'.e
elimination of tension in the relationshi-os between them. Put another way, can
the dialogue assist the churches and the ecurrenical rrovement actively to understand that concern for, and identity with, the Palestinian people is not
necessarily i.ncarpatible wit.~ concern for, and identity with, the Jewish P2C;;l e wtx:> today are inseparable _fran the state of Israel, its well-being and continued
existence ? can dialogue help the churches and the ecurenical rrovement to express their identi ty with Israel when they act in su~rt of the Palestinia.11s ·
and vice versa 7
·
It is unlikely that the ·11Ecurrenical Considerations" or similar stat errents
on Jewish-christian dialogue by the member churches of the world Council of
Olurche s can in t.'1emse l ves provide p:::>si tive a'"l.SWers tc these quest ior.s. St.atenents on interreligious dialogue do not a~d..""'ess today's si tuation, which require~
di.alogJe between Jews and Jews and, particularly, ret..;een Christians anc Christi.2;.:;
The"Ecumenical Considerations~· are an excellent stateirent of where Christians have
generally arrived in their understanding of Judaism. The next step is an equally

.I .
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arduous effort to understand Jews, the Jewish people. The Consultation on the
Church and the Jewish People could not have a rrore appropriate name for the
task that lies ahead.
During these days together here at Swanwick, you will be asked to name
members to the Consultation on the Church and the Jewish People for the
period between TKM and the next W:C Assembly. A list of proposed menbers is
attached to this report. I · hope that the members of the group assigned to
w::>rk on Jewish-christian relations, and the working Group as a whole, will
take with utnost seriousness its responsibility to constitute a CCJP t.hat will
be best able to guide u:;: into and through the crucial days ahead.
But even rrore than that, I hope we will, even during our time together
here, be able to outline sane of the necessary procedures for translating
the learnings fran the dialogue between Jews and Christians, between the
Olurch and the Jewish People, into the public ethics of the Churches.

(

i

I confess to mixed feelings about the prospects for the relation between th.:
Churches and the Jewish people. On the one hand, I see the opportunity for a
breakthrough of historic proportions and am excited and encouraged. But on
the other hand, I see huge obstacles, the necessity for delicate negotiations ,
and the prospect of failure that could require years, if not decades, to
reverse. The next five or six years are indeed critical. The fact that every
time has been a critical time does not change the present reality.
When we approach our task in faith, however, neither the hope of a
"brea"<through" nor tbe fear of failure ~res wit.h the conviction we-share
with St. Paul : . "For I am sure that neither death, nor life, nor angels~ nor
principalities, nor things present, nor things to cane, nor height, nor depth,
nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love
of God in Christ Jesus our lord" (Rcrnans 8:38-39).

(
• Footnote: The United States, Israel, and the Soviet Union ra'Lk one, h.o,
and three respectively, followed by France, Britain, car-.ac.a,
Argentina, south Africa and Brazil.

NOTE FOR THE FILE
Meeting between Diana Eck (Dialogue Moderator), A. Brockwa.ya
G. Riegner and J . Halperin on 21 March 1985.

1..
Our guests listened with great interest to Dr. Riegner ' s i mpressions
aft.er his recent visit to the DDR.

2.

Dr. Brockway reported on a meet ing held the previous day with E. Castro,
At that meeting, E. Castro had
said that wee had in fact "two foreign miI".i stries - CCIA and the Dialogue
Unit", and that both should at least co!D!llunicate with each other, which had
not been the case until now.

N. Koshy, E. Weingarten, D. Eck and himself.

(

At the same meeting, the WCC members of the IJCIC/WCC Liaison and
Planning Committee were appointed:
Krister Stendahl (Sweden, CCJP moderator)
Theo van Boven (Netherlands, CCIA moderator)
Diana Eck (Harvard University, Dialogue moderator)
Aram Keshishian {Bishop, Amenian Apostolic Church, Lebanon,
member, Central Committee}
Wesley Ariarajeh
Allan Brockway
Ninan Koshy
Ghas s an Rubei z
(Someone from Faith & Order)
Emilio Castro, ex officio

It was proposed to hold the next LPC at the WCC Headquarters oc 16 April
1985.

(

The f ollowing items vere suggested for the agenda of the meeting:
- Where do we stand and where do we go from here?
- Matters and issues of joint concern (Social problems , religious
liberty, extremism)
- Role of religion in conflicts and in peace
- Ways ar.d means of fost ering Jewish/Christian relations in regions or
countries not yet covered.
In viev of the forthcoming session of the wee Central Committee in
Buenos Aires from 28 July to 8 August 1985, Diana Eck expressed the hope
that fruitf'ul contacts could take place on the spot bet"Ween leading figures
of the Jewish community and Bishop Stendahl,· herself and others.

3.

- 2-

4.
On the occasion of the meeting held by the Dialogue Unit iD Britain,
Dr. Brockway had further te.lks with Prof. Opoku about the African/Jewish
encounter. Prof. Opoku agreed to submit a formal proposal to the AllAfrican Council of Churches in Nairobi vith a view to holding the meeting
there io October 1985.
wee was ready to contribute financially to cover
travel expenses of African participants to the meeting.

,..
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Rabbi Mordecai Waxman
Synagogue Council of America
327 L~xlngtou Avenue
New York , N. Y. 10016

'J

'
._,·

U. S. A.

Dear ·Rabbi Waxman ,
..
Solo~on had been entrusted with the task of
laying the ground for a consultation with the Anglicar:s to be held in May
1986. This he is doing very actively .

As you will remember , Rabbi

His first draft programme sounded far too ambitious and beyond the scope ·
of a 3-days consultation. · We suggested to him t.hat it should be rearranged
and, as a result, we received from him the attached revised draft programme.

·~·

We would" be most grat_e ful to you if you cou_ld let us have at your very
earliest convenience your reacti ons · and cominents.
I am sending a. copy of his proposals to Marc Tanenbaum, G. Wigoder and
Ehrlich with the same request. I am also sending a copy to Rebbi Wurz burger
for we are anxious to avoid any surprise from that quarter . For obvious
r e.A.sons, it is import1rnt to ohtfdn. ~meaningful consensus from aJl sines on .
those· matters.

.

,•
~

If Rabbi Solomon ' s outline is endorsed ~ we would suggest that each theme
be int r oduced by a speaY.er from each side, rather t han having a Christian
' main speaker' and a Jewish
'respondent' . We would also prefer for
item (i) a speaY.er like Uriel Simon and for item (ii) S. Talman. G. Tuc ker
would seem to be an excellent choice for item (iii) ..
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Yours sincerely

.

cc.: Rabbi Marc Tanenbawn
Dr. Geoffre~; i·7i gcc.ler.
Dr. S . L . Sh!·:'..ic~

Jean Halperin

c. c. ~

Professor Halperin

Our ref: NS/MMC
26th February 1985

The Revd. Dr. A.C.J. Phillips,
Chaplain,
St. John's College,
OX_FORD
OXl 3JP
Dear

.

~nthony,

.,,

I ,

'

have just had a long call from Professor Halperin of the ~.J.C.
in Geneva from which th~ following matter$ eme~ge inter alla~
I

1.

The Jewish participating body is J.J.C.I.C., of
W.J.C. is but one of five consituent members.

2.

E~mH. (!g _

which the

The past arrangement in compara.ble situations ha.s been that
partici·pants pay for
travel
and lodging.,
assisted where
appropriate by their own religious bodies.
Administrative
costs are shared.
There seems to be no clear procedure for
paying guest speakers. This seems to bring us almost back to
square one.'
3~

The desired number of participants is agreed.
I~J.C.I.C~ is
still anxious that there should be representation from the
Anglica~ Communibn
abroad and r said that you were pressing
thi~ · matter,
though the Anglican representation would be
predominantly UK based.
On the Jewish side
I
stressed the importance in this
particular situation of participation by a significant number
of Anglo/Jewish delegates,
though one or two delegates w~uld
have to be nominated by each of the bodies comprising
I.J.C.I.C.

4.

Professor Halperin and Dr.
Riegner
had some reservations
about the suggested programme.
They felt that the the~e had
been interpreted too broadly for meaningful coverage within
the allotted time;
they were also afraid of O~thodox Jewish
reaction to our proposal to put historical/critical study of
the Scriptures on the agenda. I did make the point that I
found
it
0n~eason~ble to
invite Christians to engage in
radical. discussion cf New Testament on the . basis of modern
critical studies w~ilst being inhibited from di$cussing the
historical/critical
approach to the Scriptures ~ith my own

'

<

Orthodox Jewish colleagues.
Anyway, I
have revised the draft programme in · the light of
these reserv~tions . and enclose for your
consider~tion a new
dr ci.f t.
As yoL1 wi 11 see
I have cut the. main · topics dow·n from
five · to
three, -and
also attempt~d to . · simplify · C.:>.nd
economise?) b y .suggest~ng that there ~re three main speake~s
and three prepared respondents.
I am not at all. happy with
any of
the suggestions I
have put down
for Jewish
r~sponde~ts, not
indeed with the fact the the first choice
for each main speaker is Christian; .we shall give the matter
furth~r thdught, but I do not want to hold up the proceedings
until we have ~ade up our minds.
I

look forward to hearing your reactions.

Yours.,

FORMAT FbR THE CONSULTATION

revised 25/02/85

The suggested format of the Consuitation is that three themes
will

be

introduced

presentation
Christian

by

be

k"i~l

response

specially

invited

followed by
as

a

appropriate,

speakers.

Each

prepared Jewish
and

then

by

or or
general

discussion.
The

follo~ing

i)

topics and speakers are suggested:

APPROACHING THE

Christians, while open
the

~ithin

text

TEXT

OF THE

BIBLE -

both Jews

and

to inspiration t hrough Scripture, approach

the fra~~work

of

a

traditional theology

and

teachings. How has this traditional apptoach· developed in response
to modern insights and discoveries?
Speaker:

Professor James Barr

Respondent : Professor Binyamin Uffenheimer
ii) . NEW

INSIGHTS INTO THE

ORIGINS -

the impact

an d r a b qi n i

C-.

s t u di es o n

JEWJSH BACKGROUND

of intertestamental studies ,
o u r ·u n de rs t a n d i n g o f

t

OF

CHRISTIA~

New Testament

h e ea r 1 y g r o . . . t h a n d

inter-relationships of Christianity and Rabbinic Judaism.
Professor £ . P. Sanders I Dr Geza Vermes

Speaker:

Respondent: Professor David Flusser
iii)
IDEAS -

LANGUAGE, MEANING, AND

the philosophical problems of

we ' unpack ' the
such

THE REFORMULATION

~atters

as

OF RELIGIOUS

religious language. How do

significance of traditional ways of talking about
God. Revelation,

Eternal Life,

~s

~ell

as the

specific underlying concepts in eaoh of our two faiths.
Speaker:

Professor Stephen Sykes I Richard Swinburne

Respondent: Professor Emil Fackenheim I Prof Gordon Tucker
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Church.Jewish Relations
Improve In Last 20 Years

BALTl MORE, NO.
W-25,000

But an interreligious expert says Vatican II

holds key to even closer relations.
MAR-29-85

BY ANGELA BORNEMANN

Staff Reporter

There has been more progress in the last 20 years in
J ewish·Christian relations
than in the last two centuries.
according to Judith Banld,
associate national director of
the Interreligious Affairs for
the Amei~P Jewi§b <Am·
m~ (A

CJ.

speaking recently before
the AJC's Baltimore chapter,
Banki reported on the progress made in Jewish-Chris·
tian relations since the
Roman Catholic Church's
1965 adoption of Nostra
A etate, a document which ex·
onerated Jews for · any
responsibility for Jesus'
death. The document also
mandated Catholics to repair
their relations with Jews.
Also attending Banki's
talk were members of the
AJC's Baltimore chapter's
Jewish-Christian Roundtable.
Reverend Brian Rafferty,
chairm.a n of the Archdiocesan Commission on Ecu·
meoical and Interreligious
Affairs of the Catholic
Church in Baltimore, was ori·
ginally scheduled to also
speak. His absence was not
explained.
Despite the progress of the
last two decades, Banki said
that both Jews aDd Christians have not realized the
full potential of Nostra
Aetate, which encoUiaged a
"new Christian attitude toward Jews and JudaislJ'I."
Since early church history,
she said, Catholic councils
and synods had promulgated
anti-Semitic teachings that
set prec.edents for nearly
..every abuse of the Nazi regime, short of genocide. Most
present-day C~stians, sh~
said, are not guilty of anti·
Semitism.Butmany:areirresponsible in their " lack of
knowledge of the Jewish ex·
perience."
Vatican II, called by Pope
John XXIII in 1962, was the
" breath of fresh air" needed
by the Catholic Church to ad·
dress questions of modernity,
including its traditional antiSeroitic teachings. "It was
time," said Banki. " for an
authoritative repudiation of
anti-Semitism, especially in
light of the Holocaust and
the reestablishment of the
State of Israel."
Many of the areas of Jew·
ish·Christian
relat ions

studied by Vatican II, said
Banld, focused on what
French writer aDd Holocaust
victim Jules Isaac called
"teachings of contempt."
These allege that Judaism
was a dead religion at the
time of Jesus and that Jews'
role in the death of Jesus
places them under a curse
which has caused their
dispe.r saJ throughout the
world - the Diaspora.
Banki said t hat from
.Nostra Aetate (literally, " In
Our Time" ) came a new em·
phasis on the religious links
between Judaism and Chris·
tianity. More importantly,
she said, it addressed the
issue of collective guilt that
had been assiRned to Jews
because ()f the cieath of Jesus.
"It is important to understand that Nostra Aetate
didn't at tempt to absolve or
forgive J ews for the death of
Jesus," said Banki. "It went
significantly further. It said
that the charge itself was
wrong."
The N!sponse to Nostra
Aetate by Catholic leaders
around t he world indicated
their desire to improve
Jewish-Catholic relations. A
statement by Belgian
bishops cited the Jewish people as "tbe true relation of the
Christian people not her
rival." French bishops called
for an end to age-old religious
clicbes as " unworthy of honest men."
But. noted Banki, " there is
still a lingering spirit of triumphalism in many Christian
writings which makes Chris·
tianity look good by making
Judaism look bad."
Issues that must still be
addressed, she said, between
the two people are "the unhappy parting of Jews and
Christian.s in scriptures" and
such chUich-state issues as
abortion, government aid to
religious schools and prayer
in schools.
One way to maximize the
effects of Vatican II and
Nostro Aetate, said Banki, is
to better educate Catholic lai·
ty and clergy of the Catholic
Church's new teachings.
"The malice may be gone."
she said, " but many teachers
are not equipped to deal with
newer, more difficult religious
teaching materials."
Since theological material

---

--- -·

is usually filtered first
through the religious hierarchy, Banki recommended
more interaction between
Jewish and Christian clergy.
This should include evangelical and fundamentalist Christian groups. she said. "I've
attended three conferences
between evangelicals and
Jews,·· she said. "The results
have been rich and exciting as long as both sides leave
their most militant members
at home."
As for the present hierarchy of the Catholic Church,
Banki assessed Pope John
Paul II as more conservative
- but no less cordial - than
other popes since Vatican II.
And on the Vatican's failure
to formally recognize Israel,
Banki said there is a " de facto" recognition of the Jewish
state and that many
American Catholics are
"sympathetic to the settlement of t he Palestinian
homeland."
Regardin~ recent. diSl'.119·
sions of the mtemationalization of Jerusalem, Banki said
that it seems to be the Vati·
can's de.sire to secure international guarantees that will
preserve t he religious pluralism of the city.
"The Catholic Church feels
that Jerusalem is too important to leave to the vaganes of
any political state."

~
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AJC pres.dent Sxuberant pluraliS··
By Leon Cohen

can recognition of Israel to reviving black-Jewish dialogue in this
American Jewish Committee country.
national presmm Howard r.
Friedman and other AJC JeadFriedman reminds one of US ers met with Pope John Paul Il in
President Franklin Roosevelt. February to discuss both Vatican
They have the same big smile,. recognition of Israel and the gen- ~
same omnipresent smoking ma- eral stateofCatholic-Jewishrelaterials (in Friedman's case, cigars). tions. On the whole, Friedman
held in the mouth at the same said he was pleased with the
jaunty angle. And he apparently meeting.
"The most important part was
approaches his role with much of
the same exuberance.
that he issued a public statement
Friedman, a Los Angeles attor- in which he reaffirmed with absoney, came to Milwaukee to present lutely no equivocation the princian Institute of Human Relations pies ofNost7uaetate(the Vatican II
award to Wisconsin Electric Pow- declaration on non-Christian
er Company board chairman religions)," he said.
.
"He re-emphasized each constit.
arles S. McNeer on March 26.
\
efore the ceremony, he spoke uent element of the declaration,
th this reporter about the AJC's es~ially those reco_gnzm~ the American Jewish Committee national president Howard I. Friedman (right)
es in numerous issues of Jewish legitimacy of the JeWish religion ·meeting with Pope John Paul II. Wrth them are AJC exeeutive vice president
ncern, from trying to get Vati(ConJinued 011 page 22)
David M. Gordis (left} and AJC director of international affairs Rabbi Marc
H. Tanenbaum.
ofThe Chronicle slaft'
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He's exuberant for pluralism
(Continued from page 1)
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.
as the authentic express10n of the
Jewi~h people."
.
. .
Fr1edman sees this as significant in the light of the synod of
bishops t?at is scheduled for this
autumn. 'There JS some expectation that the synod might pull
back on some of the so-<:alled
'liberal theology' of Vatican Council II. That might represent an opportunity .t o pull back on the deelaration on the Jews.
"'In view of this statement, it's
awfully hard to imagine how the
Popecouldcountenanceanykind
of qualification at all. Our sense
was that the synod is likely to see
a formal reaffirmation oft.he deelaration and a caU for further implementation."
. . .
Div1s10n on Israel
However, progress was less
forthcoming on Vatican recoi.'Ili·
tion of Israel, according to Friedman. John Paul himself seemed
sympathetic, but Friedman encountered opposition forces in the
·Vatican.
"We've learned from a nwnber of
sources that there api>ears to be a
split in the Vatican between the
'Polish Mafia; or the non-Italian
bishops. and the Italian bishops on
this issue;' he said. "We spoke with
the assistant to the VaticanSsecretary of state ... He ended up saying there will be no recognition as
long as Israel insists that Jerusalemisitscapital~ - --'-

Friedman hopes that US bish"We don't disagree on _the imporops can exert influence on the lance.of affirmative action, on the
Vatican on this. matter. "There is occas1onal or even common use of
some prospect of movement if goals and timetables where careenough strength can be garnered fully admm1sterecl so as not to bein the Vatican itself''
come quotas," he said. "And we
In Israel, the AJC has an- don't ~sagree on the _not\o~ t~at
nounced its intention to establish there 1s a matter of social policy m·
acenterforpluralism.Friedman, volved that requires that more
however, was c6ncerned that these blacks enter the mainstream of
plans not appear overly elaborate. this society.
.
''We ought to try to develop pro"Weve ~ad an~ffid•c,;;::;sra~ ~~ grams that transcend our areas of
0
25 years, he, sai ·
oug
disagreement and put meat on the
that time ~eve b\;en concerned areas of agreement....The most
with fostenng_the _ided ~ plur~!- important challenge for us is to
ism. We'vemai_ntame t e:ea i- overcome the flashpoi nt differbrary on the ,Diaspora JeW1~h ex- ences, which are basically quotas
perie_nce; we_ve spon~o~ed int~r- and attitude toward Israel:'
ethmc and mt~r-reh~ous diaFriedman also wants to revive
logue groups, including Aralb- black.Jewish dialogue, "which has
Jewish ~ups.
.
.
been badly neglected for the last
''.Alh1e ve done_no~ is to art1cu- 10 or l2 years. .. .We have relate With .a descnptive phrase-a established dialogue groups in a
center for pluralism-what wf!ve numberofmajorcitiesandthey're
always been about .. We felt ,th1' working pretty well. They're not•
was appropnate nO\i · ··Theres. no going to change the world, but .
doubt that Israelis are_suffen~g t hey are a necessary part ofthe at- .
from a sense of polari~ation m
mosphere required to make an
their society, much of w~1ch comes impact."
from the Orthodox religious estabThough the Reagan .Adminislishment.. . · Our so-called center, tration has not acted to further its
which will exist in our offi.ce there. social agenda on such matters as
is a way of emphasizing our church-state relations, Friedman
concerns."
warned that such issues are still
Emphasi7.e agreem ent
''hot;' and that an ongoing educational effort is needed to counter
In the US, Friedman wants to them.
renew black-Jewish relations by
"What is significant is not so
emphasizing "the things that tend much what the legislation is, but
to be shared between the two com- the way Americans relate to the
munities."_ -- -- · ·
concept of church-state separation;' he said. "People need to see
church-state separation as the in·
strument for making free exercise
of religion possible.
"That is not a simple concept to
grasp and requires a great deal of
education around the country.
And that is a major feature of our
own agenda, an ongo~g part of/
o_;ir educational _effort.
.L ....

Minutes of the IJC!C/Vatican Steering Committee meeting
held in Geneva on 15 April 1985

The meeting took place in the office of the WJC.
Were present:

1.

Mr. Fritz Becker
Rabbi Leon A. Feldman
Prof. Jean Halperin
Mgr. Jorge Mejia.
Dr. Gerhart M. Riegner
Rabbi Mordecai Waxman
. Dr. Geoffrey Wigoder

Joint publication of Liaison Colilmi ttee selected papers

J ·. Mejia advised that the publicatio??-s Board of the Lateran University
was reviewing its publications programme and that no final decision on the
joint publication could therefore be taken before next Fall. :Both be and
Mgr. Rossano were, however, confident that the publication would be possible.
Under the present circumste.nces it would not seem advisable to look ·ror
another publisher.
G. Riegner asked whether it was primarily a f'inancittl problem.
J. Mejia replied in the affirmative and suggested that a letter be sent
by IJCIC to Mgr. Rossa.no expressing our disappointment at the delay, since
the joint publication should have been issued on the occasion of tbe 20th
anniversary of Nostro Aetate. This letter should f"urther indicate th~t IJCIC
might consider offering so:ne kind of· financial help in the form of a loan the costs to be born, on a fifty-f'if'ty basis by both sides.

G. Wigoder thought that one should in any case go ahead vith the preparation of the manuscript, each of the two sides being responsible for the
editing of their papers. One should also obtain agreement. fro:ii the euthors
concerned. It was agreed that there would be two short introductions from
each side, mainly to describe the 'Sitz im Leben' of the papers.

2.

Next Liaison Committee

~eeting

J. Mejia informed the Steering Committee that membership of the Catholic
delegation on the Liaison Committee had to be reviewed every 5 years. Bishop
Flilgel, Archbishop Mugavero and F. Le Deaut were no longer on the list. The
new appointments approved by the Secretariat of State vere as follows:

Mgr. Marcos G. Mcgrath, Archbishop of Panama
~gr. Gerald .Mabon, Auxiliary Bishop of Westminster
Eugene Fis her , Washington D. C.
Father Marcel Dubois., Jel"'USalem
Father Bernard Dupuy, Paris
·

~

They had all been informed that the · next Liaison Committee meeting vould take
place in Rome from 28 to 30 October 1985.
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G. Riegner stated that this would have to be a very special meeting in
view of the occasion (20th anniversary of Nostra Aetate). It would theref'ore
be highly desirable to associate a la?Ber group of Jewish communities and of
leading Catholic personalities. He was particularly anxious to bring in
qualified representatives from Latin America, Australia and Europe.

J. Mejia agreed that one could consider having 20/25 participants on
each side to adequately celebrate the event. He thought that a suitable
item for the agenda vould be a "Note sur la presentation des Juifs et du
Judaisme dans l 'education catholique"' an important document which was due
f'or circulation to all Bishops 1 Conferences within the next few weeks, around
30 April. He gave a general. outline of the 17-page long document which had
been in preparation for 3 years and the draf'ts of which had been discussed
with a number of experts. The covering letter would mention tbe anniversary
of

Nostro Aetate.

G. Riegner remarked that IJCIC had received an advance copy of the
1974/75 Guidelines a few days before publication so as to allow a joint

reaction.

Would not a similar procedure be appropriate?

J. Mejia explained that it would be embarrassing to release the document
before its dispatch to the Bishops' Conferences. As soon as this will have
taken place, copies vill be handed to F. Becker wit.h a.D embargo date, which
will allov IJCIC to prepare their response.
·;

Replying to J. Halperin he said that, in his opinion, the document,
vhich was primarily intended for Catholic readership, would provide material
for a constructive and fruitful dialogue vith IJCIC.
It was agreed tbat one half-day during ~be Liaison Committee meeting
vould be qevoted to the presentation and disc·ussion of the Note. It was
further agreed that two major papers would be read on each side on what has
happened - or has not happened - during the last 20 years and on a progrSlii!lle
for the future. This vould be supplemented by 4 regional presentations from
both sides OD the basic features as seen in North America, South America,
Europe and Israel.
M. Waxman thol.:.ght that the meeting should be seen as a cliea..'C e..."ld

watershed occasion in Christian-Jewish relations and history, with due
emphasis OD the projection into the future, making it clear that the efforts
were not expected to end there. It was important to create awareness of the
dynamics, and, to that effect, invite participants of distinct eminence and
stati.is from both sides.

··~

J. Mejia agreed that~ rather than dwelling at length on the past, one
should look ahead and prepare the ground for the future. He also proposed
that t .h e '850th anniversary of Maimonides be included on the agenda of the
Liaison Committee meeting.
G. Riegner thought that it would be more approp·riate to arrange a
public function at one of the major institutions, for inst.a nce at the Lateran
University, to commemorate Maimonides immediately aft.er the Liaison Committee
meeting, i.e. on Thursday 31 October late afternoon.
It ves so agreed.
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J. Mejia suggested for the venue of the Liaison Committee, which would

. be hosted by the Catholic side, the Casa internazionale which offered
adequate space and was conveniently located. Most of the Jewish participants
c·o ulq be accommodated there, and F • .Becker vould be requested to make the
necessary arrangements for kosher catering so as to permit one joint meal
every day.
G. Wigoder indicated that the meeting should be given good press and
media coverage vi th much publicity·.
J. Mejia said that the Vatican Press Service we.s well equipped and
that a joint press conference could be arranged. Furthermore, an official
audience vith the Pope vould take place either on Tuesday 29, or on Thursday
31st. He also indicated that arrangements could be made for a special visit
of the Je...:ish Epigraphs :in the Vatican which were now housed in a new section.
L. Feldman felt that a visit to Campo de Fonsini to remember the victims
o:f the war would be warranted.
J. Mejia agreed and said thet

tP~s

should be arranged by F. Becker.

In reply to G. Riegner vho asked whether a meeting vith Cardinal Casaroli
could be arranged, J. Mejia suggested that a letter be sent to Cardinal
Willebrands indicating the wish for a small group to meet with Cardinal
Casaroli and providing some preliminary information on the subjects to be
discussed (i.e. the international situation as seen by the Jewish co!D.I!lunities,
stressing the_priorities in matters such as human rights, religious liberty,
Israel).
3.

Other matters

a) Ai'ter a short ex:c hange of views, it was asre·e d to proceed with the
preparation of the religio~ scholarly meeting under the auspices of' the
Lateran University. A final preparatory meeting should be arranged with
Mgr. Rossano around 20/21 May 1985 to set the topic and the list of participants (Prof. Sh. Talmon, J. Halperin and someone from the USA vould attend
that preparatory meeting on the Jewish side).
b) J. Mejia reported on the recent discussions that have taken place in
the Netherlands within the Jewish COI:lIIluni ty as well as between them and the
Catholics on the occasion of the forthcoming visit of the Pope. While the ·
feeling expressed by the Jewish side had been understood and duly noted, the
fact that they had been :fo:nnulated in the form of an 'ultimatum' had led to
an impasse. This fact was viewed vi th particular regret by Cardinal
Willebrands who had specially gone to the Netherlands on 9 December with J.
Mejia to try and find a suitable solution.
c) J. Mejia thought that Prime Minister Peres' visit to the Holy See
had been. quite positive • The ·P::>pe and t be Prime Mini st er , vi t bout anyone
else in attendance on ei the:r side, had had a 40 minutes conversation. The
Pope had been very impressed by his guest. wr.i·le the detailed contents had

..
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not been disclosed, it vas tbo~t that the main topics bad been:
Jewish/Christian relations in the world; Jewish/Christian relations in
Israel; Holy See/ Israel. J. Mejia emphasiz.ed that Peres had been a
"very welcome guest".

d) G. Riegner asked vhat was the present Catbolic stand on the Federici
paper read at the Venice meeting of tbe Liaison Committee in 1977. At the
time. he recalled, it had been decided to have tbe paper issued in 4 major
journals so as to elicit whether or not it would give rise to any 'outcry'.
He asked whether another step could now be envisaged in order to officializ.e
some of the ideas contained in Federici's paper.
J. Mejia replied that there had been no 'outcry', tbat Rossano ~d
MRrt:ini hail, ~t ~.he t:m~: cont :?"it. '.rt. ~d to th~ vr5t.i-cg of the Fed.t=-rid pape"!'.",
and that the ·various Papal statements, including that of March 1982, and
more recent ones, shoved that the special relationship of the Churches vith
the Jews vas fully recognized. A careful study of such statements would
show the evolution of the thin:r.ing up to the present time.

e) M. Waxman a.nd L. Feld;:;an asked in which vay a Jevish input could be
provided for the forthcoming special session of the Bishops' Synod scheduled
to take place in Rome later this year.

J. Mejia felt that IJC!C could very appropriately send a ~onnal submission for the Synod, assessing the tvo documents {tbe Guidelines end the
forthcoming Note) and also pointing to any possible shortcomings. It would,
· however, be imperative tLat the su~ission reaches him before the end of
September, since a~ervards the secretariat of the Synod would be flooded
vitb me.teri·a i.
f) J. Mejia mentioned recent interventions made by Cardinal Willebrands
.at Westminster and in the Oxford Debating Society. He thought that both
speeches had been signiricant and he would gladly provide us with copies oi'
this material. }ie suggested that !JC!C should take a regular subscription
or the English edition of the Osservatore Romano.

-
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Minutes of the wec/IJere Liaison and Planning Committee meeting
held in Geneva, at. the wee, on 16 April 1985

wee

Present:

w.

Ariarjah
A. Brockway
St. Brown
Bishop
Aram Keshishian
N. Koshy
Bishop K. Stendahl
Wagner
H. G• .Link
E. Castro (dur.ing luncheon)
G. Gassman (during. luncheon)

IJeie
F. Becker (a.m.

o~ly)

L. Feldman
J. Halperin
G.M. Riegner
M. Waxman
G. Wigoder

Morning meeting - Bishop K. Stendahl in the chair.

A. Brockway read a Psalm
1.

Evaluation: what is "go~d" and 1Jhat· needs to · be repaired in
our relationship?

K. Stendahl stressed that the LPC covered a wider agenda than
if it were to be regarded solely as a meeting between IJCIC and the
Dialogue Unit or CCJP. It provided an opportunity for assessing the
relationship between wee in toto and the Jewish community as represented by IJCIC. The aims and scope of LPC discussions sho~ld therefore be uplifted, with ~ view to identifying common concerns and
possibly areas for joint action.
· Specific consultations held in the past have dealt with topics
such as Community, Power, Modernity and , more rece~~ly, ~t Harvard,
Religious Pluralism.
More thought should be given to 'the specific role of ongoing
consultation. WCC needs to give serious hearing to representatives
of the Jewish community.

G. Riesner had hoped that the General Secretary and the moderators of the other . two commissions concerned (Dialogue and International Affairs) would attend this meeting.
As the previous speaker, he would address his remarks to the
as such, and not to any specific group, particularly in the
light of a recent incident which had illustrated a basic misunderstanding.

wee

• •• /2

-2It was to be regretted that there seemed to be a kind of
d'ivision between the religious and the pract;ical sides of .t he

wee.
The Jewish side had been very happy with some developments
on the religious side, particularly the drafting and endorsement of the Ecumenical Considerations and the mutual consultations which accompanied the~.
They pointed to the recognition
of a speciai and unique relationship b~tween Christianity and
the Jewish people. Such an approach also implied some kind of
concern for the living community concerned with its own sensitivities. There cannot be a dichotomy between doctrinal state~
merits of that nature and practical action •
. The time had come to seriously consider some kind of consultative arrangements on certain matters and specific issues,
such as religious liberty. He recalled the useful work which
had been done together through direct personal contacts at the
time of the elaboration of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. Why not work together on such basic issues? One sometimes had the impression that the other side wa.s afraid of
· appearing in public with us. If this were to be true, the wee
would not be faithful to its own Ecumenical Considerations.
The Jewish side had nothing against criticism but the
question was in what way -such criticism was expressed and for
what purpose.
He stressed the conciliatory function of the WCe and
thought that neither side had to follow blindly their constituencies" · advice.
Another important ~ssue was to find ways and means of
making our common work move to t.he grassroots level in order to
popularise the concepts formulated at a higher level.
A. Keshishian stressed the urgent necessity of dialogue
and the. importance of finding an appropriate form of dialogue.
One should not only talk and listen to each other, but also
dialogue existentially, in actual life. This meant that certain
stereotypes should be challenged and that each side should be
allowed to define itself, rather than let it be defined by the
other. Self-definition was of vital importance.
He agreed that dialogue should be extended to the grassroot
level. While it had to be viewed in the totality of wee, there
was a risk of losing the specificit:,r of certain focuses.
Bearing in mind the growing Moslem diaspora, efforts should
be made to engage into a trilateral dialogue.

. .. /3
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-3H.G. Link mentioned some of the work done in the Department
of Faith and Order. For instance, the latter worked with 12
Roman Catholic experts appointed by the Vatican, plls a few more
who had been invited by the wee. They had also sought the advice
of Professor Wyschogrod in the area of common roots of Jewish and
Christian faith. The joint Vatican/wee working group met once or
twice a year. One might envisage establishing a joint Jewish/
Christian working group.

K. Stendahl felt that it might be useful to have the benefit
of consultants on specific projects.
2.

Role of religion in conflicts

N. Koshy introduced the outline of a proposed wee position
paper which had been requested by the Executive Committee on that
subject . It had been felt that the media tend~d to over-emphasize
religious factors in the development of conflicts (i.e. Sudan,
Lebanon, Northern Ireland, Sri-Lanka). One should be careful to
avoid oversimplifying such matters, particularly in view of the
general increase in conflicts and violence.
G. Wigoder thought that a Jewish input for such a study could
indeed be- useful. The first problem that would have to be faced
was how to define religion. Judaism (as Islam) incorporated a ·
whole way of life; it combined unive;salistic and particularistic
elements as well as exclusivity and tolerance. In Judaism, Christianity and Islam, there was a buil.t-in tendency for confliccs
arising in the name of religion. In many cases religion w~s still
a motivation for conflict, whereas religious terror should in fact
be seen as a contradiction in terms.
Even such a secular movement as Zionism had been motivated py
religious ideals. To the extent that· true religion was threatened
by fanatics, we had. insights to share, the more so that probl_ems
cut across .
K. Stendahl felt that the outline of the study pointed to a
secularized approach. He wondered whether wee could not
think more religiously. President Sadat's speech in the Knesset
was an eloquent illustration of a situation where a religious
approach could lead to reconciliation. One should be careful not
to leave religion in the hands of fundamentalists. The question
was how to challenge religiously from within.
~estern

G. Riegner 'b elieved that neither factor should be underestimated. Religions should face the world as it now was. To a large
extent the treatment of minorities was the test. When they vere
not considered as legitimate, they rebelled.
A. Keshishian urged for further clarification on matters such
as what was meant by religion, authenticity, conflicts (what about
silent conflicts?), nationalism, ·rel;igious communities, power.
I n a number of c a s e s, r e l igion was u sed a s a pr etext f o~ con-

r · ..
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flict. One should go beyond the visible and duly take into account
the interrelations of factors. He agreed that the situation of
minorities played a primordial role, since it created fear and even
ethics of violence.
Wagner mentioned by way of illustration the celebration in
France of the abolition of the Edit de Nantes and the present
situation in many Western countries of migrant workers, a critical
problem that has recently been the occasion for joint statements
issued by authorized representatives of the three monotheistic
faiths.

J . Halperin agreed with most of the preceding speakers and
felt that the outline. introduced by N. Kosl)y had provided a welcome opportunity for a thorough discussion of what could be seen
as an 'explosive' topic. Clearly the subject was loaded with
traps and difficulties. The meaning given to 'religion' should
be pondered very carefully. A first reading of the outline could
lead to the :impression that religion in itself could be harmful.
Some of the thoughts and formulations to be found in the Mauritius
statement would surely be relevant. He would be interested to
know what the share of the Dialogue Working Group would be in the
preparation of the study. In the light of the stimulating papers
recently delivered at Swanwick by Diana Eck and A. Br9ckway, it
would appear appropriate to include in the study document a dimension dealing with the role of religion in reconciliation and p.eacebuilding.
K. Stendahl referred to the recent Harvard statement on religious pluralism. When a fuller text of the study document would be
available~ it should be referred for comments to IJCIC.

N. Koshy explained that the request for the st~dy aocument
had initially come from the Executive Committee. Everyone was of
course fully aware of the sensitivity of the issues involved. The
first task was to define carefully the scope of the projected study.
CCIA would be happy to check their preliminary views with IJCIC .
K. Stendahl noted that CCIA and the Dialogue Unit would cooperate in the preparation of the study and that the Executive Committee
would, at a later stage, decide to stop or to go on, depending on
the shape which the project will have taken. It would be essential
to consult also with the Islamic side in the course of the preparatory work.

A. Brockway remembered that, according to Karl Barth, 'religion'
was 'bad' and 'faith' was 'good'.
Afternoon meeting - G.M. Riegner in the chair.

3.

On what issues may we work and stand together? On what issues
is it presently not possible?

A. Brockway stressed the importance of religious liberty in the
world today and asked whether it would be possible for both sides to
take pulicly common action in this field.

t.
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G. Riegner recalled that the matter of religious liber·ty indeed
itseif to jo~nt discussion and action. including with Catholics.
With the Moslems a problem had arisen with respect to change of
religion.
~ent

Bearing in mind the efforts made jointly at the time of the
elaboration of the UN Declaration on Religious Liberty, he thought
that similar steps would now be warranted to consider seriously the
various alternatives t~at might be envisaged:
a) Work towards a convention with binding rules; b) proceed
by regional instruments (European, Latin-f\merican •.• ); c) establish
a reporting system by states through the machinery of the UN Human
Rights Commission.
Since there was a large consensus among us on the essentials.
why not cooperate together?
Why not also embark on joint action in the whole field of human
rights or in the fight against racism and for peace, disarmament.
development. One could choose one particular item and establish a
continuing joint working group for that purpose.
K. Stendahl felt that religious liberty was threatened by a
too limited definition of it.
A. K·e shishian stressed that the Church rejected antisemitism
and proselytis~. The time had come to work together on a theological
level. It was .important to identify the areas in which one could
work together, such as racism and defense of human rights • .
N. Koshy indicated that CCIA was ready to work together with
IJCIC within the framework of the UN on the most appropriate strategy
to be · followed with regard to a future convention on religious liberty. Joint consultacions could also be engaged in the field of
disarmament.
G. Wigoder indicated that much remained to be done on a practical level; he referred more particularly to cooperation in social
action. education and fight against prejudice.
K. Stendahl referred to the work being done by ADL against
prejudice and thought that there was room for a more systematic exchange among major faiths . in that area. This could provide a mutually
enriching experience.
M. Waxman said that Bishop Keshishian had addressed himself to
two essential questions: what can we hope for? A reply to such a
question would point to some modes of practical cooperation •

.. • /6

-6A. Keshishian thought that it was important to find how to
translate it in tangible ways on a local level.
G. Riegner stressed that at the time of the Nazi period there
had been no international instrument or document ·whatsoever to
fight against discrimination. Considerable progress had been
achieved since then, even though the present situation was obviously
still far from being ideal. However, even the UN mechanism of implementation of the Covenants had a healthy influence on the behaviour
of governments. He was anxious to know whether there was willingness, on the side of the wee, to 1oo'Ork together on the strategy to
be applied with respect to a convention on religious liberty. If
so, one could establish a joint working group, either on a bilateral basis, or open to other partners as well.
A. Keshishian warned that eliminating Moslems from such consultations might well be. counter-produc.tive.
W. Ariarjah agreed that parallel consultations with the Islamic
side could be useful •
. Wagner suggested a joint survey of a limited number of case
studies with a view to finding out where faith and religious practices lead to exacerbation of conflicts or to reconciliation.
lt was agreed that CCIA and ~Jere would keep in touch within
the next few weeks to finalize the appropriate arrangements for ongoing consultations on the follow-up and implementation of the UN
Declaration on religious liberty.
N. Koshy stressed that this should take place within the framework of NGO cooperation at UN.
4.

Matters of common concern

A short exchange of views took place on the ways and means of
stimulating dialogue in Africa and South America.
It was agreed that a meeting between leading members of the
and of the Jewish communities in South Americ·a would be arranged
in Buenos Aires during the early stage of the WCC Central Committee
session, .i . e. at the end of July. Advance notice of the actual date
would be given to IJeIC so that Jewish participants expected from
outside Argentina could make their travel arrangements on time.

wee

A. Brockway said that as soon as he would get the final text
of Professor Rpsenack's paper at the Harvard Consultation, he could
start preparing the text of the proceedings with a view to having
them issued in the form of a joint publication.
G. Wigoder volunteered to take with him the tape of M. Rosenack's
lecture since it could help him writing up his paper •

. .·. /7
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-7G. Riegner raised the matter of the outraging statement delivered
at the UN Seminar on the Encouragement of Understanding, Tolerance and
Respect in Matters Relating to Freedom of Religiqn or Belief (Geneva,
3-14 December 1984) by the representative of Saudi Arabia w~o happened
to be at the same time President of the World Moslem Congress. ·He
enquired about· the steps taken by wee on what haq to be considered as
an extremely serious matter.
S. Brown ~eplied that a letter of protest had been sent to the
Secretary General of the World Mos!~ Congress. The latter's representative in Genev~ had aslo complained to the Secretary General of
that organization about the same incident. He had been informed that
Mr . Al Dawalibi was no longer President of Islam and the West, and .
that, in any case, ~ost of the work and policy of the World ~Qslem
C.Ongress were in the hands of their Secretary General. The wee was
fully aware of the obnoxiqus' cI:iaracter of the statement delive"red
and made every effort to establish and develop relations with other
Islamic organizations.

It was tentatively agreed that the next meeting of LPC would
take place on 3 December and 4 December a.~ •• at a place yet to be
decided.

'
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Liaisen & Planning Committee
16 April 1985
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09.30

Reading of Psalm
"Evaluation: What is 'good' and what needs to be repai:red
in our relat·ionship?"
Opening statement by Krister Stendahl
Response by IJCIC memP.er

!

10.30

Break

i

11.00

"Role- of Religion in Conflicts" :
wee position papar.

12.30

Lunch :

;

.. i
I
i

14.00

Emilio

Ca~tro,

discussion of proposed

•

host

. "On what issues ·may we work and stand together?
:kssues is it presently not possible?"
· ,

On what
(,

~ " ... ,-; 'l.,.,J. ,;.-. /

(

e.g. religious liberty:

how .d o we follow up the UN !Hatemettt?

I

15.30

Break

16.00

"Matters of Common Concern"
~ducat ion

Stimulation of dialogue outside 'North Atlantic region,
e.g. Africa, South America
Evaluatien ef Harvare

c~nsultati~n

Other matters
Date and ptace of next meeting
17 .oo

Adjour.rµnent
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Pope John Paul II Receives
·
American Jewjsb Coinmittee LeJders in
Moinentous Audience .

f

Th~

Text of AJC Release Dued Februuy 22, 985

Je~iih Comiilitt~e-is

Amuican
this coumrl·s pioneer
human relations or1a.ni:.ation. Found~d In 1906, it combats
bi101ry, prorrcts tht civil turd rrli1loiu rights of Jt ..s hut
and abroad, ond od..oncts tht ca~t of lmpro•·td human
rtlatioll!. for oil ptoplt ,.,.,ywh~rr.

.I

),·
AT A PRIVATE AUDIENCE WITH AMERICAN
J EWISH COMMITTEE LEADER S HELD ON
FEBRUARY IS, 1985, in the rtsple11de111 Apostolit Palace,
Pope John Pal II wenl further lluin oay Pop<, i11 r«eal
memory in affirmina Illa! improved Catholic.J"'i"'!i rdJi.
liom is now an aniele of c .111bolk d~l rine, .... 'expression
or lbe (Catholic) filth, 1 word of the Divi?e W~dom. ·•
At the.same time, the Pope remained cautiouij•n.d vague
•bout the relationship or lht Holy Set to lsratl.
Howard I. Friedman or
Angeles, AJC p~idenl, led
1n ~ch i-member AJC ddegatioa ia aa audienct devoted 10
commemorating the 40th 1nniYersary or the tad or World
W•r II 1nd' tk dd..t of Naiism Hd tbe 20th anniversary
of lh« 1doption by V1tiean Couacil II of Nostro Auau, the
dedantion th•.t opontd 1 new ch.apter in Cathouc:Jowish
rel•tions. Ii was tht n rs1 •udieoce in 1985 of ~ny'Jewisb
cj-oup with the Polish Pope devo1eCI to uanj!,ij],ng th• im-, ) .
pact of the Vatican Deel•ration on Cathollc::J\!wish rela- ·
lions during the past lwo decades.
'~· ~
· •: y
"As the· .Sazi. lrauma appalltd us " 'llh despair over
ham1n evil/' Mr:'"Friedm.an said in his 11rep1ttd IHI, "so
th• 20th anninn'-ry or lht! dose of Vati~,.., COu!Jcil II inspi r.. •II or us with hope and promise for a mori h uma""
future ....It is no exoggc111lion to stat• that 1s a r-osull of
th~• far-reaching pronouncements and the pi11ctical aclions they have Inspired, grearer procress I~' impro•·ed
Catholic.Jewish rel1lions bas taken platt durlna Che poSI
two dttades 1han in l he p&.\t t wo miUenii:• . :
Mr. Friedman added that "lh• Ameriun J ewish Com·
millet shores" th• Popo's vlsioa "of upholding human .
dl3nlly by vigoro~sly advocating the uni..rsaiity of civil
and political liberties, and, In parliallor, relig[ous liberty
for • II peoples ••orywhcrc, especially those In oppr....,lve
·
. ·.
.\
to1alltarlan sMldies."
Tho AJC president then referred to hiS ag~~h·s "cl~~
cooporalioil with Ca1holic Relief Services -lny seekinl? 10
rtllen tbes_ufferin&. huqor ind deprivation of-millions or
fr(low human beiags In Elhiopia, and in Afriea:1uerally."
T he <llmax of Mr. Friodman's slattmonl ~onc~nlrattd on
th" imponan,ce ol est~bllsblng ; ,diplom1tlc 1ios be1..:f.n the
1-1.o ly See a nd the State or Israel i nd htr peopl,e/ ' lie said:
"Such an hislorlr acl, wo believe, '!"Ould be a w•.tersbed
event in CaihoU<..Jtwish relllions. ii would help ett11l• th•
Hft~ or reality (in th• Arllb world) wbich is iu'dispensable
to peoct, and we would «1asidtr it a happy devdopmtnl
and confirmation or th• dttlsions of Vatlun Council II."
In respo~; lb• Popo declared: "I wish 10 rJnrirm, witb
utmost conviClion, that the teachiilR of th• Cfh urch protJalmed duri ng the Second VatiCa~n Councl,i ll in th•
D«laration Nosrra Attatt·...remalns aJ..·a)·sfor us, for the
Catboli<: Church, for 1be Episci)palt. ..and forllbe Popo, a
ttacltinc which must be rouo..ed - a teacbina 'which it is
aeiu.sory to oectpt not mertly IS something fitting, but
mud1 more as an upr'8Sion of thf faith. os on inspiration
o/ tht Holy Spirit, os o word of Di•iM Wisd;,,,,." . ·

Los

EDITO~IAL

•.

l
V1tic1n authorities told the AJC ~E thlt th• Pope af·

On the Middlt East, tbe PoP.t thtn said: " l l<no,.· also or
your concem for the peace ind security of the Holy Laod.
May tbe Lord gi•e to lhll load, and to all the pooples ·and
n1llons in that part of the world, th• blesslncs contained in
the word 'shalom.' " He lhen oxpressed the·hopt that ••the 1
son,s a nd dau&hten ol Abraham ..:.. J ews, Chrin ians •.n d
Mu.slims - lilay U'1t to11H htr and prosper '" peace."

firmed by tluil stalemtnl that bt rqiarded improv•d
Cathoiic.Jurish relations as an "artid or Catholic faith,"
Of ptrmalient >alue, Ind that its progf.ss WIS lrrtversible.
Tbat assume.d Importance In liithl 0~ 1nxitty In Catholic
clrd~ thal th• Vatiun Synod called for Novea1ber might
l..d to re-.ers1I of progre.sive a~hit«mHlS of Vatiun
Coulldl II .
.
As>erlillj! tbt "the rtlalionsbips'•.1bet•eea
and
Cbristlaas hive radieall) itnpro•td in these ) ..rs," lite
Pontiff stated, "Where lllett wlS distDISl 1nd perh1ps fur,
then: is now contidtnct. Whttt Cher~- w1s ·i1nor1act and
tMrefort prejudice and •ltreotypes, i~ere ls now growinc
mutual knowledge, 1pprecl1lio n an'~ m~c. There is
1bo~e •II~ lovt bec•·ttn us, that kind of love, I mrtn, "bich
Is for bot lo of us 1 fuadamen1al injuli~lloa of our rrligious
traditions and whlcll tlle New Testa111en1 hs recehed rrom

I•'"

;i

.... Oki...

In p ri•ate conversation with the AJC repm.entalivcs the ·
Pope spoke conctttd) or "peace and sec•rity for Israel,"
but said there were "complexities" that stood in the way
presently of establishing dlplomati\: relations.
In mettin&s prior to tbe audience wllh th• Pope, the AJC
Indus spoke·11 lenath with Arebbishop Achille Silverstrini
of the Vatican Scctttariat of State and with Jan Canlinal
Willebrands. presickat ol tl1t Va1lc1n Secretarial for ·
Rtliaious Relatioas with Jtws, on the importuce of ..full
m:oglitlon tbro•Cll the civilized world, indudiog the Holy
See, of lsr11d's sovereign legilim1cy I ! the only melins or
dispelling tbe illusion in tht Aral! w~rld that some.how
lsnd's continued existence atl! be uodcrmlned: Nothing
would. contribute more I~ peace in lhal 1.U than th•
tllspelling or that illusion."

.

The Pope the• conde,.atd Hti-l>emltls,., sa) ing: " Anti·
Semitism, which is unfortunatdy still'a problem In certain
pllces, has bun repealed I)' rondtrri!lfd by the Catholic
traditlol) ~ ineomp•llble with ~hrisl:S tuch!ng and wi!h
tbe ~peel du• to the di&nity of men a~d womt!n created In
tbt lma,t a•d liktntss of God. I onct 111ai1 express the
Catholic C~ureb's repudiation of all oppttSSlon 1nd
ptr$«UtiOa: IDd or 1U dlscriminslioa 91tai11St peoplt from wbat_e\cer side it
~ome •.,
Pope John Paul 1cknowledced "lbe close collaboration
betweea the Amtrictln J ewish Commiltet with some of our
Cat~olic • gencir_, in allniatin& hu•l!!f in E-lblopla ond in
the Sabtl."
·' '"

In addition to Mr. Friedman and Rabbi Marc H . Tanen·
lt1Um, AJC director or ici1einalional artaJi'S• . tbt AJC
~!'$.
delegation consisted of Mrs. Friedmu; Mr.
Theodore Elleaoff of New York (Mr. fJlenorr is cbainnan
or AJC's Bovd or Governors); Dr. David Cordis, AJC's
executive vier pr..Odtnt, and M!- and Mrs. Amold Cudner
of Buff~o. AJC 11ovem 1Y.S.

••1

aail

0

0

1.N THt; ~QVE PHOTO, taktn.at _h t Valie.a il on Februuy 15, 1985, His Holillfll Poll!' J~ha Paul II is shown with 1 ddtga·
lion or American J ewish Co'mriiltlet eaders headrd by AJC national president Howard I. Fned·m..,, pictuffil at tbe ldt oftbe
Pope. Theodore Ellonorf, chairnian .. t the AJC Board or' Govm1ors. is pictured 11 the ldl.of Mr. Friedman.
Rabbi Marc H. Tanonliaum,
director of international affairs, is pict1ll'ed it the immediate rigbt of the Pope, and Dr.
David Gordis, AJf= ueeu1.ive •ice presideril, Is al tb• rii,111 of Rabbi Tanenbaum.
·
Al10 pictared 1biive, left to rigb1,1j... Mrs. Howard I. Friedman, AJC go•~ Mr. and ":£rs. Am~ld Gt.rdntr, and Mrs.
TModo~ Ellmoff. A member or tlle V1tican Secretariat and 1 wollllUI to~{pidt 1re pictuml at the extrtme right.
~
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Geneva., April 26 ~ . 1 985

/

To:

All members of IJCIC

From:

J~an

Halperin

.f
.: i
'

..;
Please find a.t:t.'acbed the minutes of the IJCIC/Vatican Steering

Co:r.mittee meeting held on 15 Apr.il 1985.

The min~tes of the IJCIC/WCC Liaison and Planning CoI!l!Dittee
meeting wi_ll follow next week.

...

•

Minutes of the IJCIC/Vatican Steering Committee meeting
held in Geneva on 15 April 1965

The meeting took place in the office of the WJC.
Were present:

1.

Mr. Fritz Becker
Rabbi Leon A. Feldman Prof. Jean Halperin
Mgr. Jorge Mejia
Dr. Gerhart · M. Riegner
Rabbi Mordecai Waxman
Dr. Geoffrey Wigoder

Joint publication of Liaison Committee selected pe.pers

J. Mejia. advised that the publications Board of the Lateran University
·was reviewing its publications programme and that no final decision on the
joint publication could therefore be taken before next Fall. Both he and
Mgr. Rossa.no were, however, confident that the publication would be possible.
· Under the present circumstances it would not seem advisable to _look for
another publisher.

G. Riegner asked whether -it was primarily a financie.1 problem.

....... .

J. Mejia ·.replied in the affirmative and .suggested that a letter be sent
by IJCIC to Mgr. Ross~o expressing our disappointment at the 4el~y, since
the joint publication should have been issued on the occasion of the 20th
anniversary of Nostra Aetate. This letter should further indicate that IJCIC
might consider offering some kind of financial help in the form of a loan the costs to be' born, on a fifty-fifty basis by both s·ides.
G. Wigoder thought that one should in any case go ahead with the preparation of the man~cript, each of the two sides being responsible for the
editing of their papers. One should also obtain agreement from the authors
conceroed• I t was agreed that there would be two short introductions from
each side, mainly to describe the 'Sitz im Leben' of the papers.
2.

Next Liaison Committee meeting

J. Mejia infortlled the Steering Committee that membership of the Catholic
delegation on the L:i,aison Committee bad to be reviewed every 5 years. Bishop
Flugel, Archbishop Mugavero and F. Le Deaut were no longer on the list. The
new appointments approved by the Secretariat of State were es follows:
Mgr. Marcos G. Mcgrath, Archbishop of Panama
Mgr. Gerald Mahon, Auxiliary Bishop of Westcinster
Eugene Fisher, Washington D. C.
Father Marcel Dubois, J-erusalem
Father Bernard Dupuy, Paris
They ha.d all .been informed that the next Liaison Committee meeting would take
place in Rome from 28 to 30 .October. 1985 .•

•

~' .·

· J. Mejia suggested for tbe venue of tbe Liaison Committee, vhicb vould
be hosted by the Catholic side, the Casa internaziona.l.e vhich offered
adequate space and vas conveniently located. .Most of the Jevisb participants
could be accommodated there, and F. Becker vould be requested to make tbe
necessary arrangements for kosher catering so as to permit one joint. meal
every day.

·.·

G. Wigoder indicated that the meeting should be given good press and
media coverage vith much publicity.
J. Mejia said that the Vatican Press Service vas well equipped and
that a joint press conference could be arranged. Furthermore, an qfficial
audience vith the Pope vould take place either on Tuesday 29, or on Thursday
31st. He al.so indicated that arraogements could be made for a special visit
of the Jewish Epigraphs in the Vatican which vere now hou5ed in a new section.

L. Feldma.o felt that a visit to Campo de Fonsini to remember the victims
of the var would be varranted.
J. Mejia agreed and said that this should be arranged by F. Becker.
In reply to G. Riegner vho asked whether a meeting with Cardinal Casaroli.
could be a.r ranged, J. Mejia suggested that a letter be sent to Cardinal
Willebrands indicating the wish for a small group to meet vitb Cardinal
Casaroli and providing some preliminary info:nnation on the subjects to be
discussed (i.e. the international situation as seen by the Jewish communities,
stressing the priorities in matters such as bume.n rights, religious liberty,
Israel).

3.

Other matters

•

a) At'ter a short . exchange of vievs, it was agreed to proceed vith the
preparation o~ ,the religious scholarly meeting under the auspices of the
Lateran University. A fin~ preparatory meeting should be arranged with
Mgr. Rossano e::-ol!!)d 20/2i ·Ma.~· 1985 to set the topic and the list of participants (Prof. Sh. Talmon,
Halperin and someone from the . USA would attend
that preparatory meeting on the Jewish side).

J:

b) J~ Mejia reported on the recent discussions that have taken place in
·the Netbe:?"la:nds within the Jewish community as well as between them and the
Catholics on the occasion of the forthcoming visit of the Pope. While the
feeling expressed by the Jewish side bad been understood and duly noted, the
fact that they bad been formulated in the form of an 'ultimatum' had. led t o
an impasse. This fact .was viewed with particular regret by Cardinal
Willebrands who had specially gone to the Netherlands on 9 December with J .
Mejia to try and find a suitable solution.
c) J. Mejia thougtrt thet Prime .Minister Peres' visit to the Holy See
had been quite posit.i ve. The P:>pe and the Prime Minister, without anyone ·
else in attendance on either side, had had a 40 minutes conversation. The
Pope had been very impressed by his guest. While the detailed contents had

..!)

not· been disclosed, it was thought that the main topics bad been:
Jevish/Christian relations -in the world; Jewish/Christian rela~ions in
Israel; Holy See/Israel. J. Mejia emphasized that Peres had been a
"very welcome guest".
d) G. Riegner asked what was tbe prese~t Cathblic stand on the Federici
paper read at the Venice meeting of tbe Liaison Committee in 1977. At the
time, be recalled, it bad been decided to have the paper issued in 4 major
journals so as to elicit whether or not it would give rise to any 'outcry'.
He asked whether another step could nov be envisaged in order to officialize
some of the ideas contained in rederici's paper.
J. Mejia replied that there bad been no 'outcry', that Rosse.no and
Martini bad, at the time, contribute~ to the writing o~ the Federici paper,
and that the various Papal statements, including that of March 1982, and
more recent ones, showed that the special relationship of the Churches with
the Jevs was fully recognized. A careful study of such statements would
show the evolution of the thinking up to the present time.

e ). M. We..xman and L. Feldman asked in which way a Jewish inpl.."'t. could be
provided for the forthcoming special session of the Bishops' Synod schedu).ed
to take place in Rome later this year.
J. Mejia felt that IJCIC could very appropriately send a formal submission for the Synod, assessing the two documents (the Guidelines and the
forthcoming Note) and also pointing to any possible shortcomings. It would,
however, be imperative that the submission reaches him before the end of
September, since a~ervards the secretariat of the Synod would be flooded
with mat eri.a.l.

f) .J . Mejia mentioned Tecent interventions made

by Cardinal W{llebrands

at Westminster and in the Oxfo~d Debating Society. He thought that both
speeches had been significant and .he would gladly provide us with copies of
this material. He suggested that IJCIC should t&ke a regular supscription
cf' the ·English edition of the Osaeroatoi'e Romano. ·

•
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lnterreligious eons11/tatio11s
AMERICAN SECRtTARIAT:
S~ope Council of America

43i Park Avenue South

- Suite 1000

New York. N.Y. 10016

Tel. : (2U) ~70

. Geneva, Apri 1 26, 1985

EUROPIAN 5ECR£T ARJA T :

World Jewish Congress
1 Rue de V anmbe
1211 Geneve 20. Switierland

Tel.: (022) 34 13 25

H.E.
Cardinal Johannes Willebrands
President of the Vatican Commission
for Religious Relations with the Jews
00120 Vaticari City

CONSTITIJENT AGENCJ!S:
Amerle&11 J~ CoaunlttH
165 East SOth St~t
New York, N.Y. 10022
Anti-~tion

Leagut-

B"!W B'rith
823 Un.itf'C! Nations Plau
New York. N .Y. 10017
lVMI ~ Coundl for
ltiturel.igiout CONU!uitions

12A Ko~ Strftt, P.O.B. 2028
Jerusalrm. lsrael 91020

Synq°''" Council of Alnerica
432 Park Avenue South
New York. N.Y. 10016

World Jewish Co"F'ff
1 Park A~ut
·

~York,

N.Y. 10016

Eminence,
Mgr. Mejia v111 certainly have reported to ycu on our recer.t
discussions on ·the format and agenda of the next meeting of the
International Ca~holic-Jevish Liaison Comm.ittee which is scheduled
to ta}:e place in Ro!!!e at the end of October in c9nfc!"!!lity with
yo~r O\ol!l suggestion.
We have all felt that to mark adequately the 20th anniversary
of Nostro Aetate the meeting sho1J.1.d be given a very special status
both in t erms of content and of level and sc0pe of participation.
One of the suggestions which were \I)e.de vas that . on the
occasion of that meeting an opportunity should be provided for a
, small group of me!:'.bers of the International Jewish Comr.:iittee to
meet vith Cardinal Casaroli to share with hirn some of -the major
concerns o:f the Je·,,rish communities in the broad area of the
prese!'!t international situation with due e~phasis on matters such
as human rights, religious liberty, viole~ce, peace and disarmament ,
and Israel.

•

we ~ould be very grateful to you if you vould kindly use your
good offices to make the necessary arrangements for such a meeting.
Tha.~king

you in advance and with kind personal regerds,
Respectfi.llly yours,

On behalf of the

/?c:bl,·

J(

lVaxmQi..

fir. ---; . lbedqr1.

¥

I~ternational Jewish Committee
on Inte:;;r~igious~ult ation:
~. i.4 . ~~~~£~

,

111'11-Ctl TIU/,/,'1/'IUl JCtWllJl'I 1,,,/'1'1"/'l'lll-1-'1'1

011
J11terre/igio11s eo11s11/tafiOHS
AMERICAN SECRETARIAT:

Synagogue Council of America
.432 Park Avenue South - Suite 1000
New York. N.Y. 10016
Tel.: (ZUJ 686-8670
EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT:

World Jewish Congress
1 Rue de Varembe
1211 Geneve 20. Switzerland
Tel.: (022) 34 13 25

Geneva, April 26, 1985

H.E.
Mgr. Pietro Ros~eno
President
Pontifical Lateran University ·
00120 Vatican City

CONSTITUENT AGENCIES:

A.inuican Jewish Committee
165 East 56th Street
N- York, N.Y. 10022

Anti-Defamation LugueB'nai B'rith
823 Un'it~ Nations Plaz.a
New York. N .Y. 10017

hrael Jewish Council for
lnterreligious onswtation.t
UA Koresh Street. P.O.B. 2028
Jerusalem. Israel 91020

c

Syn.gogue Council of A-na
432 Park Avenue South
New York. N.Y. 10016

World JPWish Congress
l Park Avenue
,!'Jew York. N.Y. 10016

Dear Mgr. Rossano,
During the last rneetine of the Steering Comrr:ittee we were
inforned t.y Mgr. ·Mejia that some administrative difficulties had .
arisen with . regard to the projected publication of a series cf
selected papers delivered a~ successive sessions of the International Catholic-Jewish Liaison Corn~ittee.
You vill certai.nly agree with us that it vould be :nost
regrettable if this iz:Jportant volume could not be issued. as close
as possible to the celebration of the 20th anniversary of Nostra
Aetate later this year.

•

While ve understand the problems that may arise in the
Publications Boa:-d of the LaiEran ud versi ty, we would like you t o
1'.no'W that if the :nain difficu:J:ty is of a financial or budgetary
nature, we might be prepared to cqnsider offering you some help
to overcome these momentary difficulties. \oie 'lo."OU.ld, f.i . advance
the part of your share of the expenditure during this year with
the understanding that the amount would be reimbursed to us at a

later stage in the course cf

next

year.

I 'WOUld be much obliged to you if you could examine this
offer and if it is acceptable to you to let us know so that we
can actively proceed with the ~echnical implementation of the projec~.
With many thanks in advance and \."arm personal vishes,
Sincerely yours,

(,''.\._,<J.z ·\ .: . ._.. (_...-(

11.

t.la-"< lh'tS.,

On behalf of the Int e!".nat io?"1al
Jevish Committee on Inte~
religious Cons.ultations

l)e~ke"
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THE ISRAEL INTERFAITH ASSOCIATION

Rabbi M. WAXMAN, President
Synagogue Council of America
327 Lexington Av.
tl
New York, N.Y. IOOI6 l

Jerusalem, April 28, I985
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Dear Mortie,

As promised, here is iorormation on the Israel Interfaith Association
and its budget for you to raise at the forthcoming IJCIC meeting.

-- -

·--.....:.

I know that our IJCIC colleagues have a general idea of our role and
activities. As time goes on, it becomes ever more urgent to nurture
links between the country's faiths and communities and to foster
mutua.l understanding on both the ideological and personal level. Of
especial importance at this· juncture are our efforts to educate Jews
towards dialogue with non-Jews. I do not have to remind you or the
impact of Jevish-Christian and also Jevish-Moslem.r,relatioos on Diaspora
Jevry,in as much as developments in these f'iel.ds find their ref'lection
i.n your own relations with non-Jevs.
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We strive to develop tolerance, pluralism and multiculturalism within
Israel. For the most part, our activities are not spectacular - as
you veil knov, one a,c;t of intolerance is more nevswortby than a
.,.,. . ,,-"dozen positive activities - but our program reaches te~ of thousands
of Israel.is. Apart trom ongoiJJg activities for members in its branches
.;,,,.J.;'~:~ .~~ · 
a.round the country (including joint Jewish-Arab circles), the Association
;;..i.....:.:~JI ;....J,; I __;:
bas an ambitious outreach program which extends into educational.
curricula in the schools, involvement in informal programs (e.g. JewisbArab summer camps), and contacts with pub1ic opinion mo1ders.
Special mention should be made of our international. contacts. Apart
f'rom the Association's involvement in IJCIC (vhose Israel.i representative
is chosen by the Jevish members or the Association}, it is the natural
HONOR"AY ""ES IOIU ..
address for groups and personalities coming from abroad seeking an
..,<t !->1N<C>'- Li,tu••· """".cc.
interfaith program. It organizes seminars for groups from all -narta
:>Hb••· l•r.,,. "'·' '··••·•
r"SHE
T AWC':f\ ,_,,A>4"4'J(• ·~l~y'
of the vorld. Our special interest are the seminars held every I B months,
SHE •""'"'"~'· H-4• • wNLr<
alternately in Israel a.nd Spain, organized with the Jewish-Christian Association :~~· ~A·••~~."~~:;:;
in Madrid ; the annual summer seminar for African clergy (conducted alterna- 'IAS&o or, ISQA(, c.:"C' T€ •:.
5
11
GR Aucu=' "'~ rlA<t<;M,,
telv
in English and French} vhich was held from 1976 until 1982 vhen
"'SrlEtKH
~
"10rl4MAl• HVB~l'>H•
it had to be suspended for bud8etary reasons (there are hopes of a renewal
''° H""'"o ~-H·'.1 ,:.L·.. .,
next year) ,· regular seminars for groups from Germany and for tbe
v :. "~•:,·." .....,»·.
International Council or Christians and Jevs.
PROF'ESSOR !!ci.JA...•N Mz.IA;

---
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Our ambitious :publication :program includes the quarterly "Christian Life in Israel"
(latest issue enclosed) vhich is circulated in 40. 000 copies .i n English al.one and

also appears in five other languages ·(French; Spanish, German, Italian, Portuguese),
tbanlts to outside funding, and reguJ.ar pamph1ets in Hebrew and Arabic for distribution
in Israel.
Budget : If ve introduce certain economies, ve !ind tbat ve require a minimum annual
running budget of $75.000. (This is in addition to special projects, amounting to
some $25.000, which are covered by grants from various European fUnds). In the past,
the bul.k of the running budget vas also covered by gre.nts ~m European funds but
these have no~ run out and have not been renewed ( sometimes for economic reasons,
sometimes b~cause we are the victims of Israel's image).

~

.

L.

We have been receiving an annual grant of $I2.500 from the World Jewish Congress
and -by ma.king inte~sive efforts in Israel ve are able to raise here some $IO-I5 .000
(this, as you ca.n imagine, is not the best time tor raisi~ money i n Israel ) . Our
shortfall therefore is around $ 50. 000 t o enable us to conti_o ue functioning. The
World Jevisb Congress has indicated that it would be prepared to increase its participation if the other members of IJCIC would also be prepared to help.
·

I
~

·"

I vould like· to thaDk you for your willingness to raise the .matter at your f orthcomiDg
meeting and hope to receive a positive response.
With all best wishes,

,_
;

'·

'

Execerpted from addres s by TULLIA ZEVI, Presi<lente; Unione Comunita I sraelitic he
Italiane , Rome
delivered at the Ann11fl l Meeting, American J e'."l s l'\ Committee, New York, May 2, 1985
--·~ -·-

-- ·

Christian - Jewish
common challenges and

cooperat~on

a~hievements

here es elsewhere is important. However,

must not blur our awareness of unfulfilled

expectations and persisting prejudice. · ·
A lot was accomplished, but a lot remains to be done. t will mention a few
examples.
Before Easter - incidentally, while a top-level American Reform delegation
was in Rome for meetings with high-ranking Vatican personalities - I was in the office
of the secretary of the Commission for Relations with Judaism. The purpose was to
express to Monsignor Mejia our concern about the persistence in Italy of rites and
cults, particularly during Passion Week, perpetuating the stereotypes of Jewish
perfidy, of Jews committing ritual homicide or insulting Christian piety.
I mentioned the cult of the Holy Lorenzino in Marostica, a village not in
the deep south, but near Vicenze and Venice. Though there is absolutely no evidence· to
substantiate the legend end the cult, the five-year old victim of Jewish

murd~rers

continues to be revered.
At Trani, near Bari, an Easter procession perpetuates t he legend .of the
"desecrated host": centuries ago a Jewish Woman was accused of having stolen a
conse crated host from a Chr:stlan altar - ~~1 tc have fried it in a pan. Blood flowed
from t he pan into the street, revealing the sacrilege. The woman was burnt on the
stake.
I could go on to quote a number of other examples.
One must credit church authorities with banning a number of such cults Saint Simonino of Trent, for instanc~ - and with discouraging celebrations of this kind,
..
.
whicli are usually linked with welfare, commercial and tourist activities.
However, in the words of the archbishop of Trani "such deep-rooted
customs cannot be banned, at least for the time being, despite liturgical renewal.
Their prohibition in times that are still unripe would be lntepreted as a direct
consequence of some Jewish move.-Jn that case, we would really provoke antisemitism."
Evidently, the "spirit of the Council" has failed so far to permeate vast
areas, and perhaps even the very summit of the Catholic world. Allow me to repeat
here something I already said in Rome last month at the colloquium on "Nostra
Aetste".
One might wonder whether John XXIU, blessed be his memory, would have
chosen, in the year marking the 20th anniversary of NOSTRA AET ATE, to repeat on
Palm Sunday in front of 300.000 pilgrims on Saint Peter.'s square, the famous wo~ds ·
from the Go~pel about the crowds in Jerusalem shouting: "crucify hi'm -..• cruci fy him
.•.• His blood b_e .._0 11 us and our children", and about the Sanhedrin's vr::tdic1: ''he deserves
death"; . and thef.1.' to expiain, es Pope Woityla did:

bla~phemer by ·t~:f·s3nhedrin, and es a

,:iesus . was condemned as a

11

usurper by Pila te".

r---'.~---
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or. Maxl.e Rafransoa,

General Secertary,
All Africa Conference of Churches..
P. o. Box 14205
Nairobi
·
Kenya.
Dear or. Rafrans0a,
JEWISH

~

CHRISTIAN CONr2P.ENCS IN AFRICA

I write to bri'"J to yo\ar attention 8099 d1scusa1ons
which have been 90in9 on, and to solicit the spensorship
of the All Africa Conference of Churches for a dialOCJU•

between African Christians and _,...,..

I was 1nYited to attend a consulbtion en Rel19lou•
Plurallssa si>ensored by the Consultation on the Church and
the Jewish People (CCP.J) of the World Council of· Churc:hea9
and the International Jewish C~ttee on lnterre11qimas
Consultations (I~CIC), at the Harvard D1Y1nlty School in
November 1984. And in the course of the consultation I had
the opportu1'·1 ty to d1ac:u•• the possibility of holdin«J a
Jewish· - Christian Conference ln Afeica with Dr. Gerhart
Rleqner, COmCha1naan of the Governing Board, World Jewish
Congress, and ,Rev. Allan Brockway, of the Chr1st1a~ew1sm
Relations Desk at the World Council of Churches.
Later on, I ..nt a proposal to Pr. Rleqner with a
copy to ·Rev. Allan Brockway and both of the• have respond9d
positively ~o the idea, and with their support, I aa now in
a position to brin9 tha aatter before you, as General
Secmetary of the All Africa Conferenc:e of Churches, for your

UE"9ent consideration.

ln brief, a conference of the kind that is bein9
envisaged would be•t be sponsored by the All Afrl.c a
C0nference of ChUn:he• in c0=0perat1on with the world Council
.of Churches and t:he World Jewish Conqress, and lt would
provide a real opportunity for a qenuine eftCOUft~er between
African Chr1stlans. and .Jews ln an•re• where there ls Yery
little contact. It ls holMd that this wculd be the bec)1nn1119
of a series of aeetinga vhlch hold qrea~ poss1blllt1es for
the future.
·

The conference would be planned around sub,ects of
to African Christiana and Jews, and two
themes which sugqeat themselYe• as a sta,.tinq point area
The Ethiopian Face of Judai• (The Fala••>, and the Old
Testament in the African Churchea. The•, hoiwev.r, do not
rule out other topics that taay ~ considered more &PJ>ropriate•

ecwn interest

•••• /2

•

-.i: : .•

c::o

2 -

Xt ls envlsa9ed that bo Africans and t;vo Jevlah

could present paper• foll....S by 9eneral
There vill al80 be time for plannin9
eonferenees and activities.

p~icipants

dlsc:usaions.
f~ture

· The proposed conference would be a modest beqlnninq
brinqlnq together about 10-15 p~iclpants f rora each
side tor a period of about three days. .
I think Nairobi would be an ideal place to hold the
conference and that a date in October or November this
year would be fine. This ..of course, dttpet\ds on your
plans durinq that . ti•• of the year•
. May I · em-pha91ze that these are only suq9estions and
not directives from an unwarranted source. The All
Africa Conference of Churches ls free to orqan1se the
conference if lt deans it tit and to select its own
Gppropriate themes.
·
If tht! idea of holding th• conference is aqreeable
to you and your staff we could discuss the plans further.
I would appreciate h~arlnq your reactions to this
letter ~t your conv@nienceo
And, lastly, may I briefly intr.-..duce myself.
a"1 a

~T!'ber

I

~l ork 1ng Grou~ of the sub-unit on
Peopl~ Of
F~iths of the World

of the

Dialogue with

Living

Council of Churches. I come from Ghana and I am
~resently on a two-yea~ leave· cf absence !rom the
Univer~ity of Ghana and teachin9 at t he University of
Calab3r.
Yr:urs

since .1'."~ly,

•'

1 ,

... . . .,
~ ;...(' .... '1 \
t
·f--1
.. '
. . _,,,.,;
f _. I' I
Prot. Kofi Asare Cpoku

:' · ·r-1i. <--·,•._: ,- . . ..
~...

ccz Oro Gerhart Me Rlegner ·

Rev. Allan Brockway

"I'

#'

..
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SECRETARIAT FOR PR0\-10TING CHRISTIAN lJNITY
C O ~ t ~~ !S ::Jo :-.; ·

F OR

RELI G I O ~'S RELATI O ~S

\X." ITH THE . JE\V S

V a=i=ar. C iry - Tei. 69S.4JSe 695 .30 71

J 226/85/ a ·

Vati:ar.

Ci:yJ'lay 2]: ....J .9.85 .....................

~r Gerhard M. Riegner
Co-President of the Executive Council
World Je~ish Congress
1, rue de Varem~6
CH-1211 Geneva 20

Dear Dr Riegner ,
I am sending .y.ou here"i th a copy of the English text of
ment entitled: 11 Notes on the correct 'flay to present
and · Judaism in preaching and catechesis in· the Roman
Church" : prepared by the Conimission of t.he Holy See for
Relations with the Jews.

the docuthe Jews
Catholic
Religious

It goes ~i th.o ut saying . that this text is under the strictest
embargo till the date of it s . publication in L'Osservatore Romano
( daily l tali an edi t i on L which in any case .will not take place
before J une 24th , 1985.
With best "ishes and many greetings: I remain,
yours

(encl. )

sincerely~

tr-__

~ (}2~@ .ry~f.~... rd)
;~ · .!

WORLD JEWISH CONGRESS
CONGRES JUIF MONDIAL
N EW YORK, N .V. 10016
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· Geneva,/ June ·3rd- ·1985

Rabbi Mordecai Waxman, Chairman of IJCIC
Synagogue Council of America
327 Lexington Avenue
- ~ew York, N. Y. 10016
U.S.A.

Dear Rabbi Waxman,

.:

·.

The attached document has been handed over to Mr . F. Becker by
Mgr. Mejia. You will note that it is under embargo until 24 June 1985 •
At the IJCIC meeting which took place in Geneva on 15/16 April 1985,
it had been envisaged to issue a joint statement from IJC.IC in response
to this document.
You will, therefore, wish to distribute the document to the American
members of IJCIC, drawing their attention to the embargo date, and to
coordinate their reactions so that a joint reply could be prepared and
agreed upon by the end .of this month.
With warm personal greetings,
Yours sincerely,
_,.

k.a~
Q.~ 4Y~~"'-·~
..
~
;,,. · .
.

Jean Halperin

cc.: Dr. E.L. Ehrlich
Dr . G. Wigoder

_J

· · ··1

4t/
Juternatio11a/ fewisk Committee

...:· ;

....... .

(Jlf

J11terrcli{/io11s Consultations
'
' .~ .

June 4, 1985

AMERIC~N

: ·-

SECRETARIAT:
Synagogue Council of·America
327 ~exington Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10016
Tel.: (212) 686-8670

EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT:
World Jewish Congress
1 Rue de Varembe
1211 Geneve 20, Switzerland
Tel.: (022) 34 13 25

' '·

R E M I N D E R!
The next meeting of IJCIC is on
TUESDAY, JUNE 11, at 4:00 P.M. (will last until

CONSTITUTENT AGENCIES:
American Jewish Committee
165 East 56th Street
New York. N.Y. 10022
Anti-Defamation L.e agueB'nai B'rilh
823 United Nations Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10017
Israel Jewish Council for
lnterreligious Consultations
12A Koresh Street, P.O.B. 2028
Jerusalem. Israel 91020
Synagogue Council of America
327 Lexington Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016.
World Jewish Congress
1 Park Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10016

6:00 P.M.)

a~

the offices of the Synagogue Council

of America, 327 Lexington Avenue (39th Street).
The proposed agenda and relevant resources ·
are attached and we would appreciate your bringing
materials to the meeting.

Rabbi Mordecia Waxman
Chairman

Dr . Leon A. Feldman
Consultant
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June 10, 1985

..
AMERICAN SECRETARIAT: .
Synagogue Council of America
327 ·Lexington Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016
Tel.: (212) 686-8670 .

Dear IJCIC Member:
Enclosed please find two items which may be of interest
to you.

of

EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT:
Wortd Jewish CongreH
1 Rue de Varembe
1211 Geneve 20. Switzerland
Tel .: (022) 34 13 25

"C:ONSTITUTENT AGENCIES:
American Jewish Committee
165 East 56th Street
New York, N. Y. 10022

1. Copy
pressco~Jerage of the VatiCS!l ''Nctes" in
Allgemeine jUdische Wochenzeitung, July 5, 1985,
published in Bonn, West Germany.

.2 . Communication from the Poritificia Commissio
Iustitia et Pax, dated July 1, 1985 concerning
World Day of Peace 1986.
We will keep · yo~ . informed concerning further developments in connection with our t~lexed letter addressed
to Cardinal Willebrands as soon· as details are received.

Anti-Defamation LeagueB'nal B'rlth
823 United Nations Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10011 ·.
lsr:ael Jewish Council for
lnterreHgioua Conaultallona
12A Koresh Street. P.. O.B. 2028
Jel'usalem. Israel 91020
Synagogue Council of America
. 327 Lexington Avenue
. New Ycr-i-:.

i~. Y.

;c-ois

World Jewish Congress

1 Park Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10016

Rabbi Mordecai Waxman
Chairman

Dr. Leon A. Feldman
Consultant

I JC IC
PROPOSED AGENDA
JUNE 11. 1985 -- 4:00 P.M.
1.

Unf inished business (please refer to

2.

Preparatory meeting in Rome regarding proposed Coll-0qui um under
Lateran University aus.p ices (last mee t ing scheduled June 3,
pcstpon~d) Discussion to i nclude topics, speakers, participants
etc.
(please refer to resource materials according to dates
which reflect the previous discussions and developments
- material is according to dates).

3.

20th Anniversary of Nostre Aetate in Rome (October 28-30, 1985).
a) Next Liaison Committee . meeting, in Rome, scheduled
for October 27-30 .
b)

11

0oerating Bylaws").

Preparatio n of input to Vatican in
Pope's statement re Nostre Aetate.

~nticipation

of

Discussion to include number of participants, expansion of Jewish
representation, speakers, and sub-committee to draft background
statement .
(please refer to the IJC I C/Vatlcan Steering Committee,
Geneva, April 15, 1985).
4.

Discussion cf proposed Convocation to celebrate 850th Anniversary
cf Maimonides' Birth under Lateran Un·iversity ausp i ces" scheduled
for October 27 or 31, 1985.
(please refer to April 15, 1985 Minutes, P. 2 (Mejia's
suggestion).

5.

Preparation of input for special session of Bishops'Synod in Rome,
anticipated date is in the Fall or early Winter, 1985 .

6.

Relations with wee
(please refer to Minutes of weC/IJCIC Liaison and
Planning . Comm i ttee meeting, Geneva, April 15, 1985).
Enc l o s e d a re · a l s o "Out l i ne f o r a .s t ud.Y doc um e nt o f " Con f 1 i c t
between religious communities," (July 1984), and "Role of
Religion in Conflicts" . (n.d.) .

7.

Pr opo sed consultation with Third World Churches .
(please refer to correspondence from Dr. G. Riegner,
Fe b r u a r y ·- 1 1 , 19 8 5 a nd s u b se q uen t ex c ha ng e s ) . .

8.

Proposed consu l tat i on with Anglican Church ·
(please refer to communication from Prof. Jean Halperin
and attached material, dated March 25, 1985).

9.

Relationship to Orthodox denominations .

10.

Communication from The Israel Interfaith Association, dated
April 28, 1985.

"-~
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Interreligious Affairs Department, American Jewish Conmittee
Response to Notes

Whatever ·good ; ntentions led to the fonnulation of the Notes, they unfortunately
represent a major retreat from earlier Catholic statements, most notably .the
1975 Vatican Guidelines and the declarations of the French, German; Brazilian
and United States bishops' conferences. The Notes declare ·t~at "respect for
the other as he is'' is "the fundamental condition of dialogue.•" (Notes, para. 4
.c iting .Guidelines I) However, the document itself reflects little recognition
of how Jews conceive of themselves. Indeed, the extent to which Jews are defi.ned in the Notes by non.;.dialogic theological constructs verges on Christian
· triumphalism.
The Holocaust and the creation of the State of Israel are· absolutely crucial
aspects of cQntemporary Jewish existence. The Notes however are totally ·inadequate in providing Catholics with sufficient guidelines on how to teach,
·preach and understand these major events that have so decisively shaped the
way Jews define .themselves.
There it is .
Para. 25 1s a particularly glaring example of this inadequacy.
baldly stated that the existence of Israel should not be 11envisaged 11 in a religious perspectiv·e , but rather the Jewish State must be perceived by "common
principles of .international law." Even within this narrow frame of refererce,
nothing is said .about Israel's ri"ght to exist or of the justice of her cause.
Modern Israel is emptied of .any possible religious significance for Olristians.
Even Israel's profound rel,igious significance for Jews -- surely the paramount
fact to b.e considered in any document that purports to instruct Christians
about Jews and ·Judaism -- is. mentioned in such recondite fashion as to ·be unrecognizable.
Eq.tially grievous is· the vague, pa.ssing and almost gratuitous reference. to
"the extermination during the years 1939-1945." -(para. 25) The absence of
a strong statement .on the Holocaust is particularly disturbing. When tMs
muted and ob1i que refe.rence is compared to the forthright and mora 11 y reconcfl i ng statement of the German bishops on the same subject, the poverty of
the Notes is · revealed. (Compare, e.g.: Apart from some admirable efforts
by individuals and groups, most" of us during the time of. National Socialism
fo.nned a church community preoccupied with the threat to our own institutions.
We turned our backs to this persecuted Jewish people and were silent about
the crimes perpetrated on Jews and Judaism.")
11

E:':' .
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The Notes are especially retrogressive with respect to the integrity of Judaism
as a viable faith. In !,,para. 7, the Jewish religion is implicitly relegated to ·the same category as gentile religions by the assertion that the
Church must witness to "all. The unabashed triumphalism
of the claim that
the Church is the "all embracing means of sal vation 11 explicitly denies to
Judaism any salvific status. There is no parallelism between Synagogue and
Church. The worth of the fonner dispensation has bee.n superceded by the
latter. We contend that. this conception of the relationship of the two communities is under review in leading works of Catholic theology today. Yet
the Notes do not reflect any of this significant new thinking; indeed, they
appear to foreclose consideration of recent scholarly and theological developments. Contemporary Judaism, while acknowledged, is seen only as useful
for illuminating aspects of church life (I, para. 3). Similarly, t~e chief
significance of biblical Israel is subsumed under the category of mere preparation (I, para. 8). Jews had "difficulty in recognizing ••• their Messiah."
This assertion smacks of ancient canards of Jewish 11 stubborness 11 and "rigidity."
Moreover-, the lack of any critical reflection on the entire theological paradigm of "promise and fulfilment" into which these observations fit, as well
as the attempt to renew the henneneutics of typology, indicate serious defects
in the document.
.
11

~

Worse .still, fn II, para. 1, the validity and permanence of the "election-of
Israel" seems to have been removed from the Jews and transfered to the Church.
The Pope's 1980 statement in Mainz, which affinned the pennanence of the
Jewish covenant, is here transmuted into .an affirmation of the "permanent
reality of the Jewish people. While Judaism is denied authentic religious
validity, the Notes appeal to the principle of "religious liberty" (I, para.7)
as a ground fo.r the legitimacy of on-going Jewish existence. Without an explicit theological validation of that existence, such an appeal can only recall the inferior notions of "sufference" and "tolerance." In light of postVatican II developments fn Catholic-Jewish relations, these notions are far
from adequate. The Notes err in allotting Judaism only the narrowest of
roles in the economy of salvation.
11

In IV, para~ ·21, C, the Jewish 11no 11 to Jesus is cited only as a "sad fact"
which, in 21, 0, led to the "rupture" between'~udaism and the young Church.u
.The 11implicit
message is that the separation between these two movements is
. the fa.u lt11 of. .the Jews. No mention of any possible Christian role in the
historic divergence is made. Israel •s "unbelief11 is held up as the sole
cause of _the parting of .the ways. . · ·
. ··
· T~e

eschatological "convergence" described in II, paras. 9-11 fs at once
dlsturbing and highly triumphalistic. What is lacking is a sense of the
radically unredeemed character of creation • . The humble yet bracing image
of a pilgrim church working within an unredeemed world could have provided
an ecclesiological image that facilitated Jewish-Christian cooperation. Instead, the image of the Church expressed in the Notes is throughout one of
triumphal assurance and finality. The language of Nostra Aetate itself -"• • ·the Church awaits that day known to God a1one on which a11 peop1es wi 11
address the Lord in a single voice and •serve him shoulder to shoulder ..
{Soph~ ~.9)"-..1s less tr1umphalist1c and more open to dialog1ca1 understanding.
· ·
·
·
In

L _

· __

n,

para. ll. there 'is· a blurring of our different histories· as peoples

;

: .. . !

....
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of God. Jewish and Christian histories are emptied of their rich distinctiveness and diversity. We are· left instead with uone same memory," something that is simply not true for either conmunity, except perhaps in· the
most rarefied, abstract theological sense. Historical Jews, in contradistinction to some theological entity called (biblical) "Israel;"have. very
different memories from Roman Catholics • .·This ought· tb be honestly -stated.
Too much emphasis on the idea of the "coR111on spiritual bond" has led to an
effacement of post-biblical Jewish history in deference to ancient Israel.
The theology underlying these Notes has too easily elided the Jews into a
biblical Israel, which is in turn subsumed under the category of preparation.
·
Finally, the discussion of Jesus' executio~, III, para. 22, merely invokes
Nostra Aetate and Trent as cautions against assigning blame to all Jews without distinction. So purely theological an approach appears quite inconvnensurable with the volatile nature of the material under consideration. The
Gospels themseives are, after all, quite vivid and historicizing in this re. gard. Some mention of the political situation of the time; of Roman oppression; of the dubious status of the priestly Sanhedrin, etc. is required. To
do less is .to invite a return to ancient misconceptions.
·
In sum, this is a disappointing document that undennines the gains of Catholic-.
Jewish encounter in recent years . ·
Rabbi A. James

Rudi~.

National Interreligious Affairs Director

Judith H. Banki, Associate National Interreligious Affairs Director
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June 14, 1985

Rabbi

Henrj Michelman

IJCIC
New York, NY

Dear Henry:

Enclosed is the text of the proposed "Operating
BylAws" ·for. our discussion on Monday.
Shalom uverahah,
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cc Ted Freedman
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Rabbi Leon Klenicki

823 United Nations Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10017
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OPERATING BYLAWS
INTERNATIONAL JEWISH COMMITTEE ON INTERRELIGIOUS CONSULTA'rIONS

FUNCTION
The International Jewish Committee on Interreligious
Consultations (IJCIC) shall serve as an instrument of its constituent
organizations to develop and maintian communications , liaison and
activities, as determined by unanimous approval of said organizations
with international central religious bodies.
MEMBERSHIP

IJCIC shall consist of those organizations which have major
interreli9ious programs and appropriate professional staff for the
execution of said programming.
Jewish Committee, the

Membership shall include the American

Anti~Defamation

League of B'nai B ' rith, Israel

Jewish Council for Interreligious Consultations, and the World Jewish
Congress.
CHAIRPERSON

a)

The Chairperson shall be named in rotation from each of the

constituent organizations and shall serve for a two year period.

Any

organization whose turn it is to name the chairperson may request to defer
this decision without any penalty.
b)

The Chairperson shall preside at all meetings of the IJCIC

Governing Board, and will serve a s the Jewis h co•c hairperson at joint
consultations with other religious bodies.

'l"..
'

..
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STROCTURE

\

.

' There s~all be a Governing Board. to which each of the constit-

a)

uent organizations shall

desig~ate

one person, authorized · to act in behalf

of the organization • . A constituent organization when necessary may
designate an alternate to the Board.

The

Governin~

Board shall meet four

times a year (to be designated) 'o r at such additional time!? as may Pe
deemed necessary by the chairman.
b)

There shall be a Secretariat for IJCIC which shall rotate among

the constituent organizations.
zation to organization in
c)

Said secretariat will move from

tande~

with the selection of the chairperson.

The Secretariat shall be responsible for regular communications

with the representatives of constituent organizations; it

.~

..

organ~-

decisions of the Governing Board.

s~all

implement .

E'.Urther, it shall serve as the official

means of communicating IJCIC correspondence.
The organization which serves as the Secretariat shall agree
ass~e

to

any and all expenses related to the carrying . out of these functions.

POLICY FORMULATIONS
A11 activities of IJCIC must have the unanimous approval of the
Governing Board.
No public statement shall be made by the Chairman of IJClC
the Secretariat without prior consultation and approval of the

or

Governin~

Board.
All activities · which are proposed · sha·11

b~ . fully

discussed at a

meeting of the Governing Board, and all decisions shall be respectful of

...- -

the diversity and interests of the constituent organizations, and · accord-

l

..

ingly said activities must have the unanimous approval of of the constituent
organizations of IJCIC.

L.

i
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DRAFT LETTER TO WILLEBRANDS
I

June 1~, l 985

Your .Eminence:
As indicated in. our corrununicati.on to you of 17 June, IJCIC and .its ·mem-·
ber agenc1es

here~er a mo;e systemati.c response to the
h9;e~. eeu1aije-sy~eshare

sible to se_nd by cable. ·
to · the publication..,. . of

.th~

11

Notes 1.' than was pos- .

these-observations with you pr.ior

Notes tn hope that their publication may be

~elayed

pend-·

ing mutual discussion and dialogue on the substan~e a~d wording. of the do~ument.
Our public response to the publi.cation of .the Notes will of necessity, reflect the
views expressed -herein.
We believe there is much of value in the Notes.
Roots of Christianity, the Jews in the New Testamen_t ,
Christianity in History
dl"ess and _corl"ect a

ar~,

n urnb~r

th~.

The sections on the Jewish
Liturgy and Judaism and

for the most part, helpful clarifica.tions ·wh.ich ad-

of lingering misconceptions . Such sensitive· areas .as:

th.e hostile references to the Je.,.1s in the New Testament;-J_esus' relations. with . ~he

e..

.

· Phar·isees, and hi.s agreemen~ with basic pharisai\ beliefs, are hand1~d in schcla·r1y
fashion and with

deli.ca~y.

The commitment to religious liberty and the continuing

concern .. a!;>out ant..i-Semitism are .. reassuring.
At the same time, we find that mar.y of the formulations in the . Notes re.;,

present a retreat

fr.0~1 earlier Catholic

statemen.tJ'such as the 1975

.---7 lil')~~ and the dec~arations of 'the Frenc~,

V.a_~ica~~de

German, Brazi.1ian and United States·

bishops• confe.rer.c·e.s. The Notes d_eclare that :•respect f or the

othe~

as he iS" i_s

'"the funda mental condition of .d ialogue." " (Notes, : p_a ra; 4 citjng Guidelin_es I).

(

However, the document itself reflects little recogniti on of

how

Jewi conceive of

themselves.
The Holocaust and. the creation of tile State of Israel are absolutely
crucia 1 aspects of contemporary Jewish exi stem:e. The .~otes however are totally inadequate in providing Catholics with sufficient guideline~ on how to teach, preach,

-· "';?' .. - -..----- · --·- - ---..• ..--·-·- ··- -·--- -··· ___ ...... ___ __ .. ___.. · ··- - .

.;
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and understand these major events that have so decisively shaped the way Jews
fine themse 1ves .·

Para·. 25 is a particularly glaring example of this inadequacy. There it

.

is b.a ldly stated that .the existance of Israel
should not be 11 envisaged 11 in a re- ·
.
'

1igious perspective, but rather the Jewish State must be perce.ived by "common ·
principl~s of. international law. 11

Evert within this narro~ frami of re~er~nce,

:nothing is said about Israel's right to exist cir of the ·justice of her cause.

~od

ern l.srael is emptied of any possible religious significance for Christiaris . . Even
Israel's profound religious significance for Jews -- surely the paramount _fact to
be considered in any document that purports to instruct Christians about _Jews and
Judai"s_m -·- is mentioned in such recondite fashion as to be unrecognizable.
Equally grievous is the vague, passing and almost gratuiious reference to
"the extermi.nation during the years 1939-1945. 11

(para. 25).

statement on the Holocaust is particularly disturbing.

The absence ·of a ·strong
···.

Your eminence,, we do not expect the Roman Catholic Church to ac'cept for
itself -_the religious s.ignificance that the State of_ Israel has for Jews. We do not
find objectionable the argument that the political options of the State of Israel
.

.

should be discussed in the context of both i nternational law and international poli'

Bu't surely some emp~,_thy for Jewish feelings regarding the Holocaust and the

ti'cs.

significance of the State of Israel couTd appear in the Notes without compr6mising
.,-,

the -Church ' s positicin on these issues.

Your own Cardinal Bea Memorial Lecture,

delivered at the Westminster Cathedr.Pl Conference Ce nter in March, reflects exactly
that empathy and understanding:
"In this .connection Jewish sensibilities should be respected·
and cared for, although they may not enter into our normal
perspectives.

l shall _
name only -two here : the recent history

of Je1;1ish suffering during the Nazi persecution, and the Jews•
comm i-trnent to and concer·n for the 1and of ls rae1; this concern

.. . ··- -·--

··-:" ..... --~·

....

.
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Willebrands

is pol~tical or secular but also, for many, religious. It
belongs, I believe, to an -exercise of Christian charity to- ·
wa_rds one's own brother, w.i_th who1~ we are seeking reconciJia-·:
.

.

.·

ti on for offences
which.
over this
.
. are very real, riot to gloss
.
.

dimens)on.

.

To :carry the memory of m~ny million deaths is

..

a terrible burden; to ~ave a place under ~he sun where to
live in peace and security, witn due respect -for the T'.ights
of other_s , is a form of . hope.
point~

Here we have two important

of reference in the Catholics' day-to-day relation

to the Jews."
The Notes aim to remedy 11 a painful ignorance of the history and traditions
of Judaism. 11

However, they do not remedy bhat "painful ignorance "; neither Jewish

history nor Jewish traditions are explored in the Notes, or even referred to as havth~

ing independent value.

Rather,

history and traditions of Judaism are appro-

priated by the Church.

The role of Biblical Israel is seen only as preparatory_; .

(Indee~, that is the only reason given for tatholics to ttappreciate ~nd love Jews .)
Moreo~er,

. tation.

Of

the Notes affirm the typological approach to biblical interpre-

_necessity~

this form of hermeneutics forces Jews and Judaism into pre-

conceived ·categorie_s , which do not reflect historical reality.

What positive mean-

in·g can the ongoing, post-biblical existence of the Jews have when the Hebrew Bible
is ~onceived of primarily as a praeparatio evangelica?

Thus, in order. to satisfy

typologi'cal needs, Jews are described as "the p'e ople of _the Old Testament.~' As your
eminence know_s , that is a totally inadequate description.
The Notes allude to ·the "negati_ve" relations between Jews and Christians
for two millenia-·but offer nothing of _this history.

How can Jews· and Judaism be

presented in Catholic teaching ~nd preaching without some ~cknowledgment of the
h·istorical expressions of Ch_ristian animosity?

Similarly, _th~ ·"continuous spiritual

...

·

...

~
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Willebrands

fecundity" of Jews and Judaism is noted, but not spe:cif1ed. Some examples qnd illustrations would

~e

helpful -- if not necessary -- to teachers and homilists.

The .conclusions call for ' objectivity" in teaching about Jews and
1

·Judaism. We contend that .there is li t tle of. 11 objective 11 teaching in the Notes.
d~fined,

Judaism is

not in terms of its .own self-understanding of

i~~- religioui

experience and history but only in terms of Chri stian categories, which
to say

strike us as triumphalistic.

(./\ .,,... ·---.:._.~··"~ - . . : <-· - -~ -

........ _

- -

·

· - _..._ r'

we

regret

''.,

·-~

._\.

We believe this document will be perceived as a step backward in
Catholic-Jewi sh relations, and that it may undermine the gains

\'le

have achieved

through dialogue, joint study and joint action in recent yP.ars. For this reason·,
we are all the more dismayed that. -- unlike Nostra Aetate itself and the 1975
Guidelines -- it is being published without prior

consult~tion

with representative

members of the Je\'li sh conimuni ty.
' •

.
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JUicE 21, 19e5

FOR RELEASE:

NOHDAY, JUNE 24, 1985

i·iE\·1 Yor.K

JEUISH GROUPS QUERY VATICAN
amDs•D•••~•c••••c••••••a••••

·'

·THE l~TERNATIOH~L JEWISH CO~MITTEE ON INTERRELIGIOUS CONSULTATIONS
(IJCIC) TODAY EXPRESSED ITS i1SAPPOINTMENT OVER WHAT WE PERCEIVE
TO BE TnE REGRESSIVE SPIRIT AND FORMULATIONS ABOUT JEWS, JUDAISM,
THE NAZI HOLOCAUST, AND THE MEANING OF ISRAEL IN JUST-ISSUED
VATICAN NOTES ON .JEWS AND JUDAISM ON CATHOLIC PREACHING AND
CATECHESIS.

-~
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I
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T~E VATICAN ''NOTES ON XHE CORRECT WAY TO PRESENT THE JEWS AND JUDAISM IN PREACHING AND CATECHESIS IN THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH''
WERE PREPAR~D BY THE COMMISSION OF THE HOLY SEE FOR RELIGIOUS
RELATIONS WIJH THE JEVS, WHOSE PRESl~EHT IS HIS EMINENCE JO~ANNES
CARDINAL WILLEBRANDS OF THE NETHE~LANDS. THE ''NOTES'' WERE
PUSLISHED TODAY IN THE OFFICIAL VATICAN D~ILY, ''L'OSSERVATORE
ROMANO.''

.......
"
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'
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THE IJCIC MEMBER AGENCIES ARE THE
AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE, THE ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE OF B'NAI
B'RITH, THE ISRAEL INTERFAITH COMMITTEE, 5THE SYNAGOGUE COUNCIL
OF AMERICAN AND THE WORLD JEWISH CONGRESS.
IJCIC SAID THAT W~IL~ THERE IS MUCH OF VALUE IN THE NOTES, CERTAIN
OF THE FORMULATIONS R.EPRESENT A RETREAT FROM EARLIER CATHOLIC
STATEMENTS . SUCH AS THE 1975 VATICAN GUIDELINES AND THE DECLARATIONS
' OF THE FRENCH, WEST GERMAN, SRAZILIAN AND UNITED STATES BISHOPS'
COi·!FE~ENCES.
RABBI MORDECAI WAXMAN, CHAIRMAN OF IJCIC 1 S"ID
THAT HE HAD EARLIER SENT A TELEGRAM TO CARDINAL WILLEBRANDS,
SIG~ED ~y ALL THE MEMBE~ AGENCIES OF IJCIC, WHICH IN A QUERYING
TONE HAO SOUGHT CLARIFICATIO~ AND CONSULTATION ON T~E NOTES.
AMOMG THE POSITIVE FEATURES OF THE NOTES, THE IJCIC SPECIFIED
THE FOLLOWl~G: THE SECTIO~S ON THE JE~ISH ROOTS OF CHRISTIANITY,
THE JEWS IN THE ij£W TESTAMENT, THE LITURGY, AND JUDAISM AND
C~RISTIANITY IH HISTORY ARE, FOR THE MOST PART, HELPFUL
·
CLARIFICATIO~S WHICH ADDRESS AND CORRECT A NUMBER OF .
MISCOliCEPTIOUS. SUCH SENSITIVE AREAS AS : THE HOSTILE
REFE REijCES TO THE JEWS IN THE ~EW T(STAMENT, JESUS' RELATIONS
~IT~ THE PHARISEES, ANO HIS. AGREE~E~T ~ITH BASIC PHARASAIC
BELIEFS, ARE HANDLED 1·N SCHOLARLY FASHION AND WITH DELICACY.
THE co~~ITME~T TO RELIGIOUS LIBERTY AND THE CONTIHUING CONCERN
' ~OUT ·ANTI-SEMITISM ARE REASSURIUG.

. ..' .:
~ . ·. '

:

~·

"
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THAT THE NOTES DEGLARE TH1'T "RESPlt,;T .. uw IHt ·u1t1t.t(
A$ HE IS
IS THE FUNDAMENTAL CO~DITION OF DIALOGUE,'' THE IJCIC
i~OTED THAf tHE DOC UEMNT ITSELF REFLECTS LITTLE RECOGNITION OF
HOW JE WS CONCEIVE OF THEKSELVES.

FO l i lTl ;~G OUT

IJCIC OBSERVED THAT THE HOLOCAUST AND THE CBEATION or THE STATE
OF ISRAEL ARE ABSOLUTELY CRUCIAL ASPECTS OF CONTE~PORARY JEWISH
'EX4STEhCE. THE NOTES, HOWEVER, ARE TOTALLY INADEQUATE IN PROVIDING
CATHOLICS WITH SUFFICIENT GUIDELINES ON HOW TO TEACH, PREACH,
A ~D UNDERSTA ND THESE MAJOR EVENTS THAT HAVE SO DECISIVELY SHAPED
THE WAY JEW~ DEFINE THEMSELVES.
F~RAGRAPH

25 · 1.S A PARTICULARLY GLARING EXAMPLE OF THlt lNADEQUACY.
THE RE IT IS DALDLY STATED THAT THE EXISTENCE OF ISRAEL SHOULD . NOT
3[ ' E~V I SAGE~ ' IN A RELIGIOUS PERSPECTIVE, OUT JATHER THE JEWISH
STA TE MUST BE PERCEIVED BY 'COMMO ~ PRIUCIPLES OF iNTERNATIONAL
L~w.· ·. £VE~ WJTHIN THIS NARROW FRAM~ OF REFERENCE, ~OTHING 1s·
SAID AilOUT ISRAEL'S RIGHT TO EXIST OR OF THE JUSTICE OF HER CAUSE.
~O~ ER N ISRAEL IS EMPTIED OF ANY POSSIBLE RELIGIOUS SIGNIFICANCE
. FOR CHRISTIANS. EVEN ISRAEL'S PROFOUND RELIGIOUS SIGNIFICANCE
FOR JEWS -- SURELY THE PARAMOUNT FACT TO BE CONSIDERED IN ANY
Dj CUMENT THAT PURPORTS TO INSTRUCT CHRISTIANS ABOUT JEWS AND
JU~A IS M -- IS MENTIONED IN SUCH RECONDITE FASHION AS TO BE
UfJRECOGr~ I ZABLE.

. :·.

THE NAZ I HOLOCAUST, THE IJCIC SAID THAT EQUALLY GRIEVOUS IS
THE VAGUE, PASSING AND ALMOST GRATUITOUS REFERENCE TO 'THE
EXTERMINATION DURING THE YEARS 1939-1945.' THE ABSENCE OF A
5TROliG STATEMENT ON THE HOLOCAUST IS PARTICULARLY DISTURBING.
JiJ

·1·
I

i

REGARDING THE TREATKENT OF JEWISH HISTORY AND TRADITIONS, THE
IJCIC STATED THAT THE NOTES AIM TO REMEDY 'A PAINFUL IGNORANCE OF
HIE HISTORY AND TRADITIONS OF JUDAISM.' HOWEVER, THEY DO ·NOT
~E~ED Y THAT '.PAINFUL IGNORANCE', NEITHER JEWISH HISTORY NOR
JEW~SH TRADITIONS ARE EXPLORED IN THE NOTES, OR EVEN REFERRED TO
AS HAVING INDEPENDENT VALUE. RATHER, THE HISTORY AND TRADITIONS OF
JUDAISM ARE APPROPRIATED BY THE CHURCH. THE ROLE OF BIBLICAL
1$RAEL IS SEEN ONLY AS PREPARTORY. (INPEED, THAT IS THE ONLY
REASON GIVEN FOR CATHOLICS TO 'APPRECIATE AND LOVE JEWS.•)
'

.

Oil ANTI-SEMITISM, THE IJCIC POINTED OUT THAT THE NOTES ALLUDE
TO THE 'NEGATIVE' RELATIONS BETWEEN JEWS AND CHRISTIANS FOR TWO
~i lLLENIA aur OFFER NOTHING OF THIS HISTORY.
HOW CAN JEWS AND
J U ~~ ISM BE PRESENTED IN CATHOLIC TEACHING AND PREACHING WITHOUT
SO~E ACKNOWLEDGENENT OF THE HISTORICAL EXPRESSIONS OF CHRISTIAN
Ati I i110S I TY?
CO~CLUSI O N S

CALL FOR 'OBJECTIVITY' IN TEACHINS ABOUT JEWS
IJCIC SAID, WE CONTEND THAT THERE IS LITTLE OF
JrJECTIVE TEACHING IN THE NOTES. JUDAISM IS DEFINED, NOT IN
TERMS OF' ITS ow~ SELF-UNDERSTANDING OF ITS RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
~ i i ~ HISTORY !luT o:iLY It~ TERMS OF CHRISTIAU CATEGORIES, WHICH
WE REGRE T TO SAY -- STRIKE US AS TRIU~PHALISTIC.
THE

t. iW JUDAIS i-i .

I~

ITS CONCLUDING STATEMENT, IJCIC DECLARED, THAT. WE

~ELI EVE

JOCU~ENT WILL BE PERCEIVED AS A STEP BACKWARD IN
C~THOLIC-JEWISH RELATIONS, A~D THAT IT MAY UNDERMl~E THE

THIS

_
GAINS

HAVE ACHIEVED THROUGH DIALOGUE, JOI NT STUDY AijD JOINT ACTION
THIS REASOt~, \·IE ARE ALL THE MORE DISMAYED
AETATE' ITSELF AN.D THE '1975 GUIDELINES'
-- IT IS ~ El"G PUBLISHED WITHOUT PRIOR CONSULTION WITH THE
J: ·:: I SH CO;·if·iU ~J ITY.

~[

1;. RtCE iiT YEARS. FOR
. TH~ T - UiiLIKE 'tWSTnA
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REPORT OF A CATHOLIC-JEWISH CONSULTATION ON THE VATICAN "NOTES"

On June 24, 1985, the Vatican Commission for Religious Relations with the
Jewish People issued a document entitled, "Notes on the Correct Way to Present
Jews and Judaism in Preaching and Catechesis in the Roman Catholic Church."
Intended to ·o vercome "a painful igno'rance of the history and traditions of .
Judaism" among Christians, the document was greeted with some praise but also /
so~e sharp criticism by .groups in the Jewish community.
·~
/
As Roman Catholics and Jews engaged in the Jewish-Christia~ -d~logue, 'we
have met together to evaluate the document in both its positive and problematical aspects. Strengthened by twenty years of progress in our relationships,
we have learned that we can face genuine differences and still retain a spirit
of trust and :mutual respect.
The "Notes" should be viewed within the context of previous statements of
the Vatican (e.g. Nostra Aetate~ 1965 and Guidelines, 1975); of the Pope (e.g.
Mainz, 1980 and Rome, 1982); and of national episcopal conferences (e.g. Dutch
bishops, 1970; Belgian bishops, 1973; French bishops, 1973; Swiss bishops, 1974;
U.S. bishops, 1975; German bishops, 1980; Brazill an bishops, 1983). Positive
elements of the "Notes" which will need to be implemented on the local level
include necessary interpretations of the negative references to Jews in the New
Testament, Jesus' relationship with the Pharisees, the congruence of Jesus'
teachings with basic pharisaic beliefs and the recognition of the "continuous
spiritual fecundity of the Jewish people from -the rabbinical period to modern
times." The "Notes 111 emphasis on religious liberty and the continuing condemnation of anti-Semitism also provides catechetical opportunities.
We are 'o f the opinion that the "Notes" are clarified by, and should be read
in conjunction with, the comments made by Msg~. Jorge Mejia, Secretary of the
Commission and a signatory of the "Notes," which were published simultaneously
with them in L'Osservatore Romano on June 24. Had there been prior consultation
with the Jewish community along the lines of these clarifications, much of the
criticism which concerns us now might have been avoided. To us, dialogue means
just that: open communication before, during -and after, a point . which the
"Notes" themselves would seem to affirm.
The "Notes" do not preclude and indeed appear to us to invite further
scholarly exploration of the basic relationship between the Church and the
Jewish People.
With regard to teaching about the Holocaust and the State of Israel
--subjects of urgent concern to the Jewish community--we commit ourselves to
continued dialogue between _o ur two communities. Catholics, as Msgr. Mejia's
commentary makes clear, need to grapple with the significance of the Holocaust
for Christians as well as Jews. While we may not agree on the religious
significance of the State of Israel, we recall the words of Cardinal Johannes
Willebrands, President of the Commission and also a signatory of the document.
Speaking of the return of the Jews to the land and of the creation of the State
of Israel, he said, "To have a place under the sun where to live in peace and
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. security, with due respect for the rights of others, is a form of hope."
(Westminster Cathedral, March 10, 1985). We recall also Pope John Paul !l's
statement on Good Friday, ·1984:
"For the Jewish people who live in the State of Israel and who preserve on
that land such previous testimonies to their history and their faith, we must
ask for the desired security, the due tranquility that is the prerogative of
every nation and condition of life and of progress for every society."
In the spirit of good will that has developed between us since the Second
Vatican Council, we affirm the need for further, deepening dialogue between the
Catholic Church and the Jewish people in order . that significant issues may be
clar if led to our mutual satisfaction. We will work to ensure that the "Notes"
will not be the occasion of a retreat from the very real gains in mutual
understanding achieved in the past .twenty years.
Signers:
(

Rev. Charles Angell, S.A.
Director, Centro Pro Unione
Rome, Italy

Rabbi Alan Mittleman
Program Specialist,
Interreligious Affairs
The American Jewish Committee

Ms. Judith H. Banki
Associate Director,
Interreligious Affairs
The American Jewish Committee

Rev. John T. Pawlikowski, O.S.M.
Professor of Social Ethics
Catholic Theological Union,
Chicago

Prof. Thomas Bird ·
Chairman of the Department
of Slavic. Studies
Queens College

Rabbi A. James Rudin
Director,
Interreligious Affairs
The American Jewish Committee

Dr. Eugene J. Fisher
Executive Secretary, Secretariat
for Catholic-Jewish Relations,
National Conference
of Catholic Bishops

Zachariah Shuster
Consultant,
International Relations
The American Jewish Committee

.

.

Rabbi David M. Gordis
Executive Vice-President
The American Jewish Committee
Br. William J. Martyn, S.A.
Executive Secretary,
Ecumenical Commission
Archdiocese of New York

AM/ar
D030-7/23/85

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum
Director;
International Relations
The American Jewish Cormnittee

FOR RELEASEe, MONDAY, JUNE 24, 1985
: NEt.! YORK - The International Jei-ii. sh 'Comr-!i ttee .for Interrcl igtous
Con~ultattons

(IJCIC) ·today eepressed its disappointment over

what "we pereeive to· be the regressive spirit and . formulations about
.Jews, Judaism, the Nazi holocaus t, and the tllAaninp of Israel" in
just-i.ssued Vatican "Notes" on Catholic-Jewish rele.ti.ons."
The

~!atican

"Notes on tbe

co~rect way

....-

to present the Jews

an·l Judatsm in p?'eaching and catechesis in the Roman Catholie Church"

were

p~eoa~e~ by

the Conrnission of the Holy See for

neli~ious

Relations

with the Jews, whose president is Hts Eminence Jan Cardinal Willebrands
of the. Nethe~!lnds. ~e "Notes" were published today in the official
_,~':-.·_,.,,.

Yat l can dally, "T..' Osse t"I P..to ?'e Romano."

The I JC IC member agencies are the Ame r1cs.n Jew isb Co'{l'r.'li ttee, -'<· ·~.,_---_
the Anti-Def9.TI1ation League of 9'na1 R'rith, the

Israc1 · rnter~aith

. Com!11ittee, . the Synagogue Council of A~eriea, and the World Jewish Congress.

In a lett er · sent to Cardinal Willebrands by Rabbi Mordecai
Waxman of Great

~eek,

IJ~IC .ac~nowledg~a

N.Y., and signed by the major Jewish

a~encies,

that "there is much of' value in the Notes," but

at the same t tme, "we .find thet many of the f ormmle.ti ons ••• represent
a retz-eat fr-om e arli n r Catholic statements such as the 1975 Vatican
Guide1nes and t he declarations of the Prench, German, Brazilian, and

tb.e United States bishops' confe "e nces."
Among the poeiti11e features of the Notes, the IJCIC ste.tr:.ent
spec if"ied the .following: · ''The sec ti 1.ns on the Jewish r~ots of Christianity,

the Jews in the New
in History are,

fo~

~e s t ament,

the

titur~y

and

Judaism and Christianity

the m&st part, helpful clarifications which address

and cororect a number of

miscon~eptions.

Such sens1.ti!te areas as: t '"'!e

·host.tle references to the J0···s int he New Testament; Jesus' relations
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June 2.5, 198.5 .

AKC Area ~irectors
Mare H. Tll'l enbaum
Vatican's ""Notes" on Catbolic-.Jewish Relations

This morning's -edition of the New Y~rk Times ·carries a story
on the issuance by the Uatican Secretariat on Religious R~ l ations
with the Jews of a new set of "Notes" on Catholic-Jewish Relations.
As you can see from the story, those "Notes"· have resulted in
a crt tic al reaotion. from the ·Jewish agenc res.

To keep you up-to-date, I em enclosing: a} ~ copy ,of a cablegram
to Ce rddinal W1llebrands that I was asked to draft for IJC!C;
b} A eopy of axiliEH1.t3txhll•• the Vatican's just-published "Notes";
c) A copy of a draft letter critiquing the Vatican's document. This
excellent critique was prepared by Judith Banki, ~ ~bbi Alan
Mittleman underthe. supervision of Rabbi James Rudin.
.

.

IJCIC - on which Zach Shuster and I serve as o f ficial AJC
will ·be meet i ng t h is week to discuss follow-up strategy.

representtati ve~

Clearly, one of the approaches that I wlsb you would undertake is
to make available the text or AJC 1 s critique to your key Catho~ic
cont ~ cts, includin ~ Cerldnals, Bishops, ecumenical of f ice~s to
invite t "leir l!:lliiak K•.llJUl~a%bR.i: reaction. It is important th:a t ·
Catholic of ficials let the National Conference of ·c a tholi r. Bisho~s
e.nd the i!a ttcan know

· t~

that they prefer the lett er and the

spiriit or the 1975 Va t ican Guidelines and of' the U.S. Catholicc
Bl.shops' _Guidelines of 1966 to this set of "Notes.n
.
Please let Jim Rudin and me know of what kind of responses you get • .
cc: David Gt> rdia
Ji "l Rudin
Zach Shtlster
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By CHARLES \'V. BELL
Reltvlan Edltar

A new Vatican document on
Catholic·Jewish relations came
under fire from Jewish groups
yesterday, on the ground that the
Vatican did not place enough em·
. phasis on the impact of the Holo·
caust or the creation of Israel.
"We are dismayed that it was
published· without prior consulta-

tion with the Jewish community.,"
said the International Jewish Com·
mittee on Interreliglous Consulta·
tions;an umbrella group represent·
ing five major organizations.
A statement by the organization,
which includes the American Jew·.

tJ'f~

ish Committee and the Anti-Defama· ·
tiori League, ·said it was · disap·
pointed in "the regressive spirit and
formulatlons" contained in the 12·
page Vatican document released
·Monday.
THE DOCUM~NT, meant as n
guide to priests on how to present
Judaism to the Catholic faithful,
~as Issued by a Vatican Secretariat
for Christian Unity commission.
It called for an end to presenting
Judaism ln "a prejudiced, distorted
manner," and said that study should
"help·in understanding the meaning
for the Jews" of the Holocaust
.,
.
:
I ~hu~k there are some positive
cl~iflcattons ln the ~tatement
which we welcome," said Rabbi
. Ma.re TannenW.U:m the American

of
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Jewish Committee.
AJexander Schindler, president ot
"But there ·are also a number of . the Union of American Hebrew Con.
deeply troublesome reference~ that. gregations, "that the Vatican docuwe regard as regressive compared to ment makes such short shrift of the
,; · · Holocaust and that it ignores the
earlier documents." .
·
religious significance·to Jews of the
The_sections dealing wit~ Israel rebirth of the state of Israel "
·
and the Holocaust, he said, "are
·
. ·
totally inadequate" In ' providing ·
F.dgar Bronfman, president of'.
Catholics with sufficient guidelines the World Jewish Congress, said his
on ·teaching, preaching or under- organization's affiliates in 20 coun·
standing those issues.
·
tries would seek clarification from
.
local Catholic bishops on their in·
HE SAID THE tone of the d~c.u- terpretation of the meaning and
. ment was not warm and concllia· significance
of the Vatican .
tory• .such as other recent .state- . document
!11ents .bY Pope John Paul and his .
1mmed1ate predecessors,· or the his·
There was no immediate reaction
toric "Nostra Aetate'' document · yesterday to inquiries about the mat·
issued 20 years ago.
ter from New York or Brooklyn
·
"1.t ls disappointing/' sald Rabbi ·diocesan officials.
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INrael-l>ia6pOra relations and public ·affairs of the world Jewish lnterein

·THE NEW VATICAN DOCUMENT ·
On 25 June, the Israel press carried a statement of · the Jewish Council in Israel on
Interreligious Consultations commenting on the .new document of the Vatican ' s Commission for
Religious Consultations with the .Jews, issued the previous day. The statement points out
that, tn a letter to the Vatican, the International Jewish Committee on Initerreligious Consultations - which speaks for the vast majority of Jewish organizations in the world, including the World Jewish Congress - has recorded "its disappointment with the regressive spirit
of the document" and its formulations about Jews, Judaism, the Holocaust and the meaning of
Israel.
The new Vatican document, says the Jewish Council in Israel, contains a number of
positive features "such as its stress on the Jewish roots of Christianity and the Jewishness
Howof Jesus, and its denial of the traditional Christian negative view of the Pharisees.
ever, in other respects, conservative views are expressed . Judaism is not seen as a legitimate path to salvati.on and Jews are said to have been chosen by God to prepare the coming
of Christ. Reference is made to the Jews ' preserving the memory of the land of their forefathers at the heart of the hope' . However, the existence of the State of Israel is not to
· be seen in a perspective which is in itself religious, 'but in reference to the common
principles of i nternationa1 law
1

• " .

The statement also indicates that the .International Jewish Committee on Interreligious
Consultations feels that ''Israel has been empti ed of its content and significance to Jewish
self-understanding and regrets that no mention is made of its right ~o exist''. It complains
t.hat Judaism is defined only in Christian categories and that the 2,000-year history of
antisemitism is i~nored. The absence of a strong statement on the Holocaust is also regretted. The Jewish Council in Israel also feels that, while ant1semitism is condemned~ the
inferior position assigned to the Jews in the Divine design constitutes a theological barrier
in the way of true dialogue. The Council "regrets the failure to recognize that the document's affirmation of the continuing status of the Jews as the Chosen People implies the con~
tin!Jing validity - for Christians as well as for Jews - of the Divine promise of the Land
to the Jews". Moreover, even if only "the common principles of international law" are recognized, there should be no reason for the Vatican to .withhold its full de jure recognition
from a State that came into being following a U.N. decision to this effect'~.
In an article in The Jerusalem Post dated 25 June, Geoffrey Wigoder, Acting Chairman
of the Israel Council and. its representative on the International Conunittee, writes on what
is called "Retreat by the Vatican".
The .World Jewish Congress expressed its "disappointment" to the Vatican in a telegram
lsJ'Ml Report Is a pertoclleal ·survey of news ·and views related mainly to Israel-Diaspora relaUons and public affair& ot worlil Jewish lnteres&.
EcUtor : Satan J.erner. Oplnl_ona !;ili<oted do not .necessarily reflect the view& of the W.J.C., Its officers or &he E41&or.
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sent to Cardinal Johannes Willeb.rands, Pres·ident of the Commission for Religious Relations
with the Jews, in particular criticizing the departure from past procedures of consulting
with the Jews before important Vatican documents are issued.
THE TWA HIJACKING
Maariv, on 19 June, deals . with the American stand on the )WA hijacking.
"The U.S-.
does not demand that Israel rel~ase the 700 Shi ~ ttes moved from Southern Lebanon to Atlit.
It merely reminds us with great delicacy that according to its conception the transfer of
these p_risoners to Israel was prohibited by international law.
If the Americans feel that
one must give in to terror and comply with the wishes of the hijackers, they should say this
aloud and explicitly. Their attempt to pretend that they are steadfast in their opposition
to terror, but that we are weak and prone to submission, is unfair". Maariv adds that "we
are not a party in this conflict. An American plane was hijacked., and not an Israeli one".
The paper also states that "Nebih Berri is trying to play a dual role - of both
If Berri wanted, he could release the prisoners immediately.
Howmediator and extorter.
ever, he is trying to find favour in the eyes of both the Americans and the deranged extremists who hijacked the plane . . And so", the paper concludes, "hypocrisy is running wild".
Yediot Ahronot (18 June) also chastizes the United States for its stand on the hijacking.
"The United States does not know what to do with itself ... It is deterred by
Algeria, which blocked U.S. acGess to the plane; it fears the hijackerst leader, a Minister
in the Jemayel government; and it is wary of an operation against the hijackers". The
paper maintains that "the U.S. is pinning all its hopes on little Israel to rescue her. · If
the United States took some action and asked us for assistance, that would be one thing. But
to shirk all responsibility and to quiver through and through in hiding while uttering a
si_lent prayer to Israel to bear the enti re burden of rescuing the Americans - this is going
too far, it would seem".
IN DEFENCE OF THE RULE OF LAW
Davar asserts on 4 June that "anyone who understands the fundamentals of law was not
surprised by the legal opinion on the proceedings against the Jewish terrorist organization
defendants •.. Professor Zamir would have been abusing his office had he not clearly and unequivocally ruled out all attempts to exert pressure to suspend their trial or grant them
clemency too early". The paper maintains that "such a deed would have disrupted the legal
system and undermined the rule of law in the State". Furthermore, "only someone who has
contempt for the legal system could propose that the President of the country grant clemency
to those who have been convicted before the trial of their· comrades has ended. When the
time for weighing. clemency arrives, it should be on an individual basis, according to the
situation of each convict, the nature of the crime he committed, and the extent to which he
has served his sentence".
Maariv says that "Professor Zamir's op1n1on implies that the public should exercise
self-control and cease the debate which cannot be resolved now but which could cause damage
to the judicial system. The Israeli legal system was considerably shaken up ·by the Government decision to accept Jibril's demands, and it still feels the shock waves. It ·requires
the period of tranquility and goodwill which the Attorney General demands".
A few days earlier, on 30 May~ · Haaretz condemned the analogy drawn by Vice Prime
Minister Shamir, during his visit to the hunger-striking wives of the underground suspects,
between their current strike and Mrs. Shamir's own strike when he was detained under the
British Mandate. "An ana,l ogy between the British Mandate government and the Israeli government •.. is astounding, coming as i~ does from one of the top members of the Israeli government .••
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the man who, as Prime Minister, ordered the apprehension and prosecution of the men whose
wives are striking for their release".
Accusing the Vice Prime Minister of committing "a blatant and dangerous attack on the
proper administration of gowernment", the paper concludes that "a member of government must
not only be particularly careful to observe the laws of the State, but must also serve as an
example.~:when such a man turns his back on the laws which he is charged with upholding,
without anyone raising an outcry, there begins a process whose end is the dreadful condition
in which there is no la~ or justice. To arrest this decline, an appropriate and firm response must come from the Prime Minister and the judiciary".
LAST WITHDRAWAL?
On 6 June, Maariv describes the withdrawal from Lebanon as "the most blatant achievement of the national unity government. This is not the first Israeli withdrawal from
Lebanon. The first came after the War of Independence . The second after the 'Litani'
campaign in 1978. This is the third, and we hope the last.
As great as the pain is over
the deviation from declared goals of the war, and as great as the sorrow is over those killed
and wounded~ one must not ignore the fact that the PLO was dealt a lethal blow in this operation, and split into hostile factions. The signals of possible recognition, or of negotiations between (the PLO) and Israel, even through emissaries, may be a result of this same
blow, which came at the cost of the li ves of over 600 Israeli soldiers. The nearly total
withdrawal of the IDF from Lebanon three years after crossing the Litani bridges ... merits
everyone's blessing" .
RELIGION AND STATE ANO WORLD JEWRY
"Religion and St.ate and World Jewry" was the subject of a discussion inaugurati_ng the
activities of the Academic Council estaolished by the Israeli Branch of the World Jewish
Congress .. The meeting ·took place in Jerusalem on 25 June and was chaired by Yitzhak Korn.
Among those leading the discussion were Professors Emanuel Rackman, Sha·1om RosP.ribero, .a.nd
Professor Assa Kasher. Closing remarks were by Professor Ephraim Urbach. The session was ·
arranged. in co-operation with the daily Maariv which reports on it in its i~ sue of 26 June~
THE REAL DANGER:

RACISM

On 25 June, The Jerusalem Post writes that the loss by the Li kud, to the extreme right,
of nearly 6 of the almost 32% of the vote it obtained in the elections to the Knesset, is an
"alarming development".
This has prompted some· circles to advocate raising the minimum
necessary to enter the Knesset, from the present 1% to 5%, a step which might eliminate
Kath-Kahane's party from the li st of parties represented in the Legislature. The paper
considers that this is not unreasonable in itself since Israel has probably the lowest
threshold in the world. On the other hand, it may create problems for the small parties at
the centre that now support the government, while it is also uncertain whether political extremism will be e·ffectively eliminated by raising the minimum. The Post concludes: "What
Likud leaders - and not they alone - should carefully ponder is why 40%{)f high-school
students (59% in the religious schools) currently subscribe to at least some of Meir Kahane's
doctrines. That is where the real danger to the country's democracy lies".
In this connection, Oavar, on 2 June, carries a study by two academics, Dr. Yoav
Peleg of the Hebrew University, and Dr. Gershon Shafir of Tel Aviv University, on the sources
of political support for Kahane. According to their conclusions, there is a close relationship between the degree of social and economic development of each place and the degree of
support given by its inhabitants to Kahane's list in the last elections. There is also a
direct influence of the cultural level of the average inhabitants of each town on their political attitude:
the lower the J evel, the stronger the support for Kach. There is no evi-
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dence, on the other hand, that ethnicity played a major role in the vote for Kach.
THE PERES PEACE PLAN
Davar (11 June) describes the peace plan presented by Prime Minister Peres as 11vague 11
and says that 11 it rejects King Hussein's initiative". However, the paper notes, "it includes
a signal that Israel does not negate all the ideas raised during the King's visit in Washingtom". While Peres, according to Davar, "tried to incorporate principles which ostensibly
continue the Camp David accords by specifying the partners in the autonomy plan - the U.S.,
Egypt, Israel, Jordan and Palestinian representatives - he also added new elements such as
'enlisting. support of U. N. Security Council members' 11 • The paper asserts 11 that this is a
general and unclear formulation coming, evidently, as a response to the American version of
'the international umbrella' for negotiations . A central point of controversy - the i dentity of the Palestinian representatives - was bypassed by Peres 'When he referred to'authentic
Palestinian representatives from the territories', something which leaves much room for argument". The paper asks, "Is Bassam Shaka a less authentic representative than Elias Freij?"
Maariv expresses doubt as to whether Peres' plan will be accepted by King Hussei n and
Vasser Arafat, since "the plan differs from their ideas in terms of its general direction,
the composition of the delegation and with respect to the procedures for conducting the
negotiations" .

SYRIA'S INTENTIONS
Yediot Ahronot,speculating on Assad's motives in flying to Moscow for the third time
this year, says, on 23 June, that 11 his trip arouses the suspicion that he decided the time
is right for starting a war against us, and he hurried to get Moscow's approval for this 11 •
The paper cites the following as grounds for this suspicion: "Israel is stuck in an economic
crisis it cannot extricate itself from ; its government is involved in unprecedented
internal disputes; in addition, it now has a multitude of troubles in Lebanon, whose shadow
hangs over it until this very day, despite the supposed withdrawal. And America, who could
provide assistance, has troubles of its own - in Beirut and South America - so that we are
somewhat isolated". Yediot also sees "the removal of Soviet military experts from Syria,
such as that on the eve of the Yorn Kippur War", as a ''sign that Russia is not opposed to the
idea". The paper concludes that "the situation cannot be taken lightly".
THE DEATH PENALTY
Davar suggests, on 23 May, that there is nothing new or noteworthy in the proposal by
Ministers Arens,Sharir "and many others" to impose the death penalty on convicted terrorists.
The paper states ,t~at the same pro~osal was made in the past - in 1968 following the hi jacking of an El Al plane to Algeria, and in 1971 and 1976 after prisoner exchanges in which
Arab terrorists sentenced to life imprisonment were set free.
Davar notes that, each time
the proposal was considered in the past, it was rejected, "and it is good that it was rejected", for the same reason that the death penalty was struck from the Criminal Code:
"the death sentence has no deterrent value". The paper suggests that terrorists who embark
on suicide missions, like terrorists who know they may well be killed in the course of an
operation, are not deterred by the threat of a death sentence, and if the latter has no
deterrent value, the strongest argument in its favour is then eliminated . As for the argument that imp_osing the death penalty would mean that such terrorists could not be used by
the other side in future negotiations, Davar warns that this removes a strong bargaining
chip from Israel's pile at a time when 1t might be needed.
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On 24 June, the Holy See announced the theme which the Hoiy Father has
chosen for the XIXlh World Day of Peace to be observed on 1 January 1986: "PEACE

IS A VALUE WITH NO FRONTIERS". The slogan for this event is:
NORTH · SOUTH, EAST· WEST : ONLY ONE PEACE
One task of the Pontifical Commission lustitfa et Paz is to animate the annual
World Day of Peace. The enclosed press release points out some of the elements that
would be intend.ed in any reflection on this theme for peace. We also hope to be able

to send you further thoughts on the 1986 theme in the near future.
The Holy Father continues to observe the Wotld Day of Peace on 1 January
because of it& important ramifications for the relationships of the Holy See with governments and heads of Stale, and because there is an int.emaJ logic to the beginning of the
calendar year with a reflection on the ever pressi.ng problem of peace in our world.
However, the Holy Father leaves the date of the observance of the World Day of Peace
up to the pastoral needs of the local Churches as long as the moral unity is maintained
with the Holy Father's observance on 1 January.

In man)• countries, the World Day of Peace theme and message are used for a
yearlong catechetical effort that allows the local Church to use the thoughts o! the
Holy Father as a basis of a multi·faceted effort to form consciences and direct action
of the faithful in paths that will make them true contribulors to the on-going task of
building a more.just and peace!ul world.

I aIIi sending you. this press release for your information and whatever help it
might be fo• you and your oriianization .,.;th

referen~e

to the World Day of Peace

1986.
Finally. should you wish to share any suggestions or program for a better and
more effective World Day of Peace, we would certainly appreciate hearing from you.

Gratefully you.rs,

Roger Card. Etchegaray
President

(Encl.)

PRBSS STATEMENT
World Day of Peace 1986

Bis Holiness Pope John Paul .II has chosen as the theme for the
19th World Day of Peace: · .PEACE IS A VALUE WlTB NO FRONTIERS•, with
the slogan: .NORTH-SOUTH, EAST-WEST: ONLY ONE PBACB·.
With this theme Bis Holiness wishes to emphasize the universal
nature of peace and, at the same time, to stimulate reflection on
tbe relationship existing between the commitment to peace and the
co1M1ltment to social justice.
This theme, which is inspired by the Second Vaticari Council
{Pastoral Constitution Gaudium et Sped, and by Pope Paul Vi's Encyclical Populorum Progressio, has previously been dealt with by Pope
John Paul II in his Messages for the World Day of Peace for the past
two years and in his Address to the Diplomatic Corps accredited to
the Holy See, on 12 January 1985.
·
Now, the Holy Father proposes that this question should be dealt
with in greater depth, by reflecting on how the search for just solutions to the existing inequalities between- Horth and South can con. tribute to the easing of tensions between Bast and West, and how
dialogue and agreement between East and West can lead to greater
possibilities of .development and the placing of more ample resources
at the service of the peoples of the Third world . Be is askin9 that
the two sets of problems should not be treated separately. His concern is that the world of today should be united in the search for .
a genuine peace, to be built up in truth, justice and sincere love }
for every human being and for all peoples, without discrimination. ·
Central to this is the integral development of individuals and
nations. In recent years the problems of development have changed
and new questions have emerged. Today natural disasters and human
tragedies- we think of the problem of famine - ai:e dramatically
affecting whole areas of the earth.
·
At the same time precious energies ~nd resources are being wasted
in conflicts and in the race for ever more sophisticated weapons.
The Church particularly wishes to stress the fundamental place
that must be given to the personw considered in all the dimensions
of his or her existence and vocation, and thui the centrality and
universality of the spiritual, ethical and cultural. values which are
the basis of the person's dignity, rights and aspirations.
The attitudes and virtues which favour genuine development, justice and peace must therefore be encouraged: solidarity and · universal fraternity, mutual collaboration and respect, interdependence,
self-reliance. On the other hand dialogue, the defence and promotion
of human rights, and a willingness to build the political and juridical structures of a global peace must all be fostered.
This goal is at the heart of the International Year of Peace,
declared by the United Nations for 1986 and to be inaugurated on
24 October 1985i the fortieth anniversary of the Organization's
foundation.
This goal should constitute a moral imperative for all nations
and every individual. It is not a ·luxury for the few who wish to
become involved. In the face of the sufferings of a great part of
humanity, misunderstimding beh•een nat.icns and the challenge of the
arms race, the Holy Father's appeal for peace· is addressed to the
heart and mind of every person of good will. This appeal, clear and
earnest, is made to ue all: •peace is a vaiue with no frontiers•:
upon North-South, East-West, let tqere come down only one peace!

lnternational ffewisk eommittee.
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IMPORTANT REMINDER!
AMERICAN SECRETARIAT:
Synagogue Council ot America
327 Lexington Avenue
New York. N. Y. 10016 ·
Tel.: (212) 686-8670

EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT:
.. .Wort~ Jewlth.Co:\greaa
1 Rue de Varembe
1211 Geneve 20, Switzerland
Tel.: (022) 34 13 25

CONST.ITUTENT AGENCIES:
American Jewish Committee

There will
on

~e

UR GENT !

a meeting of all. IJCIC members

Wednesday, July 10, 1985 at 3.oo p.m. in the

offices of the Synagogue Council of America,
327 Lexington

Av~nue

(entrance through American-

Israel Friendship House, corner 39th Street).
The AGENDA will include unfinished business from

165 East 56th Street
New York. N. Y. 10022

the July 1 1 1985 meeting and also the discussion

Antf-Defamatlon Leagu.B'nal B'rllh
823 United Nations Plaza
Ne w York, N.Y. 10017

of the reply to Johannes Cardinal Willebrands

Israel Jewish Council for
lnterrellglou1 Con1u1tatlons
12A Koresh Street , P.0 .B. 2028
Jerusalem. Israel 91020
Synagogue Council ol America
327 Lexington Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10016
Wortd Jewish Congreu
1 Park Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10016

which is being prepared by the IJCIC Sub-Comnittee
(meeting on July 3).
Please make every effort to attend!
lt is apprec.ia ted if you ·would bring the background
material prepared for the July l

..

mee~ing

with you.

·

Thank you· for your cooperation.
Rabbi Mordecai Waxman
Chairman
Dr. Leon A. Feldman
Consultant
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Jerusalem Committee publications

Unless you have it already , I
thought you would like to know that I have
received and ~m· now keeping in our library
all publications of The Jerusalem Committee,
including resolutions past by the Committee
in its March meetings , entitl ed "Towards 2000 " ,
plus previous resolutions.
___,,.-~--:::--

In the same . way , we now have th~=-=-=--off icial publication· ·J er·u·s·a ·1·er:l· ·_in Tran·s i ti'on -Urban Growth ·a nd· "Chan«;e· 1970- 1·9 80, which was
the basic materiql for. the Sixth Plenary Conference of the Committee with the help of
the ·J ·e rusa lern Fbi..inda tion.
This will be good resource material
for people researching urban developments in
Jerusalem. I though you would like to know .
Best regards.

.Jud·sche Fragen. a .1 d·s~ ..Vat=kan..
· Eine Stellungnahme des lnternatlonal ·Jew_
l ah Commtttefi on· lnterrellglou1 Con1uHallon1
Oas lnternallonolJ -lohCommlHte on Inter- Ubu•lnstimmuag mil pbo~lllibch•ll Cloubens• 1dlldlto Ulld TradlUon sogt dH IJCIC. do& llJ9
rellgloue ConeultaUono (iJCIC) hat Hine Eill· ~rundsllten werdon aw bohom wl•Rnldiol~ldlen . ,Hlnwetso• olner .poinlicben UnkeJU11Dls dor c ..

tiuachun~ daril~r

zum Auadrudc gebra"'t,

• •• all riJ<*:M:hrlttltc::he~ Geist und rilc:kachrltt•
Hcfte ForrnuUerungen Uber Judeh, Juderttum,
Holocat.ttt und die lede utung l1rael1 In den
eoeben verf.Slfentllchlen ,.Hlnwel1en fDr elne
rtc:htlge Darstellung won Juden u.nd Judentum
In der Piedlgt und In der Katech. . . der katholl•ch9n Klrdle.,. der Vallkenisch•n KommlF

~~~~a~leun~e:;~~,l~:!:' z!i,n~~~1;~~: ~0~~=~ b~~:!'~!~i:n~O,~:!~~~~:rt'm~eU~!:=·~
1

1

und die durdJgebende Sorge 1.1m den ·Aati11-emlti1·
IJ)ut 1iad il.beneugend. Dhi Adal\1.119' vor . der
Wirldfcbkelt det Judea n•~ threm elgeae.n Ve,..
1-tlndois'" 1st, so die . HiD.weise•., Gruadl•go jedes chrtstlich·jtldischeD Dlologes. Daa UCIC k.rl·
Uslert. da8 das Papter jed"ch we nig Anerken·
nung de.t Jlldilchen Sel~stve,.rstlDdn.iHes 1piegelt.

aber JDilD.lc::bten beaeitlgt, denn w eder JO.di.Idle
Ge1c:hldlle n.ocb jildiJ:che TtadJtlon werdea in den
.Hinwelsen• untenuc:bt.. Es wird nlchl eknmal
ge1ag1, da.8 sie eiD'n Wert an 1.lcb darste.Uen.
viehneh.r werde11 sle von der Klr<De verein·
nehm.t. Die Rolle des blblis.dJeo h:rael wtrd ·Jfldig•
lidi 11111 ~lne vor~t~llende gHdlildert - 1D. der

i p<I
~~~I

j

~~~clH:~~:us~e~!n1~:e:•.:::e~re ~:~tg!~~~~~ i:~::~ ~:,~.~:eJ~:nK.~~'::~.~euun-:n!:

akin fUr die reflg'69en Bezlehungen .zum Judantum ¥1rtt•nden werden m~B. Der ~rlal• scher jOdischer Ezistern:. :Nech Melouog des lieben· .
dent differ Kommlaalon lat S. E. Johanilff IJCIC vennlttcln die .HU.wolse'· den Kathollktn
Zum ThHll ,.AJ!U&emiUsmus• meU.t d11 IJCIC.
WHteb,..l'ldt aua d•n Nlederl1nden..
. aber k.eine a\lireichendea Ai1hallspunlc.te duUber, da.B dia .Ht.Pwet&e• %War auf die .aegaUven•
Zwar aeien, 10 du UCIC. In den .Hinweiaen•.
elniqe bedeulung1volle P~ssagen enthollen, je·
dodl ste11ten gewlsse f'onnulierungen einen ROcS.·
adlritt gegenilber frOhMeo Erldlrungeu der katbolltdten Kircbe dar. wte .z:um Beiapiel deo Va·
tilte.aiachen Rlchtllmen von t9'15 und den Erk.Ii·
rungen d'r Bisdlof5konfereozen von Franlueld:ti,
der Bundurepublik. Hrosmen und der Vereinlg·
ten SlHlen. Der Vorsit-zen.de der UCIC. Jtabbtner
Mordecai W11:unan. t~ille mit, daft er ein von

wle 1le dlese bedeutung1Vollen Zusau1111enhanga
lehren, predi9en \lOd veut~1beo· sollflD, dle d~
j\ldiscbe Selb1otverstl.Ddnis lp·.so ent,cheldLndem.
M&8e gepr'gt hilbeD.
.;
·
Absdl.DUt'2S tst eln beso_ndera hervontecben·
des Belaplel dle.ser Un1ule;ng.Ucb.teit. Da wird
guz ·einladli behauptet. da.6 dl<1 EK.i,tem Israels
l.n eioer Sldltweise beltadlteL werden""DIU»e, .dJe
nidlt jn 1ida 1elb1t religiOI !isl, wndem 1lch auf
die allgemeic en Grund$it.ze lntemaUooaleo
alien MitfjUedsd.rgan'1~atlonen 'des··JJCIC· unter·'·R~di.ti buillt'. Nicht einma.t in dle1em·eng' ~·
u1dlnele' Telegramm· an KardineJ Willebrand1 gre~len Hinwelsra.hmen w1_td lrgend etwu ge·
gesandt babe, m d~n' er um AufkUirung· uod &agt Uber Jsraels ExlsteMrtdlt oder dle Cf!redl~
Meinungsaustausch Ubor die ..Hioweise• ecsudlit t1Qk.ell 1einer Sache. Das Tnodei-ne . Janel wlrd
hat>e. Dem JJCIC gehOren das American Jewi'h fQr die Christen j eder mOgiiche.n religlMen B•
Com.milteti, die A.ntt·Dcfamation League des s·n1I deutunq enlkleldet- JSre••LI
llcfe
rellgiOse
B'rith, du Israel Interfaith Committee. der Syn· Bedeutunq fUr die Judea J,. :z:weUeU01 die ge·
a.gogenret d f!t USA und der Jiidlsdle Weltk.OD· w idltigste Tatncbe. difl in jedem Pepler be·
greU an.
rih:ks1dritigt werden some, t!as vorgibl. Cbrlsteo
Unter den posltlven Passagen der .Hinwe1.1e• Uber Juden uaid Judentum ~u unterrtchteD - wlrd
_ nen.lc · du JJCIC Im einulnen lolgende: die nur In einer derart reduzlerten Wetae erwiib.ot,
Abscholtle Uber . Judi1dl.e Wwzeln du ChrJ1ten· da.D tie gar nidlt mehT JU etkennen. J1t.
twt'ls'", ~Die Juden Im Neueo Testemeor•. • Ole
Hlnslchtlidl des Holoce~t erklirt d u UCIC,
Uturgle'", .Judentum und Chrlltentwn in der Ce· da& der vaC)tl, beillufige, zuummeolaanglose HU.·
schich.1e•. Diese biettin Uberwtegend hilfreldte Auf· w•ls auf .die Ausrottung de;· Juden wihrt:nd deT
kllnmgen. die elne Anzahl talsdler Vors1e1lun911n Jahn!I 1939--19-fiS• gle1cherrna8eD · buorgnberrekorrlglPren. So heikle Themen w le feindselige gend tst. Oas FeMen einer li•aren SteHuncrnahme
Hinw'eise auf die Jude:n im Neuen Testa.mesat, Jum Holocawt iit be.sonden. unbehiec:HgencL
Jeau Vtt1"1itAll 1u deo Pbarbieru u.nd selne
In be:&vg aw die BebaD.:UWll JUc:tucher G..

...

Ausziige aus den "Hlnweisen fur eine richtlge Darstellung von Juden
und Judentum" der Vatikanischen Kommission
.
.
Ulld Jadeatom
. 7L Jn\U bek.rUUgt (Joh. 10.16), dd

aeUftomutetrl~t

.
.
D. lmelttm.t• awtadl• • AU.•• .a:act N•ama
.
..

•I!' nur Teet&m.eal

·de.mutellea, bevo1 m1a"" Y01l Jed.em elnzillaen
die.sei hlatori•'-"en Erel~tue aprl<bt. um zu un·
t erstrelchen, d-8 fedet daYon sel.Qea. Sinn nur bekom.mt. wtinn. e. lnnerhalb dctr g:ct1e.m ten Ce-scbJchte, •o,n der Scb.&ptunq bf1 nr VaUeadwag,
bettldt.tet lfird. Ottto Cet.Chldile gebt du game
Meucb.en9e1<hledt.t und besooden die Cllublgen
•11. Auf d\ese·Welte trttt der eDdgO..IUg• Sla.o der
Erwiblu.a.q hraels erat im Lichte de.r esc:hatologisc:b.ea Vollerfilllw:i:g zutage (Ram. 9-11), UD.d so
.trd. dll!I Erwlh.lll.b!J ill JHu.s C hrlsh.11 lm Hin·
bUck out dte VerkUa.d.Jgung und die Verb.Uuag
uodl beS1er ventaadu (vgl H ebr. -4,1-ltJ.
&. Es bt elao waht uod muA euc:h wtanb1cbea

warden, da.8 d.lo Kllcbe wid dJe Chriltan dea
Aile Testament Im Ltd\te dea ErfllgulHH von
Tod und Aufentehunq Chrl1tl lesen, W!.d-da.I ea
lq dlenr Htnsldit elne dn1sllidae Art. d.U Alle
Tettunent 1:U Jenn. gibt. die nldlt notwendlger·
weise mtt der JUdlsdlen zusam.menflllt. Chrl1t~
Udae und JUdlscbfl ldtintltlt ttJ.Ouen. desbatb 1.n
lhre r Je eigenen Art der Bibellell:Ui.ra aorgfllUg
untersd\ledeo werden. Olfls venln.gert Jedoch tn
keiDer W~lse deo Wert dH Alten Tf!lta.meo.La ln
dar Klrdul 11114 IWldalt die Chrialaa llldi& d&ru,

k•lholischen

vt.. Judea.tum UBcl Cbrtllnta.m la. d" c.ctl1dtil•
'25. Olo Celdlichte lsr1.d1 ist mlt dem. Jabr 70 .

ntdit z.u Ende· 1v;I. Rkbllinlen uud Hinw•i... IJ), •
Slo wird sich fottsetzen. besondtlrs In einer nbl·
retch.en Diaspora. die es Juael erleubt, du: oft
heldenbefte Zeuqnis setner T1eue zum einzlgen
thruseltl di• Tredltlonen dn, JQd1icht1n tektere Gott in. die guize Welt :z:u u1g aD und .um im
dlfferenzlert und mlt C.wiDD Au.fzu.aehmen. ·
Angestdit aller Leb,ndeD zu verberrJlcb.t1n• (Tob.

fud1:i!.urt~':z.e:nff~~any:a~~~!:i 1:::!1~ Ot~~D~~=~t(:~ ~:!.'1t:~~ !t~,:!~~!:: m. J'1dlldt• Wenela

::
Jele Hellswe-ge dQ-SesteUt werdtla.j UAd ·dJe Kl1·
dle mW) Chrlstus a11 BrlOur vot allfln Mea.scb.en
bueugen. UAd d.Lu tm .st1engsten Reapett vor
der Rellglon1frelbelt, wlct 1le vom Zwelten. Yeti·
.kanl1d:leD KonzU (ErkllmDq DlgidteU. huma.aeel
-gelehrt worde.n ltt• (JU.cbtJUUen und Hlnwelse I).
a. Oa.A ea dr1Dgeod und wicb.Ugi lst. uniere
Ctlublgen ge1:1au. objektlv und in. eue.n.getn Strebe.n nadl Rh:htigkelt Uber du Judentum. zu u.ntet•
rldJte.o. flrgibt aid!. audJ aUI der Gefah.r .U.es
AAUae.mlU.•OUlS. der stets dareQ tat, unte.t vuad:!..ledene.D. Oettcbtera. wttder J:\I 11rtdleiaen, Es
gebt nJdlt nut da.rum. to unteren Cllvblgea die
Reite von Antlsem1tl1mu1, die men nocb hte und
da llodet. aunurotten. aonde.m vlel eher de.rum,
m.lt allen er.eieherisdie11 Mltteln i11 ibneo. eine
rldltlge Kenntnil des vGUlg elD1lganlgen .Ban·
de1"' 1vgL No1tro1 eetate~ '4) zu erweckeo, ctu W1I
a l1 KJrc::he en: dJe Judel! u.n.d du Juden1ui:n bin·
det. So wWde JD&n uoaere Gllubtgen lehren, 1te
zu l<bltzeo und 1:U Uebe.a - 1le, di• voa. Gott tir·
-,wl.blt wotden. slad, du Komm.en Chrt&tl vorzu·
bueiteu, und die ellH bewabrt haben, wu im
Laute dleser Vorberellung fortlaufeDd olfl!'n bart
ud gegebeD wordeu Jst -, obwohl M f\lt sle
1dnrt.r19 Ill. Ill Ihm 11>.raA Mooala n ert.unu.

Beziebuogen zwischeu Judelll und Chrldea wiih·
rend zwel•r Jahrt1u1eDde a.nsptelett, abei nidlt.1
Uber deren Gescbtcbte anbiaten. Wle k~nnen Ju·
den und ~ude.otum In der
Lebre UAd
Predlgt ohne )egliche Anerktnntnb der hls\orl·
ld\en Manifestatione.o dttistlldler Peladeellg...
teit bebandeU werdebr
·
Die Sc:b.lu8folqerunge11 der .Hlnwelse• pllidle1ea tor .ObjekUvU4U- bel der Unten1cbtung
l1ber Juden und. Judentwn. Deru de1 JJCIC: •W lr
behouplea, d~ Jn deg ,HinweiHJl.' w~nig obje~·e
tlve Untenlchlu.ng zu flnd@n i&t. ·Da.s Judentum
wird nicbt gemessen nacb elem. Ma81tab -seine•
e.lgenen Selbstverstindni11et, seiner rcligiORn
ErJehrunq und Getchlchte, sondern ellei.Q necb
den MaBslJl.ben dnl.s1lidier K.ategorlea, die uas und wh bedaue111, dies sa.gen zu JDO.Ho - tr1·
wnphallstb<b ersc:helnen. •
Abscblle&end erk.Hirt du IJCIC: • WJr nleuben,
da& dleses Dokument alt ein ROcbduitl in dea
kalholisc:h·JUdisdien BnlehUDgeo a.ulgefa.Dt wer·
den mu.ft und d'e Erfolge. die wlr tn. den vergan·
genen JaihfeD dwd:ti Geipricb.e, gem.einume Stu··
dieD uod gemeills.ame AkUonen enuogen hebeo,
mOglicherwelte untergrabeo -werden. Desbelb 1lod
wlr um so iornlger. da8 es,, «n.deni els ,Nostra
aetate" und die ,Rid'itliuien· von 1975, ~hne ' •or·
berige KonsultetloD mlt dr:n Jgden verOUentlidll
worda i1t.• (Siebe auda .AusaUge" a\&f SeUe 1J

da
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12. Jesus w.r Jude u.od bl H unmer geblleben1 ·,,,b.re·l i (seder· pe1ebl. ·
· •
•&inen Oln1t bit er lreiWllUg·~ul
vedore.nea
Die Christen &ind dhu aufgefordert, dleM reSc:h1.fe dn Hau.au lsraeJ• (Ml. 1.S,24) be~cb.rl.n.kt. Ugt.6se Blndung 7.U verstehen. die tn di!? blbll· .
JHua wer voll und ganz eLD Mensm umer Zell 1cb.fln Tradition Uef ve.rwurze(t 1st.. Sie aoltC!IQ j&- i
und telnet JO.dl1c:h·paJl1tfi?11cheD. Muteua dH dodl deswegen ni<ht eln• betondere rellgtOl• Jn. ;
1. Jahrbundert.J, denen Angate U4d Hoffnungen tertJretaUon diner Bezlehuog 1.u elgen m1chea ;
fl1 teilte. Dam.It wird die WlrklidthU dctr Men.set.•. 1vgl. die Erkl&rung der kathollsdlen Blsd'lofskoow erdung Wi• eucb. der elgen~lche Sinn der Helli· ferenz Ce.r Vereinlgten Staeten vom 20. Novern•·
geldlichte nUT 11oc:h unteu1n~1en.. wle er una fD bcir 197S)_ Wat die E:rltt•nz und die
d11r Bibel offenban worden ist lvg~ R6m. 1.3f.1 Ebtsd!.eidungan ~es SlaalH lsrHl betritrt, 10
C&I. '·' f.).
mii11en 'if! in flll\er Slditwe.lH belrac:htet werden.
IV DI J d 1m N .· T talnlllll
die nidlt in sicb. selbtt rellgiCi1 lst, sond•m 1ldl
;. r:~ ..."..ea"
~a~- et....
~ T t .... eut die 4Jlgemeinen Crun.dlit:ze tntiernatJoa-.1.•a
1
11
- w. -1t~ttt grnor ."'!~ 3\Jlimen i;ut!I
HUJ.t, Recbts beruft.
da.& _dlfl Mehrhe't du JUd.iscben Volkes UDd 1!!D•
Ou Fortbe1ta.nd hraels ·(wo docb 10 vleJe V6t.
tlebordeii. nt~t an JHus geglaubt habeo. Diese ker de1 Allertums :!>purlo1 ven<hwundeu 1lndf
Tal.sadle u:t ~·<ht nur bl5lonsdl1 sle hit vtelmehr 1st eine hi11or11cbe Tott.acne und ~1n. Zalcben im
cine 1heolOi:fltd:le BedeulW19"t 41ereA SI.An htf&UI· Pten Gottes. das Deutung uhet1cht. Aul Jeden
zuarbeltoD Peulua bemCLbt iat (ROm. 9-l I).
Pell mu& man 1idi von der tradntonellfln AuHa••
2'l. • • • Aut d&rselben Unlo llegt der Cnmd sung frelmadlen. wonech hrael ein be 1 t r • t.
dafilr, daft .die Judeu deawe(Jen nictat •I• von t e • Volk isl, 1ufgetpert ala J e b e nd e 1 Ar 9 u.
Gott veutoaea oder verdemntt dargestellt wer- m. • n t rnr difl cbrbUidie ApologeUk .•• AW du
den dQrfen, al11 ob sicb. du aua der Helllgett anderen $eite mil.Bte die Katecb~sa duu be1t14..
ScbrUt ergJibe• l'Nmitra. u ,l ete. .Cl. eucb w enn H gen, die Bedeuluftg ~u vers1ebl!!n, weldla dl11 Aus~
webr iit dd .die JC.itd:i.e du aoue Volk Gottes ronu.ng der Judea wabrend der J•hra 1939--1945
lsl' (obd.J,
W14 derer, folgOA liir diaMll>u Ila&.
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HIS ( ;;1;;E.:·i<.:t · JJH.:.i'i (jES CAP.;)l!iAL ',llLLEBRAl!:.JS
FRE.S I DEii r, c'ol·ii·i l SSIOil FOR RELIGIOUS RELAT I Oi~S \ilTH THE JEtlS
V.H I CAii

--:
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. ,,.,,,.

RESPECTF ULU Rt:F : r> R 1 :; ~ TU OUR CASLE 5U;T IJ- YOU Oil ·.-1E:>:1£SDAY, JUl!E 19
E?65', TnE l!ITEii i1ATl:)ii'-L ,i[\·HS!-1 COi·iiilTTE( Oil lilTUIRELIGI OUS COii5ULTAT I Gl;S A i~) 1T5 i·iCi~ E P. A~E iiCIES t. ~ E V£flY COtiCEfli1D AtlOUT A iiUti3L.fl OF
~SFECTS OF THE ~ OTES cu THE c on ~ E.CT ~AY TO FRESE"T THE J~US A ~ ~ JUDid St-l 1:' PREACH l ij:; .\ :iD CATECH~SIS IN THE f?Oi·iA ~ICA!HOLIC CHURCH
PU!.il: I SHU I il L' OSS~RVAT::lP.E ROt·iAilO 01i JUilE 24 .
A5 11/D ICATSD lfl OUi? HLEXE'D .tiESPOiJSES' TO- THOSE llOTES, ~ii: \~ELCOF1E THOSE
?OS IT I Vt. AFF I R;IAT I ui;S \JH ICH CO~lF I Ri'i Ti1E HEAR TE1Jnj:J GRO-.oJTH I ii j.;uTUAL
U~JjEf'ISTAilDliJG A:iJ -!lEC IPfWCAL ESTHi-i THAT i~AS U ~/FOLDED DUilll-lG THE
PAST niE.llTY Yt.ARS SllJCE THE ADOFTIO:l OF liOSTRA AETATE .
AT THE ~t.1iE TI Vil, \l'E ARE DEEPLY COi!CEr.:iED OVER i·lllAT •;:E RE$~rlD AS
REGRESS I Ve F01~11ULA Tl o;;s 1\£(,Ail:>I ilG THE. c:i HIOLI c CilUfcCH. s Ai:-PAR[:JT
FRESE.NT Vl lWS T1VARDS THE AUTU~OHY An~ LEGITI MAC Y OF JUUAISN AND
THE JEWISH PlOPLE .
THESE FORi·iULAT I%$ SEEl·i TO DEPART S I Gid F ICAUTLY FROli THE ViOi?E .\Uv~;lCED co:icc:PTIOtiS co:iTAlilED Ill THE 1975 VATICAN GUIDELll1ES AliD liJ
TrtE RECEiH FROilCU ~/CEl·iEfJTS OF FOFE JOHi~ PAUL it I I AS VIE.LL AS I Ii
ALMOST EVERY HAJJR DECLARATIOU ISSUED 9Y THE IJATIO~AL EPISCOPAC IES
OF FRA ~CE, WEST GSR~i~NY, 9ELG I UH, AUSTR IA, THE NETHERLANDS, BR AZIL,
AND THE UN ITED STATES.
I II ADD IT I 011 , AS \·/£ Hl!.l IC ATED, WE ARE D t SMAYE.D OVER THE WHl.lLLY
11JALJ£yUATE FOR:::.iLAT I OilS , I N OUR VIEi'/, OF THE NAZI HOLOCAUST Ai·m
THE STATE OF ISRAEL .
430VE ALL , ~ E A~E Dl 5TRE5SED UY THE FAILURE TO EllGGAGE I ~ CUHSULTATIOilS WITH US vii THE NOTES ..WH ICH , IT !S . UO;-: AFPARENT,HAVE BEE1i
1n PREPARAT I On S l ~CE BEFORE KARCH , 1952 . THIS REPRESENTS A DE PARTURE FROll THE VALUABLE PRACTICE PREV I OUSLY ESTAOLISHED IN COH~ECTION ~ITH THE 1375 GU I DEL I HES , A PROCEDURE WH ICH CO"TRIBUTEC SIGlilF I CAtiTLY TO THE STil[:JGTHEid:ic OF oun. RELAT\OilSH I P .
THE PURPOSE OF THIS C8~~~ij l CAT I OH IS, THEREFORE, TO SEEK A ~EE TING
WITH YOU AT THE EARL IEST POSSIBLE DATE IN ORDER TO DISCUSS THESE
llOTES Mi:l THEI R HiFLICATI OtiS FUR OUR FUTURE RELA TI OilStllF .
IT IS ESSEIHIAL THAT \·JE ARRlVE AT SOf'iE FUtlDAliENTAL CLAR I F I CAT IOii S OF THESE
QUEST I ONS.
1-iAY ;·:E LOOY.

FOR\~ A P.D

TO YOUR REPLY AT YOUR EARLIEST COliVEillE iiCE '

RESPECTFULLY YOURS,
nAl!!3 I iiORDECA I iiAY.i·iAii' CHA I R;'a,\ij ' I JC IC
A;iER ICAi•j J[i·!ISH COii:i l TTEE - A~lll-DEFAiiAT l mJ LEAGUE /uil /1 1 !JIRTH ISRAEL J(\i! Sil cou:JC I L FOfl lilTEf?liC:l.!IG IUUS COi~SULTA T t(JiiS SYiJAGUGLii: CCiUilC IL 0r Ar·iE.R ICA - 1·10RL1> JU!ISH COi<GREs:,
.. _... ,r,.::

.

.

·.· ·

[end]
Original d©coame111ts
faded ar:idfor illegible

l11tct11atiu11al fcwislt eummittee
t
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July 8, 1985
IMPORTANT -

· AMERICAN SECRETARIAT:
Synagogue Council ol America
·327 Lexington Avenue
New York .· N.Y. 10016
.. Tel.: (212). 686-8670

EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT:
World Jewisl'I Congress
1211 Geneve_20. Switzerland
Tel.: (022) 34 13 25

CONSTITUTENT AGENCIES:
American Jewish Commltlee
165 ~ast 56th Street
New York. N. Y. 10022

Dear IJCIC Member :
Enclosed please f i~d copy of telex communication
_addressed to Johannes Cardinal Willebrand, president
of the Conanission for Religious Relations with the
Jews. It is confidential and not for publication.
This statement , in the form of a telexed letter, was
agreed upon by the constituent members of IJC':i:C at its
special meeting, held on July 3, 1985.
Please note: The .IJCIC meeting, scheduled for Wednesday,
July 10, 1985, at 3.00 p,m. has been CANCELLED.
I am sending .you copies of press reactions from abroad.

Antl·Delamatlon LeagueB'nal B'rtth
823 United Nations Plaza
New York. N. Y. 10017
Israel Jewish Council for
I nterr.e llglous Conaultallons
12A Koresh Street. P.O.B. 2028
Je·rusalem, Israel 91020
~ynagogue Council of America
327·Lexington Avenue
New York. N. Y. .10016

Wor1d Jewish-Con9reu
1 Park Avenue·
New York, N.Y. 10016

\;,

.·~·.

Ra.bbi ·Mordecai Waxman
Chairman
Dr. - Leon A. Feldman
Consultant

The ~rnerican Gjewish Corninittee
PORTLAN.D CHAPTER •Ste. 930, 1220 S.W. Morrison St. • Portland, Oregon 97205 • (503) 295-6761

July 11, 1 985

The. Mo~t Reverend Paul Waldschmidt
Bishop of the Catholic
Archdiocese of Portland
2838 East Burnside
Portland, Oregon 97214
Dear Bishop Waldschmidt:
I enjoyed speaking with you yesterday, and look forward
to our joint planning for a Vatican I I Commemoration.
We anticipate scheduling this event for late October,
or early November, to coincide with the actual twentieth
anniversary date as closely as possible.

As you requested, I am enclosing a copy of the "Notes
on the correct way to present Jews and Judaism in preaching
and catechesis in the Roman Catholic Church." I received
a copy of the notes from Marc Tanenbaum, our Director
of International Affairs.
Rabbi Tanenbaum also included a copy of a cablegram he
drafted for the International Jewish Committee on
Interreligious Consultations (IJCIC), responding to
Cardinal Willebrands; and a copy of a draft letter
critiquing ~he Vatican document. I have included copies
of these materials as well, to acquaint you fully with
our perspective and concerns.
I would welcome your reaction to all these materials,
as would Rabbi Tanenbaum and Rabbi Jim Rudin, our Director
of Interreligious Affairs. I ~o~ld also encourage you
to share these materials with your colleagues; please
feel free to request ·additional copies, as needed.
(In
view of Father Bliven's anticipated involvement with our
Vatican II commemoration, I have already included an extra
set for him. )
Once again, may I express our delight at the prospect
of our upcoming joint collaboration.
Yours mo$t respectfully,

c..'JU)Q n Q/JrrlU0.11J.{
Susan . Abravanel
Area Director

cc:

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum
Rabbi James Rudin

CHAIRMAN. Merritt Yoelin: ADMINISTRATIVE VICE CHAIRMAN, Stephen Forman: VICE CHAIRMEN. Tom Georges. Jr.. Nancy Oseran:
SECRETARYfTREASURER. Amy Tanne: IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIRMAN. Philip Feldman: AREA DIRECTOR, Susan Abravanel.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS. Harriet Braunsten. Barry Caplan. Milton Gari. Sylvia Davidson, Cantor Marc Dinkin, Karen Sue Dobrow. Stuart
Durkheimer. David Farber. Deborah Kovsky, Jeffrey Lang, Henry Langfus. Arthur Levinson. Micki Rosen. Mark Rosenbaum. Rosemarie Rosenfeld.
Judith Ruben. David Spiegel. Hershal Tanzer. Arthur Tarlow. James Winkler. Larry Winthrop. Evelyn Zurow.
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Jews, CatholiCs to ~SseSS tel8ti0es at fall symposium
By Neal Gendler
Stall Writer
The College of St. Thomas' new Center for Jewish.Christian Leaming Is
planning a symposium on relaUons
between the two religions.
The symposium, planned tor Nov. 18
and 19, tentatively Is entitled " Jews
and Christians In Dialogue: 20th Anniversary Celebr.1Uon of Nostra Aetate," sold Gene Scapansk I, director
ot St. Thomas• Center for Rellglous
E!:ducalloo, cosponsor of the symposium. Nostra Aetate was tbe declara·
Uon of tbe Second· VaUcan Council
on the relationship of t11e Roman
catholic cburcb to non.Christian r eligions.

Rabbi Max Shapiro

Rabbi Mar c Tanenbaum, director of
lnterreliglo\IS affairs !or tile .American Jewish Commi ttee, has agree.?' to
-ap))'.eai', ·and among Cbr1sUans lnvlt·
ed is Monsignor Jorge Mejia, the
VaUcan's undersecretary of CatbollcJewlsb aff airs.

Tile Vatican this year Issued a document collJISCllng priests on teaching
about Judaism to C&tbollcs. Vatican
ottlclals said the document is to provide a basis for " objectivity, Jusllce
and t.oleranoe ... understanding and
dialogue." Mejia was secretary of
the ::..ommts.~lon that Issued tbe documeut after three years of wor k.
Tbe symposium ls to "review Catholic.Jewish relatiollS over the last 20
years - where they have come
from, where they may_ be going,"
said Rabbi Max Shapiro, bead of tbe
new center.
Some Jews have expressed dlsappotntmeot lbat tbe document did not
sbow what they would consider
greater understanding of tbe lmpor. lance to Jews of tbe Holocaust and
Ille state of Israel. Shapiro, wbo bad
not r ead the document but had seen
responses to It, called lbose "the two
major events In Jewish llfe In I.b e
last 1,900 years," and wblle he would
not criticize the document, he said

that "you really can't teach about
Jews and Judaism wilbout taking
.these things i nto consideration."

Vallcan II pr onouncements against
anli-SCmltlsm and that Jews were
not to be blamed !or deicide were a
change or direction for some Qlthollcs and helped warm Catholic-Jew·
lsh relations, Shapiro said.

SCapanski and Shapir o said detallS of
the program bave not been made
final, but plans call for a publlc lecture the first nlg)lt and a program
the next morning ror clergy. They
said that a prominent Protestant Is to
be Invited to ~i>Cak along with Tan·
enbaum aod Mejia. Shapiro said that
be would like lo learn Protestant
views of the new teaching and Jewish.Christian relations.

The new document calls for a re·
newed fight against anll-Semltlsm
and for ..precise, objecttve and vigorously accurate teaching on Judaism"
and an end to presenting It In a
"prejudiced, distorted manner." II
calls for Judaism to be presented as
"a contemporary, not only 'blstorl·
cal' - and thus superseded - reall·
ty."

I

"My aim is to see how catholics and
Jews can get to understand each
other - why "'e're doing what we're
doing," Shapiro said. He said lbat he
did not Intend to focus on the latest
document and that the symposium
was not to be conrrontallonal but I
rather to be In keeping wilb I.be center 's purpose, '"to focus on our
common heritage ralber than on our
differences."

Shapiro said that Cathollc·Jewlsh relations in the Twtn Cities area are
excellent and unlikely to be altered
by any disappointment wlth tbe lat·
est document. The symposium Is belpg held " lo look at where we were,
wher e we are 11nd where be hope to
go," be said.
" Tbe Christian populatlon knows
very lllUe about Judaism ead lbe
Jewish populaUon knows very llltle
about Cbr1stlanlty,'' b·e said. "What
we're trying to do ls sensitize e11cb
other."
·

~-Ju.Jy_~_,_,_9~-----------4--............lllllliiD•IAJ~[-Y_N_av.
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. HOLIC AND JEWISH LEADERS HOLD
. much of t~e criticism which concerns ·us now might
LONSULTATION ON NEW VATICAN
·have -been avoided." lhe statement said that the
"'"tATHOLIC-JEWISH RELATl.ONS GU.iDELINES ·
Notes·shoold have·been read in conjunction with
By Ben Gallob
more pc)Sitive statements aboot Jews and Judaism made
NEW YORK, July 29 (JTA) __ Catholic and Jew- .by Vatican offidals, including Pope John Paul II.
ish leaders engaged in Jewish-Christian relations
The.participants'sciid· they agreed :that the Notes
held an all-day consultation here last week .to .disc
"do not preelude·ond indeed appear to us to invite fur"ther scholarly exploration .of the basic relationship
a new set of Vatican guidelines on Catholfc Jewish
relations which_had been sharply criticized by five
between ·the Church and the Jewish people. " A spokesJ ewish organizations comprising the Internationa I ~ man for '~e Al Committee told the Jewish Telegraphic
ish Committee on lnterreligious Consultations (IJCl.C) Agency that he did·not·know when future meeti~s will
when the guidelines were iSSl.led .last month.
-be held •
Rabbi A. James Rudin, ·the AJCommittee's director
The Jewish and Catholic leaders at the meeti~
of interrel.igious affairs, said that Jews continued to
here,_which was conven~ by the AmEr·ican Jewish
have·reservations about the Notes but that he hoped
Committee, agreed on the need for more ecumenical
they could be resolved in..future discussions.
Concerni~ the IJCIC criticism ·that the State of
dialogue to clarify the issues, the AJCommittee reported in disclosi~ that the meeting was held as a
Israel and the Holocaust were inadequately handled
follow-up to the criticism of the guidellines by UCIC
in the Notes, fhe joint statement $Clid the participants
The guidelines, "Notes on the Correct Way to . committed the~elves to "continued ·dialqgue between
Present "the Jews and Judaism in Preaching :and Cate- our ·two comrnmities. 11 They agreed that Catholics,
chesis in the Roman ~tholic Church," were issued
as well as Jews, needed to grapple.with the .significarce
on June 26 after three years of preparation.
of the ·Holocaust for Christians .as well as for Jews.
Although the Notes were greeted with some
praise as an,effo!1" ·to overcome ignorance of the
Signers Of The Joi·nt Stoltement
history and. trqditions of Judaism, IJCIC said the
The -joint statement was signed .by Rev. Charles
Notes were~ "regression from the historic "Nostro
Angell, director I Centro Pro Unione, Rome; Judith
Aetate" (Our Times) whic~ emerged from Vatiec;in .
~Banki,. associate director, interreligious affairs,
Council JI in 1964aiid tf-e·l974"Guidelines and S1.1ggest
AJC; ·Prof. ·Thomas··Bird, chairman, .Department of
ic>ns far the Application-of the Declaration Nostro
Slavic Studies, Queens .College; .Dr • .Eugene Fisher,
Aetate."
.e xecutive secretary, Sea-etariat for Catholic-Jewish
Basis Far Criticism Of Guidelines
Relo_tions, Natio~I Conference of Catholic Bishops;
IJCIC said in 0 statement last month that the
Rabbi ·David Gordis;. executive vice president, AJC;
·er.
William "M artyn, exeeutive secretary, Ecumenical
Notes failed to acknowledge the religious signifiCommission, -'Archdioeese of New York . . . · ·
eance of Israel and -referred only.briefly and superfic
Also, Rabbi -Alan Mittleman, ·program specialist,
ially to the Holocaust. IJCIC member..qgencies are
interreligious affairs, AJC;"Rev. John ·Pawlikawski,
the AJCommittee, Israel .lnterfoith Committee,
·professor of social ethics, Catholic Theological Union,
World Jewish Coivess, Anti-Defaination League of
Chicago; Zachariah Shuster, constiltant,. international
B'nai ·B'rith, and the Synagogue Council of America,
relations, AJC; Rabbi No.arc Tanenbaum, director' inter•
representing the congregational and rabbinic agencie ·national relations, AJC; and Rabbi Rudin.
of American Reform, Conservative and Othodox ·
Judaism.
·I '
I
The UCIC criticism warned that the· "Notes may
[)AYID "ZUCKER DEAD~~T .i'.9
undermine the .gains we have achieved through
.
NEW Y_ORK, July 29 (JTA) --'funeral services
dialogue, .joint study and ·joint action in recent year ' ' wiH be ·held ·in Temple Israel in Gr.eat Neck,N. Y.
The statement asserted that the Notes were "totally
tomorrow fur "·David Zucker, a long-time leader in
inadequate .in providing Catholics with sufficient
the Zionist and Conservative movements, who died
guidelines on hc:1N to teach, preach and understa.nd"
in North Miamr~ch yesterday at .the age of~ .
the Holcx:aust and the creation of Israel, the two-evZucker, who had resided in both Great Neck and
North Miami "Beach, was the immediate past -presi. ents which have "decisvely shaped the way Jews define themselves."
·
·
dent-of -the World .Council of.Synagogues, the .interAnother UCIC crititism-was ·that the Notes.were
nationcil .orgariizationrepresentir1g Conse-vative synpublished "without prior· consultation with the Jewish
agogue. tie wos long an active member of the United
comm:.inity."
Synagogue of America, the umbrella organization far
The agreement for further dialogue ·c:ome after the
Conservative congr-egatioos in ·the United States and
all-dqy consultatiorrheld_l!;!st Wed~sday.which the
.. Canada.
..
.:
AJCommittee said was .the first such meeting of
AfoundillJ ·member of the 2ionist Oganizotion of
Catholics and Jews sinc:e ·publication of the Notes.
Ameri.ca,. hewos a member ofthe Boord of CNerseers of
Meeting "to evaluate ·the·document in both its pos
the Jewi'sh Thei>logic:ol Seminary of America, the acaitive and ne9ative aspects, 11 the.participants agr-eed
demic ·and rabbinicahchool ·of the Conservative move. that "strengthened by 20 years of progress in our rela
mNeec11t1a. nd..a_. past officer o_f_the_Temple Israel i_n Grea_t
tionships, we have learned that we can face genuine
k
differences and stil I retain a spirit of trust and ·m.Jtual
Thirteen years ago,· Zucker, a retired businessman,
respect. 11
established o Center for Conservative Judaism in Israel
Joint Statement Issued
.and created an endowment to support its operation.
The .participants agreed, in a joint statement, that
"Had there been prior consultations with the )ewish
community alo09 the lines of these clorific:otions1

' ., ·
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Breslow took part in the founding, along with
the late David Dubinsky, who was the longtime
IL GWU president1 of the Jewish labor Committee .
He also helped found the Liberal Party of New
York with which he brake ofter the I LGWU left the
Li bero I Party,
Breslow served on the board of YIVO, was a me
ber of the Atran Foundation, and was active in the
Jewish Socialist Farbond, Social-Democrats U.S.A.
and the League for Industrial Democracy until the
time of his death .
JEWS URGED TO CALL FOR U.S.
DIVESTITUTE IN THE SOVIET UNION
By Susan Birnbaum

NEW YORK, July 29 (JT A) -- Robbi Avraham
Weiss, national chairman of the Student Struggle
for Soviet Jewry (SSSJ), has called upon Jews and
Jewish organizations to make the some demands for
divestiture concerning any United States interests ·
in the Soviet Union as they have been making for
South Africa.
Speaking yesterday at the SSSJ 's annual Tisha
B'Av prayer service, held one block from the Soviet
Mission to the United Nations in Manhattan, Weiss
emphasized strong approval for divestiture in South
AtTica while scoring those who would neglect to
exert similar pressure upon the Soviet Union to end
its repression of Jews.
"All power to those who seek to end racism in
South Africa," he stressed, adding immediately
that "asking for divestiture in South Africa without
calling for an equal demand for divestiture from
the Soviet Union is a double standard." ·

ceremonies of the 10th anniversary of the signing
of the Helsinki accords. The Final Act, or "third
basket" of the accords, speaks of guarantees of human rights, including the right to emigrate, and the
preservation of human culture and human contacts.
In 1975, the U. S. and Soviet Union were among 35
signatories to the accords.
Avita! Shcharansky, who Was in the U.S . to speak
to members of Congress and the Reagon Administration on the eve of the conclave, will try to speak in
Helsinki with Secretory of State George Shultz as
well as Foreign Ministers of other notions on behalf
of her husband and all Soviet Jewish refuseniks. It is
also believed that she will 1ry to speak to newlyappointed Soviet foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze, who recently succeeded Andrei Gromyko in
that post. The ceremonies begin tomorrow.
Shcharansky said she plans to demonstrate in Helsinki, to bring attention to "the case of the 400,090
Jews being 'held' in the USSR," referring to those
Jews who hove already applied for exit visas and ore
still waiting.
Warns Against Weakening Jackson Amendment

Weiss, addressing the appr:oximately 400 persons
gathered for the service, scud, ''There is an attempt
by well-meaning Jews to weaken the Jackson-Yanik
Amendment ••• those who like to throw candy to the
Soviet Union •• • I issue a warning towards those
who are involved in negotiations ••. that they dare
not do so."
The Ame~ment to the 1974 Foreign Trade Act
pegs emigration from Communist nations to their status
as Most Favored N::ition (MFN) for trade agreements
and large government loans.
.
Campaign To Begin Shortly
"Until the Soviets ore true to their obligation to
human rights, when 400,000 Jews ore free and Anotoly
Weiss was using the occasion of t he clay of fasti
and prayer to introduce a ca!l1>0i9n that the SSSJ
is in J erusalem, then we can talk trade," said Weiss.
"Don't talk, 11 he continued. "Screall\- shout. 11 Giving
wi II begin in a few months for divestiture of govern
ment funds in companies that deal with the Soviet
in on the Jackson-Yanik Amendment without the assurUnion.
once of quid pro quo "would be absolute bankruptcy,"
According to Glenn Richter, SSSJ notional cohe declared. Also addressing the group, which includordinator, the organization hos found recently that
ed men in talleisim and tfillin reading from the Torah
New York and other stotes are moving toward divest - and chanting psalms and lamentations, was Israel Fridture in corporations that deal with South Africa, a
man, who hod been in Moscow during Shcharansky\
is ·asking for similar action regarding investments in
trial.
the Soviet Union.
r--------------,
Richter said he has a list of 200-309 companies
PHYLLIS TISHMAN DEAD AT 65
that dealt in the l970's with the USSR. Although
NEW YORK, July 29 (JTA) -- Phyllis Tishmon, a
there ore fewer today, in port resu I ting from the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, many firms
supporter for nearly 49 years of the Federation of Jewtoday still have hefty investments in the Soviet
ish Philanthropies of New York and other charitable
causes, died lost Wednesday night at Montefiore HosUnion, he said, Richter cited such giants as Occidental Petroleum and Pepsico, which have huge
pital and Medical Center. She was 65 years old and livint erests there. The SSSJ, said Richter, is asking
ed in Manhattan and Scarsdale.
that these corporations "not make p,rofit over. the
Tishman was a life t:ruste_e and former vice president
backs of those who ore oppressed. '
of the Federation board. She was an organizer and asRichter also referred to a story in last week's Wall sociate chairman of the Federation Thrift Shops. From
1971to1973, she was board choirmon of the Women's
Street Journal on the First Chicago Bank. The artiOrganization, a fund.,.-oising arm of Federation before
cle, datelined London, stated that "this wos the
first time since 1979 that a U.S. bank has been pub- it joined its fund drive with that of the United Jewish
Appeal of Greater New York, In 1961, she helped orlicly lead manager for syndicated credit to the
USSR."
ganize the Dimitri Mitropoulous International Music
Cofll>etition, an annual fund-foising event for FederaAvita! Shcharansky ls Going To Helsinki
tion which ran for 12 years,
Tish11¥Jn was a major confributor to the Women's
Also speaking at yesterday's service was Avitol
Campaign for UJA-federation and the immediate past
Shcharansky, wife of Soviet Prisoner of Conscience
Anotoly Shcharansky, who left that evening for
chairman of its Major Gifts Division. She was a
member of the Women's Co"1>°ign Cabinet and Gotham
Helsinki, Finland, to attend the commemoration
Division. She was on the Board of Direc tors of the
Council of Jewish Federations.
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NEW YORK, N.Y.
The the Nazi Holocaust and tlie 'State
American
Jewish
Committee oi Israel - "subjects of urgent
reports t!1at
11•a•1p of Roman concern to the Jewish communit y"
Catholic and Jewish leaders the signers committed them·
enga~ed
in
Jewish-Christian i!elves to· "continued dialogue
relations. meeting together to between our two communities."
discuss and evaluate the recently- Catholics, as well as Jews, need
published "'Notes on the Correct to grapple with the significance of
Way to Present Jews and Judaism the Holocaust for Christians as·
. in Preaching and catechesis in the well as Jews, they agreed, noting
Roman Catholic Cllurch," called that Msgr. Mejia's commentary on
for further dialoeue Jn rlarify the document ma.kes this point. ·
issues raised in the document.
They also pointed to Pope John
Their joint statement was issued Paul ll's statement of Gool'.I
after an all-day consultation July Friday of 1984. which called fo•1
23 on the "Notes" - the first
tSee NOTES. P age II~
such meeting of Catholics and
Jews since the publication of the
document.
The consultation was convened
by the American Jewish Com·
mittee when it became apparent
that the "Notes," though aiming to
remedy Catholic "ignorance of
history and traditions of Judaism,"
had elicited some praise, but also
some sharp criticisms from
Jewish groups.
The
criticisms
were .
directed to both substantive and
procedural aspects of the "Notes,"
but particularly to the lack of
consultation with lbe International
Jewish Committee for lnterreligious
Consultation and otbe<- majo:i '
Jewish agencies pr ior to the .
issuance of the document on June
24.
Meeting together "to evaluate
the document in both its posith•e ·
and negative aspects," the par- ·
ticipants In the consultation
agreed: "Strengthened by twenty
years
of'
progress
C?n
our
relationships, we have learned that
we can face genuine differences
and still retain a spirit of trust
and mutual respect."
Positive elements of the "Notes"
which need to be Implemented on
the local level, ::.~y said, include
"necessary Interpretations of the
negative references to Jews in the
New Testament, Jesus' relationship
with the Pharisees, t} ·· , :>ngruence
of Jesus• teachings with the basic
pharisa:..1c
beliefs
and
the
recogultion of the continuous
spiritual fecunrl!ty of the Jewish
people from the rabbinic period to
modern times."
The ":-lotes"' emphasis on
r.eligious liberty anti the continuing
condemnation of anti-Semitism
"also provides catecbetical o p·.
portunities," :hey agreed.
The Catholic and Jewish par·
ticipants also noted: "We are of
the opinion that the " Notes" are
cbrified by, and should read in
co11junction with, the comments
made by Msgr. Jorge Mejia,
Secretary of the Vatican Com·
mission and a signatory of the
' Notes, " which were published
simultaneously with them in
L'Osservatore Romano on J une 24.
Had there been prior consultation
with the Jewish communit)' along
the lines of these clarifications,
much. of the crltic!sm which
concerns us now might have been
avoided. To us, diaglogue means
ju:St that: open communication
be.fore, during and alter, a po!Dt
wbich the 'Notes' themselves would
seem to am.rm."
. With rega~~ to tea~ . about
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Jewish groups differ on pope's

The call for a roview of Jerusa·
lem'a status by Pope John Paul 11
brought differing responses from
two Jewish groupe here.
The American Jewish Congress
called the pope's comment "puzzling and distressing." But the·
American Jew ish ~ommitt,ee
dowflpfayed tho Va7can state·
mont, saying it represented n o
change in church policy.

The pope's controversial state·
monts came in response to queskione from reporters who new with
l\im to Casablanca, Morocco, from
Nairobi, Kenya. Morocco was the
last stop on his recent 12-day African tour.
When asked if he and King Hassan II of Morocco shared a common
vjew of Jerusalem, the pontiff said:
"'l'he Moslcms are convinced that
Jerusalem should have a special
I status as a central point, the capital of three monotheistic religions,
and that it should not only be the
capital of farael but should be the
charocterietic of a religjous capital
of three monotheistic religions.
''That is also the view of the Hol.f
See," he soid.
· The view is opposed by Israel,
which claims all Jerusalem as its
capital. Th~ Vatican has no diplo·
ma'tic relations with the Jewish
state.

I
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s~nd

Henry Siegn\an, executive direc·
tor of the AJCopgr8$S, disputed the
pope's statemetit.
- "We are not aware of any Mos·
lem leader whQ has ever expressed
such a view o( Jerusalem," Sicgman said. Mc\slems, he noted ,
"have consistently called for the removal of Jeru~lem from the state
oflsrael."
Siegman called the statement by
the pope "an apparent effort to find
some common ground with his
Moroccan hosts."
After seeking clarification from
Catholic officials, Rabbi James Rudin, director of interreligious affairs for tho AJCommittee, said the
pope's remarks 'did not depart from
longstanding Vatican policy and
did not constitute an official statement.
''The Vatical" hae called for a

on status of Jerusalem

special status for Jerusalem a long
time," said Rudin.
He welcomed statements sup·
porting Israel by the pope on the
same night..

"Of courec, we co nnot deny to Israel the right to be a state," the
pope said.
"The status of Jerusalem should
be reviewed," the pope said.
Though favoring a 5peciol status
for Jerusalem that would put t he
city under joint Jewish, Christian
and Moslem control, the pope said:
"How that ijhould be realized is an·
other question." He also said Jeru·
salem was just "one element• to a
solution to Middle East problems.

Catholic officials described the
pope's remarks as "off-the-cuff
statements to reporters" and not
Vatican policy. Though the pope's
remarks seemed to indicate that
Moslems accept J erusalem as Israel's capital, the officials eaid that
was not the pontlfrs intention.
A spokeeman for the Apostolic
Nunciaturc in Washington clari·
fled the Vatican position on Jeru·
salem. He said the city should not
only be the capital or Israel but
should have- a special status that
would allow the three major religionR to share control. He also said
the special status should he secured by international guarantees.
:-Ad am Sni&zer/
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rCatholic-Jewish convocation

\: Commemoration of
Vatican II

1

The Catholic Archdiocese of Seattle and
the Ameri~ Jqjsh Committee this fall
will jointly sponsor a commemoration of
tbe twentieth anniversary of Vatican II.
This commemoration will culminate in a
Catholic-Jewish convocation featuring
no~ theologians Dr. Gerard Sloyan of
Temple University and Rabbi Michael
Signer of lbe Hebrew Union College-Jewish
I nstitute of Religion, o n Sunda y,
November 3, 7:30 p.m. in tbe Campion
Hall on the Seattle University campus. The
commemoration will also include parish/synagogue exchanges and home study
groups.
Tbe following is excepted from a declaration for this commemoration, prepared by
members of the Catholic Archdiocese of
Seattle and the American Jewish Committee, on Catholic-Jewish relations:
We celebrate these years of progress and rededicate ourselves to the
ideal of genuine dialogue enunciated
by Vatican Council II. Recently, the
Vatican Commission for religious
relations with the Jewish · 'People
issued a document entitled, "Notes
on the Correct Way to Prescnl Jews
and Judaism in Preaching and
Catechesis in the Roman Catholic
Church." The "Notes,'' intended to

overcome "a painful ignorance of
t he history and traditions of
Judaism" among Christians, was
greeted with praise but also some
sharp criticism by groups in the
Jewish community. We will work to
ensure that the "Notes" will not be
the occasion of a retreat from the
very real gains in mutual understanding achieved during the past twenty
years. Indeed, we have begun to learn
one another's boyes and histories,
snuggles and sources. of strength. We
have begun to learn how to listen to
one another and how 10 speak for
one another. Yet so much remains to
understand and a.ccomplish. We
commend to the br0<ader community
of Roman Catholics and Jews these
ideals of dialogue and respect. May
our pursuit of mutual understanding
and cooperation be an inspiration to
the members of every human community.
Signers or the declaration included:
Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen, Hilda
·Asia. Jane Beno, Barbara Hurst, Dr.
Solomon Katz. Robert Klein, Sister
Carolyn Mullin, Rabbi James Mirel, Father
Ward Oakshott, Herbert PruUUI, ~~~
_David W~uth, and Rabbi Ira Sto/

I
· 1~entyYears After
Vatican ·II: ·The Church
Is StilJ Struggling to Define
· Its Relationsh~p
\ \

~

With tHe
dewish Peopl~
· BY EUGENE FISHER

.

.

.

.

'

. i·' '

On Oct~ber 28, 1965, Pope Paul VI aiqd ·
·2,2,21 c.atholic bishops from ~round t~e
Vatican 11 bego~· ~n world ~1.gned the ~ec<_md Vatican . . ~':>
'October l l 1962~·
Councils Declaration on Non-Chnsb!l}l
Above: ·Pop~ Jobn , Re)igioi:i.s (Nostra Aetate). The secti9~"on
X.Xlll speaks at .the · the Jews - number 4 - .comprised 15
.first s·ession.
sentences in Latin. Yet, in the words of
Opposite page:, . . Thomas Stransky; a Paulist priest
Cardinals at the·
was on the staff of the document's chief
opening cere~ '.
drafter, Cardinal Bea, those few
monies. Photos
sentences "committed the Roman
.
courtesy of
Catholic Church to an irrevocable act, a .·
National Catholic
cheshbon hanefesh - a reconsideration
News Service.
of the soul."
.
·
French Jewish historian Jules Isaac spoke of
th~ "teaching of contempt" by Christians aga:i_nst
Jews and Judaism. Following a 25-minute .
meeting between Isaac and Pope John XXlli; ·
_h eld shortly after the Pope's unexpected ' '.
announcement of the Second Vatican Council .i n
1~59, the Pope de~errnined that the Council •
should deal with Christian-Jewish relations. .
Nostra Aetate consciously sought to o~ertum ·
~enturies of the "teaching of c·o ntempt."
. Previous Chur~}i sta:tem~nts on Jews. and
Judaism had been disciplinary (i.e.; canon law L......::.-.....L.:...._ _- ' -., ' -·

who -

0

Dr. E_ugene Fisher is executive secretqry of the
Sf#cretari.q.t for Catholic.Jewish Relations, National
Conference of Catholic Bishops.
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doesn't have the m<;mey to transfer
the fragile nitrate prints to more
long-lasting acetate."
Rivo recognized the impo_rtance of the surviying Yiddish
films - poignant remnants of a
bygone era that provided historical
documentation ·of" the deepest ·
beliefs of an immigrant generation. While English-language
films abo-µt Jews en<;ouraged
assimilation and intermarriage
(from the famous Abie's Irish Rose
tO lesser known features such as
Clancy's Kosher Wedding), Yiddish
features stressed Jewish traditions
and ethnic individuality. They
depicted beautiful religious ceremonies and gave life to Yiddish literary classics. The stars were great
Jewish p~rformers like Maurice
Schwartz, Jacob Ben-Ami, Moishe
Oysher and Leo Fuchs. Seiden's
Yiddish film collection constituted
a rich and varied tapestry woven
by Jewish filmmakers, writers and
producers in response to the l}ew,
oft~n confusing, world around
iliem.
- ~
Rivo first went to the Institute
for lielp. .While recognizing the
worth of these rare films, Institute
officials didn't· have the funds to
estabiish an extensive archival
project. Rivo then contacted the
American Jewish Historical
Society a·nd Brandeis University.
The same story - interest, but Jit.
tie .funding. They did, however, .
offer concrete assistance: office
space at Brande"is and administrative support from the Historical Society.
,
Seiden died in 1974. With the
a!?s1stance of associate director
Miriam Saul Krant, Rivo set out to .
raise funds to buy Seiden's disin,
tegrating collect!on from_his family. By 1976, she had received
enough c9ntributions to purchase
Seiden's Yiddish film collection
and open the doors of the Rutenberg and Everett Yiddish Film ·
Library in cooperation with the~
American Jewi s h Historical
Society a11d Brandeis University.
The film archive soon received a
Conti nu~d
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for example, the long·standing "Constitution" on
the Jews, which, throughout the Middle Ages,
prohibited forced conversion of and violence
against the Jews, and made the disruption of
Jewish worship an excommunicable of!ense). At
the conciliar level, Church doctrine, which is
irreversible, is set. Thus, with Nostra Aetate, for
the first time in nearly two millennia, the
Church sought to take a fresh official look at its
relationship with the Jewish people.
The ground for such an effort had been well
prepared before the Second Vatican Council. In
this century, the movement of modern Biblical
criticism has enabled Catholic scholars to
understand critically (in the best sense of the
term) many common, and often false,
presumptions as to what the New Testament
means with regard to Judaism. Similarly, the
liturgical movement uncovered the deep Jewish
roots of Christian faith and worship.
Even before Nostra Aetate, the Dogmatic
Constitution on the Church of the Second
Vatican Council (Lumen Gentium), issued in
1964, indicated the doctrinal path that the
Council was to follow. In its central section on
the Church as the People of God, Lumen·
_
Gentium (number 16) spoke of ~he Jewish people
as "most dear to God, for God does not repent of
the gifts He makes nor of the calls He issues (cf.
St. Paul to the Romans 11:28· 29)."
The Second Vatican Council's declaration
Nostra Aetate is best known for its repudiation of
the deicide charge and of anti·Semitism. Even
more important than these statements, per-haps,
was the implicit affirmation of the ongoing
nature of God's covenant with the Jewish people,
which provided the basis for a dialogue of
"mutual esteem" between Catholics and Jews.
Embedded in the statement from Lumen
Gentium were implications regarding the
ongoing validity of God's covenant with the
Jewish people that were to become increasingly
explicit in statements of the Pope and the Holy
See in subsequent years.
Nostra Aetate cannot be adequately
understood except in the light of later
statements, such as the 1975 Vatican Guidelines,
that comment on and expand it. For example,
because the Council wanted a doctrinal
statement that would transcend political debate,
Nostra Aetate itself did not directly acknowledge
the centuries of Christian ambivalence and even
animosity toward Jews and Judaism. That
necessary acknowledgment was made in the 1975
Guidelines, which were issued to implement
Nostra Aetate - that is, to explain the meaning
22
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of the doctrinal statement in terms of the
Church's relationship with, and teaching about,
Jews and Judaism. The Guidelines frankly state:
"The step taken by the Council finds its
historical setting in circumstances deeply
affected by the memory of the persecution and
mass~cre of Jews which took place in Europe just
before and during the Second World War . . . .
After 2,000 years, too often marked by mutual
ignorance and frequent confrontation, the
Declaration Nostra Aetate provides an
opportunity to open and to continue a dialogue
with a view to better mutual understanding."
Many of the utterances in N ostra Aetate that
might have seemed ambiguous at the time have
now been clarified as unequivocally positive. For
exa.mple, Nostra Aetate did not use the word
"condemn" in regard to anti·Semitism because of
Pope John's express wish that the Council not
engage in condemnations. The Pope felt that a
positive statement, with no Church·dividing
language, was needed. But the 1975 Guidelines
uses the word "condemn" twice in paraphrasing
the section of Nostra Aetate on anti·Semitism.
Again, while the Vatican Council made no
reference to post·Biblical Judaism, the 1~75
Vatican ·Guidelines' emphasize that "the history
of Judaism did not end with the destruction of
Jerusalem but rather went on to develop a
religious tradition ... rich in religious values."
Such an affirmation rejects any remnant of the
old notion that Judaism was abrogated by the
coming of Christ, or superseded in God's design
by Christianity.
Similarly, the notion of "spiritual bonds"
linking the Church in solidarity with the Jewish
people, which was introduced by Nostra Aetate,

I emphasize the painstaking
character of the Church's efforts
to clean its house of the rubble of
centuries of misunderstanding.
has become increasingly important·in Catholic
thought. In 1975, the U.S. Catholic bishops
issued a statement on Catholic-Jewish relations
that called on Catholics, in dialogue with Jews,
"to explore the continuing relationship of the
Jewish people with God and their 'spiritual
bonds' with the new covenant and the fulfillment
of God's plan for bQth Church and Synagogue." ·
The term "spiritual bonds" is sacramental
terminology, and implies a relationship as deep
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and indissoluble as that ofthe sacrament of
matrimony (which is the image for the
re~ationship between God and His people utilized
in both the Hebrew BibJe; e.g., the Song of Songs,
and the New Testament). In a further
interpretation of the notion of "spiritual bonds,"
Pope John Paul II has affirmed that the Church
and the Jewish people are linked at "the very
level of their respective identities."
Together with the reference inNostra Aetate
and Lumen Gentium to the continuance of God's
"call;' to the Jews to have a mission in the world
as Jews, the notion of spiritual bOnding has
enabled the Church to develop a new
understanding of its relationship with Jews, and
a dialogue on that relationship. Whereas
traditjonally, as first articulated by Augu_stine in
the fifth centur:y, Jews were to be protected by
the Church since they bore witness to the Torah
("C!Jthough not fully understanding it"), there
emerges in the reflections of Pope John. Paul II a ·
sense of joint witness of Christians and Jews to
the world. In 1980, speaking in Mainz, West
Germany, the pope stated: "Jews and Christians
are called, as children of Abraham, to -be 'a ·
blessing' for the world (Genesis 12:2) ... in the
fullness and profundity that God himself has
disposed for us . : ..In the light of this prom_ise
and this Abraham-like call, I look with you
toward the destiny and role of your people among
the peoples." This sense of joi~t witness, which
itself has profound implications for the
understanding of Christian mission (not to .but
with the Jews to the world), is founded in the
Pope's vision of the permanence of God's covei;iant
with the Jews. In the same address in Germany,
the Pope spoke of contemporary JewishChristian dialogue as "the meeting between the
people of God of the·old covenant never retracted .
by God [Romans 11:29] on the one hand, and the
people of the new covenant on th~ other/'
This brings us to the ~ost recent statement
of the Holy See: Notes for the Correct
Presentation of Jews and Judaism in Preaching
and Catechesis [i.e., religious education] in the
Roman Catholic Church. Like Nostra Aetate and
the 1975 Vatican Guidelines, the latest effort,
issued on June 24, 1985, was greeted with some
disappointment by Jewish agencies. In the case
of Nostra Aetate and the 1975 Guidelines,
concern was expressed for two reasons: first
because there had been earlier versions on the
Council table that appeared to many to be
stronger and more positive than the ones
ultimately issued; second because both failed to
consider major elements of Jewish experience,

On October 28, 1965, Pope Paul VI signeq the
Second Vatican Council's Declaration on NonChristian Religions. In the words of a Poul isl
priest on the staff of the doc1:1ment's chief drafter,
the.section on Jews "committed the Roman
Catholic Church to a cheshbon honefesh - a
·
reconsideration of the soul."

such as the -r elationship of the Jewish -people to
the land of Israet·:Read in the light of the slow,
step-by-step progr,ess <;>f earlier statements,
however, I believe that the Notes are best
understood as one more step in the long-range,
oft.e n painstaking, effort begi.In by the Second
Vatican Coundl to develop understanding among
Christians of the "essential traits [by which]
Jews define themselves in the light of their
religious traditions" (1975 Guidelines) and to
recast Church teaching on Jews ·and Judaism
based on that process.
I emphasize the painstaking, step-by-step
character of the Church's efforts to clean its
house of the rubble of centuries of
misunderstanding. None of these statements,
taken alone, is adequate to the task. None can be
interpreted rightly except in the context of the
others. 19gether, they reveal a direction, a
gradual fo~ulation of more positive acceptance
of Jews and Judaism on their own terms.
In some areas the Notes offer a clear and
significant advance. For example, the
relationship of Jesus with the Law is shown to be
essentially positive. The negative references to
Jews and Judaism in the New Testament are acknowledged and a catechetical method for
treating them in the classroom is firmly
established: ". . . references hostile or less than
favorable to the Jews have their historical
context in conflicts between the nascent church
and the Jewish community. Certain
TH E JEWISH MO NTHLY
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There emerges in the reflections of Pope John
Poul II a sense of joint witness of Christians and
Jews to the world - founded in his vision of the
permanence of God's covenant wit~ the Jews.

controversie_s reflect Christian..Jewish relations
long after the time of Jesus." This explanation
specifies for teachers a_n q preachers in a practical
manner that "the Jews should not be presented
as repudiated or cursed by God, as if such views
followed from the Holy Scriptures" (Nostra
Aetate, number 4). Since my own, ex}laµsti_ve
studies of Catholic textbooks (cf. Faith Without
Prejudice, Paulist Press, 1977) have shown that
the remaining negative referenc~s to Jews and
Judaism are found in sections that discuss the
relationship of J~sus and tne Jews of his time,
the Notes should go a long way toward
eliminating the remnant of the "teaching of
contempt."
The 1975 Guidelines noted that Judaism
"went on to develop a religious tradition'' of its
own after the time of Christ. In the -final section
(VI), the Notes begin to specify for the first time
the content that was only implied in the
reference of the Guidelines. FQr example, the
traditional Chl,lrch interpretation of the
Diaspora was negative: The destructjon o( the
Temple and dispersion of the Jews signified
divine punishment for Jewish refusal to
recognize Jesus as the Messiah. But the Notes
maintain that, through the Diaspora, the Jews
were able "to carry to the whole world a witr:iess
- often heroic - of its fidelity to the one God
24
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.. . while pr.e~rving the memory of the land of
their forebears at the heart Qf their hope"
(Section VI, 25).
This state_m~nt is truly rema_rkable._.J.ewish
"hope" had a_Ire!J.dy been defined in the Notes and its validity acknowledged ....:.... in an
eschatological sense - that js, as .,. faithful
witnessing to God's ultim_ate plan for all
humanity: "The people of God of the Old and the
New Testaments are tending to~ard a like end in
the future: the coming or return of the Messiah
- even if they start from two different points of
view .... Thus it can be said that Jews and
_Christians meet in a comparab~e hope,, founded
o~ the same promise to Abrah~m" (f':/otes,
Section I!, 10; _it~Iics mine). . .
The Jewish "no" to Jesus as "the Christ"
(Messiah) is here put in~ larger, more positive
framework: God's overall plan for hum_anity.
Indeed, Christians can learn from this "no," this
continuing Jewish witness in and fo.r tqe world
that "w~ [Christians] mus~ al~o ~ccept our
responsibility to prepare the world for the
coming of the Messiah by workjng together for
social justipe . . ·. ~n.d iniematiorial ·
reco~ciliatioi;i" (No~es, II, 11).
''The permanence of Israel (while so many
ancient peop.les have disappeared without a
trace)" and the "continuous spiritual f~undity"
of the Jewish people in Rabbinic, med.ieval and ·
modem times are seen by the Notes as -'.'a sign to
be interpreted within God's design.'' ·T:t:i.us, while
for St. Paul in Romans 9:2, the "fact that the
majority of the .)'ewish people and its authorities
did not believe in Jesus" is "sad".(cf. Notes, IV,
21, C), in Romans 11:11-12, 30-36, it is implicit
that this disbelief may be part _o f Gods
mysterioqs will. In any event, it is "a fact not
merely of history but of theological bearing," and
Christians are called in a renewed way today "to
plumb [its] mea~ing." Earlier in the text (l, 7),.
th~ Notes had alluded, in the ~ords of Monsignor
Jorge Mejia, ~cretary of the C~mmission that
issued the document, to "the affirmation about
Christ and his saving event as centrai to the
economy of salvation" :-- an afflrmatfon ~hat
Mejia called. "essential to the Catholic faith." In
his statement introducing.the Notes Mejia wrote
that this affirmation "does not mean that the
Jews cannot and should not draw salvific gifts
from their own traditions. Of ~9urse they can
and should do so."
Mejia's commeqtary is important for
understanding the Notes. Citing the brief
reference to the Holocaust, for example, Mejia
states that Catholics, within the very process of

NOSTRA AETATE - 20 YEARS AFTER

I

We are commemorating today the 20th anniversary of the promulgation
of the Declaration on the Relationship of the Church to non-Christian
Reli~ions

adopted by the Second Vatican Council and which defines in its

most important chapter, chapter IV, the relations of the Catholic Church
with the Jewish people.
I do not think it is exaggerated to say that this is one of the most
important documents produced by the Council.
turning point in our relationship, a new

It constitutes indeed a real

beginnin~

destined to overcome

centuries of misunderstanding, enmity and even hatred and persecution, ahd
having been the witnesses of these new developments

durin~

the last two

decades, we can only express our deep g-ratitude that it was
see the beginning of this new

~iven

to us to

r~lationship.

It was a genuinely new departure.

There were few other documents of

the Council that passed through such a stormy and tumultuous series of
events, from the negative decision of the central Preparatory Commission
of June 1962 until the final positive vote on 28 October 1965.

·.

The Jewish

public followed with intense attention the sometimes dramatic circumstances
that accompanied these debates.

More than one observer concluded on a

number of occasions that the text had now been definitely abandoned .
it was resuscitated each time.
of Israel.

But

Some may see in this a siim of the mystery

Others will say that it dealt with a subject that, after all

that happened in our generation, could not be avoided by the Council and
the Council stood the test.
It was a veritable new beginning:

It has rightly been stressed that

of all the documents promulgated by the Second Vatican Council, that on
the Jews is the only one which contains no reference whatsoever to any of
the Church's teachings - patristic, conciliar or pontifical.
shows the revolutionary character of the act.

This alone
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Co~cil:

It was a deliberately innovative step of the
of a

ne~

The expression

approach to the Jewish people was not limited to the text of the

Declaration.

Nost~a

Aetate has to be read in the ·context of other Council

documents, and. particularly to chapter II (The people of God) of the
Dogmatic Constitution on the Church, notably para 16; to chapter IV (The
Old Testament) of the Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation and in a
certain sense also to the Declaration on ReliFious Freedom which all point
in the same direction and are .complementary to each other.
In reviewing

t~ese

events 20 years later we must before all pay tribute

to those who inspired this new development:

In the first place to the great

charismatic personality of Pope John XXIII.

His years as Papal Nuncio in

Sofia and Ankara from where he could closely observe the development of the
tragedy of European Jews during the Second World War had particularly
prepared him to what he was now doing.

His famous remarks in receiving a

group of Jewish leaders on 17 October 1960 in which he quoted from his
favorite biblical story:
was ..rea.lly he who. after

"I am Joseph your brother" are not forgotten.
hi~ ~nco~~-e!

It

with Jules Isaac, took the· initiative
"'

and asked Cardinal Bea to prepare the document.

The Jewish community will

always remember him with gratitude.
But it was indeed Cardinal Bea who was the great architect of this
historic development and we are grateful for the confidence, trust and
support that the late Pope John XXIII and later his successor, Pope Paul VI,
put in him and which allowed him to undertake this formidable task.

I have

paid tribute, on another occasion, when we celebrated his centenary, to the
memory of the Cardinal.

What I said on the role of Cardinal Bea with

regard to the document ·on religious liberty

is

equally valid in our context.

"He was the 'conductor' and the top strategist in the fight.

With his deep

religious faith he possessed the · gift of calm resolution; his outward
mo~esty

did not exclude a great self-assurance and trust in the mission he

had undertaken.

He had enormous willpower and uncounted reserves of energy

and patience for which decades passed in the service of the Church had
prepared him, but which were astonishing at his age ...
periods

durin~

the Council during which he

~ecame

There were stormy

the target of heinous
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intrigues, personal attacks, defamation and slander.

The stormier the

times became, the calmer, the more serene and the more self confident he
showed himself to those ·who visited him in his office in the Via Aurelia ...
Each setback only stimulated his iron willpower to overcome the new
difficulties and in the end his determination and his flexibility prevailed."
We have also to include in this tribute of gratitude the _present
President of t he Holy See Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews,
Cardinal Willebrands, who from the

~eginning

assisted Cardinal Bea in his

difficult task and who undertook during the Second Vatican Council some of
the most difficult missions in order to ensure that the document was finally
adopted by a large consensus.

II

Let us now analyse the teaching of Nostra Aetate No. 4.
I believe the Declaration establishes eight major principles vhich
define the Church's attitude to the Jewish people.
1) The Declaration stresses the spiritual bond between the Church and the
Jewish people.
2) It acknowled ges that it received the "Old Testament through the people
with whom God conc luded the Ancient Covenant" .
3) It ackn<nNleges the judaic roots of Christianity, starting with the
Jewish

ori~in

of Jesus himself, of the Virgin Mary and of all the

Apostles.
4) It declares that God does not repent of the gifts he makes and the calls
he issues and Jews remain "most dear to God".
S) It states that what happened in the passion of Christ cannot be char ged
against all Jews without· distinction then living, nor against the Jews
of today.
6) It declares that the Jews are not r ejected or accursed by God.
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7) It proclaims the Church's repudiation of hatred, persecution, displays
of antisemitism at any time arid by anyone.
8) It fosters and recommends mutual understanding and respect through

biblical and theological studies and fraternal dialogues.
Each of these statements is of very great importance and each has of
course to be read against the classical attitudes of Christian theology
towards the Jews.

In particular the stressing of the common spiritual bonds,

the acknowledgment of the unbroken validity of the promises of the Covenant
with Israel, the refutation of the accusation of deicide, and the rejection
of all forms of antisemitism are meaningful parameters in the process of
formulatinr a new Catholic theology.
It seems to me, however, that the last principle is perhaps the most
important .

It gives a real new direction to the future relationship:

mutual understanding and respect.
and enmity.

It definitely closes the era of friction

But it leaves also behind it the 18th century concept of

religious tolerance.

In

proclaimin~

mutual respect as the guiding principle

in interreligious relations for the future it constitutes a real milestone
in Christian Jewish relations and opens a new vision for the future.

III
But even more significant, the Declaration Nostria Aetate was not a
static document which sets out once and for all a certain number of
principles.

It developed its own dynamics and thus became the beginning

of a whole series of developments which were not foreseeable at the start.
Surely, these future steps did not all come without tensions,· crises
and sometimes confrontations.

But these crises and tensions only show that

Nostra Aetate is a living document and that it was taken seriously both by
Church leaders and by the Jewish coI!mlunity.
As far as I see it, the post-conciliar developments have taken place
in a variety of fields.
one.

The most important one is of course the doctrinal
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The teaching of Nost!'a Aet ate has been further defined and expanded
by documents issued by the central authorities of the Church, by papal

pronouncements as well as by the statements of national Bishops'
Conferences and diocesan authorities on the national and local level .
The most significant of these documents - in a certain sense the
culminating point of this period - are the "Guidelines and Suggestions
implement in~ the Concil iar Declaration Nostl'G Aetate No. 4"

published by

the Holy See Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews of 1 December
1974.

These Guidelines reaffirm the statements of Nostra Aetate and clarify

and expand its teachinrs in several ways.

At the same time they outline a

whole prcgram of action in dialogue, liturgy, teaching and education and
joint social action.
From the point of view of doctrine the followiny statements seem to me
the most significant:
1) Christians must strive to learn by what essential traits the Jews define
themselves in the light of their own religious expe rience.
2) Dialogue demands respect for the other as he is, above all respect for
his faith and his religious convictions.
3) The Old Testament and the Jewish tradition must not be set against the
New Testament in such a way that the former seems to constitute a
religion of only justice, fear and legalism with no appeal to the love
of God and neighbour.
4) The history of Judaism did not end with the destruction of J erusalem
but rather went on to develop a religious tradition - rich in religious
values.
The recognition of the continued tradition of the Jewish people as a
living community and the acceptance of the fact that the knowledge of
Jewish self-understanding is a necessary key to a significant mutual
relationship are further advances in the elaboration of a new Catholic
doctrine on the Jews.
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Nostra Aetate and the Guidelines had a profound
national and local level.

infl~ence

on the

A whole series of statements on the subject

have been issued by many national and local Church authorities.

These

texts reproduce or reformulate the general principles and give guidance
to the faithful; some deal in great detail with their practical implementation;
some even deal with aspects which the central Church authorities had
intentionally omitted in their statements, such as the relationship with
the land and State of Israel.
Such

te~ts

have been issued notably in the United States, in the

Netherlands, in France, the Federal Republic of Germany," Brazil, Austria
etc.

As we will have in the discussion presentations form various regicns,

I can abstain from quoting these documents specifically.
~o

But I would like

stress that all these texts constitute an impressive body of theological

and pastoral statements which show that the teaching of Nostra Aetate is
step by step penetrating all parts of the universal Church.
In reviewing the developments of the principles of Nostra

A~tate

we

must also recognize the outstanding contribution made by Pope John Paul II.
In two speeches, one made in Mainz, in November 1980 to the representatives
of the Jewish community of Germany and the other made in Rome in March 1982
before the Delegates of Bishops' Conferences dealinF with Catholic-Jewish
relations, he developed certain ideas which not only indicate his deep
concern for Lhe subject but add some new dimensions to the dialogue.
In Mainz the Pope spoke of the necessity to "correct a false religious
vision of the Jewish people which was partly responsible for the misjudgments
and persecutions in the course of history".

He went on t o speak of the

"encounter between the people -0f God of the Old Covenant which was never
repudiated by God and that of the New Covenant which constitutes at the
same time a dialogue within our Church, in some way a dialogue between the
first and the second part of its Bible."
In Rome, John Paul II in evoking past misunderstandings and offenses
and the terrible anti-Jewish persecutions during various periods of history,
called for a new relationship based on the full identity of each community,
characterized by comprehension, peace and mutual esteem and leading to a
close collaboration in the service of our common heritage.
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"We shall be able to

~o

- he said - by diverse - but in the end

convergent - paths with the help of the Lord, who has never ceased loving
his people, to reach true brotherhood in reconciliation, respect and full
accomplishment of God's plan in history."
It was the first time that we heard in these speeches a number of
references to our common unhappy history.
ima~e

We were also touched by the

of the dialor.ue between the two parts of the Bible which presupposes

a situation of equality.

And ve particularly velcomed the acknowledgment

of the "diverse, but at the end conveq?.ent paths" which the Jewish and the
Catholic communities will be able to "go with the help of the Lord.u
The speech of Rome contained also a passage in which the Pope insisted
that an objective image of Jews and Judaism, free from prej udice and offense,
be introduced in reli~ious instruction at all levels.

This leads us to

the recent "Notes on the Correct Way to Present the Jews and Judaism in
Preachin~

and Catechesis" published by the Commission for Religious Relations

with the Jews on June 24, 1985.
Parts of this document have been welcomed as positive contributions by
the Jewish community.

Others have been considered as setbacks as compared

with the papal statements and because they seem to relapse into a theolo gy
of substitution and they have, therefore, been received with criticism.
Others still may have been misunderstood.

As we have set aside a special

discussion on the "Notes" I shall dispense at this stage with exposing in
detail those arguments.
All these doctrinal developments of the teachinR of Nostra Aetate have
been accompanied and partly prepared by a serious theological reflection
greatly inspired by the debates and decisions of Vatican II, as had not been
seen for decades.

Outstanding Catholic theologians such as Jean Baptist

Metz, Franz Mussner, John T. Pawlikowski, Glemens Thoma, Michel Remaud,
Gregory Baum, have devoted themselves to this task and have made important
orip.inal contributions to the elaboration of a new doctrine.

In particular

the works of Prof. Mussner and Prof. Thoma which attempt to develop a new
systematic Catholic theology on the Jews and Judaism are of the highest
si gnif ic anc e.
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Parallel to these doctrinal efforts great progress has been made in
introducing teaching on Jews and Judaism and of Jewish religious and
historical subjects in the curriculum of Catholic students both at the
seminaries and at the university.

This has happened happily in many places

and will greatly help to prepare a new generation of Catholic religious
leaders for their pastoral tasks.
and the

arran~ements

The courses which have been introduced

which have f.i. been made between the Pontifical

Biblical Institute and the Hebrew University are pioneering in this field
and should be warmly welcomed and serve as an example.
There is finally another e"ssential aspect which I should like to stress
in this connection: the ecumenical one.

There is no doubt that the Vatican

statement has stimulated thinking and theological research in Christian
circles and communities far beyond the Catholic Church itself.

If we have

today ongoing relations and meetings with many confessional Christian world
unions such .as the Orthodox, the Anglicans, the Lutherans, and with the
World Council of Churches itself - some of which have issued their own
statements on Christian-Jewish rel at ions - I believe it is in no small
measure due to the deve]opment which started with Vatican Council II . . While
the decision of the Council itself was probably not unaffected by the
decisions of the World Assembly of the World Council of Churches of New
Delhi in 1960 and its statement on the Jews, the WCC "Ecumenical Considerations
on Jewish Christian Dialogue" of July 1982 were certainly to a great extent
inspired by the Vatican Guidelines on

Nost~a

Aetate.

Thus, a cross

fertilization of ideas related to a new Christian concept of Jews and
Judaism has come about and still continues to produce its stimulating effects.

IV
Let us now consider some of the organizational developments which have
come about following the

promulga~ion

of Nost'l'O Aetate and the results they

produced.
Shortly after the end of Vatican Council II, Cardinal Bea set up the
Vatican Office for Catholic-Jewish Relations.

In doing so he responded to

Jewish representations which had expressed unhappiness over the fact that
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matters relating to the Jewish community were handled by the Secretariat
of Christian Unity while Jews did not consider themselves as part of the
Christian Oekumene.
It was to this office that the World Jewish Congress and the Synagogue
Council of America submitted in November 1969 a memorandum in which they
suggested the setting up of a more permanent framework to deal with major
aspects of Christian Jewish relations.

The basis for such a development

had been laid in an audience which Pope Paul VI had granted to World Jewish
Congress leaders several months earlier and during which he expressed "the
hope that opportunities would be developed for the cooperation of the Church
with the Jewish people ..• in the service of collllOOn human causes. "
This led finally to the first formal meeting between representatives of
the Holy See and representatives of world Jewry in December 1970 in Rome.
The Catholic delegation presided by Cardinal Willebrands was composed of
representatives of the Secretariat for Christian Unity and of a number of
Congregations, Com.missions and Institutes dealing with different aspects
affecting the Jewish coIIDDunity.

The Jewish community was represented by a .

newly formed body, the International Jewish Committee on lnterreligious
Consultations (IJCIC) in which several major Jewish organizations had joined
to represent effectively Jewish interests before the cent r al bodies of the
Churches.

These organizations are: the World Jewish Congress, the Synagogue

Council of America, the American Jewish Committee, the B'nai B'rith and the
Israel Jewish Counci l for Interreligious Consultations.
The meeting adopted a Memorandwn of Understanding which outlined the
framework of common concerns and which served as a basis for the future
relationship .

It agreed to set up a permanent international Liaison

Committee whose objects were:

1) the improvement of mutual understanding

between the two religious communities,

2) exchange of information, and

3) possible cooperation in areas of common concern .
In October 1974 the organizational framework was considerably strengthened
by the decision of Pope Paul VI to set up, at the suggestion of the Liaison
Committee , a special Commission for Religious Relations with Judaism, under
the presidency of Cardinal Willebrands.

This cotmllission administratively
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linked to the Secretariat of Christian Unity, but endowed with a certain
autonomy thus established a proper and legitimate place among the curial
authorities to those who are charged with Christian-Jewish relations.
Since its establishment the International Catholic-Jewish Liaison
Committee has held II sessions in Paris, Marseilles, Antwerp, Rome. Jerusalem,
Venice, Toledo and Madrid, Regensburg, London, Milano and Amsterdam.

Each

of these sessions have usually been devoted to the discussion of a major
theme.

At the same time the meetings afforded the opportunity of

exchan~ing

views and information on a number of topical issues which one of the parties
wished to raise with the other.
Among the major topics discussed let me cite the following:

People,

nation and land in the Jewish and Christian religious traditions;
concept of human rights in the Jewish and Catholic tradition;
witness of the Church;

Mission and

the image of Judaism in Christian education and the

image of Christianity in Jewish education;
of secularism to our religious commitments;
to the present situation

the

c:if

violence;

religious freedom;

the challenge

the sanctity of life in relation

youth and faith.

It is planned 'that

a selection of papers read at these sessions will soon be published in ·a
volume under the auspices of the Lateran University.
In between the sessions of the Liaison Committee contact was maintained
notably through IJCIC's representatives in Rome, and a small Steering
Committee was set up to meet regularly with a view to exchanging information
and of preparing the larger meetings.
The Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews was also helpful
in bringing issues of Jewish interest in which it was not competent to
the notice of other authorities of the Holy See.

It should be gratefully

acknowledged that t he Holy See has been able in certain cases to support
our demands and to act in favor of Jewish collmlunities in distress in several
,c ontinents.
This led finally to the establishment of opportunities for IJCIC to
raise and discuss some maj or questions of Jewish concern with the political
authorities of the Vatican.
exchanges of views.

Certain important initiatives are due to these
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v
When we assessed at the session of the International Liaison Committee
in 1976 the progress made during the first ten years of Nostl'<l Aetate, the
Jewish delegation called attention particularly to three areas which
constituted in its view the fields in which major obstacles had been
encountered.
The first was the Christian concept of mission which hurt the feelings
of the Jewish communities.

The second was the problem of the "ful l acceptance

of our common history without which a meaningful relationship could not be
established.

And the thi r d referred to the necessity to acknowledge the

particular bond between the Jewish connnuni ty and the land of Israel as an
essential trait of Jewish religious self- understanding.
Certain pro gress has been made in these fields.
"Mission and witness of the Church" was the subject of one of the most
i~ort~µt
'
.

study papers submitted to the Liaison Conmittee at its· session in

- 'v~~i~~ · in 1977.

It had ·been prepared by Professor ·Tommaso Federici 'of the

Pontifical Urbanian University with the assistance of Mp,r. Pietro Rossano ,
then Secretary of the Secretar i at for non-Christians.

The unqualified

condemnation of proselytism and the rejection of "all attempts to set up
organizations of any sort" for the conversion of Jews in this paper
represented in Jewish eyes "a signif icant development in the Church that
is bound to contribute to a deeper understanding between the two faiths."
The Federici paper was reprinted in a number of reputed
theological publications.

Cath~lic

It was gener ally well received and we should

ask ourselves what further steps should be undertaken to give the main
theses of the paper a more general recognition.
As to the second problem towards whi ch the central Church authorities
had shown in the past a great timidity , I have already quoted some of the
speeches of Pope John Paul II in which mention is made of our unhappy
history and in which a re lationship between the false religious vision of
the Jewish people ·by the Church and the misjudgments and persecutions in
history is acknowledged .

Cardinal Etchegaray has taken up the issue in

his remarkable intervention before the Synod of Bishops

in

1983 .
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But we have also learned to deal with this problem in a pragmatic way.
Of particular significance in this respect was our meeting in Spain in 1978
.whose first session was held in Toledo in the old synagogue El Transito,
later transformed into a Church, and today a museum, in the presence of
the Cardinal Archbishop of Toledo and Primate of Spain, and during which
we commemorated the Jewish presence in Spain up to 1492.

This act as well

as others that followed in Madrid was of a highly symbolic character and
all participants as well as the connnunity at large und·e rstood it in this
sense.

The meeting of our Steering Commit tee in Trent·o in 1979 was of a

similarly symbolic nature, as was a commemoration in R·e gensburg during the
session of the Liaison Committee in that city in 1979 and the visit to the
Anna Frank House in Amsterdam in 1984.
The issue of Israel and the deep bonds of the Jewish people to the
land and State of Israel have of course come up

frequent~y

in our discussions.

The political crises in the Middle East and some of the attitudes adopted ·
by the Holy See in this respect have offered many occasions to present the
Jewish point of view on these issues.

It is known that our positions in

this matter are far apart although some advance can be noticed also in
this field.
The Apostolic letter of Pope John Paul II on the City of Jerusalem of
April 1984 speaks with great reverance of the fact that "Jews ardently love
her and in every age venerate her memory, abundant as she is in many
remains and monuments from the time of David who chose her as the capital,
and of Solomon who built the Temple there.

Therefore they turn their minds

to her daily, one may say, and point to her as the sign of their nation."
Of equal importance is the affirmation:

"For the Jewish people who

live in the State of Israel and who preserve in that land such precious
testimonies to their history and their faith, we must ask for the desired
security and the due tranquillity that is the prerogative of every nation
and condition of life and of progress for every society."
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We also acknowledge

tha~

the recent "Notes" published by the Commission

for Religious Relations with the Jews mention for the first time the State
of Israel and recognize the religious attachment to the land of the Jews who
preserve "the memory of the land of their forefathers at the heart of their
hope."

If the "Notes" have generated critical remarks on the Jewish side,

it is above all because they raise in the Jewish mind some questions of a
very deep nature.

We know that the answers to these questions can only be

given by Catholics and that there are no easy answers.

This refers

particularly to the question bow to relate the invitation to Christians to
understand the religious attachment to the land based on biblical tradition,
without making it their own interpretation of the scriptures, and the
confirmation of the unbroken validity of the "Old" Covenant whose central
point was the promise of the land.

VI
There are some further areas in which implementation of Nostra Aet ate
has taken place.
The establishment of central organs by which the dialogue is being
conducted has found its counterpart on the national level.

National

Colllillissions or national offices on Catholic-Jewish relations have been
created i n a number of countries which have followed developments, established
close relations with the Jewish communities of their countries and taken
important initiatives in the field .

Dialogues on the national and local

level have spread in many places and iTI Latin America a spec ial relationship
has been developed and a series of meetings have been held between
representatives of the Latin Ameri can Bishops Conference and the representative body of the Jewish communities of the continent.
In the field of liturgy we have to reca l l the important change which
has been made on the eve of the Council in the Goodfriday prayer for Jews
by Pope John XXIII in 1959, as well as Pope Paul VI's extensive revision of
the prayer "For the Jews" - instead of "For the conversion of the Jews" i~

1969.

These were important steps in the direction of mutual understanding

and respect.

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _J
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Mention must also be made of the decree of the

Con~regation

of Rites

issued on the day Nostra Aetate was promulgated banning further veneration
of Simon of Trent, a boy

alle~edly

murdered by Jews in 1475 after serious

historical research had clearly established the falsehood of these
accusations.
Bishop

A similar battle is at present

ofln~bruck

coura~eously

fouF.ht by the

against the continued veneration ·of .Andreas von Rinn in

Tyrol, the hero of a similar blood libel legend

althou~h Pqpe

John XXIII

had already prohibited the cult in 1961.
In some count r ies efforts have been undert aken to improve religious
textbooks and to prepar e guides for teaching material in religious
institutions.

I t is to be hoped that

follo~ing

the recent publication of

the "Notes" with their detailed· program on religious instruct ion these
efforts will expand in the future and the Jewish organizaticris will have to
see to it that a similar effort be made on their side.
Finally, we have t o mention some efforts t o implement the call in the
Guidelines for joint social action .

It is strange to note that t -h is chapter

of the Guidelines has so far been rather neglected and it would be important
to examine the reasons for this neglect .

In some countries, particularly in

the United States, co l laboration between the Catholic and Jewi sh communities
has taken place particularly in the humanitarian field.
But very little has been done i n this respect on the international l evel .
The only example which I could cite is the very constru.c tive and successful
cooperation between Catholic and Jewish bodies in the final elaboration of
tbe UN Declaration on the elimination of a·ll forms of intolerance and of
discrimination based on religion or belief which was adopted by the UN
General Assembly on 25 November 1981.
In the midst of a world torn apart by conflicts, violence, poverty,
exploitation and social injustice a ccncerted effort of all spiritual forces
is more necessary than ever if we want to overcome the calamities and sufferings,
tbe threats and

dan~ers

of the present.

The organization. of an ongoing

collaboration in this field is a serious challenge for the future.
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VII

Having thus examined the developments of Nostra Aetate during the
last twenty years, we ask ourselves: what are the perspectives for the
future?

Is the movement of which we have been the witnesses and which

has shown such significant expansion in many ways irreversible?
I believe it is .

I believe the

of such a momentous nature
back.·

that it

chan~es

which have come about are

would be inconcei,1able to set the clock

I am deeply encouraged in this respect by the speech which Pope

John Paul II made in Caracas to the "Committee of relations between Churches
and Synagogues in Venezuela" in January of this year.

He quoted this

statement and expanded on it in an audience granted to the American Jewish
Committee 1n February 1985 in Rome.
"I wish to confirm, he said, with utmost conviction, that the teaching
of the Church proclaimed during the Second Vatican Council in the Declaration

Nostra Aetate ... remains always for us, for the Catholic Church, for the
Episcopate ..• and for the Pope, a teaching which must be followed - a
teaching which. it is necessary to accept not mereiy as sotriet.hirig fitting,
but much more as an expression of the faith, as an inspiration of the Holy
Spirit, as a work of the Divine Wisdom. "
And he added in Rome:

"I am convinced and I am happy to state it on

this occation, that the relationships bet"1een Jews and Christians have
radically improved in these years (since Nost ra Aetat e).
distrust and per haps fear, there is now confidence.

Where there was

Where there was

ignorance, and therefore prejudice and stereotype, there is now growing
mutual knowledge, appreciation and respect.

There is, above all, love

between us, that kind of love, I mean, which is for both of us a fundamental
injunction of our religi ous traditions and which the New Testament received
from the Old.

Love involves understanding.

It also involves frankness and

the freedom to disagree in a brotherly way where there are reasons for it."
These words of the Pope are most reassuring.

On the eve of the

meeting of the Extraordinary Synod of Bishops which will review the
achievements of Vatican Council II, we turn therefore with confidence to
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its members .

We are convinced that they will ensure that the promises of

Nostra Aetate will be .respected in the future and that the process of .
renewal of our relationship so hopefully initiated. by the Council will be
further advanced.
Arthur Hertzberg.

in

his thoughtful and provocative contribution to

the symposium on "Nostro Aetate - twenty years on" published in the last
issue of Ch'I'istian Jewish Relations, has expressed the view that the
dial ogue has practically reached its theological limit and that no fu r ther
change is possible and he tries to prove this thesis in stating that the
deepest expectations of Catholics - on the theological level - and the
expectations of Jews - on the political level - are unattainable.
Thus, we have to ask ourselves: are we really at the end of the road?
Let me state very clearly that I do not share Hertzberg's views.
the contrary, I feel that we have s t ill a long way to go.

On

Our relationship

is not guided by logic alone and, as I said before, Nostra Aetate and the
Christian-Jewish dialogue have shown time and again their inner dynamics
and have led us to unforeseen advances.
the case in the future as wel l .

I think this will continue to be

I do not believe that the present po l itical

situation is frozen for ever and I do not believe that all theological
reflec_ti9~s, f.i. on two covenant t?eologies, have been exhausted.

And i

feel strongly that the conviction of each of our two communities . that it .
possesses the ultimate truth - which each of us affirms with force - is not
an obstacle to further progress in the dialogue.
That we have still a long way to go is also born out by occasional
rel apses into old theological patterns which we thought we had left behind
us.

Let me say in this connection that we read with great astonishment the

· speech which Pope John Paul II made last week to the general audience.
What then are the perspectives for the future?
1.

In the first place I believe we have to carry the message of what has

been achieved in the past two decades to a much larger public .

Christian-

Jewish relations is an area that is still far from being known to the grass
roots of our constituencies.

It is confined to an

intellectual elite, to a

restricted number of people in the leadership of our communities; it has
rarely reached wider circles.

The development of a comprehensive program

of dissemination and explanation is necessary if we want to make a real
impact on the broad mass of our constituent s and appropriate structures
wil l have to be created for this purpose.

• . t •
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2.

There are still many pockets of resistance in the Catholic Church

and there are significant residues of suspicion in parts of the Jewish
community and this is not surprising.
said:

Cardinal Willebrands has rightly

"It has taken us around 2000 years to arrive at

Nostra Aetate.

It cannot be expected that everything will be undone, magically, in twenty
years."

We will both have to examine how we can overcome this resistance

and how we can convince our followers that the entire effort is undertaken
in the fullest respect of the identity of each of our communities, that
the fears and sµspicions are out of place and that the new dialogue has
nothing to do with the old disputations of the Middle Ages whose memory
hmnts still many Jews.
3.

Our time is characterized by a serious trend toward religious extremism

and fanaticism and the phenomenon has spread in many directions and has also
affected our own communities.

Let us clearly see the dangers of such

developments and unite our forces to combat these tendencies.
4.

We have seen that ther e is still a large area before us for .conceptual

clarifications and theo l ogical reflection.

And while this reflection· has

to be made by each community for itself, it may be helpful to create
appropriate forums which are acceptable to both sides, in which this
reflection can be deepened and promoted.
S.

There is finally the considerabl e scope for cooperation and common

act ion in the service of just ice •and peace which - as we have seen - has
barely been touched upon .
Some of these challenges will be difficult to master.
perseverance and faith. we will s~cceed .

But with patience,

If we have overcome tensions and

crises in the past, it is mainly due to the spirit of great openness and
frankness which has characterized in the main our relationship. Let me
I

express on this occasion our gratitude particularly to our Catholic colleagues
who have carried the main burden of our daily labours and to whom we have
not always been easy partners.

Let me evo,ke the memory of those who are

.., . .
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not any more with us:

Cornelius Rijk and Jean Marie de Contenson whom

we remember with emotion and affection.

Let

me

thank those with whom we

continue our fruitful cooperation and who have in so
contributed to the developments:
Mgr .

Jor~e

Mejia.

lar~e

a measure

Cardinal Johannes Willebrands .and

Let me include in this homage also Bishop Ramon Torrella

Cascante who during the Cardinal's absence from Rome directed the work for
several years.
And may our common

Rome, October 28, 1985

~ork

be blessed al so in the future!

GERHART M. RIEGNER
Co-Chairman, Governing Board
World Je~ish Congres~ .
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NEW YORK (AP) - The presi~ dent of the World Jewish Congress
; : has made a public appeal to Cardi'"I nal John O'~on.nor of New. York ~o
press .t~e abcan for diplomatic
recogmtJon ?f Israel.
The Jewish leader, Edgar M.
Broofma~, made th~ appeal W~dn~sday ruglit a~ a dmner ~onormg
0 Co~nor for his wor~ to improve
relations between the faiths.
Bronfman asked the · New York
archbishop to "please convey to
1 Rome the importance to Jews

1

, •

Urgedl
relati~n.~

everywhere of normalizing
\
between the Vatican and Israel.'' ·
O'Connor made . no. immediate
respo~se.
Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, director
of inforreligious affairs . for the
Ameri~an Jewish Committee, was
quoted by The Ne~ Times as
questioning the wisdom of confron.
ting O'Connor in public.
Bronfman. asked whether he
shared that concern, said " Jews
have been too diplomatic."

~-·

._....
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CD:H]@ THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE Institute of Human Relations, 165 £. 56St., New York, N.Y. 10022, (212) 751-4000
The American Jewish Comminee, founded i n 1906, is the pioneer human·relations
agency in the United States. It protects the civil and religious rights ot Jews here
and abroad, and advances the cause of Improved human relations for all people.
MORTON YARMON, Director of Public Relations

FOR IHHE:'l:)iATE RELEASE

NEW YORK, November 10 • • • A two-day conference bringing Jewish and Christian
seminarians together in a dialogue intended to advance interreligJous understanding and to clarify current issues in Chri stian-Jewish relations wlll take
place November 10-11 at Lancaster Theological Seminary in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
The conference ls co-sponsored by the Amer ican Jewish Committee, Lancaster
Theological Seminary, and the Jewish-Chr istian Dialogue Project of the United
Church Bo~rd for Homeland Hinlstries.
Two noted scholars, Dr. Paul H. van Buren .:ind Dr. Lawrence A• .Hoffman, wil 1
explore theological and liturgical aspects of the Jewish-Chr istian relationship.
Dr . van Buren, author of Discerning the Way a nd A Christian Theology of the
People Israel, directs the Center for Contemporary Theology in the Shalom
Har.tman_In st l.tu.t.e_ (o.cJ.u d.a.lc .S~_4d l~_s..l!L..Jerus~em, .~r..e.. h~_lead_~..a~ _ann~dl
seminar. Dr. Lawrence A. Ho ffma n is Professor of Liturgy for cant orlal and
rabbinical students at Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, and is
the author of The Canonization of the Synagogue Service and Gates of Understanding.
Lancaster Theological Seminary, affiliated with the United Church of
Christ, wi ll host rabbinical students from the Reconstructionlst Rabbinical
College in Philadelphia, the Jewjsh Theological Seminary of America, and Hebr ew
Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, both in New York, and Christian
semlnarians from other United Church of Christ seminaries. The future rabbis
and ministers will share their personal histories and explore how their respective traditions understand and interpret selected scriptural passages .
Both Rabbi A. James RudJn and Hs. Judith H. Bankt, respectively director
and associate director of the AJC's Interreligious Affdlrs Department, noted
that the Committee had an ongoing program bringing Jewish and Christian seminarians and facu lty together to explore critical issues.
"Today's seminarians will be the r eligious leaders of the 21st Centur y,"
Rabbi Rudin noted, "and since they tend not to learn sufficiently about other
faiths and traditions i n their semin ary t r aining, these kinds of conferences
provide information and stimulate friendships."

Ms . Banki, who directs the

.•...more
Howard I Friedman. President Theodore Ellenolt. Cha11. Board ol Governors: Allred H Moses. Chair. Nat,onat Execuave Council. Robert S. Jacobs Chair. Board ol Trustees'.

David M. Gentis. Executive Vtce-President
WU~">tor Ollt:e. 2027 'las,.chustttsAve . N.W v.'asll n9ton. 0.C 20036 • Eurapeh<l 4 RJe de t• Bt<n'll>allOI 7500S P•ns. franc:e . ts,aelhq 9 EU>·op;a St Jetu,.lem 9;ilH. ,.,,.,
So.11 Alrenc.J ltq (le'llporary Olloct) 165 E. 56 St New YOI<. N. Y 10022 • Mexico·C.rtra Amenta ltq Av E1erc1to Nacionat S33 Mw:o S 0 f
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AJC's seminary education program, said that such interchanges "provide firsthand, rather than secondhand, knowledge and experience regarding other faiths
and tradlti.ons."
The conference will begin wi. th welcoming remarks from Dean Eliz.abeth
Nordbeck of Lancaster Theological Semlnary, Dr. Alan Mlttleman of the American
Jewish Comm.lttee, and Rev. Ted Erickson of the United Church Board for Homeland
Ministries.

The meeting w.tl l include small group discussion over the two-day

period and will close with separate Jewish and Christian liturgical services.
Dr. van Buren's and Dr. Hoffman's lectures, at 7:30 p.m. Sunday evening,
November 10, at Temple Shaaral Shomayim in Lancaster, are open to the publ ic.
The conference Pl a nning Committee inc l uded Rabbi D.avld Sofi<1n, Temple
Shaarai Shomaylm; Rev. Robert W. Duke, Professor of Worship and Preaching,
Lancaster Theologi.cal Seminciry; Dr. Herbert Levine, Professor Engl i.sh, Franklln
and Marshall College; Dr. Elildbeth C. Nordbeck, De<1n and Professor of Church
History,

Lancaster Theological Seminary;

Mrs. Mary K. Roufa, Principal,

Lancaster Jewish Day School; Dr. Denise Dombkowski Hopkins, Professor of Hebrew
Scriptures and Hebrew, Lancaster Theological Seminary.
This conference has been assisted by a grant from the Nath<1n Appleman Fund
for the Advancement of Christian-Jewish Understanding.
The Amer i can Jewish Committee is thls country's pioneer hllllan relations
organization.

Founded in 1906, it combats bigotry, protects the civil and

religious rights of Jews here and abroad, and advances the cause of improved
human relations for all people everywhere.

EJP, REL, CP, PP, Z
85-960-213
9956/PE I-1 / smm
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Great Neck New:s
Great Neck, N . Y •

Rabbi Mordechi. Waxman of Temple Israel, Gnat Neck, meets Pope John Paul 0 .

-7

c1alL:.1:t. on in1erfa11h lood and alternated · the
grace bt:forc and after meals
rcla11ons.
-John Paul II was _pre- between each religion.
as both a political and theoTwenty years from now.
logical tragedy. and not just sented "'ilh a handwritten
a political evcnl. In regard to manuscript ol a medieval n:l<tlions between ChristianIsrael. the Jewish view is torm of the -code ol Mai- ity and Judaism should see
that the Vatican must fully monidc,s• containin[I 60 belier understanding and
recogni1.e Israel without any. illum inated pages. The more acceptance. according
polilical or theological inscription to the Pope was 10 Rabbi Waxman. This
wriuen in ;.o1h Hebrew and would be due to practical
considerations.
Speaking on the resuhs of English by Dr. Eric Ray. an considerations and a new
the threcdayconfercncc. lhc ou1rn1ndinti, loca l urtist and view or theological realities.
He hopes the generation
Rah hi said candid dialogue calligrnpher:
took place leading to agree- .. Thc conference panici- that grows up will be acclis"tomed
to the dialogue which
ments on certain pracliclll pa nlS lunched 1e>gc1her each
things 1hal could be d(l.Oc. or lhc three days on kosher was started now.
Th is will consist of · an
attempt by the Church 10
communicate to local clergy
and congreganls on a grass
root kvcl the items con·
~aincd in the No:.lra Aetatc.
~he dc1,·rmina1ion 10 right
an1i-Scmi1ism on all levels is
needed. he said. and the
Church must reinterpret
some Gospels with anli·
Semitic overtones. The
Rabbi al•o favors the C>tablishm•:nl of a Joint Commission on the Holocaust lor
ocucr understanding ol the
ew·m and the determination
of both religions to work
1ow«rd the moral beuermcnt of the world.
The Jewish cont ingent
was headed by Waxman.
Rabbi of Temple Israel of
Great N.-ck. who served as
Chairman of 1he International Jewish Commiuee on
lnterreligious Consuhations. There were 25 represent a t ives from five major
Jewish cirganiza1ions:. Syn·
agogue Council of America.
Amcrica~cwish Commi1t•·c. l:rnai lfrilh. Israel lnterfait h Committee and American Jewis!l......Congress. The
Catholic Church was
rep resented by l wo ca rd iish position. the Holocaust

(Continued/ram JX!8e 1) must be' taught to Catholics
theological rdkctions arc
needed by Catholics 10 fully
undcr>hmd what losing six
million people during World
War 11 meant 10 Judaism.
The leader of the Ca.tholic
Church calh:d .. an1iScmi11sm m its ugl)• and
sometimes .violent manifesta1 ion00 >Omo:thing which
shou l<l be ··compktdj' aadicatcd."" He calkd for the
two groups to work'loward
t.'\.'''" ~cc-ilc.-LQ1UluciJ

kriowl-

cdgc and int.r,·st in the lcgitimutt' <·onco:rns of each
otlwr.
Rabbi Waxman. upon his
return from Rome. spoke 10
the Great N,·d New> about
Jewi>h-Chris1 i"n rda1ion>.
H•· <'xplained 1hat the follO"A in~ ha~i..: (.'h•ingi:s havr:
wken place in Catholic
thi11k111g >lnel' lhl' issuanC(
ol :-<11>lrJ Aetale: Each rdi~1011 mu:.t Ix understood in
1t>
n term:.; Judaism has a
h1:.tory indepcndrnt ot thal
g1w11 u by Chris11an th•·olOlll'· The Talmudic tradition
and 1hc thintt" llowing lrom
11 reprc:.enl an ongoing creative rc:.ponse for Judai~m to
nl'w >ituations after the
'"partintt ol the w~y•:- A
relation of l'quallly bc1w,-cn
the 1wo rdigions without
any condemnation: An
exchange ol inlormalion
between the two groups for
b~lll'r· understanding witho ul any convcrsionarY.
a11emp1s. (This is not · uniwrsally accepted in the
Catholic Church.)
Waxman laid oul the Jewish perspective on the way
Christianity has hl!ndled the
Holocaust a.nd the. cstabli>hmCn'1 of the State of
Israel. According to the Jew-

ll''

n a ls. five bishops and spe-

4/a~~an meBts-wiih-'
·,, Pope io Rome
ByAndrew Nadler
rogue bt:twec n the two
Rabbi Mordecai Wax: groups was made possibk
man addressed Pope John due to recognition in Nostra
·Paul 11and other Jewish and At·tate and the guidelines I
Christian leaders at an his- which followed 10 years I
torical mel·ting at the Va ti- later which stated thcJewish
~ifTl in Rome. The audience religious tradition has conwith lhc Pope was pan ofa tinuedtocvolvcand must be
spcciul thn:c day conference underst ood "in its o wn
to commemora:e the 20th • terms" as it sees itself.
unniversary of the issuance - The Rabbi described the
of the "Nostru Actate" doc- Holocaust to the assembly
umi:nts. The fou rth pata- as an event which shook._! he
graph o f this paper rnnccrns Jew!~ people to "the core."
i~df with rdations between He told how the State of•
Catholics and Jews.
Israel restored the ·Jewish
In his speech rt:presenting people "religiously and spirthe J ewish people. Rabbi itually." Waxman ·lold the
Waxman hailed the iSJi.Uance Pope how moved theJewish ·
of Nostra Actate as a "turn- people were by his statement
ing. point away from 18 cen- calling for "the desir:ed
turics often charactcri1.ed by security and due tranquility"
both misunderstanding and for · those J ewish peop le
persecution. toward a dia-· residing in Israel.
tog.ue in which
~xplored
Pope J ohn P..tul II. in his
our common spiritual roots statement, affirmed the
and confronted our dis- com mitments. made in the
agreements frank1y but in a original declarations. He
spirit of.routul:ll understand- referred to .. Notes.. which
ing and respect.- The Rabbi weFe published this yea r by
expressed appreciation for the Catholic church on the
the aoitity or the Catholic "correct way to present lhc
church to -c.xCJminc itself Jews and Judaism in preachand chart new directions.ing and catechesis in the
Pope John Paul II was Catholic Church:· John
cn·dited by Rabbi Wuxman Paul II said the .. Notes" will
as contributing a great deal help alleviate the. ··ne_gativc
of "dcpth" to the dialogue or 'inaccurate presentation ·
!~between the two groups. ofJcwsandJudaism.incon: :'1Xm!1'!.,~tr_:s~d_ that d~l\q· text of the Catholic faith ."
,.. ·
· · ·· 1WW' · ...., ~.h.':i well. they suggest t~at
N_Cont-inued on page 3
·
L-=-- - - . .

we
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rabbi's ·pilgrimage

!

Con't'd. from Page 3
no pogroms; on Easter Sunday
will
not
preach
was replete wttlnhe pomp and we
dignity of a typical internationd ransacking...We are lS or 14
meeting. An audience with the million Jews, shaken from the
Pope on the opening day, he Holocaust. You are 800 million.
do you expect from us? The
! recalls, was· particularly im- What
most
we
can do is forgive you."
pressive.
I
However, the conference had The Rabbi says his reply brought
apology from the speaker and
f its lighter moments. A reference an
~
by Rabbi · Klaperman to the new understanding.
Spa.nish Inquisition brought an
aside from a Cardinal to a
Rabbi Klaperman is cautiously
\ J Dominican churchman, "See, it optimistic about the long range
~suits of the conference, saying,
I was all your fault!"
I
There were . also dramatic ' By the end both groups were
I moments. Rabbi Klaperll)ijn re- more ~ellow ...For me, it was ex~t!tfie speechof one Church "'C~otlally exciting to be with
... official who declar~, "Jews are •. peop~~;, w~o. ~r.e ch~~-fi~g
no longer in contempt," hailed history..
.
the new sense of fraternalism,
In what might have be~
, and then as~ed, "N'ow what are another historic first the rabbi
the Jews going to do for us?"
enjoyed a kosher l~ch at th
That speech brought an angry Vatican. Rabbi Klaperman
retort from Rabbi KJaperman, smiles, "But it wasn't as goOd as
Weguarantee_thatwewillhave our
-caterer
here."
\' ra'\)..'\'~~-'"'""AA\\U\\~(\i\\(i\fiiC..h.ISIO

II

!>(5Ts rabbi's pilgrimage brings religions closer \l
by Sybil Carlin
"ll could be the beginning 'o f the end· ot much iinU- Semitism,"
declnres Rabbi Gilbert Klaperman, predlctlng what might result from
a n historic series of meetings of leaders of Ule Jewish and Catholic
raiths. Rabbi Klaperman, who Is spiritual leader of CongregtlOn Beth
Sholom in Lawrence, recently Holocaust." The Jewish group
t raveled to the Vatican In Rome also wants the Vatican to
as part of a Jewish delegation · recognize the State of Israel.
which met with Catholic clergy.
"In 20 years we have moved
The two groups were formed further than we have In the last
shortly after the 1965 issuance or 2,090 years," Rabbi Klaperman
the Vatica.n Council's "nostra opines, calling the three days of
aetate number four," a document meetings, "amicable lmd £taterthat cleared the Jewish people of nal." But, he notes lhat more
deocide in Ille death of Jesus work is needed, "We must .comChris t, condemned Jewish municate to them thal Israel is
persecution and anti-Semitism, not only a political entity, but the
recognized the sanctity of the Old fulfillment of a religious dream."
Testament and reaffirmed a r elationship between Catholics and
The Rabbi explains that a
Jews.
·
Holocaust statement is needed
The J ewish delegation is com· from the Vatican partially as a
prised of representatives from. "prophylac tic that might
the American J ewish Committee, possibly restrain a recurrence,"
B'nai B'rith-:-World. Jewish Con· · and also because, "We want em·
gress, Synagogue "'Council of pathetic understanding...lf the
America and Israeli Interfaith Church makes the statement it
Association. Almost all members becomes part or history."
are rabbis from th~ United
While admiU\ng that a stateStates, Central an<i South ment from the church cannot.
America, Europe and Israel. .
eradicate anti-Semitism, he says,
Rabbi Klapcrman explains that " It can help. Before 1965, there
the groups have met 12 times in were theologic bases for anti·
the last 20 years in an effort to im- Semitism In the story that the
plement and expand the Vatican Jews killed Jesus. Now, if they
Council's 1965 pronouncement. teach that the Jews have a rich
" Presently," he says, "We are spiritual . history there is. an at·
emphasizing the recognition of mosphere that Is preventive."
The conference, be describes,
1 Christian responsibility for the
1
Holocaust... T he Church has
Cont'd on Page 17
~ever officially condemned the
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Pope'John Paul II

greets Rabbi Gilbert Klaperman, aplrltul leader. of

Congreg~tion Beth Sholom 1n Lawrence.
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By William 'McCready

bors. For us, good fences make good
.neighbors, and ~ents are in
.
effect part of our social bond. Without
CHICAGO . them, we wouldn't be a pluralistic
RICAN. Roman Cathe>- people-diverse, yet of one group.
lies, accustomed to
We shouldn't, then, be. surprised
being critical of their · that for American Catholics loyalty
.
church, were sur- and criticism go band in band. Tbe
prised indeed last American Catholic laity are among
week by the good news the "most Catholic" in the world.
from Rome - the report that the Their rates of attendance at mass are
Synod of Bishops may preserve mauy. still among the highest in the world.
"If the changes- initiated 20 years ago They remain loyal to their religious
by the Second Vatican Council.
heritage. And yet they feel they can
Few American Catholics expected criticize official church positions
'I
good news. In recent years, tbey have without sacrificing that loyalty.
,1
.:l mostly prohibitions and bulls
Of course. American catholics are
that warned the!IJ against the evils of not all alike- and the decisions taken
the modem world and told them that at the Synod may affect them differwbat they were doing was wrong. The ently. "Core Catholics," who show up
: bas been the emergence of a regularl~, are different
WliQUe American Catholicism.
from those we social scientists call
American Catholics have as a ~.,fl!.f!toU~· wbo feel conwhole combined ec:o.nomic and social neaecntruie CiMiich even though they
success with continued devotion to may not participate very much. Studtheir church. They show a strong · iiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil_____
sense of what the Rev. Andrew Greeley and othe.r s have called "loyalty"
to their church. but this devotion is
accompanied by widespread disagreement with its teachings about
sexuality, particularly contraception,
and by a precipitous decline, between
\
md 1974, in attendance at mass.
Despite their economic success,
'Catholics also continue to be disproportionately Democratic and left of ies of core Catholics have found a dra4
r on most social issues. And they matic increase tn the numbers of lay
:have formed a pluralistic church that people working in parishes. But like
tolerate considerable disagree. other Catholics, they remain left of
ment without calling it aposusy.
center and show considerable dissent
This is, of c:purse, typically Amer- frpm the church on sexual morality.
ican: lt is as American as apple pie to
So what will the Synod mean for
argue with one's neighbors over all American Catholics? Language from
manner of social, religious and politi- several initial reports from Rome incal Issues and yet remain good neigh- dicated that the church may well prese?Ve the general thrust of Vatican 11.
William McCready is dilYctor of the In part at least, this reflects the ~
cultural pluralism program at the suits of a Vatican survey of the NaNational Opinion Research Center, tional Conferences of Bishops, which
f0111Jd widespread feeling that VatiUniversity of Chicago.

!.

From
the

synod
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greatest impact on the many new
core Catholics still on the periphery of
the parishes. Many of these people,
~entially loyal but somewhat more
skeptical than other' Catholics, ue
hoverillg between participation and
retrenchment.
Those at the center of tbe parishes
will stay there no matter what; those
who are truly estranged will probably
stay that way too and will certainly
not be brought back by a statement
~-----------from Rome. But the 60 percent wbo
• are on the margins, waiting to see
how the official church reacts to the
changes of the last 20 years, can be
moved by what happens at the Synod.
They can be enticed in or pushed out
- and for the moment at least, it
looks as if the Climate is warming
rather than cooling.
This poses a great cballenge for
American Catholics. Bow will they
receive the message? lt has been so
long and they are so used to beJng
critical that they may not be able to
accept good news. They ought to
remember that accepting good oews
and acting on it are the essential
I cballenges posed by the Christian
,Gospels.
0

bad stimulated sucessful
cbanges in the liturgy and in other
aspects of church life. (The very idea
of a Vatican survey shows boW far the
church bas come!) American Catholics as a wh.ole Will surely t?e pleased
by this.
But the Synod is likely to have its
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(212) 354-13)6
THE JH:S OF llOSCOW:

AN

l~SIDE

STORY SPECIAL EDITION

"The Jews of Moscow," a one hour "inside Story" special edition, will be
broadcast on PBS, Thursday, January 16 at 9:00 p.m .
New York, it will he broadcast on Janunry 14.

(ln most areas outside of

Check local listings . )

The program, narrated by Theodore Bike! , depicts the struggle of Jews in the

Soviet capital to maintain their traditions and cultural
Soviet efforts to

obliter~te

an _updated discussion on the

all forms of Jewisl1 life.
~tatus

herit~ge

despite

It will also

feat~rc

of Soviet Jews in tl->e wa;(e o: the Geneva

summit , hosted by Hedrick Smith, author of The Russians.

Smith is currently

on leave from the .New York Times to write a new book.
The other participants wil l be Dusko Doder . Moscow correspondent of The

'Washington Post and Edgar Bronfman , President of the World Jewish Congress and
Chairman of the Boar<l of Seagram Company, Ltd.
The film was originally produced for Danish felevision by their Hoscow
correspondent Samuel Rachlin who recently completed a Nieman Fellowship at
Harvard University.

Through a series of intervjews and spontaneous dialogues, the film captures
the spirit of the "refusen iks ," Jews who have been denied visas to go to
Israel.

Young

Jew~

discuss their struggle to rediscover a Jeuish tradition

that nearly has been wiped out.

" The youth is as i f risen again from the

ashes , " one refuscnjk comments .

Hany of them live, as they put it, in "their

own little Israel, a without work , without outside cont:act, studying Hebrew
practicing t raditions forgotten for more than sixty years.

(over)

a1~d

(Th"' Jews of Moscow •.. p. 2)
Pictured in the film is Mark Nashpitz, a forme r

P~isoner

of Conscience who

since the film' s completion, received permission to emigrate to Israel.

The film also depicts the work of the Soviet Anti-Zionist Committee! largely
comprised of Jews.

Tlw Commit tee, created

j

n J 933, claims that Nazis and

Zion!sts are in collusion to overthrow the Soviet Union.

They a lso deny the

existence of J~~ish culture and literature outside of religion.
.

'

Following the television broadcast, the Coalition to Free Soviet Jews will

make available. the film and a discussion guide at a small fee .

"The Je;,'s of Moscow" is a production of the Press and the Pu bl i:::: Project,
Inc., producers of the "Inside Story" series for PBS.
'Vicky Herman.

Ned Schnurman is executi.ve producer.

the fol lowing Jewish organizations:

Island

Con~ittee

~he program producer is

It has been endorsed by

Coalition to Free SoviQt Jews, Long

for Sovie t Jewry, National Conference on Soviet Jewry,

National Jewish Communi.ty Relations J\dvisor.y Council and Student Struggle for
Sovj.et Jewry.

i1

IJ

Ii

The Coalition to Free Soviet Jews (formerly the GreJter New York Conference on
Soviet Jewry) is tl1e coordinAting agency fur a coalition of 85 organizations
ond community groups in Ne\1 York City, l.ong T.sland, lfostchest~r., Rockland and
Bergen counties, working for the freedom of Sov iet Jews.
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SUSPECTS Dec. 13, 1985 (220 words) Follow-up
POLICE ARREST TWO SUSPECTS IN ST. PATRICK' S COLLECTION ROBBERY
NEW YORK (NC) - New York police arrested two suspects Dec. 11 in the robbery of collection money Nov. 30 from

St. Patrick' s Cathedral ushers.
Two other men, including a former St. Patrick' s maintenance worker alleged to have been the mastermind of the $7 ,000
robbery, were under investigation as well and had been cooperating with the police, law enforcement authorities said.
Police announced the arrests Dec. 12. The matter was referred to a grand jury.
The robbery occurred when gun-wielding thieves handcuffed ushers at the parish house, adjacent to the church,
and forced two maintenance workers to lie on the floor before taking the money from the collection plates, poor box
and votlve candles.
The two suspects were identified as Nathaniel Daniels, 26, and Lloyd White, 32, both of the Bronx. Daniels allegedly
pulled a gun on arresting officers before being subdued in his apartment. White was reportedly arrested without incident.
Both men were expected to be formally charged with robbery and criminal possession of deadly weapons, and Daniels
faced charges of resisting arrest as well, according to police.
They also said that the former maintenance worker, who was not identified, had apparently given detailed information
to the robbers. Police· earlier had said they surmised that Inside information had helped the robbery.

ENO
~·.,,,

·'

POPE-,ftONTRACEPTION Dec. 13, 1985 (550 words)
•N;
P~ DEFENDS CHURCH TEACHING ON BIRTH CONTROL

/ev

John Thavis

VATICAN CITY (NC) - Pope John Paul II strongly defended the church's teaching against contraceptive birth control
again Dec. 13, warning that Catholics should
.up to their Individual
alone.
.. not leave
.. " the
·-· ., iS$ue
'
--· •. . . consciences
·The conscie!'lce
about what is really good, the pope said. The maglsterium, the church's teaching
..,,. .. ..... .. can." deceive
··· .
. itself"
.
"'--·~:..-.. ~-::. · ~ -.,·:

~.

'

~~ .,,.

authority, on the other hand, he!ps the consc.i ence. discover " the truth of things."
"'i>The
church' s magisterium
does
not present
t r:,u_t.t:is
_th.~t. ar.e impos$ible to live out," he said.
.
• ••
•
•' .·,·
•
-·· - •
• ·"
•
•

The.1:fope spoke to a plenary meeting of the Pontifical Council for the Family, which deals with pastoral and teaching
questions on family matters.
Lat er in the day, the pope told an Italian group of natural family planning teachers that even the natural methods
approved by the church - which rely on periodic sexual abstinence - must not be seen as merely biological practices.
They must be part of a fully lived faith , he said.
In his talk to the family council, t he pope emphasized that the individual conscience cannot be the ultimate guide
to moral decisions about birth control.
The conscience " can deceive itself by orienting itself toward something that reasonably seems to be a good thing,"
the pope said.
The church's magisterium helps individuals tell the difference, he said.
" The faithful have the right to receive from the magisterium the teaching on moral truths. One cannot say that the
church's magisterium is opposed to the ' rights of conscience,'" he said.
The pope said church teaching on responsible parenthood has been clearly stated in Pope Paul Vi' s 1968 encyclical
"Humanae Vitae" (" Of Human Life" ), in his own apostolic exhortation on the family, during his several years of weekly
audience talks on the subject, and in pastoral statements by bishops around the world.
Still, " disorientation and doubt" have spread about the teaching, he said. He urged the council members to continue
to work with " courage" in support of church teaching .
(MORE)
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When the church reminds Catholics

of its doctrine in this area, it is engaging in " a profound exercise of charity,"

the pope said .
The church

"d~es ~ot .limit itself in promoting

' solutions' that· are rather easy and of immediate .effect," he said.

Rather, " li~e the good doctor, it seeks to cure the causes of disorder," he said.
In. this case, those· causes are often of a~ " .interior" 'nature - a misunderstanding of the sacred relationship in mar-

.

.

.

riage, he said.
In instruction of Catholics; the church should be careful not to relativize its teach.ings, the pope added.
" One is not allowed to speak of the ' graduality of the law,' as if the·1aw were· more or ·less exacting ·acc·o·rding to
the concrete situatic;ris," he. s.aid .. ·
All teachers should keep person.al situations in mind, but " without weakening the principles;" he ·said. ·
In his t~ik to partlci~~nt~ in

acourse for natural family planning teachers, sponsored by an Italian Catholic university,

th~ pope said th~ gr~~P has a 'role in promoting church doctrine~ He quoted· from the final report of the Nov. 24-Dec.
' -

.

)'

'

'

8 extraordinary Synod.of Bishops: "Everywhere on earth today the transmission to the young of the faith and the moral
· ·:

values deriving from the Gospel is in danger."
The pop~ told the·group: "Accept with courage the respo·n sibility in announdng fully the moral·doctrine of the·church ."
END

.. : ~-·

·.·'

.

POLL Dec. 13, 1985. (670 words)
EDITORS CHOOSE SYNOD, POPE AS TOP 1985 NEWSMAKERS

WASHINGTON. {~c;;) - The world Svnod pf Bishops and the yearlong debate it provoked over the .state of the c·atholic
:c:;

S(A;JY,!!LN"t

J

0

Church 20 years after the Second Vatican Council was chosen by Catholic editors as the major· religlous-·news·event
of 1985: .
"· : - .
-: ... .
.
Editors answering.the annual year·end poll by National Catholic News Service voted Pope John Paul II as top ne·wsmaker
in the w.o rld of religi·o~ for th~ eighth year in a row.
=
.• .,, 5P"ll_.,. ..,. _""""-"""•··
Following the pope in second place as top newsmaker was·" women in the c~Lirch~ho voiCed their concerns around
•

. •·•

.. . i ·"

~~~.;;«~.

.

....

-·

the United States through local and national hearings sponsor:ed by the U.S. bishops.
Cardinal Joseph Raizinger~ controversial head of the Vatican' s Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, was a close
·•••n:;..a;~,_..~. .~"1·.,,~,....

third.

Among news events, the. ongoing debate over the U.S. bishops' proposed pastoral letter on ttie economfwas ranked
.

.

.

second:
Just behind it was the famine·in EthiQ.l?JA.!,r:id the unprecedented aid response by Catholic Relief Services and dozens
'
~~~.-,,...~ .
····~
·-. --··--·
of smaller relief age·n-cies'.
·
·
·
_ .....,.. ·
'

In 1984 the economic pastoral and the Ethiopia f amine had also been ranked second a·nd third, respectively, with
the reiigion-and-pol_iti~s deb~te .Qf that' election year taking first place.
Thirty·five Catholic editors responded to the poll, which NC News has conducted each December since·1972. They

wer~ asked !o sel.ec~:t.~e top 1~. religious news st~ries of the ye~r from a list of.33, and the fop five personalities from
a list of 14.
Votes on stories ~ere weig~·ted from 10 points for a first-place vote to one point f.o r 'a 10th-place.vote. Scoring of

.

··.. .

.... -:,

.

\

.

'

votes on per sonalities started at five points for first. ·
The synod on Vatic~n
II and the debate if stimulated was the editors' overwhelming choice for No. 1. It received 28
.
.,,.. ·.
of 35 first-place votes ·and

317 of

350 possible total points.

· The U.S. bishops' proposed pastoral on the economy received no 'flrst-p.lace votes but was so consistently ranked
,I

\,

•

second o~ third that it took .second place with 220 points. ·
(MORE)

·

·

..
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The Ethiopia famine, which four edit ors considered the top story, received a total of 218 points.
Others in the top 10, with the point totals they received, were:

4.__.......\.
Supr~rn.~.Court strikes down publi~~f.ur:tJted. re~edial pro_gr~ms in_ parochial. sch~_ols; t>ishops protest decisiion while
·-J' .,,.. (- .:~..... ·...· ........ . . .:- .. ... . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .
· ··~ ··· ·":
.tJ..

administration proposes voucher system as alternative (142) .

...

...

·

...

·

-·

·

s..:...~;,~.:.-~~i:>.\~.}n fa~~V J~rmi!.'lg, , bi~hops_ ui:g.e. federal aid (123).

6. Abortion:
" SilentS~r.eam"
film causes controversy, abortion clinic bombers convicted, administration asks Supreme
..,. _ .
.. . - . •
.. -. :c.r . . ,,. . '..•' -,.,. _,._ ,._ · -- "' •• •., .
'~" ~~.,...

_

"""~'·"'

Court to reverse its 1973 decision, nu·merous 0th.er actions and controversies ·during the year (115).
7. _
Escalating
church·state tensions
in Nicacagt,1a.. (91.).
___
••
._.,~.,., ·r •• "'"',....:· -,,."' - :"" 'V" ·t"t •"'·

0

·

-•

·,.-:,•..,.,; ~ . .

•

•

,,..

8. South Africa: churches and church leaders seek end to apartheid as black protests against white-minority rule
............
_.., . ..... . . ... ~· ;:. ......
~
mount (75) .

-----..........-.. .

', .(,. '•

.....~. U.S. government takes on .~_anc;tua.ry IJIAv-~ment with convictions in Texas, indictments in Arizona (71).

10. Mexican earthquakes, Colombian volcano eruption bring outpouring of donations and aid from church agencies (57).
..

--mn

......,._,.~~.._,.. ..,...,.....:.....__....~ .:::·........,,_,.._.. ........

. .....';:', . •• ·-·

. .. ...

Barely missing the top 10 in the balloting were continuing world travels by Pope John Paul (54 points), and the controversy over some 24 nuns who were threatened with expulsion from their orders because they signed a New York
Times advertisement on Catholic teaching and abortion (52 points).
Among top newsmakers, Pope John Paul was a clear winner with 21 first-place votes and 122 out of a possible 175
points.
Seven editors thought Catholic women were the top newsmakers of the year, giving " women in the church" a total
of 84 points.
Cardinal Ratzinger trailed only slightly, with 2.5 first-place votes and 81.5 points.
Fourth in 1he editors' votes on newsmakers was Bishop James Malone of Youngstown, Ohio, president of the Na·
- - ---

•- .N - ·

. •'

• • • ....

" '." '• •• •

' '

tional Conference of Cat holic Bishops and U.S. delegate to the synod with 3. 5 f irst-place votes and 54.5 points.
One editor placed Cardinal Ratzinger and Bishop Malone in a tie for first.
Fifth was Archbishop Rembert Weakland of Milwaukee, head of the committee writing the bishops• pastoral on the
economy, Wifh.t hree votes for first place and 42 points.

__

The only other newsmaker even close t o making the top five was President
who had 29 points .
....._....
..Reagan,
.. ,.. .
END
NICARAGUA Dec. 13, 1985 (330 words)
COALITION PLANS TO RAISE $27 MILLION IN AID TO NICARAGUA
By Julie Asher
WASHINGTON (NC) - A coalition of Catholic, Protestant and Jewish groups is working to raise $27 million by June
1986 for what they termed " true" humanitarian aid for the people of Nicaragua.
The campaign was announced Dec. 12 at a press conference in Washington.
Organizer s of the project, called Quest for Peace, said it is "a direct challenge" to the congressionally approved
... __._j4. , ._

• • • • . ,• • •

, ........ ............. - · .

$27 million U.S. aid package for the " contras," rebels fighting the Marxist-influenced Sandinista government of Nicaragua.
The relief effort was described as a " definite attempt to reverse the policy of our government."
Congress last summer overturned an earlier ban on aid to the rebels and allocated $27 million in " non· lethal aid."
Quest for Peace will bring " healing to the people who suffer deeply from the effects of our government's policy,"
said Auxiliary Bishop Thomas J. Gumbleton of Detroit at the press conference.
~...;.t ,~ ;· •

•• •

._ - .

•

He added that U.S. aid has been described by the Reagan administration as humanitarian but contended it is " nothing
more than aid to arm" the contras.
The bishop said Quest for Peace aid will " go to the people, not to government people or the regime."
(MORE)
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According to Jesuit Father William Callahan, co-director of the Quixote Center near Washington, which is coordinating
~--,.-~..._ ·...

.

.

the relief effort, medical supplies, food and clothing will make up the aid along with donations of cash to be used main·
ly for shipping the goods to Nicaragua.
Father Callahan said that such aid is " explicitly exempt" from President Reagan' s trade embargo against Nicaragua
ordered last May.
The Quixote Center is a national Catholic justice and peace office.
Father Callahan said medical aid will include crutches, wheelchairs, heart monitoring machines, bedpans, hospital
supplies and medicines.
When asked if the assistance could be diverted by the Nicaraguan government for its own purposes, Father Callahan
said his center would track the shipments along the way.
He added that the goods will distributed by priests and nuns in Nicaragua.
ENO
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Was~ington,

noted, "It's

Monday, December 16, 1985

h~ppened

at the installation of many bishops."

He cited cases where everyone in the ecumenical leaders' pew at a bishop's installation except for the rabbi gets
up to receive Communion.
According to official teaching, however, "Catholics do not sh~re or share in the sacraments except within the Catholic
Church. We make exceptions in case of individual spiritual need and wher~ non·Cattlollc~ need th~ sacrament.s and

.

-

...

.·

cannot receive them from a minister of their own church."
Such instance~ might occur In prisons, nur~ing homes, the military, or o~h~r such loc~tions, Father Hotchkin said.
But the exceptions should involve " serious individual need," not "celebrative or commemoraiive" reasons, he-~dded.
END
. ..
.
.
.
. .
!--;._~;~·

MORRISON Dec. 16, 1~85 (830 words) With

ph~to

JESUIT EDITOR IN RUNNING JOURNALISTIC BATTLE WITH GUYANA'S GOVERNMENT
By.Bill Pritchard
WASHINGTON (NC) - Father Andrew Morrison might more ea:sily fit the .stereotype_of an English Victorian clerk than
the image of a feisty Third World editor facing. a hostile governmen.t.
.
.
The tall, bespectacled 66-year·old Jesuit - who is thin to the point of being gau~t - worked in an accounting firm
and a dry-goods business .before

joinin~

the order at

~ge

29.

Now Father Morrison edits the Catholic Standard, the weekly newspaper of the Diocese of Georgetown, G~yana.
The newspaper. ~ eight pages the si.ze of typewriter paper - is seen by Its supporters _as t~e sole
.

nalistic critic of policies and officials in the economically depressed, ldah.o ·sized. .COl.!ntry

p~rched
.

in~ependent
.

jour·

at the
. top of. South
.
.

America..
" I feel very good. I have a lot of satisfaction in this work," Father Morrison·,
.

.

a ~uyanes~ of English extraction, told.
'

National Catholic News Service. "I know I am speaking for the people."
The priest·editor was in the United States to accept the 1985 Marla Moors ~a.~ot Citation, given by th.e board of trustees

.

.

of New York City's Columbia University, for tlis " esteemed contribution to the free flow of information In the· states

.

of the Americas. " His work has

w~n

.

support fro'!'. sympathetic groups outsid_e

~f .G~ya~a ..

Father Morrison's new.spaper has been sued six times by go~~rnment officials, including twQ pr_ii:ne ministers, who
were angered at what they considered personal attacks.
The Jesuit editor explained that Guyanese libel law, modeled on the British, is stricter than U.S. laws and newspapers
are open to suits by public officials.
One case went against the Catholic Standard, costing it around $8,400. That':s a lot of money for a tiny newspaper
with a deficit of more than $9,600, Father Morrison said, but the cash was raised within tw~ weeks by an app~al to
average Guyanese .
. He said Prime Minister Hamilton. Green l aunched the litigation after the Standard reported Green had " taken part
in the violent breaking up of trade union pickets" outside a Georgetown store.
Green' s predecessor, Forbes Burnham, also ~ued the newspaper. The .Standard had printed a letter saying that Burn·
ham

~ad

committed " a blunder or treason" in allowing a border
with Venezuela to be reopened.
. .dispute
. .
The case ended after Burnham died.
.

.

"We are quite

s~tisfied

defame anyone."

that w~ acted _in good faith" in all the
.

c~ses,

Father Morrison
.

.-

~aid .

"We never intended to
. .

__

The U.S. State Department' s human rights report for 1984 said tha~ while there has been some improvemefit regard;
Ing rights in Guyana, there were "continued infringe~ents on the freedoms of the press an~ assembly and harassment
of the opposition." .
(MORE)
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The report said that the. governlT)ent has used drawn-out libel suits " to intimidate" . opposi.tion newspapers . .
The priest_, by his acco~nt, has .be.en called "by government officials a "congenital liar I , , a "cassocked obscenity"
and a " journalistic perversion. "
However, he
'

~issed the story .that put Guyana on the nightly news in 1978 - the mass suicide and .murders at
..
.

Jonestown, a village founded by the People's Temple, a U.S. cult headed by the Rev. Jim Jones. -Father Morrison w.as

.

invited to fly to Jonestown with ~ep . Leo Ryan, a California congressman ·on a factfinding trip to the village.
.

But "fortunately, as it turned .out.;.there was no room for me on the aircraft," the Jesuit said in an autobiographical

sketc·h·.·R~p. Ryan and s.eve.ral m~mbers ·of his party, including journalists, were killed by cult members at the Jonestown ·
airstrip.
The Standard ' s coverage is broac;t, including political , economic and church news. " Stop Cringing, Fight For What
Is Right, Chase Tells Union," a recent headline announced over a story about a trade

~nion ~ctivist who _a ccused the

government of being "founded on fraud."
Father. Morrison said .he:has been forc.ed to buy newsprint at a high price from the government-owned Guyana National N.ewspapers Ltd. ,' ;,,hich has pu"shed the price of the Standard to the equivalent of about 10 cents. ·
According t.o a recent issue of the St~ndard , the government has refused to·allow the newspaper to import. its own
.
.
.
.
..
.
supply of paper.,
Father Morrison said the governm.~nt has to "think about what the Catholic Standard will say" because-it kn~ws· '.'we·
have ·very good contacts" for information.
The_newspaper is quo.ted widely by the press in other Caribbean Basin countries, he said. " We have·bE'.en accused
by Hamilton Green ... of givfng Guya~a a bad name in Trinidad," he said.
The Jesuit said he h_
a d no journalistic experience before getting the job as the Standard's editor in 1976, ex~ept ·

toi publish.ing a parish bulletin. ·He··had spent 15 years in parish and youth work,

eventually becoming vicar general

of the diocese.
.(.e difor) I read a bo~k,
. ~ppoint~d
.

''On being

consulted my
.

coiieague~ in the Uni1ed States and turned

to some very good locai· journaiists,!' Father Morrison wrote in his self-portrait.

for ·guidance

·

··

_Columbia University Provost Ro'.b ert F.,Goldberger , presenting the priest with his press award, said " for a man, who
by his own account , has 'no formal training in journalism:' the Rev . Andrew Morrison.• s·J, can hold his own with t·he
best of them. '.'

END
POPE-WORKERS Dec~ 16, 198.5 (550 words) Roundup
POPE SAYS BUSINESS

rv1usr PROTECT WO·RKERS

By Agostino Bono
VATICAN CITY

(NC) -

Catholic business·men must develop creative strategies to protect the dignity of workers in

the rapidly changing world of technology, Pope John Paul II said Dec . f4 .
'·Automation produces · instruments capable of substituting for the presence of people in vast sectors ·which until
now have been o'ccupied .by .. worker.s·, technicians and employees ," he said at ·a meeti'ng with 400 Italian Catholic
businessmen attending a com1ention in Rome .
The situation fuels growing unemployment which " can become a true social calamity-," he ·said .
New pr_o_p osals are needed " to better implant

th~

relationship between capital and labor," the pope 'said, including

worker partici pation in economic decision-making .
Christian social principles affirm

t~at

" the goal of economy is not profit , but human

promotion ~"

he added .

Technology also affects the world ' s economy to the disadvantage of underde11eloped countries, he said .
CMORE)
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" In product1ion, as in every labor activity, the dep~ndencies among states are ·daily becoming more mtiltif.orm and
intense. Qften: this dependence is seei'ror interpreted as a form and .occasion of disadvantages, especially dangerous
for the poqrest populations," he added.

' .. : ·

.., ·

Businessmen should "invent the strategies of action which save man," the pope said. ·
!his requires "above all wisdom, inventiveness and diligent generosity," he .said.
Also on Dec.

14, the pope suppo·ried a gi'eat~r role for w9men in society as long «is this does not damage family life.

"In the choice of her own activities
a woman should be. free and her work should be structured in such a way so
.
~

that she should not have to pay for her promotion with the abandonment of her specific role and with dam~g~:_to·the
.
.
.
.
.
family, in which she ~as, as mother, an unsubstitutable role," the pope said. ·
He spoke to 250 members of the ltal,ian Women's Center, ~ private orga-~ization promotin·g wom~n's rights.·
The pope praised greater recognition of equality between men and women in jobs.and public life.
.

.

- ~.

" a logical, ne.C:essary process," he said.

S~ch .equality is

1 · ·• ··

"The idea of equality and emancipation is occuring today through the process which leads to a wider.and freer par·
ticipation of women in socially responsible ~rganizatiqns," the pope sai~ .
"The presence of women in the public sector is, therefore, a demand of the n_a iural order' of things/' h,~ ~-dded.
The papal speech did not mention the role of women in the church. .

:i.·

During his Sunday noontime Angelus talk Dec. 15, the pope thanked the Nov. 24-0ec~-:e extraordinary Synod of Bishops
·f or reconfirming the church's commitment to unity among people and. uriity with God. .

,.:.

It is Christ's will tharthe ·church be "the sacrament of union with God and of the unity of the entire hu·man family,"
... ., .
.·...
he said.

..

He asked prayers for increases in priestly and religious vocations.
In the aft.ernoon of Dec. 15, the pope visited the Rome Parish of St. Joseph and ·praised catec.h ists as "constructor:s
of the .hope

of G~d- and. of fai.th among yoiung 'men a:nd ·women.'' ...

. · :

On Dec. 14, the pope met in. private with two bishops from the Soviet ·union. lTh'e y were Cardinal Juiijans Vaivods,
apostolic administrator of Riga, Latvia, and his auxiliary, Bishop Joannes Caklils.: :·:·
The Vatican announced the meetin.g but did not say what was

discuss~d .

Cardinal Vaivods, 90, is the only cardinal

living in the Soviet Union. He ~as made a cardinal in 19~3 .

'.

·. .

E~D
.

;#·? ""

T ·"'.

Dec. 16, 1985 (460 words)

1985...

HIG~TITS

OF 1985 IN RELIGION

By~C News Service

/ H e r e is a

.

mo~th-by-month revie~ of ~ome of the

198.5 .highlight~ in .the world of religion:
-::!·;:.:

.

.

.

.

· JANUARY

- Servite Father Lawrence Martin J~nco, Catholic Relief Services director in Lebanon, is kidn~pped by Islamic terrorists.
- Pope John Paul II announces extraordinary worl~ Synod of Bishops to .review church 20 years after Second Vatican
Council.
-

.

~~'H;....~~~~~'StiY~te~'i~9J~~>'!i~:;rs~':

.

.

Pope makes third visit to South. America .
~. ..s5i~£~~::~r.t)~:.A·
.

FEBRUARY
-

Four Polish police officers convicted, se~tenced for. murder of activist pries(·Father'Jerzy Popieluzsko . .

(MOREJ

.
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-MARCH
- -Bishop James· Malone, president of U.S. Catholic Conference, asks Congress to oppose
-

M~

missile:

Bishops' committee planning a pastoral on women holds first hearings; many s~se~i'slrtin church.
~PAIL

- f><?pe announces 23 new.cardinals, among them Cardinals John.O'Connor of New York and Bernard Law of Boston.
.

'.

.

"

MAY .

(

- "~S~-~Jri_g~~);~!.~.9..!;h'.~,~.~tailing views _o f. <iardinal Jos~_ph Ratz~nger, head of the Vatican's do~trinal congregation, is p~bli~hed , start_ing ~.wirl ~f controversy over state of church today.
.
·
·
-

Brazilian .liberation theologian, ·Franciscan Father Leo~ardo Boff, silenced by Vatican.

- Papevisit'S'aerQium"°:...Nhl'ht/i'a-~d'~ ~nd Luxembou·r 9 .·
..

· .

.

··

··

·-~..-::r;:-;~~.ot~~·~~~~~-;v:.-r.r,"'.or.;c.f:'-~~~1:.:r:T.• l!"·~t!'.l'r·...
.
.
,,.,.._,;;,.,.,.~

·

·

.

~

(_,,JUNE

·

.

.

·

·

.

~ u:s. bishops ineet in Minnesota, discussing proposect'paSt~;~ls on the economy and campus ministry, ·synod and
their 'dialog.ue· with
-

Reii~i.ous.

.

TWA plane with abo'u t 30 li:'S. Cath9li~_pilgfil!!_s...-Jq.,1:foly tand is hijacked;
h,an~dful of hostages held nearly three
~-~......-:'!~

-·--.a---- . . . .

..... Ct""~~~t..~~~~~ ........~~~ ....7..-":'.•';°;'£"1':_·~.:~.:· -:--.

weeks in Beirut. ·

·

. , J_-:-.,,::....;-. - ·-

.

.

~Metimet'A'.fi''Ag;a testifies at length ii'.' R.ome trial over conspiratqrs allegedly aic;ting him in his .1 98t attack on the pope.
-

U.S. ·supreme· Court say_s moment of sjlence in school is unconstitutional if linked to prayer.

~-..- - ............... -:r.,.. :.........T"-~'l,.·-=~~·-tl"~'--...,.~":Yo-....,.., _

_

~~A""Z~-.,,t~:,~~S'~~...itl~""'l"'~~"i""4'":!:~~~~t:;.-.,:.~'!!~t.,:-.....: ...... ~

- ·Karen Ann Quinlan dies, en'ding 10-year· co·ma: · ·
.

·

'

.

·· · ·

JULY

.

~o~.~JJ!,.s""~~!J~!~~-S,~.~.9,~,JJ,~t!~~~!~!.,r.~.~~.~!~ ·~-~-~.~-~~.~~~:.a.'.?..~.~. ~~~.!~~~~~-a~~- ~~~duct_e~ ~n par~ch~al

_:_ Supreme
(
.1· scho~ls; U.S. bishops .later 1ss~e strong protest.
\ _, -

Reagan a·dministra.t ion asks

· .. -(· ··

·

~~~~.tc;>,__r;(lver.s~..,its_,1,9]J__q~~~~~~-~!!~~~~~':.J.~~~~~.'. .
.

...~ .

-··-·.;.........

. ··

AUGUST

- Pope makes thir.d trip to .Africa, visiting seven countries.
····
·.
-~~.:.
.
- U.S. Hispanic Catholics ,...,.,,
hold Third National Hispanic Pastoral Encuentro to chart plan for- Hispanic ministry.
- Catholic Relief Services ac~used of mishandling money for Ethiopia, later cleared by a bi.s hops' investigating
committee.
SEPTEMBER

'

......:.-..:~,..:r-"">-{,f$'·t,;.<;";:o.c~~.

.-

Major earthquakes ~~jb..J.:.J.ving ·.t ens c;>f thousands needy and homeless.

-

Letten~ between pope and U.S. Lutheran bishop released; ecumenical progress praised.
·ocTQ~ER

(Jf'

-

Second

d~af~

of economy pastoral issued.

- Four Sisters of Charity cleared in conflict with Vatican over

s~gnatures

on.advertisement about Catholic teaching

and abortion.
NOVEMBER
-

U.S. bishops meet, u~ge f~r~ legislation, d~cif:i~JQ !!.!91)i!9h.."-~C!~...,.~-7-d~J_ef!S~_ policy, approve revis.ed funeral rite
.

•

.

•

•

-~""·"~..:;.·."!,,~~.,cM ..•,'\!Coo:t;.~~···~.....:;;:a:r. ~' '

·.

.. .

,

~f6~·~~'!",Ai,.-...!4'~:.:.~~~~.,:.~•.,....'+:-.:~.~.-s:·..~.'f:-~~"':'.:.:o;i):.;:....'t...

and campus ministry pastoral.
·-Archbishop Hunthausen of Seattle told Vatican investigation is over, plusses and minuses in archdiocese are listed.
(MORE)
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Extraordinary world Synod of Bishops starts.

·:".

"

DECEMBER
- Synod ends, issues

pa.~toral

.·

message and final report reaff.ir.ming
Vatjcan
!I and calling for further implementation
.
.
.

.

of. i~ .

. . .

. .

END
COMPENDIUM Dec. 16, 1985 (590 words)
VATICAN OFFICIAL SAYS NEW CATECHISM IN THE WORKS WELL BEFORE SYNo.o ·
By John Thavis

RqME (NC) - A new catec.hism .of church doctri11e was b~i~g

~ri.t~e.~ by the Cong~egation for the Cl~rg·y· .be~~;~ the

idea was suggested by the Nov. 24-Dec.
8 extraordinary
Synod of Bish~ps,
Cardinal
Silvio Oddi, head
of
"
.
.
.
.
.. the c~ngrega·
..
.
tion, said Dec. .16.
'

'

The document will so.on be presented to Pope John Paul II, he. said.
The congregation has been preparing the ~ritings, whJc.~ ~ould ser:ve as a "guide" for all l~cally written catechisms,
•:t

for about five years,

C~rdinal Qd~i

said in an interview with National Catholic;

N~w~

•

Service.

The ne~ cate~his~ empha.siz~s traditional.church teachings on such ~atters as ~rigin~I siri, t~e soul,_.hel! and ·~\:~ish·

me~t,

Cardinal Oddi said. He said some
.

natio~al
.
.

catechisms " slcip over" these P.oints of doctrine
.or. f ai! to
.
.
"

p·;~~ent

the"! cl.early.
Another section will delineate church te~ching on moral issues, he said. That part will)?~ m.o deled. on the 10 Com·
mandmen.t s, he said.

.:

Both sections will be supported, point by point, by citations from Scripture, papal doc~ment~ and •.eac;:hings of coun·
ciis and church fathers,_ he said.
" This will be a directory of the truth, followed by a directory that
that par·
. proves ttJe. church has always followed
.
ticular do~trine," Cardinal Oddi said . .
.

.

Cardinal Oddi, a 75·.ye.a r·old

ltali~n .

was one
of several synod
to propose
a catechism.
was Car·
.
. members
.
.
.
. Another
.

dinal Bernard F. Law of Boston. The synod in its final document endorsed the id.ea

a~

part of a needed " systematic

cat echesi.s" in the church. It made clear that such a cat~~hism or compendium woul~ serve as

.

for national and regional

g~oups. that

now prepare

..

catechi~m

.

texts.

..

, .

a"point
of reference"
.
.

None of the published synod documents, h~wever, made mentio n of t,-ie clergy congregation' s project. Cardinal Oddi

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

said he did r'ot refer to the text of the .co!'lgregation' s draft catechism when he addressed th~ syn9d, but presented
.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

~

.,

.

his idea in genE!ral terms.
Much of the post·synod speculation has centered on who wo.uld prepare s.uch a
Cardinal Law proposed .that a

commissi~n

of cardinals be given the

ta~~

c~techislTi .

In his talk to t~e synod,

and th.a t .the world's bishops be consulted.

But Cardinal Oddi said that if the pope. approves_the dra(t text, only the Congr~gation for the Doctrine of the Faith

would need
to further
review it. Under ~ur~ent
.
.
.

~hu~ch orga.~iza~ion,.th~·clergy cQngregatioi:i has the primary 'respon·
.

l

'

sibility for catechetics. The doctrjnal congregati~n ~eat.~ .with all mat~ers ~!. ·dpctri~e.
.

'

.

'

.

.

.

-=~·
.,,...

~'

At a pr.ess conference Dec. 12, Cardinal Joseph Ratzlnger, he·a~ of the doctrinal· congregati9n, said ·a chu1rchwide
catechism would " require cooperation among
several
·.
.
taken l;>y the

congr~gations ."

.

He. did not refer. to the
project already under.

clergy , ~ongrega~lon .

Cardinal Od~i said the second section of the draft catechism, 60 clauses on moral teaching, will be ready in January.
The pope. ~id
the c~techism,
.C
ardinal.Oddi
said. " .But wlien
I explained
it a cou. no.
. t tell the congregation to .prepare
.
.
.
.
. '
..
~

pie of years ag9 to t.he pope, he said it .w~s

~

very good

id~a, '~

(MORE)
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The doctrinal section will be a return to the " basic truths" of the faith, Cardinal Oddi said.
•

•

••
· -

" The cle~gy congreg.atio:~has fou~d that many catechis.ms do not necessarily teach wrong things, but skip over basic

elements of the faith, such as original sin, the soul, hell and ·punishment," he said.
The

is~ue. ~f ~esponsible· pare~th~~·d
.

'

.:.

·:

'

will be
.

t~ken up clearly ·unde·r

...

the section dealing with· moral teachings, the

cardinal said. Pope Paul Vi's encyciical " Humanae Vitae" (" Of Human life") and recent talk~ by Pope John Paul II
will be the basis of that particular insfruction, he said.

..

ENO

..~.

.

... ·.
ENOORSE Dec. 16, 1985 (660 words)
PHILIPPINE BISHOPS DECLINE ENDORSING PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
.

.

MANILA, Philippines (NC) ~ The Philippin'e bishop's ' conference has declined to endorse candidates for the' Feb.

7 presidential election, said' retired Bishop Francisco Claver of Malaybalay, Philippines.
Bishop Claver, who works with the Institute on the Church and Social Issues, said the bishops want a fair and honest
election. He said they are sensitive to charges of partisanship and would not identify with any party or candidate.
Cardinal

J~ime · Sin ~f Manila has met with the opposition candidates, b~t also has refused to endorse a ticket.·

Corazon Aquino, widow of murdered opposition · le~der Benigno Aquino, and her former chief rival, Salvador Laurel,'
have announced they will challenge President Ferdinand Marcos in the election. Mrs. Aquino will be the presidential
.

.

candidate, but she and ·Laurel will run as a team for his party, the United Nationalist Democratic Organ.i zation.
Cardinal Sin said Dec. 10 that he thought most Philippine bishops see Mrs. Aquino as the moral alternative to Marcos;
but they·cannot and. should not commit the church t<>" support her candidacy.
But Cardinal Sin said the church should not officially declare its support for any candidate, so that sep~ration· of
church and ·stat e can be uplieicL
" I have always condemned certain religious sects here for openly supporting Mr. Marcos," he said. "How can I now ··
turn around and commit the church to any candidate?"
The cardinal has frequently criticized the Marcos government. But he embraced Marcos during abirthda·y celebration·
for the president earlier this..year, later explaining that he ha·s a dual ro!e as critic· and seeker of reconciliation aniong
the· contending Philippine factions.
Cardinal Sin was asked about .the endorsement after Mrs. Aquino declared in

a press conference ·her confiden·ce

that she enjoy~d the suppor.t of the church . Laurel has said the cardinal promised the· church' s moral backing.
''Cory probably 'meant many bishops would vote .f or her," the cardinal said, adding he was confident she could effec·
lively exercise moral leadership if elected . " But I say that as a private citizen, not as the archbishop of Manila," he said .

.

Cardinal Sin sai d that du.ring the crucial stages of negotiations to achieve unity, Mrs. Aquino and Laurel visited him
separately in an effort to enlist him to .hasten the unification process.
" The cardinal told her, ' I c~nnot tell .you what to do, but I will ask you if what you plan io accomplish can be ac- ·
complished with the two· of you disunited," said an aide to the Manila prelate.
The cardinai said he had been " distressed" about previous disputes between Mrs. Aquino ·and Laurel because ·a
split opposition would have made it " dou!>ly difficult.'..to topple the present government."
The two mended fences in ·a d~wn-to-the·wire process, which observers say succeeded because Cardinal Sin was
involved. On Dec . 11 , ore hour before the midnight filing deadline, Laurel and Mrs. Aquino agreed to run together.
Bishop Claver said the Philip.pine bishops are expected to draft a pastoral letter on the election whe·n the.conference
meets in mid-January.
He also said that if the National Movement for Free Elections, ~ private organization, is not accredited as a poll-watching
body by the Philippine Commission on Elections, the bishops w~ll set up their own group to ensure a clean and safe
(MORE)
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election.
The election movement is ·a citizen's poll-watcher group formed with the h~lp ~f"business ·and church leaders to

..

. ;..:::

:

safeguard the 1984 parliamentary election.

Manil~ Rotarians Dec. 4 that he ~oubted the ele~.ti~~ 'woulc:i.. b~ clean and honest.
"If the opposition ~andidate, Mrs. Cory Aquino, were to win a resounding n:iandat~, is th~~~ any guarantee that her
Cardinal Sin, however,. told

victory would be ratified by the Commiss.i on on Elections?" he. asked Rotarians:'_. . .

.

·' '

·· .

.

.

.
.
.
. :.
.
The cardinal said the electi~n commls.slon I~ made up.of men who, with one exception.• are loyalto Marcos. Its delibera_.

· ·-

tions are·secret.
"What will happen if the true will of the People is thwarted?" the cardinal asked· Rotarians. "We must give this matter.
serious consideration so that we may be able to act accordingly."
END
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financial situation with its direct impact on countries with large debts struggling to achieve some positive aevelopment.
~--.·

;

..

-

In this situation peace as a universal value is in great danger. Even if there is no actual armed conflict as such, where
injustice exists, it is in fact a cause and potential factor of conflict. In any case ·a· situation of peace in the full sense
~r..~t~--?tt-.'i'~~...£-c.i.:i:il:-:"!!:.:;.:-.t:.~-..:.·::-:."':""(,"'~·.:r..1i.i;...t..,.:~~~~i.:·..~,,:r:;S=-X<-f.':~~>:•~~,,~~":...""~~1:"'1:S-::;:.:=~,-:.~,.,.

~·"1~~~~:.r~':"',-:--·~·.....

.

-~~~!..~~~~~<?iX.!~t!!!!h.JnJ~!~;~ P~!'~!,~~!lJ~p,U>.e.-.r.~duc~d,~.tbe.mer.e,(.~s.~m~~~q!:£.~n.!.!!C?J;.JJJs.;!_~~~CW·mw.,
~ _;,~;~~r~~~:~&gk~hf~.!.:. It is lost by the social and economic exploitation by special i.nt~rest groups which operate

internationally or function

as~_®..¥~1oping

countries . It is los.t by the social divisions that pit rich against

poor between states or within states. It is lost when the use of force produces the ·bitter fruit of hatred and division.
It is lost when

econo~ic

exploitation and internal strains on the social fabric leave the people ~efenseless and.disillu·

sioned, a ready prey to the destructive·:forces of violence. As a value, peace is continually endangered by vested in·
terests, by diverging and QP.POSin~· i~te;pretations, and even by clever manipulations for

th·~ service ~f ideologies and

political systems that have doininatton·as their ultimate aim.

3. Overcoming the current situation
There are those who claim that the present situation is natural and inevitable. Relations between individuals and bet·
ween states ar e said to be char_11cterized bu permanent conflict. This doctrinal and politicai~ ~~tlook is translated into
a model of society and a sy.stem of international relations that are dominated bY,~<?._~~.!!:-~~.~.,.~~:1!~9.n!.!%.!~ which
the strongest prevails. Peace born from such an outlook can only be an " •m.a.f'!gertient," suggested by the principle

......

·-~~-:;

.o~~· and as an " arrangement" it seeks not so much to resolve tensions.thr~~gh justic~ .and equit.y as to manage
differences and conflicts in order to maintain a kind of bali!~~...t'?!!..~J.~~~!'!.'.'e whatever is in the interests of the
dominating party. It
~,,.,,,

is;._!~~~r....that,f,:,peac.e;;,J>_~i.ij~an~~~ntaJned.,on.,.socia~~~nd ideological confii'Cf will never

~

•

.

·-~...~~-.:'~-·-~'C'lf""'r".,.:1t11.~....."......~.,,.,'-"..· ·

f·

'

tiecome a true peace for the world. Such a "peace" cannot deal with the substantial causes of the world's tensions
....,__.. _...

.

.

~~'~'~_...~ ,... ~~ ~~.~_,..

.

or give to the world the kind of vision and values which can resolve the divisions represented by the poles of North·
South and East-West.

··

To those who think that blocs are inevitable we answer that It is·possible, indeed necessary, to set up new types
of society and of international relations which will ensure justice and peace on stable and 'u"niversal foundations. In·
deed, a healthy realism suggests that such types ca,n.not be simply imposed from above or from outside~ or effected
only by methods and techniq~es. This is because the deepest roots of the oppositio·n and ten'slons that mutilate peace
and development are to be found in the heart ·o f man. It is above all the hearts and 'the attitudes of people that must

~

be changed, and this need!..!,.r$,O.~~.!!~~r~~~:?..!!...&!J..~l~!~t~~!.~:.
If we study the evolution of society in recent years we can see, not only deep wounds, bu't also signs of a determina-

--

tion on the part of many of our contemporaries and of peoples to overcome the present obstacles in order to bring

..

into being a new international system. This is the path that humanity must take if it is to enter into an age of universal
.

peace and integral development .

..

· 4. The path 'o f solidarity and dialogue
Any new international system capable of overcoming

t~~

logic of blocs and opposing forces must be based on the

'~;.~~~1'7~~.-.i?$'!~=<;.:.~!l...~~·~'t!'..:.""''"S"~~~...-......... ...

.

.

·.

personal .commitment of everyone to mak~basic3and;4)r.imac:y,~~~~...~t.:bMm!~M¥1.~J~.t.~~[P..p_~r~Jj~~~9..t1n~~=L...._.
policy. Today countless human beings in all parts of the world have acquired a vivid sense of'their fundamental.equaliLMO ~ ·M Cll:;,_,,

.

,

,

ty, their human dignit y and their inalienable rights. At the same time there· is a growing awareness that humanity has
•

i 70_~"~~~;..........or-~~P'·1'-'•:~-=.c;-~.-=:-~~....:.......-.,,.... -

.

•

.

•

.

•

a profound unity of interests, vocati.on and destiny, and that all peoples, in the variety and richness of their different
national characteristics, are called to form a single family. Added to this is the realization that resources are not unlimited
and that needs are immense. T-herefore, rather than waste resources or devote ttiem'to deadly
weapons of destruction,
:
it is necessary to use them above all to sa1isfy the primary and basic needs of humanity.
It is likewise important to note that an awareness is gaining ground of the fact that reconciliation, justice and 'peace
between individuals and between nations - given the stage that humanity has reached and the very grave threats that
(MORE)

·I
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hang over its future - are not merely a noble appeal meant for a few idealists but a condition for survival. of. li'e itself.
~--

- ·. , .. ..

Consequently, the establishment of an order based on justice and peace is vitally needed today, as a clear moral imperative valid for all people and regimes, above ideologies and systems. Together with and above the particular common good of a nation, the need to consider the common good of the entire family of nations is quite clearly an ethical
and juridical duty.
The right path to a world community in which justice and peace will reign without frontiers among all peoples and

------.....-

-.

on all continents is the path of solidarity, dialogue and universal brotherhood. This is the only path possible. Political,

----· .

. ..

.

economic, social and cultural relations and systems must be imbued with the values of solidarity and dialogue which,
\

in turn, require an institutional dimension in the form of special organisms of the world community that will watch over

1, the common

good of all peoples.

It is clear that, in order effectively to achieve a unity of this kind, mental outlooks and political views cont.aminated

·- --·· ··---.. .

. .-

.·

. ....

,.

by_the lust for power, by ideologies, by .the defense of one's own privilege and wealth must be abandoned and replaced
~
... .
. ... ·- . ..._.-.....,._
. ·.
... .
.
.. '
.... ·- ·- . ............ .. """ '··~- -.... .. . . -· ..
by an openness to sharing and collaboration with all io .a spirit of mutual trust.
·· .....

-.. .

'

'

.... , ....

That call to recognize the unity of the human family has very real repercussions for our life commitment to peace.
It means first of all that we reject the kind of thinking that divides and exploits. It means that we commit ourselves
to a new solidarity,

th~.~~Jj~qUbe. bumanJaJJtily...Jt

means looking at the North-South tensions and replacing them

with a new relationship, ~.~.o~.laJ.sglj,d~~ity~f. ~II. This social solidarity faces up honestly to the abyss that exists today
but it does not acquiesce in any kind of economic determinism. It recognizes all the complexities of a problem that
_, ....:.. ... .
has been allowed to get out of hand .for.!~PJ~Qg, but which can still be rectified by men and women who see themselves
~

. ~ ··· ....

,

~

...

in-fraiernatsoli.darity Wiih'"'e;;;·yone else on this Earth. It is true that changes in economic growth patterns have affected
all parts of the world and not just the poorest. But the person who sees peace as a universal value will want to use
this opportunity to reduce the differences between North and South and foster the relationships that will bring them
closer together. I am thinking of the prices 9f_raw
~

"'.-

.

ma~erials,

of the need for

technologic~I experti~e,

of the training

of the work force, of the potentia) P..roductivity of the millions of unemployed, of the debts poor nations are carrying,
'lirv

•

---

- .... · - -· ··· ...··-

,. --

•t •· '

..

• ..

·.

and of
a better and
use
developing
countries.
I am thinking of so many elements which
. . , ......
.....mo.re
.... .. ........- responsible
. ... .
.. of funds within
.
.
...,,. _
individually have created tensions and which combined together have polarized North-South relations. All this can and
must be changed.

If social justice is the means to move toward a peace for all peoples, then it means that we see peace as an indivisible
fruit of just and honest relations on every level - social, economic, cultural and ethical - of human life on this Earth.
U•I

I

. . . .~~ll"':"':"~ ~llii~ 'C"P

... _.

This conversion to an attitude of social solidarity also serves to highlight the deficiencies in the current East-West situation.
-··

0

......... .

In my message to the special session of the United Nations General Assembly on disarmament, I explored many of
the elements that are needed to improve the situation between the two major power blocs of East and West. All of
the measures recommended then and reaffirmed since that time rest on the ~2,f .!.~~ .humal\ fa~.i~.~ -'!.~~!~~g
together along the path of dialogue. Dialogue can open many doors closed by the tensions that have marked East-West

~~~~~lt~-~~ f)y ~~rc-~PiQ.Pre discover one another and discover the good hopes and peaceful aspira·
lions that too often lie

hidde~

il'.l.t.IJeir hearts, True dialogue goes beyond ideologies, and people meet in the reality
.

~ -·

• .

...oftilei~· h~~a~·lives. Dialogue breaks down preconceived notions and artificial barriers. Dialogue brings human beings

..

~

'

-

.

""'"-·

.

..

'

.

:

into
contact with
one. anoiher
as members
of on~ human family, with• aJ.I....the•.1"'richness
of their various• cultures
and histories.
............ .• " -- • •
...
. ...
... ... .. .
: • .•
.
.
. . . ..
•
~.

--

A conversion of heart commits. people. to p1omoting universal brotherhood·;- dialogt.1e .helps to effect this goal.
.....
.
.
' .
. - ··
,_..
..
- .. ~ . .. .. ... ,...--·· . ... .
Today this dialogue is more needed than ever. Left to themselves, weapons and weapons systems, military strategies
and alliances become the instruments of

'

intimidation~utual

much of the human race today. oia1dgue considers-;es;

'

recrimination and the consequent dread that affects so

instru-~;~t~ i;ltherr-·reiationsttip t~ hu·;;;~~ iit~.· 1·3~-ih'i~king

-r· ,. . ,_."' --,,

••,-•- •--•·"-'"'•·'-"'•

first of all of the various dialogues in Geneva that are seeking to negotiate reductions and limitations in armaments.
(MORE)
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But also there are the dialogues being conaucted in the context of the mt.ilt"ilaterai' pi oces"s initiated with the 'Helsinki .
Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, a process which will be reviewed once again next

year in.. Vienna and continued. Concerning the.'diaJogue and cooperation .between North and-South, one can think ·of
the important role entr'u sted to certain bodies such as UNCTAD: and of the ·conve.n tions of 'Lo.me, to which the Euro·
__..,. pean Community is committed. ·1 am thinking too of the kinds of dia1tog.ue that take place when bo;ders are open and
people can travel freely. I am thinking of the dialogue that takes place..,when one culture is·enriched b.y contact with
.-

anot~er

~•"'-."1:s~,...,,,~..,
'
culture, when sc~~lars !'re .!!!.e

---~...~\#'1"1..~:"'~......._.._~

~-~-~~·---~~----~·-~........_-~J""f"r.-~"~

•

to communicate, when workers al"e free to assemble, when young people join

......- ...-~.." ......,,,_~:'=""""·''r---·-

•

·-

j

•

•

•

••

• •

•

•

forces for the future·,When-the~elderly are reunited with their loved ones. !~!Jt~.!.~-qf..c;tiate.g.u~.l!.!..Eath~ 9!,_~is.c;overies~"'"'

and the more we discover one another,

the more we can repiace the tensions of the past with bonds of peac·e .

5. New relationships built on solidarity arid dialogue ·

..
~·

In the. $pirit of solidarity .and with the instruments of dialogue we will learn:
__../

-

..

' ~

Respect for every human person.

...

,.....-.-.....-

Respect for the true values and cultures ·o f others:

....--"'' -

Respect for the legitimate autonomy and seif·determlnat.i on of others..

-

~, -

'.. ·...
'

~·

'· ·

To look beyond ourseives in order to understand and support 'the good· of others'.
To contribute our own resources in social solidarity for the development and g'roWth th.at come

fr~m equity and

,,.justice.

/r

- To build the structures that will ensure that social solidarity and dialogue are permanent featu~es of the world
we live in.

----

The tension born of the two blocs will be successfully replaced by the Interconnected relations of solidarity and dialogue

1

when we learn to insist on the prim~,,"'~t..•.~~man person. The dignity of the person and the def ense ·of his or her
.
'
. .
.
human rights are in the balance, because they always suffer in one way or another
from those
tensions
and distortions
'

. of the blocs which we have· been examining. This can happen in countries where· many individual liberties are guaranteed
but where individualism and consumerism Y!A!JL.~d distort·the-valUesoflife:-"iihappensin·-;c;cTetreswhere'ih;ltem;n '

is submerged Into the collectivity. It c;;.;ppen in ~~;-~ageil0'1ake'COri~1r~oY7nattafiS~-·
-·J.~

..,.__

.

_,:x~----

·-

..

..

:.

but whtetr'ar e- of ten forced into certain policies by the powerful, or seduced by the lure of 'immediate gain at the ex·
pense of the people themselves. In all this we must insist 'On the 'p ri.macy-of person:

6. The Christian vision and commitment
My brothers and sisters In the Christian fai°th find in Je'sus Christ, ·in the Gospel message and ·in the life of the church
lofty reasons and ·even more inspiring motives for striving to bring about one single peace in today' s world. The Chris-

Christia!'IS, enl.ightened by faith, know that the ult.imate reason why the world is the scerie of divisions, tensions, rivalries,
blocks and unjust inequalities, instead of being a place of genuine fraternity~~<?;;;~~U~,~~9-;;-~r~~~!~~")~;~~~.c.:>.f~~r.,..
But Christians al so know that the grace of Christ, which can transform this human condition, is continually being of·
fered to the world, since " where ....sin increased, grace
abounded all the more:.~t(Rom:·.5..:20). 'The ch·urch, which carries·.
.....
~~~~ ~"--:'::trn.~i:;..~.~-s-~~.:;~\ ~~~~;">'~'1'$~~~~~..~,~. /""-

·: ~

- .

~' ••

•

.

'

• ~

on Christ' s work and dispenses his redeeming grace, has· precisely ·as her purp.o se the reconciling of all individuals
'· ........ and peoples in unity, fraternity and peace~" 'The promoti.o n·of'uriity,'' says

the Second 'Vatican Council, "belrings to

the innermos~ nature ofthe ·church; s'i nte.she is~ "t>y he~·retatlon·ship 'wittrChrist, both a "sacramerital sign and an instru~ ·
(

: ment of inti mate union with God; 'arid: of

th~ _unit'y of.8.'I mankind ·<.'. '.o.a~diu~ et Spe.~, "' 4~~: The church, 'Which is one
I I

and universal in the variety of the peoples th.at she brings together, " can form a iiery close 'unifying effect on the various
(MORE)
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communities e>f.individuals and nations, provic;led they have trust in the chu_rch and guarantee her tru~ freedom to carry
out her missi,on" (ibid.).

.

'

This vision and these demands which aris.~ !rom the very heart of fa_
i th should above all cause all Christians to become
r:nore aware of situations that are out of harmony with the Gospel, in order to purify and rectify them. At the same time
Christians should recognize and val_
ue the po_
sitive signs attesting that efforts are being ma.d e to rem~dy these situa·
lions,_efforts which they must effectively
Animated by a lively hope,

ca!>~ble

of

suppo~.

h~ping

sustain and strengthen. ·

against hope (cf. Rom 4:18), Christians must go beyond the

bar~iers

of ideologies and systems, in Qrder to ente~ int~~~alogue with all people of good will, and create new relationships
e . . .~~~~

~r.:"-•.~t:c:..:.,~~-....:.~;:.:"--·

and new for.ms of solidarity. In this regard I WO!Jld like to say a w0fcrof,..appre¢iation. and praise to al~ those who are

j engaged in international volunteer work and other forms of activity aimed at creating links of sharing and fraternity

't at a level higher than t~e various blocs.. , .

.

,

·.

.

.

7 . International Year·of Peace and final appeal
Dear friends, brothers and sisters all: At the beginning of a new year I renew my appeal to all of you to put aside
hostilities, to break the .fetters of .the tensions that. exist in the
world. I appeal to you to turn those tensions
North
.
. of
and South, East and West into new relationships .o f social solid~ritY.. and dialogue. The United Nations organization
~~~~~~'7-~
..»~~ ,~:>:.#~ ·

.

.

.

has proclaimed J.~~..,6.,.UmJP..~~.r;~.<m.~1~~!_!_~~,;,Jris noble effort·deserves our encouragement and s.u pport. What
better way could there be to further the aims of the year of peace than to make the relationships of North-South and
'\ East·West the basis of a ·pe~ce .Iha~ is universah

.

.

. .

.

.

,

..

..

. .

.

To you, politicians and statesmen, I appeal : to give the leadership that will incite people to renewed effort in this
.

,_,.._,,,J511UJ" I~·.

qirection.
To yOlh bu_sinessmen, to you who are responsible for financial
anew your

an~

organiz~tions ,

commerc;:ial

I appeal: to examine

re;po-nsibiliti~s towar~ all your brothers and sisters.

To you, military

___

strategist~" officers, scientists
........
_______....,,... .,.

--~---~ - -~..,~·~

__

~~":"_.,._.

and
I appeal:. to use your ElXpertise in
.~ays
.... .. technologists,
..--.:.. - .
"'
.

·---..~

'

,-~

tha~

. • , pro·-

'•

mote dialogue and understanding.
.

To you,

tt~e

suffering, the handic.apped, tl)ose who are physically limited, I appeal : to offer your prayers and your

. ..._i...._,

··-·- ·:_.

..

.

-

lives in order to b·reat<cfown .th~ barri~rs that divide the world.

'

'

.

.

•

.

.

.

To all of you who believe in G.o d I appeal that you live your lives in the awareness of .being one f_a mily under the

\

~ fatherhood of God.
To all of you and to each one of you, you.n g and old, weak and pow~rful , I appeal:

embrace_ p.eac~

as t~e great L!nify-

ing value
of your.. .lives. Wherever you live on. this planet 1.earnestly
exhort
you to pursi,.ie in solidarity
and sincere
dialogue:
.
.
'
.
-·
'

Peace as a value with no

'

fron~iers:.

North·South, East·West,
~

=-~~~S£_e..,...9n~e~ple l._.tnit~d in only on~ peace.

From the Vatican, Dec. 8, 1985
John P.aul II
END
MCGANN Dec. 13, 198.5 (450 words)
BISHOP INVITES 100 TO PRAYER SERVICE, .MARCH ON. ABORTION CUNIC.
ROCKVILLE CENTRE,- N.Y. (NC)
- ·Bistlop John R. McGann
of Rockville
priests_
. .
.
. Centre
.
. has invited.10.0
.
'
., m.embers. of
'

religi_ous orders and laity to joi.n him [)ec. 28 for a prayer se~~ce followed by" a walk for }ife" in front of an a_
b ortion clinic.
But the clini c's owner,, abortion
act.ion " belligerent"
and
. advocate William Bair:d,
. in. a letter to the
. '. bishop termed th~
.
'
~

" divisive" · and said· t~e bishop'.s

an~ounc;ement

of

i~

¥fas

~ 'Jnflamry1atory_ ~nd offensive .'~
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CANADIANS Dec. 13, 1985 (260 words)

CANADIAN BISHOPS PREPARING_FOR LAlliY SYNOD WITH SURVEY
.

.

.

OTTAWA (NC) - Canada's bish.o ps are preparing for the 198! synod on the laity by asking Canad_ian Catholics about
their lives as Christians.
The Canadian bishops' conference has distributed 4,600 questionnaires asking individuals for information on subjects_ranging from the.i r participation _
i n parish organizations to the quality of their prayer life. .

~.....

..

"The responses will help the bishops obtain a widely based sample of what people are currently feeling ab·ctut their
life_as Christians in society and the church," said Hans Daigeler, staff coordinator for the project._
He said the survey would also be helpful for "future pastoral planning."
Da_igeler said that the bishops also hope that dioceses and other groups will use the questionnaire "'as a springboard
for other initiatives in their local areas."
The survey seeks answers from a cross-section of Catholics, based on age, sex and residence.
Some questions focus on individual faith Ufe, others ask whe.t her Catholics should be more involved in the church's
institutional life.
One asks whether prayer, Mass attendance, books, involvement in Catholic organizations, or other factors counted

-

.

most in developing the· respondeni's tciith.

·.·. ·

Another asks how much influence the individual feels hi~ or her faith has had on f~mily, friends, employers ari<t other
elements of society,
It also asks Canadian Catholics to rate the changes in the church since the S~cond Vatican Council .
. The laity synod was scheduled to be held in 1986, but was .postponed after· Pope John Paul II unexpectedly called
an extraordinary· synod to evaluate the results of Vatican II. That synod was held Nov. 24-Dec. 8.
END

- ..

TEXT PEACE Dec. 13, 1985 (3,900 words)

VATICAN CITY (NC) - Here is the Vatican text of Pope John Paul It's message for the World Day of Peace Jan. 1.
. .

.

The Vatican released the text Dec. 13. It was titled "Peace is a Value With No Frontiers:

'

North·S~11t~ •. e~.st.-West:

Only

. ~.....~~\l'a:.tA"'~,.~~t.?'~~~~~·~t:a•.~~..ki-t~~~~~-r~<-~,~.c,~:-:.~:'~1·.w~~~~~":,;:,\~.~...~

.

One Peace."
1. Peace as a universal value
At the beginning of the new year, taking my inspiration from Christ, the prince of peace, I renew my commitment
and that of the whole Catholic Church to the cause of peace. At the sam~ tini~ I e~tend to every individual an_
d to all
peoples.of the Earth my earnest S!reeting and my good wishes: peace to all :ofyou. Peace to all hearts. Peace is a value
of such importance that it must be proclaimed anew and promoted by alL There is no human'being who does not benefit
from peace. There is no human heart that is not u·plifted when peac~ prevails. All the nations of the world can fully
realize ~heir interlinked destinies only if, together, they pursue peace as a universal value.
.

.

·.

1

.

.

~'

.,.,

On the occasion of this 19th World Day of Pea~e, in. the International Year of Peace proclaimed by the United.Nations
.

~~~-.ri....ir:~-··

organization, I offer to everyone as a message of hope my profounc;t conviction: "Peace is a value with no frontiers."
.

.

·'It is a value that responds to the hopes an~ aspira•lons of all people and all nations, of young and old, and of all men
an women of good will. This is what I proclaim to everyone, and especially to the leaders of the world.
The question of peace as a universal value needs to be faced with extreme intellectual honesty, sinc~rity of spirit
and an acute sense of responsibility to oneself and to the nations of the Earth. I would ask those responsible for political
decisions affecting the relationships

betw~en

North .and South, between. East and West, to be convinced that
there .
.

can be only one peace. Those upon whom the future of the world depends, regardless of their politicai philosophy,
·(MORE)
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economic system
or religious commitment, are all called to help construct a single peace on the basis of.·social justice
.
and the dignity and rights of every human person. ·
~

This task requires
..

.

radical openness to all humanity and a conviction of the interrelatedness 9f all the nations of

.. :

.

.

.

.....

-....~.;

.....,.t...,.-~~~-~~~-,._,._,

the world. This interrelatedness is expressed in an interdependence that can prove either profoundly advantageous
~~~~,,;"-"~-·

' .

.

.

',

or profoundly
destn1ctive.
Hence, .worldwide solidarity
and cooperation constitute ethical imperatives that appeal to
.
.
. .
,
the ~onsciences of indi~iduals a~d .to the responsibilities of all nations. And it i's in this context of ethical imperatives
~

'

that I address the whole world for Jan. 1, 1986, proclaiming the universal value of peace.

.

-

.

.•

.

.'

.

2. Threats to peace
In putting forward this vision of peace at t_he dawn of a new year we are deeply aware that in the present situation
.

.

peace is also a value
that
rests on
foundations . that are very
fragil~.. At first glance our goal to make peace an absolute
.
. ,
•: . .
. ~P~;;~..,
'
..
imperative may seem to be Utopian, since our world gives such ample evidence .of !!~~~~t- in the context
of opposed political,. ideological and economic groups. .Caught in the grip of these systems, leaders
and various groups
.
'

'

are led to pursue their. part_icular aims and their ambitions of power, progress and wealth, without taking sufficiently
into account the neces~ity and duty of international solidarity and cooperation for the benefit of the common good
of all peopl~s who make ~P th~ h~man family.

.

In this situation blocs are formed and maintained which divide and oppose peoples, groups and individuals, making
peace precarious and setting up grave obstacles to development. Positions harden and the excessive desire to main·
tain one's

advantag~ o·~ to in~r~a~e one's share often becomes the ov~rriding

rationale tor action. This 1eads to ex·

ploitation of others, an~ the spiral grows toward a .P'?.,~3!~.iB,•;t~~~-t,:.~!~~,:2·"4·!2?~lt:}'J~~~g~.fl.4~..~~~~~a-~.~t~.~&~~:~.~~ .

a

J~.TJ~~.~,~.~,!?.!. <:>thers..

in such situation, it is the s'U!!L..!~~..!!l!!,.,W.§.~1£.,,,.!ft~,Rg,Qf"~~"-~Mhe,.,voic:~J~s.~,,Y!bg .s.~J~er most.
This can ti'appen directly ~hen a poor and comparatively defenseless people is held in subjection by the force of power.
.

....

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

It can happen indirectly when_e.$.~l>"''!!!f~P.J?Y.!!t~-.ls-.used to disenfranchise people of their rightfuP share and to hold them
in social and economic ..subjection,
generating dissatisfaction and violence. The examples are sadly too numerous today.
..,.-............. .. ...... ·'
~--·~

~ ~

The spectre of nuclear weapons, which has its origin precisely in the opposition of East and West, remains the most
' ~:~~""~~;..__-.r~~~

'

dramatiE"ari~'Scompeiling
Nuclear weapons
and nuclear
. eJCample of. this.
. .
. .are so powerful in their destructive capacities,
.
.
,'

strategies
are so inclusive
is often paralyzed by fear.
This fear is not
.
. . . in their
. . designs, that the popular imagination
.
.
groundless. The only ~ay to respond to this legitimate fear of the consequences of nuclear destruction is by pr~gress
in negotiations for the r~qn,.of..~~~gP.~e~!J.Q..!.or.. mutuall.y.agr.e~c;t:~P.-~!lm~~.!"_ur~~ .~~~.t will lessen the li kelihood
of nuclear warfare. I Y[Ould ask the nuclear powers once again to reflect on their very grave moral and political responsibility in this matter.. It is an obligation that some
have also juridically accepted in international
agreements; for all
.
.
it is an obligation by r~ason of a basic co~responsibility for p~ace and d~velopment.

But the threat of nuclear weapons is not the only way that conflict i~ made permane"."t and increased. The increasing
sale and purchase Qf arms - conventional but very sophisticated :..... is causing dire results. While the major.powers

-~~~~-~-..OllrildC;.,::.wt:,"""""~~~~t-=-61W7:7"r-......- ......

•

have avoided dire~t co!'lflict, thei.r rivalries have often b~!!,~~.2.t!l~~!J~..4->kt~~~,ElJ.S.:. Local problems and
regional difference are ~J!9,.!~!~~~~~,,.,~J,~~1~!..'2!s...l.l,9h.!m!~J!l..!~~~"~-~.~P.-!!.~2..,~¥....~~-~1~.~-t~.LSRH.m.rle!_~ryd by the
ideologizing. of local .conflicts
by. powers that seek regional
advantage
by exploi~ing the condition of the poor and
.
.
.

.

defenseless.
Armed conflict is not the only way that the poor bear an unjust share of the burden of today' s world. The developing
~~~~~""'~1"1.a.... _ .

•

.

... · -· ··

.

•

•

countries must face formi_dable-·chalteiig-es--even when free of such a scourge. In its many dimensions, underdevelop·

..

~.,,~"

menwmains,
.....,.. ,,,an.
__.-, ever,...gr:owing·threarto
.
.
. world peace.

~·"--

~.--

~

.

-:.-"_·~

..

In fact, between the countries which form the "North .bloc" and those of the " South bloc" there is a social and
economic abyss that separates rich fr.o.m-poor. The statistics
of recent
years
show signs of improvement
in few 'coun·
~~1.-.';if;~~·~;n.~f.o'.;.•.l!A.~~·,n1·'fl~r.o .c
:
.
. .
.
trie.s but also evidence of a wi~e!'ling _ of tt:ie gap in too many others. Ad~ed to this is the unp~edictable ~nd fluctuating
(MORE)
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1986 (360 words)

SURVEY INDICATES MINORITY OF ITALIAN CATHOLICS PRACTICE THEIR FAITIH
MILAN, Italy (NC) - About one-third of Italians say they are regularly practicing Catholics, and more than half favor
the ordination of married priests, a survey has indicated.
The survey, conducted by researchers for the Catholic weekly magazine Famiglia Cristiana (Christian Family), drew
a profile of the Italian Catholic community that differs sharply from its traditional image. The results were published
in the magazine's Jan. 1 edition.
The telephone survey used a scientific sampling of 1,000 people, the magazine said.

.-.

~

While about 98 percent of Italians are nominally Catholic, fewer than 30 percent of those surveyed said they attended
weekly Mass. Only about 10 percent said they received weekly Communion.
Some 36 percent of those questioned defined themselves as believers but "rarely practicing," and 17 percent said
they were non-practicing believers.
Asked who they think of when they think of the church, 30 percent said the pope, 16 percent said their local pastor
and 1.5 percent said their bishop. When it came to the influence of moral teaching, 35 percent said their pastor had
the most influence, followed by the pope (13 percent) and the bishop (2.5 percent). About 14 percent said the teaching
of all three was important.
Nearly 54 percent of those surveyed said they favored ordination of married priests, with 29 percent opposed. Eleven
percent said they were indifferent.
About 42 percent said they supported the ordination

~f

women priests, with 34 percent opposed and 14 percent

indifferent.
Those questioned overwhelmingly approved of the changes promot~ by the Second Vatican Council in the sacraments,
liturgy and role of the laity. They also approved of the councU's emphasis on the Bible.
However, about one-third said they agreed with the council's call for more complete religious instruction.
Most said they met with their pastor only irregularly, and 17 percent said they took an active part in parish activities.
The survey also showed that 83 percent of the respondents knew nothing about liberation theology, and that 88 percent were unaware of any recent evaluation of the Second Vatican Council.. The council was the subject of the Nov.
24-Dec. 8 extraordinary Synod of Bishops at the

Vati~an.

END
ORIENTAL Jan. 8, 1986 (630 words)
CATHOLIC-ORIENTAL ORTHODOX DIALOGUE ISSUES STUDY AID FOR CATHOLICS
WASHINGTON (NC) - The 10-year-old Catholic-Oriental Orthodox dialogue in the United States has agreed to issue
a study aid to help Catholics, especially Catholic pastors, know more about the rather small and poorly understood
Oriental Orthodox churches in the United States.
It is to include, besides a brief overview of the history, practice and teaching of each Oriental Orthodox Church, key
names and addresses of their U.S. authorities and a summary of their policies concerning mixed marriages.
Approval of the document was announced by the National Conference of Catholic Bishops in Washington Jan. 7.
"The most frequent grass-roots contacts between our clergy and faithful occur as a result of mixed marriages, an
area of pastoral interest that inevitably brings the parties involved and their pastors into contact -

in the case of the

latter, often for the first time," says the introduction to the study.
The study aid, agreed upon at a dialogue meeting in New York in mid-December, was not yet in final form for publica·
tion Jan. 8, but a pre-publication copy of the main text - containing a general introduction and histories of each of
the churches -

was made available.
(MORE)
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Churches, also known as pre-Chalcedonian, are the Armenian, Coptic, Ethiopian, Syrian of

Antioch, and Syrian of Malabar (India). They trace their roots to apostolic times, and, like the Orthodox churches, they
accept seven sacraments and allow ordination of married men to the priesthood but choose their bishops only from
among celibate priests.
They are in communion with one another, but not with the Orthodox churches that split with Rome in the 11th century
or with the Catholic Church.
The new study document highlights specific beliefs, practices and emphases in each church, key historical events
that shaped it, and its beginnings and current status in the United States and Canada. The chapter on each church
was written by a representative of that church, with Jesuit Father Robert Taft of the Pontifical Oriental Institute in Rome
as overall editor for stylistic clarity and consistency.
Catholics used to think of the Oriental Orthodox or monophyslte churches as heretical because they rejected the
christological definition of the Council of Chalcedon.
In 451 Chalcedon tried to explain how Christ could be both fully man and truly God by defining that mystery as the
union of two natures, divine and human, in a single divine person.
The monophysite churches rejected that definition, insisting on the "one nature" formula successfully used by the
Coptic patriarch-pope of Alexandria, St. Cyril, to ward off another heresy only 20 years eartier at the Council of Ephesus.
It is generally agreed today that the differences over the Chalcedonlan "two-natures" formula were semantic. not

doctrinal.
In 1971 Pope Paul VI and Syrian Patriarch Mar ·Ignatius Yacoub Ill of Antioch Issued a joint declaration that "there
is no difference in the faith" they professed concerning Christ, despite difficulties historically " over different theological
expressions." Pope Paul and Coptic Pope Shenouda Ill of Alexandria issued a similar joint declaration two years later.
Catholic-Oriental Orthodox dialogue in the United States began when Catholic and Oriental Orthodox officials made
their first formal contacts during the International Eucharistic Congress in Philadelphia in 1976.
In addition to approving the study document, at their Dec. 17-19 meeting in New York the

gr~up

discussed papers

on anointing in the Oriental Orthodox tradition and Christianity's earliest baptismal liturgies, the NCCB announced. They
also discussed producing other documents on Catholic-Orrlental Orthodox relations.
Co-chairing the meeting were Bishop Howard J. Hubbard of Albany, N.Y., representing the NCCB ecumenical affairs
committee, and Chorepiscopus John P. Meno, general secretary of the Archdiocese of the Syrian Orthodox Church
in the United States and Canada. "Chorepiscopus" is a title in the Syrian Church similar to that of "monsignor" among
Catholics.
END
STUDENTS Jan. 8, 1986 (460 words)
BISHOP MALONE ASKS STUDENTS TO USE TALENTS TO SERVE CHURCH
By Irene Michel

THIBODAUX, La. (NC) -

Young people must decide how to use themselves, their education and achievements and

eventually their careers "in the service of Christ and his church," said Bishop James Malone of Youngstown, Ohio.
He added that the Second Vatican Council has called youths to take responsibility for the Catholic Church and the
world " by virtue of their baptism."
The comments came in Bishop Malone's keynote speech at the National Catholic Student Coalition conference Jan.

2-6 in Thibodaux at Nicholls State University. The conference drew 500 college students from across the United States
and a few foreign countries.
Bishop Malone, president of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops and U.S. Catholic Conference, said young
(MORE)
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OPERATING BYLAWS
JN'JT:RNl\TJONAL .JtWISH CGIMITIEE ON JNTEimELIGJOUS

I.

CONSUL1Xl'f0~5

Functions

The International Jewish Corrmittee on Interreljgious Consultations
(IJCIC) shall serve as an instrument of its constituent agencies to m.1intain
and develop relations with the World Council of Churches, the Roman Catholic
Church, the Orthodox Olurch and other international ccntr:il .rc~igio_us bodit-~.
II.

Composition

JJCJC shall be composed of the American Jewish Corrmittce, the B'nai
B'rith Anti-Defamation League, The Jewish Council .on Interfaith of the Corrmittc~
in Israel, the Synagogue Council of America and the World Jewish Congres~ .
III.

The Chair

a) The chairperson of IJCIC shall be named in rotation by each of the
constituent agencies and shall serve for a two year period. Any organi::ition
wl:ose turn it is to .name a chairperson and prefers not to do.. so will b~ placed
at the head of the list for the next rotation.
·

b) The organization naming a chairperson shall consult with the other
constituent agencies before an official designation is made.

· c) The chairperson will preside at all meetings of the IJCTC board and
will serve as Jewish co-chairperson 3t the joint ·consultat ions with other religious bodies.

IV.

Structure

a) There shall be a Governing Board to w.hi~h each consti.t uent agency may
name up to three members. However, each agency shall' have only one vote on the
Goveliling Board.

b) The Governing Board shall serve as the policy-making hody of TJCIC
and s hall be responsible for all policy decisions made in the name of IJCIC.
c) 1bcre shall be an Executive CoJTDTiittee, to which each constituent agcncr
will designate one person, which shall. be autho-i=ized, in the e\'ent of special
emergency situation~ when the Governing" Board c31mot be readily convened, to

act on behalf of IJCIC. Actions of the Executive Conmittee shall be ratified
at a suhscquent meeting of the Governing Board.

d) TI1crc shall he two pcnmmcnt Secretariats of IJCTC, one in the tin i tcJ
States staf fed by the Synagogue Council of America, and the other in Europe,
st<iffed hy the lvorld Jewish Congress.

e) The Secretariat of IJCIC shall be responsible for implementing dcci~ions
both nt the intcrna 1 meetings of IJCIC arid by the joint consul tat ions h'i th otht.!r
intcrnJt jonal central re 1i.gious bodies. It shall also connnunic:ite to the mc-mher
organizJtions devel opments within the general field of Chr is ti:m-J('wish rcl:it.ions
· on t he· i11tC'r:1.1 t inri.i1 ~ 1 <'1'<' :1~1-t ~r .. ;ru1 ~ ;,,..,c:: •_,·h~ .- i.. .-•~r-~ ~' !'"' ' ..... , ,..,,,...ch· d('!"l·1?Tlv.'"·
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V.

Communications

Conmunications from IJCIC are to be sent on the letterhead of IJCIC
and not on that of any constituent agency. Wherever possible conununication~
should bear the signature of the IJCIC chairperson.

VI.

Tntcrnntional Consultations and Conferences

a) Attendance at conferences and consultations with central international
religious hodics will be shared by the constituent organizations witt1 each n:iming
one or more representatives.

I
I

. I

I

So long as the Union of American Hebrew Congregations conducts intcrreligious programs with full time and pennanent staff it shall name a dcle~ntc
to conferences and consultations referred to above and shall be identified as UAHC
part of the Synagogue Council . delegatio~in all public references made by IJCIC
to such meetings.
·
.
· ..
. . ..
b)

c) The designation -of attendees to international conference~ 3nd
consultations other than organizational 'designees shall be made by the
Governing Board.
·
·
.

VII.

Budget
a)

The annual budget will be prepared by the Secretariat and approved
·

by the Executive Board.

h) Each constituent agency of IJCIC shall bear whatever expenses it incurs
in connection with the nonnal administration of IJCIC and shall be responsible
for the expenses of their own representatives to ap meetings of JJCTC.
c) ·constituent agencies shal.lshare ~ually in all common cxp~nscs, such
as travel costs and honorariums for speakers · a~:: ~pecialists, t~anslntions and
clerical services at international conferences.

d) ·· The expenses of th~ chairperson of
who designates that person.

IJCIC-w~ll

be assumed by the agt>ncy

VIII. Meeting Times

a) 1bc Governing Board shall meet regularly but no less than four tunes
per year.
b) From time to time, as determined by t.he Governing Iloard, special meeting~
shaJ l be cal led for the purpose of assessing achievements and pro~rcss in the- an•a
of intcrnation<ll relations with other religious bodies as well as to considC'r
directions for the near future.

IX.

Offie ial Statements <mc.J J\i:t ions

a) Official statements on the part of IJCIC outlining positions on specific
issues shm1ld be m:ide only bf the chairperson on bchlf of the entire mt'mhcrship.
'J11c chairpcrson's statement should be first discussed and agreed upon .by the
C:nvC'rni11.': B0:1rd or the Executive Committee.

..

.

.

....

...
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b) In. the event there is no agreement on a. stat~ent to be i~su~d the
CJC>ven1ing Board shall, if possible, refrain frbm issuing anr stat<'mcnt at all.
Should it be necessary to issue a statement, such a statement should indicate
both the majority and minority opinion.

I

c) No statement shall be made, nor action taken, by TJCIC if any ·
constituent ngcncy expresses disagreement on the grounds of religious orinion.
X.

.

Byla\v

I

II

i

Changes

I

l

Chnnges i~ the bylaws of JJCIC may be initiated at the request of any
of its constituent agencies, made in writing, at least 60 days before a
meeting of the Governing Board of IJCIC and submitted by the initiating organization to the other constituent groups. Such req~ests shall then be considered
by the Governing Board and will req~ire a majority vote of IJCIC membership .for
passage.·

,• .
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I
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! Jews watching the Vatican closely
the outcome of the Extraordinary

Continued from Page 1.

Synod. John Paul's track record, even

when he was not the pope, has been one

"And there were some glaring omis. sions. The references to Israel and the

of clear, personal involvement with the

. Holocaust were inadequate."

The American Jewish leaders who
saw the document immediately ur~ed
the Vatican to postpone its release ' for
us to talk about it," Gordis says.
The Vatican did not accept the proposal and released the document on
schedule.
. "Don't get me wrong," Gordis says.
· "There were some good thin~ in that
document. It was not all bad. '
. But the bottom line was that the
·Jewish leaders felt it was not all that
good either.
Later the Vatican's secretary on the
Commission on the Relations of the
•-.Church with Non-Catholic Faiths is.sued a "clarification" that seemed to
appease the Jewish leaders somewhat.
Gordis says the U.S. Jewish leaders
are now hoping the "clarification" has
"laid the matter to rest." They are hoping that nothing further will be said
about Jewish-Catholic relations at the
upcoming meeting.
If that doesn't happen, then the Jewish leaders hope John Paul himself will
issue a statement apologizing for the
confusion about the June document and
reaffirming all the positive statements
. · that have been made during the past 20
~
years.
;.' Their worst fear is that some new
~j document will emerge af the Extraor<.

Rabbi David M. Gordis

dinary Synod tlat will take the Jewish·
Catholic relatrons back to an earlier
period of time.
While mentioning the last alternative
as possible, Gordis, of course, says he
doesn't think that will happen.
He admits, however, that he, along
with the rest of the world, doesn't know
what to expect from the upcoming
meeting.
There are many reasons for the Jewish community to be optil)ristic about

Jews. He bas not shown himself to be
hostile toward the Jews, bu.t indeed a
friend.
In addition, it would be quite diffi·
cult, even politically unwise, for the·
Vatican to try to turn back the clock on
Jewish-Catholic relations, which are
blossoming today. To retrench now
· would be tantamount to turning the
leadership of the Christian-Jewish dia·
logue over to the Lutheran Church in
America, which has been a~ively
pursuing improved relations between
Lutherans and Jews.
Besides, there are other matters that
seem to concern this pope more. It is
true that be is theologically conservative, and that is being proven more
with each passing mont.h of his papacy.
But it would seem that those who support the idea of a married clergy. female priests, artificial means of birth
control and a whole host of other liberal Catholic causes have more to be
concerned about now than do the Jews
who fear retrenchment.
Nevertheless, the American Jewish
leaders, like so many American Catholic leaders, will be watching closely
when the Synod begins - when all the
cards are on the table and we all know
for sure just what the agenda of this

seemingly important"
meeting is going to be.

internat~I

·
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STIP.S DISMAY

by Rabbf. Mar-c"

rt. TB.tlenbaum

The just-issued Vatican "Notes" on Catholic-Jewish relati'ons has
evoked dismay

emon~

the major Jewish groups affiliated with the

International Jewish Committee for. 1nt erreligious Consultations

{IJCIC). IJCIC, whic1:1 I he·lped OI"ganize some 12 years ago, has
'

mai ntatned a continuous relationship with t be Ue.tican Secretariat
on Relii:rious Re·l ations wi.t'tl the Jews, headed by 'J an Cardinal
:/lllebr-a.nds oft he Netherlands.

1

The dismay centers on at l e ast three ·issues: First, .present
Catholic theology of Judaism and the Jewish people; 9edond, attitudes

.

.

·

or txk

toward the Nazi holocaust; and !Qird, an.t understanding/the State of
'

Israel. Wbi.le tbe document - which 1.s intended for the training
of Catholic educators and preachers · - .c ontains a number of quite

positive statements rejecting antt~semitism, the Christ-killer charge,

on.the Pharisees·, etc., on these three issues it is woefully deficient.
For the past 20 yeaI"s since the close of

~ 7 at i can

Council II,

there has been impressive growth in a while new understanding of

xx

Judaism as . a living religion in its own terms. In this document,

there is a throw-back to the older triumphalistic notion that "outside

of the Catholic church

the~e

is . no salvation."

In a xurlate.r coluTIJtl, I will· comment ·on the trealbment of
the Nazi h"Jlocaust and Israel in these Vatican "Notes." In · the meantime,
IJCIC has yressed for a me~ying shortly with th~ Vatican to find out
. .
what's kmlE behind .these regressive developmentss More about that
later.
(Rabbi Tanenbaum, diredtor of international relations or ·t he
American Jewish Commitee, was the o.nly rabbi present at Vatican

Council II and is an aut hority· on Vatican-Jewish relations.)

·· ~

~STUDY OF OTllf:R FAITHS'
'

Ecumenical Press
Service 85.03.108

SIGNIFICANCE PROJECTED

SWANWICK (Derbyshire/England) (EPS/T.K. Thomas) - Meeting here (11-15 March).
the 25-melDber Dialogue Working Croup of the Geneva-based World Council of
Churches outlined a multi-year programme of study. workshops, and meetings for
the wee Sub-Unit on Dialogue with People of Living Faiths.
A focus of the
sub-unit's work in the next years i& to be the theological significance of
people of other faiths.
For centuries the church has viewed people of other faiths chiefly as raw
1D8terial for conversion to Christianity.
The proposed study is meant to help
the church .understand people of other faiths theologically.
Designed to
raise awareness of dialogue issues at local levels, the study is to conclude
with a major conference in 1989.
Among meetings recommended by the working group are work.shops in India to
share concepts of and guidelines for dialogue, and prepare participants for
dialogue in local situations;
Jewish-Christian dialogues in Africa and
Australia; Muslim-Christian dialogues in Africa and Asia; conversations with
followers of traditional religions in Africa, North America and the Pacific;
a multi-faith dialogue in India, and a dialogue specifically for women; and a
Buddhist-Christian meeting in Asia.
A June consultation in Kuala Lumpur on the implications of interfaith dialogue
for theological education today (to be convened jointly with the wee Programme
oo Theological Education) is to take up such questions as: Bow are theology
and religions taught io seminaries which prepare ministers to serve in
religiously-plural societies, and, what is the concept of mission these
pastors receive as a result of their training?
Among other areas proposed
for intra-WCC cooperation are studies of gospel and culture., ideologies, unity
of the church and renewal of humanity, and women in church and society.
A plan to develop resources on ·ecumenical considerations for Christian-Muslim
dialogue" was approved. as was exchange of personnel involved in dialogue in
Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, and Taiwan.
The group also approved the new name of the sub-unit.
(It used to be called
"Dialogue with People of Living Faiths and Ideologies·.)
While the question
of ideologies has now become a concern of the entire wee, Marxist-Christian
~ialogue is to continue on the sub-unit agenda.
Before settling down to their vork, the group visited the nearby city of
Birmingham, more as pilgrims than tourists.
Like Frankfurt, London. New York
or Toronto, Birmingham has large Hindu, Muslim, Sikh and Jewish populations.
The visit confirmed vhat the group already knew, that religious ]pluralism is
no longer confined to Africa and Asia.
It is a global . reality and Christian
opportunity.
That conviction set the tone and defined the context of the
discussions that followed.
The group found a report by British colleagues on
British church involvement in interfaith dialogue among the highlights of the
meeting.
In Britain, at least, wee "Guidelines for Dialogue" seem to be
taken seriously and put to good use.
Members of the working group "covenanted together" to share their experiences
with the Geneva office and "to help the staff to do its work and not to rely·
on the Geneva office to do what we ought to be doing .. , a.n indication of the
seriousness and commitment they brought to their work here.
EPS .
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Editorial Note
Reports of recent dialogue events in Bu~apest and East Berlin and of
the October meeting of the national Conference of Brazilian Bishops
with the American Jewish Committee and the Latin-American Jewish
Congress are held over for want. of space. The present issue of CHRIS·
TIAN JEWISH RELATIONS commences with a short but poignant contribution from Eastern Europe-Archbishop Macharski's reflections
on Nostra Aetate.
Professor Jean Halperin, in his report on the consultation in
Rome on 28-30 October, rightly observed: 'There was a general feeling, on both sides, that this Twelfth Meeting of the International
Catholic-]ewish Liaison Committee (ILC) tu med out to be one of the
best, if not the best since its establishment'. Papers presented at the
consultation were so stimulating and of so high a calibre that it has
been extremely difficult to select which to include in the journal. The
final choice came to rest upon those of Dr Gerhart Riegner and Dr
Eugene Fisher. These papers, from their Jewish and Christian
perspectives, judiciously and with authority map the development of
the Jewish-Catholic dialogue. Though critical where appropriate,
they present in detail the past achievements of the dialogue, and chart
the way forward. Neither would pretend that the work is done, o'r that
there remain no obstacles, yet neither woul~ concede that an impasse
has been reached. The Fisher-Brockway correspondence sharpens our
awareness of the difficulty of interpreting official Vatican documents,
and of the range of Christian responses.
With the Nostra Aetate celebration still claiming much of the
limelight we turn our attention to the less dramatic but no less significant activities of the World Council of Churches' Sub-Unit on
Dialogue with Pe.o ple of Living Faiths (previously the Sub-Unit on
Dialogue with People of Living Faiths and Ideologies). Professor
Diana Eck's 'Perspective on Dialogue' sets forward challenging ideas
on the full implications for theology of the commitment to dialogue.
Our next issue will include papers by Canon Anthony Phillips
and Rabbi Dr Albert Friedlander on the 'Forgiveness Issue', which is
currently stirring up controversy amongst the normally phlegmatic
British.
RABBI DR NORMAN SOLOMON

Editor
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A Polish Response to Nostra Aetate
FRANCISCUS CARDINAL MACHARSKI

On 28 October this year we commemorated the twentieth anniversary
of the adoption by the Second Vatican Council of the Declaration
Nostra Aetate on 'The Relationship of the Church to Non-Christian
Religions'. This Declaration, as all the documents of the Council, was
addressed to the Catholic Church, but its significance reached far
beyond her bpundaries and became an important sign for the world.
The eager call of Christianity and.Judaism for mutual knowledge
and respect is rooted in the understanding of their profound mutual
relationship-more, in the continuation of the Church and the Jewish
community of the Old Testament. Great indeed is the spiritual
heritage common to both Christians and Jews.
The Church weeps with mankind which weeps-and should be
weeping; mankind torn by persecution and hatred turned specifically
against the Jews. On 28 October twenty years ago was heard the joint
weeping ofJews and Christians grieving before God over the evidence
of antisemitism 'directed against Jews at any time and by anyone'
(Nostra Aetate, n. 4).
These words are written by the Bishop ofthat diocese wlzere theformer concentration camp of Auschwitz-Birkenau is situated. During the years 194-0-45 it
was a place of extermination for millions ofJews and Christians by the
insane Hitler's system. Pope John Paul II, once the Archbishop of
Cracow, visited this place during his apostolic pilgrimage to Poland in
1979. As one approaches the monument to the victims, one sees nineteen plaques in various languages. The Pope said he would stop at the
plaque with the Hebrew inscription on it:

Fran&iscus Cardinal Madwslci is Arthhishop of Craaiw. This is his amlribulwn w/Ju symposium on ' Nostra
Actate TwmJy Ytars 0..' which apptartti in CHRISTIANJEWISH REUTIONS, oo/. J8, no. 3, 1985. Unfortunalt{y, it arriutd too ~ ID be indudtti with tM rest of tM symposium.

FRANCISCUS CARDINAL MACHA RSI(./
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This inscription calls forth the memory of the nation whose sons and daughters were
destined to wholesale extermination. This nation takes its beginning from Abraham
who is 'the father of our faith' (Romans 4: 12) as Paul of Tanus said. This nation
which has received from GOO the commandment 'Thou shalt not kill' suffered from
the killing in specific measure. One must not pass this plaque indifferently.

Then the Pope spoke of Russians and Poles, of whom six million also
lost their lives.
We still care for the former camp of Auschwitz-Birkenau. It sets
up a dramatic question to the faith in God· who is the Lord of History,
God of the Covenant. The carefully guarded remains of the buildings
stand as a reminder to the world, and as a warning. But we must not
be satisfied merely with a museum of hatred and crime. Faith in the
God of Abraham and Moses, of the Patriarchs and Prophets, the God
whom Christians believe to be the God of Christ, will protect humani·
ty from. a new paroxysm of madness and crime much more effectively
than any ideology no matter how noble. The terrible experience of
Auschwitz-Birkenau as well as that of Hiroshima and Nagasaki might
become for mankind a new crossing of the Red Sea! The concen·
tration camp has revealed not only the mystery of iniquity, but also
the mystery of sanctity; not only a hell but also a heaven; not only the
contemptability, but also the greatness of victims. Very many of them
showed the most splendid traits of humanity. As a sign of victory we
recall in that place the Polish priest, St Maksymilian Kolbe, who saved
the father of a family from death by starvation by taking his place. We
also ·honour another sign. Edith Stein, a Catholic nun of Jewish
origin, died there and was burned in the crematorium; she was an
outstanding philosopher-phenomenologist and a disciple of Edmund
Husserl. One year ago, near the former death camp, we established a
foundation of Carmelite Sisters, for expiation and prayer for peace,
justice and freedom. Edith Stein was hers·elf a Carmelite nun.
As Archbishop of Cracow, I spoke at the Convention of Austrian
Catholics in Vienna in 1983. It was in the very place (Heldenplatz)
where Hitler, after the Anschluss, announced a new step towards total
extermination. On that occasion, I handed to the Archbishop of Vien·
na, Franz Cardinal Konig, an urn containing ashes taken from the
Auschwitz-Birkenau crematoria where Nazis ·burned their victims.
These ashes are now in the Cathedral of Vienna.
I am thinking of all this now, on the twentieth anniversary of the
Declaration Nostra Aetate because I believe that faith in the God of the
Covenant, faith in the Lord of History, will give people the strength to
attain unity and love, understanding, respect, and to collaborate for
the good of the world.
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Twelfth Meeting of the International
Catholic-Jewish Liaison Committee,
Rome, 28-30 October 1985

PRESS RELEASE
At the conclusion of tM Metting, this joint press release was issued.

The International Catholic-] ewish Liaison Committee committed
itself to a programme of action for the immediate future. The six
points of the programme are:
1

to disseminate and explain the achievements of the past two
decades to our two communities;
2
to undertake an effort to overcome the residues of indifference,
resistance and suspicion that may still prevail in some sections of
our communities;
3
to work together in combating tendencies toward religious extremism and fanaticism;
4
to promote conceptual clarifications and theological reflection in
both· communities and to create appropriate forums acceptable
to both sides, in which this reflection can be deepened;
5
to foster co-operation and common action for justice and peace;
6
to undertake a joint study of the historical events and theological
implications of the extermination of the Jews of Europe during
the Second World War (frequently called the Holocaust or, in
Hebrew, S!io"ah).
·
A steering committee will be established to work out the details of this
programme.
This, the Twelfth Meeting of the International Catholic-Jewish
Liaison Committee, took place on 28-30 October 1985 at the offices of
the Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity of the Holy See. The
event was timed to coincide with the twentieth anniversary of the Second Vatican Council's Declaration on the 'Relationship between the
Church and the Jewish People', Nostra Aetate, n. 4. That document,
whose Latin title, taken from its opening words, means 'in our times',
was promulgated on 28 October 1965, by Pope Paul VI together with
the 2,221 Council Fathers.

/LC MEETING
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The International Liaison Committee was founded in 1970 as a
means of implementing the Council's call for the institution of ongoing dialogue between the Church and the Jewish people after cen,turies of mistrust and often tragic conflict. The Committee is composed of representatives of the Holy See's Commission for Religious
Relations with the Jews and of the International Jewish Commi.ttee
on Interreligious Consultations (IJCIC). 1
Highlighting the event was an audience with Pope Jo!hn Paul II
on the afternoon. of 28 October. Cardinal Johannes Willebrands,
President of the Holy See's Commission, introduced the Liaison
Committee to the Pope, who has met previously with its members on
earlier occasions. Rabbi Mordecai Waxman, Chairman of IJCIC,
hailed Nostra AeJate and subsequent papal statements as documents
which had revolutionized Christian-Jewish relations and created new
opportunities for dialogue. Rabbi Waxman pointed out that the creation of the State of Israel was likewise a revolution in Jewish history
which. calls for new thinking by both Catholics and Jews.
The Pope, for his part, reaffirmed the Church's commitment to
Nostra AeJate and the uniqueness of the sacred 'link' between the
Church and the Jewish· people which he called one of 'parentage•-a
relationship which we have with that religious community
alone'-'stemming from the mysterious will of God'. The Pope added: 'I am sure you will work with even greater dedication, for constantly deeper mutu~ knowledge, for even greater interest in the
legitimate concerns of each other, and especially for collaboration in
· the many fields where our faith in one God and our common respect
for his image in all men and women invite our witness and commitment'.
At the meeting of the Liaison Committe.e, Cardinal Willebrands
and Dr Gerhart M. Riegner of the· World Jewish Congress assessed
developments since the promulgation of N<>stra Aetate. Both areas of
remarkable progress and areas where further efforts toward understanding are needed were cited. Cardinal Willebrands declared:
Lei us try 10 see very clearly where we are going, how we should move to get there,
and in which way we can already translate our relationship into concrete forms of collaboration towards all men and women. in a world tom by hate. violence. discrimination and also indifference for the poor, the sick. the elderly and the oppressed.

• See Editor' s note, p. 14.
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PRESS RELEASE

Dr Riegner stated:
On the eve of the meeting of the Extraordinary Synod of Bishops which will review the
achievements of Vatican Council II, we tum with confidence to its members. We are
convinced the.: they will en5ure ... that the pr-0ce:;s of renewal of our relationship 5Q
hopefully initiated by the Council will be further advanced.

Dr Eugene J. Fisher, Secretary for Catholic-Jewish Relations for
the US Catholic Bishops' Conference, presented a detailed analysis of
Nostra A elate in the light of the two major documents of the Holy See
designed to implement its teaching: the 'Guidelines and Suggestions
for Implementing Nostra Aetate n. 4' (1975) and 'Notes for the Correct Presentation ofJews and Judaism in Preaching and Catechesis in
the Roman Catholic Church' (1985). The analysis revealed the
dynamic and still developing character of the Church's continuing
renewal in the light of its dialogue with the Jews as God's people.
Judaism, no less than Christianity, comes from God', Fisher concluded.
'This was the central message of the Second Vatican Council, and one
·t o which we Catholics must re-commit ourselves in each generation'.
Dr Geoffrey Wigoder, of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem,
and representative of the Israel Jewish Council for lnterreligious Con sultations, presented a Jewish reaction to the 'Notes' in which he
analysed both its positive aspects (e.g.• on the Jewish roots of Christianity. the appreciation of the Pharisees) with those that had,caused
disappointment (e.g.. failure to appreciate deep levels of Jewish selfunderstanding and the inadequate treatment of the ~olocaust).
From within the context of the self-understanding of the
Catholic Church, Mgr Jorge Mejia, Secretary of the Vatican Commision, proposed some appropriate 'hermeneutical keys' for the proper
understanding of sections of the 'Notes' which have r.aised problems of
interpretation.
In the light of the exchanged views which followed 'these presentations, significant areas for further study and clarification were
raised by the particpants.
Regional reports were given on the status of relations between
Catholics and Jews in Latin America, Europe, Israel, Africa and North
America. These provided a survey of concerns o.n all levels of the rela tionship. from local communities to national and international perspectives. A special report was made lby Sisters Shirley Sedawie and
Margareth McGrath of the Congregation of the Lady of Sion on the
work in Rome of SIDIC (Service International de Documentation
Judeo-Chretienne) and the Congregation's centres in various parts of
the world dedicated to fostering Catholic-Jewish reconciliation.
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On the evening of 30 October, the Liaison Committee attended
a special symposium held at the Pontifical Lateran University to commemorate the 850th anniversary of the birth of the great Jewish
philosopher Moses hen Maimon (Maimonides). Papers on the
thought of Maimonides were presented by Father Jacques· Marcel
Dubois 0 P, Director of the Department of Philosophy of Hebrew
University in Jerusalem and Rabbi Walter S. Wurzburger, Professor
of Philosophy at Yeshiva University in New York.

Notes
UCIC, the International Jewish Committee on lnterreligiious Consultations, is composed of
the World Jewish Congress, the Synagogue Council of America, the American Jewish Committee, the Iarael Jewiah Council for lnterreligious Consultations Wld B'nai B'rith.
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RABBI MORDECAI WAXMAN
The Chairman of the International Jewish Committee on Interreligious Consultations
(/]CIC), Rabbi Waxman, made the following at/dress dun·ng audience with Popejohn
Paul II.

Twenty-eight October 1965 was both a historic and revolutionary
date. It marked a turning-away from eighteen centuries often
characterized by both misunderstanding and persecution, toward a
dialogue in which we explored our common spiritual roots and con fronted our disagreements frankly but in a spirit of mutual
understanding and respect.
In the erisuing years, the Episcopates in the United States, Latin
America and Europe have made the spirit of Nostra A etate their own,
carried its doctrines even further, and sought to translate them into
modes of action and behaviour.
Your Holiness personally has given great depth to the dialogue
and evoked a warm response from Jews and indeed from many
Catholics throughout the world through your own statements. These
included your Declaration in Mainz in 1980 in which you affirmed:
'the people of God of the Old Covenant [which] was never repudiated
by God'. That was supplemented by your statement in Rome in 1982
that we pursue 'diverse- but in the end convergent paths with the
help of the Lord.'
There is a Hebrew proverb that says, D'varim hayotzim min halev, nichnasim el ha-Lev ('Words which come from the heart speak to
the heart'). The warmth with which you have spoken today of our
common spiritual heritage, our common concerns and our common
goals enables us in tum to speak from the heart.
We appreciated in Nostra A etate and in the Declarations which
have flowed from it the ability of a great faith to examine itself and to
chart new directions.
The repudiiation of the false teachings, responsible for so much
hatred and persecution, that all Jews then and now were responsible
for the death of Jesus, encouraged Jews everywhere to feel that there
was a new spirit in the Christian world. We have noted, with distress,
lapses from time to time into the old and repudiated language by
some Catholic authorities. Nonetheless, the wide acceptance of the
new approach in the Catholic world has been for us a source of hope.
The further recognition in Nostra A elate and in the 'Guidelines'
that the Jewish religious tradition has continued to evolve and grow
through the centuries to the present day and has much to contribute
to our world, and the assertion that every effort must be made to
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understand Judaism 'in its own tenns', as it sees itself, made dialogue
possible.
But in these same years the Jewish people has been unde'rgoing a
profound transformation of its ow~. The Nazi Holocaust shook us to
the core of our being. The creation of the State of Israel restored us as
a factor in history, but even more, restored us religiously and
spiritually. For the third time in Jewish history, the pattern of exile
and redemption was re-enacted. The implications are incalculable,
but we are confirmed in the biblical belief that the Covenant with the
Land established by the God of Abraham and his descendants endures, even as the Covenant of the Torah abides. It said to us in the
words of the Torah portion read this week throughout the Jewish
world that 'Abraham still stands before the Lord'.
We are deeply moved by the knowledge that Your Holiness has
testified to this. truth through your apostolic letter in April 1984:
For the Jewish people who live in °the State of Israel an.d who preserve in that land such
precious testimonies to their history and their faith, we must ask for the desired securi·
ty and the due tranquility that is the prerogative of every nation and condition of life
and of progress for every society.

Thus a renewed Jewish ·people, restored to Jerusalem and to
human dignity can engage in dialogue with the Catholic Church,
confident that we have spiritual riches to cherish and 10 share, aware
that we both have a common obligation to engage in Tikkun Olamthe improvement and perfecting of our world. On this anniversary of
Nostra A etate, we are conscious that much of its vision has yet to be
translated into reality and universal acceptance. But we look forward
to the creation of structures and programmes which will translate our
dialogue into actions which will move the hearts of the members of
our respective faiths in. the joint quest for universal peace, for social
justice and human rights, and for upholding the dignity of every
human being created in the Divine image.
Your Holiness, in recognition of the common spiritual heritage
we share and in consideration of the fact that the Catholic and Jewish
worlds are commemorating the 850th anniversary of the birth of one
of our greatest figures, we wish to present you with a copy of the
beautiful Kaufman manuscript of the Code of Maimonides.
With it we offer the hope that the final line of the Maimonides
Code will be fulfilled through our continuing dialogue which shall,
with God's will, grow in depth and understanding so that 'the earth
may ·be filled with the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the
sea.'
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POPE JOHN PAUL.II
The Pope received in audience the participants at the annual meeting of the
Internati'onal Catholz"c-jewish Liaison Committee. Around forty representatives were present to hear h1·m give the following speech.

Twenty years to the. day after the promulgation of the Declaration
Nostra A etate by the Second Vatican Council, you have chosen Rome
as the venue of the twelfth session of the International Liaison Committee between the Catholtc Church, represented by the Holy See's
Commission for Religious Relatim1s with Judaism; and the International Jewish Committee on Interreligious Consultations.
Ten years ago, in January 1975, you also met in Rome, for the
tenth anniversary of the promulgation of the same document. The
Declaration, in effect, in its fourth section, deals with the relations between the Catholic Church and the Jewish religious community. It
has been repeatedly said that the content of this section, while not too
long nor unduly complicated, was epoch-making, and that it changed
the existing relationship between the Church and the Jewish people,
and opened quite a new era in- this relationship.
I am happy to affirm here, twenty years later, that the fruits we
have reaped since then, and your Committee is one of them, prove
I
the basic truth of these assertions. The Catholic Church is always
prepared, with the help of God's grace, to revise and renew whatever
in her attitudes and ways of expression happens to conform less with
her own identity, founded upon the Word of God, the Old and the
. New Testament, as read in the Church. This she does, not out of any
expediency nor to gain a practical advantage of any kind, but out of a
deep consciousness of her own 'mystery' and a renewed willingness to
translate it into pr'actice. The ·oeclarntion affinns, with great precision, that it is while delving into this 'mystery' that she, the Church,
'remembers the spiritual link' between herself and 'Abraham's stock'.
It is this 'link', which the Declaration goes on to explain and illustrate, that is the real foundation for our relation with the Jewish
people. A relation which could well be called a real 'parentage', * and
which we have with that religious community alone, notwithstanding
our many connections with other world religions, . particul~rly with
Islam, and which the Declaration appropriately elaborates in other
. sections. This 'link' can be called a 'sacre~' one, stemming as it does
from the mysterious will of God.
• 'Parentage' here is presumably to be understood in the French sense of "close family relationship'-Ed.
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Our relations, since that historic date, could only improve,
deepen and branch out in different aspects and levels in the life of the
Catholic Church.and of the Jewish community. In this connection; as
you are well aware, as far back as 1974 the Holy See took the initiative
to create a Commission for Religious Relations·with the Jews, and also
published, through that same Commission, two further documents,
intended for the application of the Declaration to many fields of the
Church's life: the 1975 'Guidelines' and the very recent 'Notes on the
Correct Way to Present the Jews and Judaism in Preaching and Cate·
chesis in the Catholic Church'.
Both documents are a proof of the Holy See's continued interest
in and commitment to this renewed relationship between the Catholic
Church and the Jewish people, and to drawing from it all practical
consequences.
Regarding the above-mentioned document, the 'Notes', published last June, I am sure that they will greatly help towards freeing
our catechetical and religious teaching. of a negative or inaccurate
presentation ofJews and Judaism, in the context of the Catholic faith.
They will also help to promote respect, appreciation and indeed love
for one and the other, as they are both in the unfathomable design of
God, who 'does not reject his people' (Psalms 94:14; Romans 11:1).
By the same token, antisemitism in its ugly and sometimes violent
manifestations should be completely eradicated. Better still, a positive
view of each of our religions, with due respect for the identity of each,
will surely emerge.as is already the case in so many places.
To understand our documents correctly, and especially the Conciliar Declaration, a firm grasp of Catholic tradition and Catholic
theology is certainly necessary. I would even say that for Cathqlics, as
the 'Notes' (VI, 25) have asked them to do. to fathom the depths of
the extermination of many million Jews during the Second World
War and the wounds thereby inflicted on the consciousness of the
Jewish people, theological reflection is also needed. I therefore
earnestly hope that study of and reflection on theology will become
more and more a part of our exchanges, for our mutual benefit even
if, quite understandably. some sections of the Jewish community may
still have some reservations about such exchanges. However. deep
knowledge of and respect for each other's religious identity seem
essential for the reaffirmation and strengthening of the 'link' the
Council spoke about.
The International Liaison Committee w!hich you form is in itself
a proof and practical manifestation of this 'link'. You have met twelve
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times since 1971 and, despite the normal difficulties of adjustment
and even some occasional tensions, you have achieved a rich, varied
and frank relationship. I see here present both representatives of
many local churches and of several local Jewish communities. Such
large representations gathered in Rome for the twentieth anniversary
of Nostra A~tate is in itself consoling and promising. We have really
made much headway in our relations.
In order to follow along the same path, under the eyes of God
and wiih his all·healing blessing, I am sure you will work with ever
greater dedication, for constantly deeper mutual knowledge, for even
greater interest in the legitimate concerns of each other, and especially for collaboration in the many fields where our faith in one God and
our common respect for His image in all men and women invite our
witness and commitment.
For the work which has been done I give thanks with you to the
Lord our God, and for what you are still called to do 1 offer my
prayers, and I am happy to reaffirm the commitment of the Catholic
Church to this relationship and dialogue with the Jewish community.
May the Lord help your good will and your personal and institutional
commitment to this important task.
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Twenty Years of Nostra Aetate
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I
We are commemorating today the twentieth anniversary of the promulgation of the 'Declaration on the Relationship of the Church to
Non-Christian Religions' adopted by the Second Vatican Council
and which defines in its most important chapter, chapter IV, the relations of the Catholiic Church with the Jewish people.
I do not think it is exaggerated to say that this is one of the most importa~t documents produced by the Council. It constitutes indeed a
real turning-point in our relationship, a new beginning destined to
overcome centuries of misunderstanding, enmity and even ha~red and
persecution, and .having been the witnesses of these new developments during the last two decades, we can only express our deep
gratitude that it was given to us to see the beginning of this new relationship.
It was a genuinely new departure. There were few other documents of the Council that passed through such a stormy and tumultuous series of events, from the negative decision of the central Preparatory Commission of June 1962 until the final positive vote on 28 October 1965. The Jewish public followed with intense attention the
sometimes dramatic circumstances that accompanied these debates.
More than one observer concluded on a number of occasions that the
text had now been definitely abandoned. But it was resuscitated each
time. Some may see in this a sign of the mystery of Israel. Others will
say that it dealt with a subject that, after all that had happened in our

'
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generation, could not be avoided by the Council and the Council
stood the test.
It was a veritable new beginning:· it has rightly been stressed that
of all the documents promulgated by the Second Vatican Council,
that on the Jews is the only one which contains ·no reference whatsoever to any of the Church's teachings-patristic, conciliar or pontifical. This alone shows the revolutionary character of the act.
It was a deliberately innovative step of the Council: the expression of a new approach to the Jewish people was not limited to the text
of the Declaration. Nostra Aetate has to be read in the context of other
Council documents, particularly chapter II ('The People of God') of
the Dogmatic Constitution on the Church, notably paragraph 16;
chapter IV ('The Old Testament') of the Dogmatic Constitution on
Divine Revelation and, in a certain sense, also the Declaration on Religious Freedom which all point in the same direction and are complementary to each other.
.
In reviewing these events twenty years later we must, before all,
pay tribute to those who inspired this new development: in the .first
place to the great charismatic personality of Pope John XXIII. His
years as Papal Nuncio in Sofia and Ankara from where he could closely observe the development of the tragedy of European Jews during
the Second World War had particularly prepared him for what. he was
now doing. His famous remarks in receiving a group ofJewish .leaders
on 17 October 1960 in which he quoted from his favourite biblical
story: 'I am Joseph your brother' are not forgotten. It was really he
who, after his encounter with Jules Isaac, took the initiative and asked
Cardinal Bea to prepare the document. The Jewish community will
always remember him with gratitude.
But it was indeed Cardinal Bea who was the great architect of
this historic development and we are grateful for the confidence, trust
and support that the late Pope John XX.III and later his successor,
Pope Paul VI, put in him and which allowed him to undertake this
formidable task. I have paid tribute, on another ccasion, when we
celebrated his centenary, to the memory of the Cardinal. What I said
on the role of Cardinal Bea with regard to the document on religious
liberty is equally valid in our context:
He was the 'conductor' and the top strategist in the fight. With his deep religious faith
he possessed the gift of calm resolution; his outward modesty did not exclude a great
self-assurance and trust in the mission he had undertaken. He had enormous willpower and uncounted reserves of energy and patience for which decades passed iri the
service of the Church had prepared him, but which were astonishing at his age . ..
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There were stonny periods during the Council.durin,g which he became the target of
heinous intrigues, personal attacks, defamation and slander. The stormier the times
became, the calmer, the more serene and the more self-confident he showed himself
to those who visited him in his office in the Via Aurelia ... Each setback only
stimulated his iron will-power to overcome the new difficulties and in the end his
determination and his flexibility prevailed.

We have also to include in this tribute of gratitude the present
President of the Holy See's Commission for Religious Relations with
the Jews, Cardinal Willebrands, who from the beginning assisted Cardinal Bea in his difficult task and who undertqok during the Second
Vatican Council some of the most difficult missions in order to ensure
that the document was finally adopted by a large consensus.
II
Let us now analyse the teaching of Nostra Aetate, n. 4. I believe the
Declaration establishes eight major principles which define the .
Church's attitude to the Jewish people.
1
2
3

4
5

6
7'
8

The Declaration stresses the spiritual bond between the Church
and the Jewish people.
It acknowledges that it received the 'Old Testament through the
people with whom..God concluded the Ancient Covenant'.
It acknowledges the Judaic roots of Christianity, starting with
the Jewish origin ·of Jesus himself, of the Virgin Mary and of all
the Apostles.
It declares that God does not repent of the gifts he makes and
the calls he issues and Jews remain 'most dear to God'.
It states that what happened in: the passion of Christ cannot be
charged against all Jews without distinction then living, nor
against the Jews of today.
It declares that the Jews are not rejected or accursed by God.
It proclaims the Church's repudiation of hatred, persecution,
displays of antisemitism at any time and by anyone.
It fosters and recommends mutual understanding and respect
through biblical and theological studies and fraternal dialogues.

Each of these statements is of very great importance and each
has of course to be read against the classical attitudes of Christian
theology towards the Jews. In particular the stressing of the common·
spiritual bonds, the acknowledgement of the unbroken validity of the
promises of the Covenant with Israel, the refutation of the accusation
of deicide, and the rejection of all forms of a'ntisemitism are mean-
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ingful parameters m the process of formulating a new Catholic
theology.
It seems to me, however, that the last principle is perhaps the
most important. It gives a real new direction to the future relationship: mutual understanding and respect. It definitely doses the era of
friction and enmity. But it leaves also behind it the eighteenth century concept of religious tolerance. In proclaiming mutual respect as
the guiding principle in interreligious relations for the future, it constitutes a real milestone in Christian-Jewish relations and opens a new
vision for the future.

III
But even more significant, the Declaration Nostra Aetate was not a
static document which set out once and for all a certain number of
principles. It developed its own dynamics and thus became the beginning of a whole series of developments which were not foreseeable at
the start. Surely, these future steps did not all come without tensions,
crises and sometimes confrontations. But these crises and tensions only show that Nostra Aetate is a living document and that it was taken
seriously both by Church leaders and by the Jewish community. As
far as I see it, the post-conciliar developments have taken place in a
variety of fields. The most important one is of course the doctrinal
one.
The teaching of Nostra Aetate has been further defined and expanded by documents issued by the central authorities of the Church,
by papal pronouncements as well as by the statements of National
Bishops' Conferences and diocesan authorities on the national and
local level. The most significant of these documents-in a certain
sense the culminating point of this period-is the 'Guidelines and
Suggestions Implementing the Conciliar Declaration Nostra Aetate, n.
4' published by the Holy See's Commission for Religious Relations
with the Jews in January 1975. These 'Guidelines' reaffirm the statements of Nostra Aetate and clarify and expand its teachings in several
ways. At the same time they outline a whole programme of action in
dialogue, liturgy, teaching and education and joint social action.
From the point of view of doctrine, tihe following statements seem
to me the most significant:

2

Christians 'must strive to learn by what essential traits ·the Jews
define themselves in the light of their own religious experience.'
'Dialogue demands respect for the other as he is above all,
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respect for his faith and his religious convictions.'
'The Old Testament and theJewish tradition ... must not be
set against the New Testament in such a way that the former
seems to constitute a religion of only justice, fear and legalism
with no appeal to the love of God and neighbour'.
'The history of Judaism did not end with the destruction of
Jerusalem, but rather went on to develop a religious tradition.
. . . rich in religious values.

The recognition of the continued tradition of the Jewish people as
a living community and the acceptance of the fact that the knowledge
ofJewish self-understanding is a necessary key to a significant mutual
relationship are further advances in the elaboration of a new Catholic
doctrine on the Jews.
Nostra Aetatt and the 'Guidelines' had a profound influence on
the national and local level. A whole series of statements on the subject have been issued by many national and local Church authorities.
These texts reproduce or reformulate the general principles and give
guidance to the faithful; some deal in great detail with their practical
implementation; some even deal with aspects which. the central
Church authorities had intentionally omitted in their statements, such
as the relationship with the Land and State of Israel.
Such texts have been issued notably in the United Stat,e s, in the
Netherlands, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Brazil,
Austria etc. As we will have in the discussion presentations from
various regions, I can abstain from quoting these documents specifically. But I would like to stress that all these texts constitute an impressive body of theological and pastoral statemepts which show that
the teaching of Nostra Aetate is penetrating, step-by-step, all parts of
the universal Church.
In reviewing the developments of the principles of Nostra Aetatt
we must also recognize the outstanding contribution made by Pope
John Paul II. In two speeches, one made in Mainz, in ~ovember
1980, to the representatives of the Jewish community of Germany,
and the other made in Rome, in March 1982, before the delegates of
Bishops' Conferences dealing with Catholic-] ewish relations, he developed certain ideas which not only indicate his.deep concern for the
subject but add some new dimensions to the dialogue.
In Mainz the Pope spoke of the necessity to 'correct a false
religious vision of the Jewish people which was partly responsible for
the misjudgements and persecutions in the course of history'. He
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went on to speak of the 'encounter between the people of God of ~e
Old Covenant which was never repudiated by God and that of the
New Covenant whch constitutes at the same time a dialogue within
our Church, in some way a <:iialogue between the first and second pan
of its Bible.'
In Rome, John Paul II, in evoking past misunderstandings and
offences and the terrible anti-Jewish persecutions during various
periods of history, called for a new relationship based on the full identity of each community, characterized by comprehension, peace and
mutual esteem and leading to a close collaboration in the service· of
our common heritage.
'We shall be able to go', he said, 'by diverse-but in the end
convergent-paths with the help of the Lord, who has never ceased
loving his people, to reach true brotherhood in reconciliation, respect
and full accomplishment of God's plan in history.'
It was the first time that we heard in these speeches a number of
references to our common unhappy history. We were also touched by
the image of the dialogue between the two pans of the Bible which
presupposes a situation of equality. And we panicularly welcomed the
acknowledgement of the 'diverse-but in the end convergentpaths' by which the Jewish and the Catholic communities will be able
to 'go with the help of the Lord.'
The speech in Rome also contained a passage in which the Pope
insisted that an objective image ofJews and Judaism, free from prejudice and offence, be introduced in religious instruction at all levels.
This leads us to the recent 'Notes on the Correct Way to Present the
Jews and Judaism in Preaching and Catechesis' published by the
Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews on 24 June 1985.
Parts of this document have been welcomed as positive contributions by the Jewiish community. Others have been considered as setbacks as compared with the papal statements because they seem to
relapse into a theology of substitution and they have, therefore, ·been
received with criticism. Others still may have been misunderstood. As
we have set aside a special discussion on the 'Notes', I shall dispense at
this stage with exposing in detail those arguments.
All these doctrinal developments of the teaching of Nostra
A etate have been accompanied and partly prepared by such serious
theological reflection - greatly inspired by the debates and decisions
of Vatican Council II - as had not been seen for decades. Outstanding Catholic theologians such as jean-Baptiste Metz, Franz Mussner,
John T. Pawlikowski, Clemens Thoma, · Michel Remaud, Gregory
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·Baum, have devoted themselves to this task and have made important
original contributions to the elaboration of a new doctrine. In particular the works of Professor Mussner and Professor Thoma, which
attempt to develop a new systematic Catholic theology on the Jews
and Judaism, are of the highest significance.
Parallel to these doctrinal efforts, great progress has been made
in introducing teaching on Jews and Judaism and onJewish religious
and historical subjects in the curriculum of Catholic students.both at
the seminaries and at the university. This has happened happily in
many places and win greatly help to prepare a new generation of
Catholic religious leaders for their pastoral tasks. The courses which
have been introduced and the arrangements which have been made
between the Pontifical Biblical lnstiJute and the Hebrew University
are leading the way in this field; they must be warmly welcomed and
should serve as an example.
There is finally another essential aspect which I should ,like to
stress in this connection: the ecumenical one. There is no doubt that
the Vatican statement has stimulated thinking and theological re·
search in Christian circles and communities far beyond the Catholic
Church it~lf. If we have today ongoing relations and meetings with
many confessional Christian world unions such as the Orthodox, the
Anglicans, the Lutherans, and with the World Council of Churches
(WCC) itself- some of which have issued their own statements on
Christian-Jewish relations-I believe it is in no small measure due to
the development which started with Vatican Council II. While the
decision of the Council itself was probably not unaffected by the decisions of the World Assembly of the World Council of Churches in
New Delhi in 1960 and its statement on the Jews, the WCC 'Ecumenical Considerations on Jewish-Christian Dialogue' ofJuly 1982 were
certainly to a great extent i~pired by the · Vatican 'Guidelines' on
Nostra A etate. Thus, a cro~ fertilization of ideas related to a new
Christian con.cept of Jews and Judaism has come about and still continues to produce its stimulating effects.

IV
Let us now consider some of the organizational developments which
have come about following the promulgation of Nostra Aetate and
the results they produced..
Shortly after the end of Vatican Council II, Cardinal Bea set up
the Vatican Office for Catholic-Jewish Relations. In doing so he
responded to Jewish representations which had exp~essed unhappi-
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ness over the fact that matters relating to the Jewish community were
handled by the Secretariat of Christian Unity while Jews did not consider themselves as part of the Christian Oikumene.
It was to this office that the World Jewish Congress and the
Synagogue Council of America submitted, in November 1969, a memorandum in which they ~uggested the setting up of a more permanent framework to deal with major aspects of Christian-Jewish relations. The basis for such a development had been laid in an audience
which Pope Paul VI had granted to World Jewish Congress leaders
several months earlier and during which he expressed 'the hope that
opportunities would be developed for the co-operation of the Church
with the Jewish people ... in the service of common human causes.'
This led finally to the first formal meeting between representatives of the Holy See and representatives of world Jewry in December
1970 in Rome. The Catholic delegation, led by Cardinal Wille·
brands, was composed of representatives of the Secretariat for Christian Unity and of a number of Congregations, Commissions and Institutes dealing with different aspects affecting the Jewish community.
The Jewish community was represented by a newly fonned body, the
International Jewish Committee on lnterreligious Consultations
(IJCIC). in which several major Jewish organizations had joined to represent effectively Jewish interests before the central bodies of the
Churches.
The meeting adopted a 'Memorandum of Understanding' which
outlined the framework of common concerns and which served as a
basis for the future relationship. It agreed to set up a permanent International Liaison Committee (ILC) whose objects were:

2
3

The improvement of mutual understanding between the two
religious communities.
Exchange of information.
Possible co-operation in areas of common concern.

In October 1974 the organizational framework was considerably
strengthened by the decision of Pope Paul IV to set up, at the suggestion of the Liaison Committee, a special Commission for Religious
Relations with Judaism, under the presidency of Cardinal Willebrands. This Commission, administratively linked to the Secretariat
of Christian Unity but endowed with a certain autonomy, thus established a proper and legitimate place among the curial authorities for
those who are charged with Christian-Jewish relations.
Since its establishment, the International Catholic-Jewish
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Liaison Committee has held eleven sessions in Paris, Marseilles, Antwerp, Rome, Jerusalem, Venice, Toledo and Madrid, R1egensburg,
London, Milan and Amsterdam. Each of these sessions has usually
been devoted to the discussion of a major theme. At the same time the
meetings afforded the opportunity of exchanging views and information on a number of topical issues which one of the parties wished to
raise with the other.
Among the major topics discussed let me cite the following: people, nation and land! in the Jewish and Christian religious traditions;
the concept of human rights in the Jewish and Catholic tradition; mission and witness of the Church; the image of Judaism 'in Christian
education and the image of Christianity in Jewish education; religious
freedom; the challenge of secularism to our religious commitments;
the sanctity of life in relation to the present situation of violence; youth
and faith. It is planned that a selection of papers read at these sessions
will soon be published in a volume under the auspices of the Lateran
University.
In between the sessions of the Liaison Committee, cont~ct was
maintained notably through IJCIC's representatives in Rome and a
small Steering Committee was set up to meet regularly with a view to
exchanging information· and preparing the larger meetings.
The Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews was also
helpful in bringing issues ofJewish interest in which it was not compe·
tent to the notice of other authorities of the' Holy See. It should be
gratefully acknowledged that the Holy See lia~, been able in certain
cases to support our demands and to act in fa~our of Jewish communities in distress in several continents.
'.
This led finally to the establishment of opportunities for IJCIC to
raise and discuss some major questions of Jewish concem with the
political authorities of the Vatican. Certain important initiatives are
due to these exchanges of views.

v
When we assessed, at the session of the International Liaison Committee in 1976, the progress made during the first ten years of Nostra
Aetate, the Jewish delegation called attention particularly to three
areas which constituted, in its view, the fields in which major
obstacles had been encountered.
The first was the Christian concept of mission which hurt the
feelings of the Jewish communities. The second was the problem of
the full acceptance of our common history without which a mean·
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ingful relationship could not be established. And the third referred to
the necessity to acknowledge the particular bond between the Jewish
community and the Land of Israel as an essential trait of Jewish
religious self-understanding. Certain progress has been made in these
fields.
'Mission and Witness of the Church' was the subject of one of
the most important study papers submitted to the Liaison Committee
at its session in Venice in 1977. It was prepared by Professor Tom·
maso Federici of the Pontifical Urbanian University with 'the
assistance of Mgr Pietro Rossano, then Secretary of the Secretariat for
Non-Christians. The paper's unqualified condemnation of pro·
selytism and rejection of 'all attempts to set up organizations of any
sort' for the conversion ofJews represented, in Jewish eyes, 'a significant development in the Church that is bound to contribute to a
deeper understanding between the two faiths.' The Federici paper
was reprinted in a number of reputed Catholic theological publications. It was generally well-received and we should ask ourselves what
further steps should be undertaken to give the main theses of the
paper a more general recognition.
As to the second problem towards which the central Church
authorities had shown in the past a great timidity, I have already
quoted some of the speeches of Pope john Paul II in which mention is
made of our unhappy history and in which a relationship between the
false religious image of the Jewish people given out by the Church and
the misjudgements and persecutions in history is acknowledged. Cardinal Etchegaray took up the issue in .his remarkable intervention
before the Synod of Bishops in 1983 but we have also learned to deal
with this problem in a pragmatic way. Of particular significance in
this respect was our meeting in Spain in 1978. The first session was
held in Toledo in what was formerly the synagogue of El Transito,
which then became a church and today is a museum, in the presence
of the Cardinal Archbishop of Toledo and Primate of Spain. During
that session, we commemorated -the Jewish presence in Spain up to
1492. This act, as well as others that followed in Madrid, was of a
highly symbolic character and all the participants, as well as the community at large, understood it in this sense. The meeting of our Steering Committee in Trento in 1979 was of a similarly symbolic nature,
as were both a commemoration in Regensburg during the session of
the Liaison Committee in that city in 1979 and the visit to the Anne
Frank House in Amsterdam in 1984.
The issue of Israel and the deep bonds of the Jewish people tO the
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Land and the State oflsrael have of course come up frequently in our
discussions. The political crises in the Middle East and some of the attitudes adopted by the Holy See in this respect have offered many occasions to present the Jewish point of view on these issues. It iis known
that our positions in this matter are far apart, although some advance
can also be noticed in this field.
The apostolic letter of Pope John Paul II on the City ofJ erusalem of April 1984 speaks with great reverence of the fact that
Jews ardently love her and in every age venerate her memory, abundant as she is in
many. remains and monuments from the time of David w~o chose her as the capital,
and of Solomon who built the Temple there. Therefore they tum their minds to her
daily, one may say, and point to her as the sign of their nation.

Of equal importance is the affirmation:
For the Jewish people who live in the State of Israel and who preserve in that land such
precious testimonies to their history and their faith, we must ask for the desired security and the due tranquillity that is the prerogative of every nation and condition of life
and of progress for every society.

We also acknowledge that the recent 'Notes', published by the
Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews, mention for the
first time the State of Israel and· recognize the religious attachment to
the Land of the Jews who preserve 'the memory of the land of their
forefathers at the heart of their hope.' If the 'Notes' have generated
critical remarks on the Jewish side, it is above all because they raise in
the Jewish mind some questions of a very deep nature. We know that
the answers to these qU1estions can only be given by Catholics and that
there are no easy answers. This refers particularly to the question of
how to relate the invitation to Christians to understand the religious
attachment to the Land based on biblical tradition, without .making it
their own interpretation of the Scriptures, and the confirmation of the
unbroken validity of the 'Old' Covenant whose central point was the
promise of the Land.

VI
There are some further areas in which implementation of Nostra Aetate
has taken place.
The establishment of central organs by which the dialogue is being conducted has found its counterpart on the national level. Nation~ commissions or national offices on Catholic-Jewish relations
have been created in a number of countries which have followed
developments, established close relations with the Jewish communities of their countries and taken important initiatives in the field.
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Dialogues on the national and local level have spread in many places
and in Latin America a special relationship has been developed and a
series of meetings held between representatives of the Latin American
Bishops' Conference and the representative body of the Jewish communities of the continent.
In the field of liturgy we have to recall the important change in
the Good Friday prayer for the Jews which was made by Pope John
XXIll on the eve of the Council in 1959, as well as Pope Paul Vi's extensive revision of the prayer 'For thejews'-instead of 'For the Conversion of the Jews'-in 1969. These were important steps in the
direction of mutual understanding and respect.
Mention must also be made of the decree of the Congregation of
Rites, issued on the day Nostra Aetate was promulgated, banning further veneration of Simon of Trent, a boy allegedly murdered by Jews
in 1475, after serious historical research had clearly established the
falsehood of these accusations. A similar battle is at present being
courgeously fought in the Tyrol by the Bishop of Innsbruck against
the continued veneration-despite Pope john XXIII's prohibition of
the cult in 1969-of Andreas von Rinn, the hero of a similar blood
libel legend.
.
In some countries efforts have been undertaken to improve
religious textbooks and to prepare guides for teaching material in
religious institutions. It is to be hoped that following the recent
publication of the 'Notes', with their detailed programme on religious
instruction, these efforts will expand in the future and the Jewish
organizations will have to see to it that a similar effort be made on
their side.
Finally, we have to mention some efforts to implement the call in
the 'Guidelines' for joint social action. It is strange to :note that this
chapter of the 'Guidelines' has so far been rather neglected and it
would be important to examine the reasons for this neglect. In some
countries, particularly in the United States, collaboration between the
Catholic and Jewish communities has taken place particularly in the
humanitarian field.
However, very liti1e has been done in this respect on the international level. The only example which I could cite is the very constructive and successful co-operation between Catholic and Jewish bodies
in the final elaboration of the UN 'Declaration on the Elimination of
All Forms of Intolerance based on Religion or Belief' which was
adopted by the U.N General Assembly on 25 November 1981.
In the midst of a world tom apart by conflicts, violence, poveny,
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exploitation and social injustice, a concerted effort of all spiritual
forces is more necessary than ever if we want to overcome the
calamities and sufferings, the threats and danger:> of the present. The
organization of an ongoing collaboration in this field is a serious
challenge for the future.

VII
Having thus examined the developments of Nostra AetaU during the
last twenty years, we ask ourselves: what are the perspectives for the
future? Is the movement of which we have been the witnesses and
which has shown such significant expansion in many ways irreversible?
I believe it is. I believe the changes which have come about are of
such a momentous nature that it would be inconceivable to set the
clock back. I am deeply encouraged in this respect by 1the speech
which Pope John Paul II made in Caracas to the Committee of Relations between Churches and Synagogues in Venezuela in January of
this year. He quoted this statement and expanded on it in an audience
granted to the American Jewish Committee in February 1985 in
Rome. In Caracas he said:
I wish to confirm, with utmost conviction, that the teaching of the Church proclaimed
during the Second Vatican Council in the Declaration Nostra Aetate ... remains
always for ils, for the Catholic Church, for the Episcopate ... and for the Pope, a
teaching which must be followed-a teaching which it is necessary to accept not mere·
ly as something fining, but much more as an expression of the faith, as an inspiration
of the Holy Spirit, as a work of the Divine Wisdom.

And he added in Rome:
I am convinced and I am happy to state it on this occasion, that the relationships between J ews and Christians have radically improved in these years [since Nostra Attattl.
Where there was distrust and perhaps fear, there is now confidence. Where
there was ignorance, and therefore prejudice and stereotype, there is now growing
mutual knowledge, appreciation and respect. There is, above all, love between us,
that kind of love, I mean, which is for both of us a fundamental injunction of our
religious traditions and which the New Testament received from the Old. Love involves understanding. It also involves frankness and the freedom to disagree in a
brotherly way where there are reasons for it.

These words of the Pope are most reassuring. On the eve of the
meeting of the Extraordinary Synod of Bishops which will review the
achievements of Vatican Council II, we turn therefore with confidence to its members. We are convinced that they will ensure that
the promises of NostraAetate will be respected in the future and that the
process of renewal of our relationship, so hopefully initiated by the
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Council, will be further advanced.
Arthur Hertzberg, in his thoughtful and provocative contribution to the symposium on. 'Nostra AeJate Twenty Years On' published
in the last issue of CHRISTIAN JEWISH RELATIONS, expr·essed the view
that the dialogue has practically reached its theological limit and that
no further change is possible. He tries to prove this thesis by stating
that the deepest expectations ·of Catholics-on the theological
level-and those ofJews-on the political level-are unattainable.
We have to ask ourselves: are we really at the end of the road?
Let me state very clearly that I do not share Hertzberg's views.
On the contrary, I feel that we still have a Jong way to go. Our relationship is not guided by logic alone and, as I have said before, Nostra
Aetate and the Christian-Jewish dialogue have shown, time and again,
their inner dynamics and have led us to unforeseen advances. I think
this will continue to be the case in the future as well. I do not believe
· that the present political situation is frozen forever and I do not
believe that all theological reflections, for example on two covenant
theologies, have been exhausted. And I feel strongly that the convic·
tion of each of our two communities that it possesses the ultimate
truth-which each of us affirms with force-is not an obstacle to further progress in the dialogue. That we still have a long way to go is
also borne out by occasional relapses into old theological patterns
which we thought we had left behind us. Let me say in this connection
that we read with astonishment the speech which Pope John Paul
made in the general audience last week.
'

What then are the perspectives for the future?
1

2

In the first place, I believe we have tc;> carry the message of what
has been achieved in the past two decades to a much larger public. Christian-Jewish relations is an area that is still far from being known to the grass roots of our.constituencies. It is confined
to an intellectual elite, to a restricted number of people in the
leadership of our communities; it has rarely reached wider
circles. The development of a comprehensive programme of dissemination and explanation is necessary if we want to make a
real impact on the broad mass of our constituents and appropriate structures will have to be created for this purpose.
There are stili many pockets of resistance in the Catholic Church
and significant residues of suspicion in parts of the Jewish com- ·
munity; this is not surprising. Cardinal Willebrands has rightly
said: 'It has taken us around 2,000 years to arrive at Nostra
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Aetate. It cannot be expected that everything will be undone,
magically, in twenty years.' We will both have to examine how
we can overcome this resistance and !how we can convince our
followers that the entire effort is undertaken in the fullest respe~t
of the identity ·Of each of our communities, that the fears and
suspicions are out of place and that the new dialogue has nothing
to do with the old disputations of the Middle Ages whose
memory still haunts many Jews.
Our time is characterized by a serious trend toward religious extremism and fanaticism and the phenomenon has spread in
many directions and has also affected our own communities. Let
us clearly see the dangers of such developments and unite our
forces to combat these tendencies.
We have seen that there is still a large area before us for conceptual clarifications and theological reflection. And while this
reflection has to be made by each community for itself, it may be
helpful to create appropriate forums which are acceptable to both
sides, in which this reflection can be deepened and promoted.
There is, finally, considerable scope for co-operation and common action in the service ofjustice and peace which-as we have
seen-has barely been touched upon.

Some of these challenges will be difficult to master. But with patience, perseverance and faith we will succeed. If we have overcome
tensions and crises in the past, it is mainly due to the spirit of great
openness and frankness which has, in the main, characterized our
relationship. Let me express on this occasion our gratitude particularly to our Catholic colleagues who have carried the main burden of our
daily labours and to whom we have not always been easy partners.
Let. me evoke the memo.ry of those who are no longer with us: Cornelius Rijk and Jean-Marie de Contenson, whom we remember with
emotion and affection. Let me thank those with whom we continue
our fruitful co-operation and who have in so large a measure contributed to the developments: Cardinal Johannes Willebrands and Mgr
Jorge Mejia. Let me include in this homage also Bishop Ramon Torrella Cascante who, during the Cardinal's absence from Rome,
directed the work for several years.
And may our common work be blessed also in the future!
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In a remarkable and still most pertinent study paper presented at the
Sixth Meeting of the lnternationaJ Catholic-Jewish Liaison Committee in Venice in March 1977, Professor Tommaso Federici termed the
'profound renewaJ' of the Catholic Church's attitudes towards Jews
and Judaism in our age an 'irreversible' movement. 1 Fr Thomas
Stransky CSP, who was on the staff of the Secretariat which drafted
Nostra Aetate for the Second Vatican Council, spoke in similar terms at
a recent anniversary colloquium at the Angelicum: 'only twenty
years ago and only with fifteen long Latin sentences, the impossible
became possible and the possible became act. Two thousand, two
hundred and twenty-one Council Fathers, by their approvals, committed the Roman Catholic Church to an irrevocable act, a heshhon hanefesh-a reconsideration of the soul. The act began to shift with integrity 1,900 years of relationships between Catholics andJews.' 2
Part of the 'irreversibility' or 'irrevocability' of that act, Federici
argued, lies in the fact that the change in the Church's attitude is a
flowering of the biblical, liturgicaJ, ecclesiologicaJ, even missiological
movements that made the Second Vatican Council possible.' In this
sense, the development of Catholic-]ewish relations in the postconciliar period can rightly be said to be a 'litmus test' for measuring
the success of the Council's effort as a whole, since so many of the
Council's major themes flow into it.
There is perhaps an even deeper reason for the irreversibility of
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the changes wrought by the Council through its 'fifteen long Latin
sentences'. To understand this deeper reason one needs an appreciation of the concept of 'Catholic Tradition'. For the fact is that Nostra
Aetate, n. 4 for all practical purposes begins the Church's teaching
(Tradition with a capital 'T' as one might say) concerning a
theological or, more precisely, doctrinal understanding of the relationship between the Church as People of God and God's People,
Israel. No previous Ecumenical Council of the Church, in point of
fact, had ever directly addressed the issue.
The Council ofJerusalem in the first century of the common era
addressed only the issue of Gentile acceptance into the Body ofChr.ist,
determining that, given faith, a rough equivalent of the Noahide commandments and ritual immersion was sufficient for Gentiles (Acts
15). In the second century, Marcion's gnostic theory of incompatible
dualism between the God of the ancient and renewed covenants (and
therefore the peoples that witness to those covenants) was condemned.
In that condemnation, the Church affirmed the unity· of the divine
plan but did not spell out how that unity was to be understood. So the
matter stood until Vatican II. The Fourth Lateran Council (1215), of
course, issued its four discriminatory canons against Jews. These,
however, were disciplinary laws only, and dfd not have doctrinal
significance. 4
Cardinal Johannes Willebrands, in a talk given in honour of his
predecessor at the Vatican Secretariat, Cardinal Augustin Bea, was
thus able to call Nostra Aetate 'an absolute unicum', stating that 'never
before has a systematic, positive, comprehensive, careful and daring
presentation ofJews and Judaism been made in the Church by a Pope
or a Council. This should never be lost sight of.' 5 So too, Pope John
Paul II has reiterated, first in Venezuela and then again earlier this
year in Rome, his desire 'to confirm', with utmost conviction, that
the teaching of the Church proclaimed during the Second Vatican Council in the
Declaration Noslra Adale . . . remains always for us, for the Catholic Church, for the
Episcopate ... and for the Pope, a teaching which must be followed-a teaching
which it is necessary to accept not merely as something fitting, but much more as an
expression of the faith, an inspiration of.the Holy Spirit, as a word of the Divine
Wisdom.

Such terminology is normally applied to sacred Scripture.
Considering the centuries in which the 'teaching of contempt'
againstjews and Judaism held sway; considering the expulsions, the
forced baptisms (prohibited by canon law but done anyway), the martyrdom of hundreds of thousands ofJews by the Crusaders and their
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equally barbarous successors over the ages; and considering the false,
but pervasive, theological and social theories ('b1ood libel', 'wellpoisoning', 'purity of blood', the Protocols etc.) that arose on the
popular level to rationalize such violence by Christians against Jews,
one recognizes the guidance of the Holy Spirit in ensuring that the
Church did not try to formulate its attitudes toward the Jewish people
and Judaism until the present age.
One can only speculate how the leaders of the Spanish Inquisition or the authors of the first passion plays in fourteenth century Germany might have .articulated the Jewish-Christian relationship had
they been at a Council willing to debate such a document as Nostra
A elate. But, in fact, they did not have that opportunity. And no
Council took up the questions left unresolved by·St Paul in Romans
9-11 until the .Second Vatican Council renewed the entire issue in a
fresh perspective. This is the significance of Nostra Aetate (to
pantphrase a famous saying about Maimonides, whose anniversary we
also celebrate this week): 'From Paul to Paul, there was none to accept the challenge' (i.~ .• from St Paul to Paul VI, who signed the
Conciliar Declaration).
But if. there is no extensive official 'pre-history' for Nostra
A etate, there is a determinative post-history upon which to build an
interpretation and assessment of the text. Again, from the perspective
of the Catholic sense of tradition, such a document can only be proc
perly understood in the light of the teachings and statemencs of the
magisterium which are designed to interpret and imp.Je~ent it. This
point was made strongly by Cardinal Johannes Willebrands, President of the Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity and also of the
Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews, on the occasion of
the fifteenth anniversary of the Declaration in. October 1980:
We read it [Nostra Aetate] in th~ light of the 'Guidelines and Suggestions' for its im·
plementation, published by the Commi5l!ion 'in 1975 ... (and] of comments and
references to our text coming from Popes and various Episcopates over the
years.... But it is not only a matter of texts, life itself, that is, the progress of the
dialogue with Judaism called for by the Council, sets the texts within the context of
lived reality. This context absolutely cannot be ignored. 6

Nostra Aetate opened many windows in the Church's traditionally negative assessment of Jews and Judaism, flatly denying the
deicide charge and stressing the positive aspects of the biblical
testimony, especially Romans 9-11 (cited some seven times in the,
text), without totally defining what the positive appreciation it called
for would look like. Given all of the ecclesiastical in-fighting that sur-
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rounded it and the necessary compromises from the earlier drafts of
the statement to the final product, 7 it is not surprising that many
commentators at the time tended to stress its ambiguities and
weaknesses compared with the earlier drafts: it did not mention the
rebirth of the State of I~rael or the Holocaust, the chief events of con·
temporary Jewish self-understanding; it did not 'condemn' the deicide
charge. but simply eschewed the notion of collective guilt; it did not
address the question of proselytism or of the validity ofJewish witness
in and to the world; it did not make clear in what sense God's cove:
nant with the Jewish people perdures post Christum (on its own or as
'fulfilled' in the Church as the 'new people of God~?); it did not men·
tion explicitly the continuing role of the Jewish people as a people
after New Testament times (so that it could be read as 'supercessionist' though not abrogationist); it expressed no explicit sorrow or
regret for the persecution of Jews by Christians over the centuries; it
was. silent on whether the Jewish people today had a 'mission' or role
of witness to the world and in what way that might relate to the
Church's own mission in and for the world; it mentioned only glanc_ingly the issue of the treatment ofJews and Judaism in the liturgy, and
while mandating clearly a renewal of catechesis and preaching
regarding Jews and Judaism, it gave few explicit examples.
A decade later, and based upon dialogues on the local and inter·
national' levels that were remarkably fruitful given the shortness of the
period when compared to the millenia in which the 'teaching of contempt' held sway, the Holy See issued its implementing document for
Nostra Aetate, n. 4.8 One can trace in these 1975 'Guidelines' various
phrases and insights that had earlier appeared in local or national
Church documents, such as the 'Guidelines for Catholic-Jewish Relations' put out by the US Bishops' Secretariat in 1967, and the statements of the Bishops of Austria (1968), Holland (1970), Belgium
(1973), France (1973) and Switzerland (1974).
As with the Conciliar Declaration itself, an earlier draft of the
1975 Vatican 'Guidelines' was made public some years before the
adoption of the official text, with the result that many commentators
judged the final version 'weakened' and therefore unsatisfactory.
Again a decade of dialogue over the 'grey areas' of the 1975
'Guidelines', and a. growing ~onviction that progress made in Catholic
teaching materials9 (so important on the agenda of the International
Liaison Committee over the years) needed to be consolidated and fur·
thered on the international level. resulted in the issuance by the Commission of 'Notes on the Correct Way to Present Jews and Judaism in
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Preaching and Catechesis in the Roman Catholic Church' on 24 June
1985. 10 Once again, the Holy See's initiative in the dialogue was
greeted with some disappointment amongJeWish leaders. 11 As before,
Jewish concerns were both substantive and procedural, and; as
before, not without validity. Jews have, after all, a very real and valid
'stake' in how Jews and Jewish traditions are presented to the world's
800,million Roman Catholics, not, certainly, as a matter of doctrine
.(which is the Church's own self-articulatiion) but as ·a matter of history
and objective accuracy. So I believe we Catholics need to take these
calls for clarification, offered as they are in the spirit of the dialogue
itself, with utmost seriousness, as a most helpful aid to our discernment rather than as any sort of external (and therefore questionable)
judgement made upon the integrity of our intentions.
On the other hand, one can, I believe, discern in the cautiousness of each of these steps taken on an official Catholic level not only
the seriousness with which the topic is approached by the magisterium, but above all an indication of the 'irreversibility' of the process itself. Each step, indeed each half-step, is measured and secured
before the next step is attempted. Each step .takes into account and
builds upon previous statements. While such a process may appear
painfully slow to many of us in the dialogue, the result is increasing
security in understanding. From the perspective of the history preceding . Vatican II, of course, such progress as has occurred appeai:s
breathtakingly rapid.

The development of a tradition
The following chart12 lists several areas in which the wording of the
1975 Vatican 'Guidelines' and the more recent 'Notes' have specifical·
ly clarified wording left 'creatively vague' by the Second Vatican
Council, thus determining how Nostra Aetate is today to be read.
Many of these, il will be noted, are directly responsive to critiques
made of Nostra Aetate and the 1975 'Guidelines' in the dialogue between Catholics and Jews sparked by the Council. It is to be expected
that the 'Notes' will undergo a similar process of clarification through
dialogue.

Nostra Aet.ate 1965

'The Church ... decries hatreds, peT!l,e cu-

tions and manifestations

'Guidelines and
Suggestions' 1975

_'Notes for Preaching
and Calechesis' 1985

'Conde~n. as opposed
to the veiy spirit of
Qhristianity, all forms of

The urgency and
importance of precise,
objective and rigorously
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'Guidelines and·
Suggations' 1975

'Notes for Preaching
and Catechesis' 1985

antisemitism and discrimination' (Intro., para.
5).

accurate teaching on
Judaism for our faithful
follows too from the
danger of antisemitism,
which is always ready to
reappear under different
guises' (I, 8); VI, 26
reaffirms the condem na·
tion of antisemitism.

2 Makes no mention of the
post -biblical religious
tradition of Judaism.

'The history of Judaism
did not end with the
destruction of Jerusalem
but rather went on to
develop a religious tradition' (Ill, 7); associates
Jewish and Christian
tradition' (IV, I).

Contains an entire sec·
lion on Judaism and
Christianity in History'
(VI, 25): 'The pennanence of Israel (while so
many anciem peoples
have disappeared with·
out a trace) is a historic
fact and a sign to be in·
terpreted within God's
· design . . . accompanied
by a continuous spiritual
fecundity, in the rah·
binical period, in the
Middle Ages, and in
modem times.'

g

'The spiritual bonds
which tie the people of
the New Covenant to
the offspring of
Abraham' (n. 4, para.
I ).

'The spiritual bonds and
historical links binding
the Church·to
Judaism .. . these links
and relationships'
(Intro. , para. 5).

'Because of the unique
relations that exist be·
tween Christianity and
Judaism - "linked
t!)gether at the ·very level
of their identity" Oohn
Paul II. 6 March
1982)- relations "found ed on the design of the
God of the Covenant"
(ibid.), the J ews and
Judaism should not oc·
cupy an occasional or
marginal place in cate·
chesis: their presence
there is essential and
sh.o uld be organically
integrated' (I. 2).

4

Makes no reference to
traditional faise Stereo·
typing of the Pharisees
or co misunderstandings

Mandates an 'overriding
preoccupation' in llturgy
and education to pro·
vide adequate back·

Two major sections of
the text (Ill and IV}
spell out the issues in
detail, e.g.: Jesus 'ex·

Nostro Adllte 1965
· of antisemitism directed
against Jews at any time
and by.anyone' (n. 4,

para. 7).
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'Guidelines and
Suggestions' 1975

'Notes for Preaching
and Catechesis' 1985

ground for scriptural
~adings 'which Chris·
tians, if not well informed, might misunderstand because of
prejudice', and specifies
John's GOspel and the
treatment of the Pharisees (II, 5).

tolled respect for' the
Law and 'invited obedi·
ence to it' (III, U). He
shared, 'With the majori·
ty of Palestinian Jews of
that time', central ele·
ments of pharisaic doc·
trine (III, 17);
·... references hQstile or
less than favourable to
the J ews have their
historic context in conflicts between the nascent Church and the
Jewish community. Certain controversies reflect
Christian-Jewish relations
long after the time of
Jesus' (IV, 21A)..

5 Defines the Jews solely in
biblical terms, i.e. in
reference to their past:
'the Jewish religion', the
'Chosen People', 'the
wild.olive shoots'. 'the
Jews' (8 times always in
the co~text of the New
Testament). Limits itself
·
to ' the spiritual
patrimony common to
Christians and Jews'
(n. 4, para. 5).

Speaks of the Jews of to·
day as well as biblically,
and in modem terms:
Judaism', Jewish
brothers', 'the Jewish
people' (twice, and in
specifically religious con·
text, being followed
immediately by 'the
Christian people');
encourages Christians to
learn "by what essential
traits the Jews define
themselves in the light of
their own religious tradi·
tion' (IV, I).

Citing John Paul II. calls
the 'common patrimony'
of the Church and Judaism 'considerable'; call·
ing on •Catechists and
preachers 'to assess it
carefully in ilSelf and
with due awareness of
the faith and· religious
life of the Jewish people
as they are professed
and practised still· today'
(I, 3; cf. VI, 25). In this
context, mentions the
Holocaust and the State
of Is~ael as proper subjects for affirmative
·catholic teaching (VI,
25).

Makes no reference to
the Holocaust of Euro·
pean Jewry.

Refers to the Holocaust
as the 'historical setting'
of Nostra Aetate and the
present Jewish-Christian
dialogue.

Mandates the develop·
ment of Holocaust cur·
ricula in religious educ:alion programming:
'catechesis should
. . . help in understanding the meaning
for the Jews of the extermination [Shoah) during

Nostro Aetat.e 1965
which can arise from
reading the New· Testa·
mentor in the liturgy.

6
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Nostro Aetate 196!>

'Guidelines and
Suggeiitions'· 1975

'Notes for P r eaching
an d Catechesis' 198!>
the years 19!19-45, and
its consequences' (Vl,
25).

7 No reference to the
State of Israel.

No reference to the
State of Israel.

Speaks of the 'religious
attachment' between the
Jewish people and the
Land of Israel as one
that 'finds its roots in
the biblical tradition'
and as an essential
aspect of Jewish cove·
nantal 'fidelity 10 the
one Cod'. Affirms 'the
existence of the State of
Israel' on the basis of
'the common principles
of international law'. ·
while warning against a
biblical fundamentalist
approach to contempo·
rary 'political options' in
the Middle East (VI,
25).

8 Crucifixion 'cannot be

Repeats Nostra Aetate.

Adds details: Christians
are more responsible
than 'those few Jews'
because we sin knowingly (IV, 22); ' ... the
Pharisees are not men·
tioned in accounts of the
passion' (Ill. 19).

. blamed on all Jews then
living without distinction
nor upon the Jews of to·
day. . . . Christ freely
underwent His passion
and death because of
the sins of all men'
(n. 4, para. 6).
9 Does not try to deal with Calla on Christians to
significance of the Jewish 'strive to understand the
'no' to Christian claims
difficulties which arise
concerning Jesus and the for the Jewish soulsignificance of the
rightly imbued with an
Christ-event.
extremely high, pure
. notion of the divine
transcendence-when
faced with the mystery
of the incarnate word'

. (I, 3).

Begins to grapple with it
as 'a fact not merely of
history but of theological
bearing of which St Paul
tries hard to plumb the
meaning' (IV, 21C and
F) and h ints at a positive
response to 'the permanence of Israel' as 'a
sign to be interpreted
within God's design'

(VI, 25):
10 Presents the C hurch as
the new people of God

Avoids supercessionist
implications and states

Jews arc to be presented
as 'the people of God of
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Nostro Aetate 1965
(n. 4, para. 6).

fJ Does not deal, as such,

'Guidelines and
Suggestions' ·)975

'Notes for Preaching
and Catcchesis' 1985

instead: 'The Old Testa- the Old Covenant,
which has never been
ment and the Jewish
revoked by God' (I, 3,
tradition founded on it
must not be set against
citing John Paul II at
Mainz, 17 November
the New Testament in
1980), and 'a Chosen
such a way that the
People' (VI, ·25). Both
fonncr seems to constitute a religion of only Jews and C hristians 'are
justice, fear and legalism driven . . . by the command to love our neigh·
with no appeal to the
love of God and neigh- . bour' (II, 11).
bour (Deut. 6:5, Lev.
19:18).'
Distinguishes 'fulfilment'
of the promises in Christ
from 'their perfect fulfilment in his glorious
return at the end of
time' (II, 3).

'The people of God of
the Old and the New
Testament are tending
towards a like end in the
future: the coming or
return of the Messiaheven if they start from
two different points of
view' (II, 9: cf. also II,
1-2 and I, 5).

12 Doesnotdealwithtypology.

Does not deal with typology.

Tenns typology 'perhaps
the sign of a problem
unresolved'. Attempts to
frame the question in
terms of both the Church
andJudaism as
'awaiting' their 'defmitive perfecting' and
'final consummation' in
the End Time (II, 4-9).
Allows for other models
for relating the Scriptures (II, 2).

13 ·No direct reference to
joint witness to the
world, though the possibility is implicit in the
affirmation that God
'does not repent of the
gifts He makes or of the
calls He issues'.

'Jewish and C hristian
tradition, founded on the
Word of God
. . . will work willingly
together, seeking social
justice and peace on
every level' (IV).

'Hanging on the same
word, we have to
witness to one same
memory and one common hope in
Him. . . . We must also
accept our responsibility
to prepare the world for
the coming of the
Messiah by working
togethe r for social justice

with the
'promise/fulfilment'
theme.
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Nostro Aetate 196&

'Guidelines and
Suggestions' 197&

'Notes for Preaching
and Catechesis' 1985
. .. To this we are
driven . . . by a common hope for the
Kingdom of God' (II,
11).

14 No explicit acknowledg- Still implicit, e.g. in IV.
ment of the validity of
J ewish witness, to the
Church or to the world,
post Chrislum. Implicit in
present-tense translation
of phrase from St Paul:
'Theirs art the sonship
and the glory and the
covenants and the ·law
and the worship and the
promises' (Rom. 9:4-5).
Many Christian translations of the New Testament (e.g. the New
American Bible) had
tended to translate this
key phrase in the past
tense: 'Theirs were . . . '

'A numerous Diaspora
. . . allowed Israel to
carry to the world a
witness-often heroicof its fidelity to the one
God and to " exalt him
in the presence of all the
living" ' (VI, 25).
Afflmls that Christian
catechesis cannot adequately convey the
Christian message without taking into account
past and present J ewish
tradition (I, 2-3; 11, 11;
III, 12, 17-18, 20; VI,
25).

.

This chart, I believe, indicates at least in rudimentary fashion
the painstaking, step-by-step character of the process in which the
Churc h is engaged in its efforts to clean its own house of the rubble of
centuries of misunderstanding. None of these statements, taken by
themselves, is adequate to the task. None can be interpreted rightly
except in the context of the others. Taken together, they reveal
perhaps only a direction, a gradual formulation of more positive
outreach and acceptance of Jews and Judaism on· its own terms, i.c;.
'as the Jews define themselves in the light of their own traditions'
('Guidelines' I, 'Notes' I, 4).
This principle, accepted for the dialogl1e in the 1975 'Guidelines'
and repeated for catechesis in the 1985 'Notes', has pertinence, I
would maintain, for the reconsideration of the process of consultation
(or lack of it) that should obtain in the procedures the Commission
itself employs when considering.the issuance of a document for and to
the Catholic Church_
In some areas the 'Notes' offer a dear and significant advance
over earlier documents of the Holy See.13 They deal, for example,
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with key elements of the teaching of contempt merely alluded to iri
previous official documents. Jesus' relationship with the Law is shown
to be an essentially positive one. The ·congruence of Jesus' teachings
with basic pharisaic beliefs is highlighted. The negative references to.
Jews and Judaism in the New Testament are frankly acknowledged
and a catechetical method· for treating t-hem in the classroom firmly
established: 'references hostile or less than favourable to the Jews have
their historical context in conflicts between the nascent ~hurch and
the Jewish community. Certain controversies reflect Cihristian-Jewish
· relations long after the time of Jesus.· This ~pecifies for teachers and
preachers in a practical manner the general biblical hermeneutic of
the Council" that 'the Jews should not be presented as repudiated or
cursed by God, as if such views followed from the Holy Scriptures.'
Since, as my own rather exhaustive studies of Catholic textbooks have
shown, these are precisely the areas in which the remaining negative
references to Jews andJudaism can still be found, the 'Notes~ should
go a long way toward eliminating altogether the remnants of the
'teaching of contempt'.
In the final section VI, the 'Notes' begin to specify for the first
time the content only implied in the reference of the 1975 'Guidelines'
to the fact that Judaism 'went on to develop a religious tradition' of its
own after the time of Christ. Through the Diaspora (here given a
positive theological interpretation as opposed to the traditionall
negative one that the destruction of the Temple and the dispersion of
the Jews signified divine punishment for Jewish refusal to acknowledge Jesus as the Messiah), theJewish people, the 'Notes' maintain,
were able 'to carry to the whole world a witness-often heroic-of its
fidelity to the one God . . . while preserving the memory of the land
of their forebears at the .heart of their hope' (VI, 25).
This statement is truly remarkable. Jewish 'hope' had previously
been defined - and its validity a~knowledged - in an eschatological
sense: 'the people of God of the Old and the New Testaments are
tending towards a like end in the future: the coming or return of the
Messiah - even if they start from two different points of
view.... Thus it can be said that Jews and Christians meet in a comparable hope, founded on the same promise to Abraham' (II, 10,
italics added).
The Jewish 'no' to Jesus as 'the Christ' (Messiah) is here put in a
larger, more positive framework: God's overall plan for humanity. Indeed, Christians can learn from this 'no', this continuing Jewish
witness in and for the world that 'we must also accept our
responsibili.
.
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ty to· prepare the world for the coming of the Messiah by working
together for social justice ... and international reconciliation' (II,
11):
In this precise sense, the Church no less than the Synagogue is to
be seen (II, 4-9) as 'awaiting' the 'final consum.m ation' • at which
point both will 'make way for the fulfilment of God's design' {II, 9).
Here, the 'Notes' see.k to frame a non-triumphalist interpretation of
the ancient tradition of typology, which is acknowledged as 'the sign
of a problem unreso~ved'. More work will surely be needed on this
topic and, perhaps more important, other theological frameworks for
the relationship developed and approved. As the 1975 statement of
the US Catholic bishops put it so well: 'There is here a task incumbent on theologians, as yet hardly begun, to explore the continuing
relationship of the Jewish people with God and their spiritual bonds
with the New Covenant and the fulfilment of God's plan for both
Church and Synagogue' (NCCB, November 1975). The 'Notes', I
believe, intend to foster just such ongoing theological development.
"The permanence of lsrael (while so many an~ient peoples have
disappeared without a trace)' and the 'continuous spiritual fecundity'
of the Jewish people in rabbinic, medieval and modern times are seen
by the 'Notes' as 'a sign co be interpreted within God's design'. Thus,
while for St Paul in Romans 9:2, the 'fact that the majority of the
Jewish people and its authorities did not believe in Jesus' is a 'sad'
one (cf. 'Notes', IV, 21C), it may be part of God's mysterious will
(Romans 11: 11-12, 30-6). In any event, it is 'a fact not merely of
history but of theological bearing', concerning which Christians are
called in a renewed way today 'to plumb the meaning'. Earlier in the
text (I, 7), the 'Notes' had alluded, in the words of Mgr Jorge Mejia,
Secretary of the Commission which issued the document, to 'the affir·
mation about Christ and his saving event as central to the economy of
salvation', an affirmation Mejia called 'es5ential to the Catholic faith'.
This affirmation, Mejia continued in his statement introducing the
'Notes' (and carried on the same page in L'Osservatore Romano)
'does not mean that the Jews cannot and should not draw salvific gifts
from their own traditions. Of. course they can and should do so'.
Mejia's commentary is crucial for understanding the .'Notes'.
Referring to its bri~f reference to the Holocaust, for exa~ple, Mejia
states that Catholics, ·within the very process of catechesis itself, must
begin to grapple with 'the dimensions of such tragedy (what is called
in Hebrew, the Shoah, the catastrophe) and its significance for the
Jews, but also for us', as Catholics, 'whom it also obviously concerns'.
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Mejia commends the development of Holocaust curricula 'by Catholic
offices for education to awaken such awareness, or else to deepen it'.
As with other sections, the aptly titled 'Notes' do not attempt to draw
out such a catechesis in detail, but mandate renewed efforts by
Catholic educators around the world toward that end.
Criticized particularly by Jewish agencies was the reference in the
'Notes' to the State of Israel. · Here, I believe, an unfortunate
misunderstanding has occurred which requires further dialogue (as,
indeed, other sections of the 'Notes' will require expansion and
clarification). This is the first time that the Holy See's Commission for
Religious Relations with the Jews has commenced on the 'religious attachment' of the Jewish people to Eretz Israel, an attachment it affirms as finding 'its roots in biblical tradition' and which it mandates,
again for the first time, as · a proper, even necessary element of
Catholic teaching. The 'Notes', here, need to be understood carefully
within the context of the 1975 US Catholic Bishops' Declaration, to
which they specifically refer. (This is the only direct reference in the
'Notes' to any statement of an Episcopal conference, a fact which
heightens its significance). The US Bishops' statement declared:
In dialogue with Christians, Jews have explained that they do not consider themselves
·as<'. Church, a sect, or a denomination, as is the case among Christian communities,
but rather as a peoplehood that is not solely racial, ethnic or religious, but in a sense a
composite of all these. It is for such reasons that an overwhelming majority of Jews see
themselves bound in one way or another to the Land of Israel. Most Jews see this tie to
the Land as essential to their Jewishness. Whatever difficulties Christians may ex·
perience in sharing this view, they should strive to understand this link between Land
and people which Jews have expressed in their writings and worship throughout two
millenia as a longing for the homeland, holy Zion,

Also pertinent to interpreting the attitude of the 'Notes' toward Israel,
as the report of a group of Catholic. and Jewish scholars convened by
the American Jewish Committee to discuss the 'Notes' rightly stated, is
Pope John Paul ll's apostolic letter of Good Friday 1984. There, the
Pope said: 'For the Jewish people who live in the State of Israel and
who. preserve on that _land such precious testimonies to their history
and their faith, we must ask for the desired security and the due tranquility that is the prerogative of every nation and condition of life and
of progress for every society.'
This clear recognition by the Holy See of the legitimacy of the State
and the 'Notes' own affirmation of the religious validity ofJewish attachment to the Land provide the context for what follows. The
'Notes' maintain that consideration of the 'political options' of the
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State (e.g. boundaries) should be guided by 'the common principles of
international law', which themselves validate 'the existence of the
state', rather than by 'a perspective which is in itself religious'. This is
a caution for Catholics against biblical fundamentalism. It is in no
case a denial of the religious relationship of the Jewish people to Eretz
Israel, or of the validity or necessity of the Jewish state, which it supports. Rather, it mandates teaching about that relationship and about
the state (though not necessarily all its policies) affirmatively in
Catholic classrooms.
If I have dwelt rather more on the 'Notes' in this paper than I
had envisioned when first accepting the assignment, this is not only
because of their significance but also because of the controversy currently surrounding them. That controversy should teach us, if
nothing else, something about the challenge of the dialogue launched
by the Second Vatican Council. It is a dialogue, if not in its infancy,
at least in its babyhood. Like a baby, it is something entirely new and
unique on the world scene: in a sense much more so, for it represents
an effort at interreligious reconcilation never before tried to my
knowledge in world history.
The flap over the 'Notes' shows that we are not yet too sure of
one another. We do not understand how to address each other as well
·as we thought. Catholics, reading the 'Notes', are surprised at the
vehemence of the Jewish negative response. To Catholics, the 'Notes'
appear to be a solid, if imperfect effort in good faith to move the relationship forward at least one more small step. Jews, reading the
'Notes', are surprised that Catholics in the main could not have
predicted how Jews would react to key passages (e.g. on typology),
and wonder further, even once the text is explained, how Catholics
could get themselves so lost in the intricacies of theological 'balancing'
(again, for example, on typology).
Part of this sense of surprise, I would surmise, stems from our
differences of style. Catholicism works itself out, in practice, precisely
through the intricacies of theologica·l nuance, Judaism through the
equal delicacies of halachic distinction, though Catholicism is no
stranger to Law nor Judaism to theological embellishment. The
deeper part may be the historical chasm of blood shed and stated
principles broken that divides us, despite the shared bridges of hope
('spiritual bonds' in Catholic terminology) that impel us together even
as we 'fuss and holler', in typical family fashion, at one another.
The key is trust. The very imperfections of the document (as of
those which preceded it) reveal the depth of the faith-substance with
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which the dialogue must yet deal. But th~ development of trust, on
both sides, takes time- and a proven record of delivery. We can, I
believe, have a certain faith in the God of Abraham and Sarah and
Isaac and Rivkah upon which, in hope, to build that trust. But we
will also need a certain measure of patience ('mercy on words' to use
Augustine's phrase) regarding what we say and what we mean to say.
In such an effort, the presumptio'n must always be in favour of the integrity of the other's intention. Neither hasty press releases nor unconsulted promulgations will prove the best tools with which to build our
bridges of trust.
The 'Notes', as the Holy See's own 'anniversary gift' to Nostra
Aetau, move forward the discussion between our two peoples and at
the same time invite further reflections and exchange between us.
They see the 'heroic witness' ofJewish fidelity to God's covenant over
the centuries as a 'sign to be interpreted within God_'s design'.
Such language is reminiscent of the words of Rabbi Gamaliel, as
cited in the Books of Acts, with regard to early Christians. Today, we
Catholics are learning that Gamaliel's dictum applies equally well to
Christian attitudes toward Jews and Judaism. The Sanhedrin, the
Book of Acts reports, had arrested the Apostles and was trying them
on capital charges. Gamaliel, portrayed in Acts as 'a Pharisee
. . . highly respected by all the people', saved the lives of the Apostles
by arguing: 'Fellow Israelites, think twice about what you are going to
do with these men.... Let them alone. If their purpose or activity is
human in its origins, it will destroy itself. If, on the other hand, it
comes from God, you will not be able to destroy them without fighting
God himself.' Judaism, no less than Christianity, comes from God.
This was the central message of the Secorid Vatican Council, and one
to which we Catholics must re-commit ourselves in each generation.
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JO L 'OsstrV<Jtore Romano, 24-5 June 1985, English translation in Origins, 4 July 1985, vol. 15, no.
7, 102·7, and USCG PUblieatians, September 1985.
11 The response of the International J ewish Commission for lnterrcligious Consultations
(ijCIC) may be read in CHRISTIAN JEWISH RELATIONS, vol. J8, no. 3, September 1985, 74-6.
12 For the idea behind thim chart, now much expanded, I am indebted to Jacqueline des
Rochettes, 'Evolution of a vocabulary: a sign of hope?' S/DlC, vol. 8, no. 3, J975, 21-4.
13 Ponions of this discussion on 1he ' Notes' are adapted from my article, 'The Second Vatican
Council and the Jews: twenty years of dialogue'.Jewislr Month{y (New York), October 1985.
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Reflections on 'The ·C ommon Bond'
ALLAN

R.

BROCKWAY

Now that the dust has begun to settle from the initial flurry of reaction, by both Jews and Christians, to the recent document released by
the Vatican's Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews, perhaps it may be possible to see more clearly what it reflects of the
Catholic Church's present understanding of Jews and Judaism, as
well as avenues for the development of such understanding in the
future.
Initially released under the title, 'Notes on the Correct Way to
Present Jews and Judaism in Preaching and Catechesis in the Roman
Catholic Church', the document has now acquired a superscription:
'The Common Bond: Christians and Jews'. The first official Vatican
statement on Jews andjudaism to appear since the 1975 'Guidelines
and Suggestions', which were designed to implement Nostra Aetate, it
carries more weight than speeches by the Pope and positions taken by
various national episcopal conferences. Moreover, because of the
structure of the Roman Catholic Church, it carries more authority
with the faithful than do similar types of documents from Protestant
ecumenical bodies or individual Protestant Churches. What it says
and how it says it are, thus, of great importance for t!he entire Christian world and, naturally enough, for the world-wide Jewish community.
Much of the initial reaction to 'T!he Common Bond' focused on
the.degree to which the statement does or does not promote JewishChristian relations and/or the degree to which it 'goes beyond' Nostra
Aetate and the 'Guidelines'. These are, of course, important considerations and they will continue to be widely discussed. In the obser-
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vations that follow, however, I will attempt to reflect on the contribution the Vatican document makes to the development of Christian
theology as that theology is being changed as a consequence of heightened Christian awareness ofJews and Judaism.
In many ways 'The Common Bond' approaches its goal of providing guidance for teachers and clergy in 'the correct way to present
Jews and Judaism'. The text emphasizes the unique relation between
Judaism and Christianity and places the relation of Jesu's with the
Pharisees in its proper perspective, thus making a strong case for rejecting forever the pejorative image that has prevailed for centuries.
Further, the teaching in the Church cannot help but be enhanced
by widespread attention to the observation that 'The Gospels are the
outcome of long and! complicated editorial work' (IV, 21A). At the
level-the stated level-of correcting ancient and traditional deroga·
tory views of Jews and Judaism, non-Roman Christians and Jews
alike can join Catholics in celebration of 'The Common Bond'.
Many of those who have been deeply involved in JewishChristian dialogue, and in reflection on the implications of that
dialogue for Christian theology cannot, however, escape disappointment at what can only be seen as an almost fatal flaw, stemming from
an internal contradiction in the document, which itself derives from
the affirmation of typology as a, if not the, method for relating the
Hebrew Scripture (Old Testament) ·to the apostolic corpus (New
Testament) and, by extension, for relating the Church· to the Jewish
people.
According to 'The Common Bond', 'typological interpretation
consists in reading the Old Testament as preparation and, in certain
aspects, outJine and foreshadowing of the New' (II, 5). Therein lies
the· problem for, despite the note that 'we should be careful to avoid
any transition from the Old to the New Testament which might seem
merely a rupture' (II, 4), and the assertion that 'Typological reading
only manifests the unfathomable riches of t~e Old Testament' which
'retains its own value as Revelation that the New Testament often
does no more than resume' (II, 7), the inescapable implication of this
particular exegetical method is that the New Testament takes prece~ence over the Old . Testament in God's way of doing things
: 'economy').
Having adopted typology as their method-though noting that it
makes many people uneasy and is perhaps the sign of a problem un·esolved' (II, 3)-the authors of 'The Common Bond' had little
:hoice but to continue with 'the Church and Christians read the Old

.
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Testament in the light of the event of the dead arid the risen Christ and
.. . on these grounds there is a Christian reading of ·the Old Testament which does not necessarily coincide with the Jewish reading' (II,
6). A major contribution of 'The Common Bond' is its rejection of the
usual consequence of such statements, which is that, therefore, the
'Jewish reading' is invalid. Instead it a.ffirms that the two 'readings'
are merely different and, indeed, Christians can profit 'discerningly'
from the way Jews understand their own Scripture (II, 6).
The authors make strenuous attempts to mitigate the implications of their methodology. But the impression grows that contemporary theological understandings of Christian faith, learned from
fuller attention to the history and tradition ofJudaism and its relation
to the Church, have been made to lie on the typological procrustean
bed. Despite the authors' clear intention (cf. e.g. I, 3), the supercessionist assumptions of their exegetical tool more often than not win
out in the end.
Examples could be multiplied, but let only one suffice. Section
II, on 'Relations between the Old and New Testament', moves to·
wards its conclusion by drawing a parallel between the Church, 'realized already in Christ, yet awaiding] its definitive perfecting as
the Body of Christ', and the 'calling of the Patriarchs and the Exodus
from Egypt', which is seen as an intermediate stage (II, 8). The Exodus, however, 'represents an experience of salvation and liberation
that is not complete in itself, but has in irt, over and above its own meaning,
the capacity to be developed further' (II, 9, italics added). On the
other hand, 'Salvation and liberation are already accomplished in Christ
and gradually realized by the sacraments in the Church' (II, 9, italics
added).
Here we have a va1iant, if tortured, attempt to affirm the continuing validity of the 'Jewish reading' of Scripture while at the same
time suggesting that the further development of the salvation present
in the Exodus (a type) is the already accomp1ished salvation in Christ.
But, nevertheless, since 'God's design . .. awaits its final consummation with the return ofJesus as Messiah' (II, 9), 'we shall reach a
greater ~wareness that the people of God of the Old and the Ne"'
Testament are tending toward a like end in the future: the coming OJ
return of the Messiah-even if they start from two different points ol
view ... Thus it can be said that Jews and Christians meet in a comparable hope, founded on the same ·promise made to Abraham' (II
10).
It should be noted that this line of reasoning throws light on the
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earlier sentence in 'The Common Bond' (I, 7) declaring that 'Church
andJudaism cannot then be seen as two parallel ways to salvation and
the Church must witness to Christ as the Redeemer for all'. The image that comes to mind is that of the parallel rails of a railroad that appear to converge in the distance. The question left hanging is the extent to which 'The Common Bond' envisages the rails really converging and the extent to which they only appear to merge. Or, to put it
another way, does 'The Common Bond' fall prey to its methodology·
and, when all the disclaimers are taken into consideration, affirm that
the New Testament and the Church have superceded the Old Testament and the Jewish people in God's scheme for salvation? The
answer to these questions is not readily forthcoming from the document and could well be a matter to be taken up by the Commission for
Religious Relations with the Jews-and, for that matter, by Christians of whatever persuasion.
When we move specifically to the role specified to Jews and
Judaism in Christian faith, one paragraph stands out as particularly
problematic, and is, therefore, worth quoting in its entirety:
The urgency and importance of precise, objective and rigorously accurate teaching on
Judaism for our faithful follows too from the danger of anti-Semitism [sicl which is
always ready to reappear under different guises. Thie question is not merely to uproot
from among the faithful the remains of anti-Semitism still to be found here and there,
but much rather to arouse in them, through educational work, an exact knowledge of
the wholly unique 'bond' which joins us as a Church to the Jews and to Judaism. In
this way, they would learn to appreciate and love the latter, who have been chosen by
God to prepare the coming of Christ and have preserved everything that was progressively revealed and given in the course of that preparation, notwithstanding their difficulty in recognizing Hirn as their Messiah (I, 8).

What immediately comes to mind upon reading these words is the
stance taken by the late nineteenth and early twentieth-century mis~
sions to the Jews, the archival records of which reveal a deep and profound love of the Jewish people for the very reasons adduced by 'The
Common Bond'. It was out of this love that the missionaries felt it
their duty to declare that 'the Messiah for whom you wait has come in
Jesus Christ'. Those same missionaries, moreover, evidenced an intense hatred of antisemitism, which they decried on the identical
theological basis expressed in the paragraph cited above.
These comments are not intended to suggest that the Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews advocates programmes
designed to convert Jews to Christianity. Quite the contrary. Instead
they serve only to point out that the Catholic Church (and Protestant
Churches, for that matter) has a very long way to go before recogniz-
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ing fully the implications of the almost 2,000-year-long theological
tradition that subordinates Jews and their tradition to Christian belief
about God's economy.
The theological and practical difficulties with the paragraph in
question are legion and, at least for those actively engaged in JewishChristian relations, so obvious that it would be embarrassing to point
them out. It is perhaps worth noting, nevertheless, that according to
the 'Jewish reading', the Jewish people were chosen to serve the Lord,
not of their own desire (though some of the rabbis averred that Israel
chose the Lord no less than the Lord chose Israel), but because the
Lord elected the pe:ople of Israel to do his will. It is inconceivable that
any Jewish thinker would come to the conclusion that 'The Common
Bond' enunciates. The same is true of most Christian thinkers who
have paid attention to the contemporary relation between the Church
and the Jewish people. Thus the description of chosenness would
seem to belie the assertion in II, 6 that Christians should profit
'discerningly from the traditions of Jewish reading' of the Hebrew
Scripture. Contemporary Catholic theology offers far more sensitive
understandings of what it means for the Jewish people to be chosen
and what God's election means for the Church than is acknowledged
by 'The Common Bond'.
Recollection of the missions fo the Jews' linking love for the
Jewish people as the people of Jesus with disavowal of antisemitism
points up an additional problematic with ' The Common Bond' paragraph. No Christian is called to 'love and appreciate' Jews or
Judaism, and certainly not because they .have 'preserved everything
that was progressively revealed and given in the course of . . . preparation' for the coming of Christ. Christians should not oppose
antisemitism on that basis, but should instead oppose it in the sa.me
way they oppose any other hatred and persecution of a people, which
is anathema to Christian faith. Specific theological rationale for antiantisemitism is no more valid than is such theological rationale for antisemitism itself. Anti-Judaism, of course, is another matter and 'The
Common Bond' is clear that a central purpose· in its promulgation is
to combat anti-Judaism. It is all the more puzzling that this peculiar
con.cept of chosenness should be adduced for a rejection of antisemitism, and that such rejection should be the context in which the
'common bond', from which the title of the statement derives, is
defined.
In its exemplary discussion of the Pharisees, 'The Common Bond'
stresses that, 'ifJesus shows himself severe towards the Pharisees, it is
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because he is closer: to theip than to other contemporary Jewish
groups' (III, 19). In like manner, it may be justified for Protestants to
show themselves severe toward Catholics, and it is in that spirit that
the following miscellaneous criticisms are offered of 'The Common
Bond'. From this point on, no attempt will be made to be systematic;
instead a few problems will be not_e d, problems that are not inconsequential for the relations between Christians and Jews, nor inconsequential for the development of Christian theology.
Already, it will be noted from the use of the pedantic sic, the suggestion has been made that 'anti-Semitism' is an inappropriate term.
Hatred and persecution of Jews is most appropriately conveyed by
antisemitism, a word that does not carry the implication that anyone
is opposed to people who speak Semitic languages or the culture of
those who speak such languages. In the same vein, racism (cf. VI, 26)
should not be equated with antisemitism. Racism and' antisemitism
are quite different phenomena. Jews cannot possibly be identified
racially; they are a people, not a race.
'The existence of the State of Israel and its political options
should be envisaged not in a perspective which is itself religious, but
in their reference to the common principles of international law' (VI,
25). On the surface, thete can be no quarrel about this statement. Of
course, the State of Israel should be viewed in terms of international
law. Nevertheless, the Chur~h should not. fail to acknowledge the
religious significance of the return of the Jewish people to sovereignty
in the Land of Promise. That return has theological import for Christians, as well as Jews. Christians and the Church have yet to think
through what that import has to be, but that is no excuse for 'The
Common Bond' to deny that the necessity exists. Herein lies one of
the major theological tasks ahead. 'The Common Bond' seems to express a divided mind on this matter. On the one hand it denies 'any
particular religious interpretation' of the relationship between Israel
and the Land, while, on the other hand, it relegates that relationship
to a purely political consideration, denying any religious significance
to it at all. It is important to determine which of these is the actual
stance of the C~tholic Church. In the Church's dialogue with Jews,
the State of Israel will continue to take central place. In that dialogue,
if in no other place, the demand will be placed upon Christians to account theologically for the present State of Israel. 'The Common
Bond' dodges this crucial issue.
Finally, what does it mean to say .thatJesus, a Jew, 'is fully a
man of his time' and that this fact 'cannot but underline both the
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reality of the Incarnation and the very meaning of the history of salvation, as it has been revealed in the Bible' (III, 12)? For most Jews and
many Christians this assertion is a non sequitur. The intention is probably to highlight the humanity and historicity of Jesus and nothing
else, but the import raises the theological problem of the Incarnation,
a matter that is under intense debate among Christian theologians.
Few theological questions are more acute as a consequence of the
renewed understanding of Jews and Judaism than is that of the Incarnation. Unfortunately, 'The Common Bond' does not move the
discussion very far.
Once these problems have been raised, it must be said that 'The
Common Bond' may play a valuable role in the development of a
Christian theology of the people Israel. It is by no means a perfect
document; it is, in fact, inadequate at crucial points. Nevertheless, it
will serve for the immediate future as a reference point for the
development of such a theology, even if as a focus for disagreement.
All Christians can be grateful to the Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews for the effort they expended and the document
they produced. Let us hope that future statements will ibenefit from
the fruitful controversy surrounding 'The Common Bond'.

DR EUGENE J. FISHER, Extcutive Secretary of the Secretariatfor Catholic-Jewish
Relations of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops, USA, wn.U$:

Allan Brockway, as a respected veteran of the dialogue, here offers his personal reactions to the recent Vatican 'Notes'. As always, his thoughts are
trenchant and provocative. As a Catholic reader, however, I must say that to
a surprising extent Brockway's reflections seem to miss the mark. On many
of the crucial points he raises, I found n;iyself saying: but why does he read
the text that way, putting into it so many negative interpretations that are not
there (to me) and ignoring what is (again to me) so obviously there and so obviously positive?
ReOecting on this phenomenon (which was also true of various Jewish
readings) in the light of the frank exchange on the 'Notes' between the
Vatican Commission and ijCIC that took place in Rome, 28·30 October, I
began to realize once again the unique way Catholics trained in their tradition have of reading Catholic documents. This is especially true of statements
of the magisterium such as the 'Notes', for which there exist among Catholics
rigorous, if not always explicitly-stated, hermeneutical rules for interpretation.
I began to sense that Brockway was off on the wrong track in his intro-
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ductory remarks which state his intent 'to reflect on the contribution the
Vatican document.makes to the development of Christian theology'. Such is
seldom the case with a magisterial utterance, and with the present document
the intent is clear in its title: 'Notes' (in Italian, 'Sussidi', 'aids') for
preachers and catechists. It is, by intent then, a practical document not a
theological tract, as he seems to believe it is, of necessity leaving much unsaid
and, on its own stated grounds, to be understood only within the context of
the tradition of Holy See and papal statements since the Second Vatican
Council to which it carefully refers. Brockway ignores this intent and this
context (which sets limitations on how it can be interpreted) in his treatment.
In short, Brockway develops his own document, no longer the Catholic one
which I had read and analysed, but a disembodied entity into which he could
place his own notions.
Read the way Brockway has read it, divorced from its natural context,
intent and the Catholic sense of tradition of which it is a part, Brockway's
fears and disappointments would be quite reasonable. Indeed, even on its
own grounds, the document is far from perfect, needing much more refinement in certain areas (such as typology, which the document rightly calls 'a
problem unresolved') and further development especially in its final section,
which is, nonetheless, a significant step forward.
But on its own grounds, the document is. in reality, a very different text
than the one on which Brockway thinks he is commenting. He depicts the
'Notes' as having adopted· typology as their method for relating the Scrip·
tures. This is not true. Rather, the 'Notes', for the first time in an official
teaching of the Church, seek to raise the question of the adequacy of typology
as a means of relating the Scriptures. They do not 'adopt' typology.
Typology is already there, a reality in Christian thought since New Testament times. In a liturgical tradition such as Roman Catholicism, typology is
perhaps more prominent than in less-liturgically oriented Christian traditions. The problem on the 'practical' level· of catechetics and homiletics is
whether it can be understood in a non-supercessionist, non-triumphalist
manner, which is what the 'Notes' attempt. Whether it is successful in this or
not is another question, but that is its clear intent.
For myself, I believe the 'Notes' do not go far enough. Granted that
there needs to be, from a Christian point of view, a way to affirm that the
Christ-event is a valid development of the Exodus-tradition, the 'Notes' also
need to grapple with. how Christians can affirm rabbinic and contemporary
Judaism as a valid development ofbiblicalJudaism. This is the key principle,
and it is affirmed quite clearly in several places in the 'Notes', but still needs
further work, in my opinion, before it can be practically applied on the local
level.
Here, as elsewhere, the Vatican's own title of the document, 'Notes',
(which Brockway rather cavalierly eschews) is vital to its interpretation. It
does not pretend to be a 'final word' on the :subject, but a consolidation of
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consensus to the present and a catalyst for further efforts by the Vatican
Commission itself no less than by theologians, preachers and teachers: It
welcomes, as Mgr Mejia's commentary, published in L'Osservalore Romano
along with the 'Notes' and thus an essential part of the text's own 'tradition',
makes clear, the development of alternative methodologies that can articulate
the many-sided reality the ·Church tries to proclaim in its liturgy and
catechesis.
I must admit to being bemused by Brockway's assertion that the difficulties of section I, paragraph 8 are 'legio.n', with the New Testament
nuances that term must invoke. It does say that the Jews were 'chosen by
God to prepare the coming of Christ', which is inevitable for any Christian ·
who acknowledges that Jesus was aJew. But Brockway's implicit conclusion
that this is all that Jews were ~hosen for is his own, not that of the text. Indeed, section II, paragraph 6, to which he himself refers, and numerous
statements of the Pope and the Holy See preclude (not 'belies') such an interpretation. So again the question is whether one reads the text in the manner
it was intended to be read, or whether one wishes to accept Brockway's
'eisegesis' of the text.
I'm not sure why Brockway objects to the notion that the uniqueness of
the spiritual bond between Christians and Jews gives Christians a unique
motivation, above and beyond opposition to other forms of 'hatred of a
people', to oppose antisemitism and anti-Judaism. But it would seem to me,
as to the 'Notes', that there is something distinctive to antisemitism. And
there is, certainly from the Catholic point of view, a distinctiveness· to the
relationship between the Church and the Jewish people that renders it irreducible to 'universal' categories.
The Pope, in his address to the International Catholic-Jewish Liaison
Committee in Rome on 28 October, put the Catholic sense of special
solidarity with Jews very strongly:
It is this 'link' ... that is the real foundation for our relation with the Jewish people.
A relation which could well be called a real 'parentage',• and which we have with that
religious community alone, notwithstanding our many connections with other world
religions, particularly with Islam ... This 'link' can be called a 'sacred' one, stem·
ming as it does from the mysterious will of God.
·

In denying the uniqueness of the 'link', Brockway may be engaging in a
bit of bureaucratic apologetics. While the Holy See locates its Commission
for Religious Relations with the Jews together with (but independent fr:om)
the Secretariat for Christian Unity rather than with the Secretariat for NonChristians, the World Council of Churches' desk for Christian-]ewish relations, which Brockway holds, is one of a number in its programme unit for
'Dialogue with People of Living Faiths and Ideologies' ..So perhaps he would
be unwilling to affirm the uniqueness (and concrete particularity) of the bond
• See Editor's note, p. 14.
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between Christians and Jews that has been at the heart of the official Catholic
approach since Nostra Aetate.
Indeed, Catholic official reflection during and since the Council can be
said to be founded on the acknowledgement of the uniqueness of that sacred
bond which gives Brockway such difficulties. This is why, in context, the
rather sterile image of 'parallel' lines is rejected in the text as an adequate
model for the relationship between the Church and the Jewish people. The
relationship is covenantal, even sacramental, and certainly organic. 'Parallel
ways of salvation', which, as Brockway says, evokes an image of lines never
touching, never meeting across the centuries, does not do justice to the
fullness of reality as the Catholic Church see.s it.
Regarding Israel, Brockway has it backwards. The text begins with the
affirmation that the Jewish 'religious attaclunent' to the Land is an integral
part of the people Israel's ongoing 'witness-often heroic-of its fidelity to
the one God' and that the attachment 'finds its roots in biblical tradition'.
Appreciation of this religious attachment, embodied today in the State of
Israel, which is unequivocally validated under 'the common principles of international Jaw' is, the 'Notes' affirm, to be taught as part of the Church's
catechesis. The caveats to this affirmation ('without, however, making their
own any particular religious interpretation' and 'not in a perspective which is
in itself religious' (italics added)) preclude for Catholics a biblicalfundamentalist approach to the questions of boundaries etc., but do not in
any way deny, as Brockway mistakenly assert.s, the 'religious significance' of
the Return. The Catholic argument here is with Meir Kahane and Jerry
Falwell, not with those who would affirm, as Brockway does and as the
'Notes' do, the centrality of the State of Israel in the Church's dialogue with
Jews. Far from 'dodging the issue', the 'Notes' meet it straight on_
The 'Notes' have, as I have indicated, many flaws. The difficulties nonCatholics such as Brockway have had in reading them, however, are not entirely the fault of its authors. Those who would comment publicly upon an internal text of another tradition have the obligation to learn first lww that text
is properly to be read within that tradition.

ALLAN R. BROCKWAY replies:
Just as Eugene Fisher believes I have misread 'The Common Bond', so I am
convinced he has failed to understand some of my criticisms. I am, for instance, puzzled, to say the least, that he finds :me 'unwilling to affirm the uniqueness (and concrete particularity) of the bond between Christians and
Jews1 • But this is not the place to argue about those kinds of thing; they will
remain on the dialogical agenda. Instead, I would like to point to what I
think is central to much of Fisher's and Catholic response generally to the
criticism 'The Common Bond' has received-
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It has to do with the type of document this is and how it may be
legitimately read. Of course, 'The Common Bond' is a Roman Catholic
document and is directed to Roman Cath6lics. But it is obviously also a statement read by Jews and by Protestants, some of whom are quite aware of the
ecclesial context from which it emerged-and are, for that very reason,
disappointed at some of the things it says. That aside, however, it is difficult
to understand how even most Catholics should be expected to be able
'properly' to read this or any other such document if such proper reading requires a thorough knowledge of all the sources cited. Neither Nostra Aelate nor
the 'Guidelines' required such careful exegesis in order to comprehend precisely what they were saying.
Nevertheless, Fisher maintains that 'The Common Bond' 'is, by intent
then, a practical document not a theological tract ... to be understood on{y
within the context of the tradition of Holy See and papal statements since the
Second Vatican Council to which it carefully refers' (Fisher's italics). On1y
by a most specialized use of the term 'theological' can this document be construed as anything else, which does in no way detract from its significance as
an 'aid' for preachers and catechists.
The very fact that Gene and I can squabble over these 'fine points of the
law' is an indication of how far the Christian awareness of our own tradition( s) has progressed during these years of serious encounter with Jews and
Judaism. It is, I think, a sign that, though we all have far to go, we are well
on the way.
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Meeting of the Dialogue Working Group
of the W o:rld Council of Churches
Swanwick, England, 11-15 March 1985

STUDY OF OTHER FAITHS' SIGNIFICANCE PROJECTED
The following statement was released to the press at the close ofthe Dialogue

Working Group Meeti"ng.

At a meeting in Swanwick, Derbyshire, England, from 11-15 March
1985, the twenty-five member Dialogue Working Group of the Genevabased World Council of Churches (WCC) outlined a multi-year programme of study, workshops and meetings for the WCC Sub-Unit on
Dialogue with People of Living Faiths. A focus of the Sub-Unit's work
in the next years is to be the theological significance of people of other
faiths.
For centuries the Church has viewed people of other faiths chief·
ly as raw material for conversion to Christianity. The proposed study
is meant to help the Church understand people of other faiths
theologically. Designed to raise awareness of dialogue issues at local
levels, the study is to conclude with a major conference in 1989.
Among meetings recommended by the Working Group are
workshops in India to share concepts of and guidelines for dialogue ·
and prepare participants for dialogue in local situations; JewishChristian dialogues in Africa and Australia; Muslim-Christian
dialogues in Africa and Asia; conversations with followers of traditional religions in Africa, North America and the Pacific; a multifaith dialogue in India, and a dialogue specifically for women; and a
Buddhist-Christian meeting in Asia.
A June consultation in Kuala Lumpur on the implications of
interfaith dialogue for theological education today (to be convened
jointly with the wee Programme on Theological Education) is to
take up such questions as: how are theology and religions taught in
seminaries which prepare ministers to serve in religiously-plural
societies; and what is the concept of mission these pastors receive as a
result of their training? Among other areas proposed for intra-WCC
co-operation are studies of Gospel and culture, ideologies, unity of the
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Church and renewal of humanity, and women in Church and society.
A plan to develop resources on 'ecumenical considerations for
Christian-Muslim dialogue' was approved, as was exchange of personnel involved in dialogue in Japan, Korea, Hong Kong and Taiwan.
The Group also approved the new name of the Sub-Unit. (It
used to be called 'Dialogue with People of Living Faiths and Ideologies'.) While the question of ideologies has now become a concern of
the entire WCC, Marxist-Christian dialogue is to continue on the
Sub-Unit agenda.
Before settling down to their work, the Group visited the nearby
city of Birmingham, more as pilgrims than tourists. Like Frankfurt,
London, New York or Toronto, Birmingham has large Hindu, Muslim, Sikh and Jewish populations. The visit confirmed what the
Group already knew, that religious pluralism is no longer confined to
Africa and Asia. It is a global reality and Christian opportunity. That
conviction set the tone and defined the context of the discussions that
followed. The Group found a report by British colleagues on British
Church involvement in interfaith dialogue among the highlights of
the meeting. In Britain, at least, WCC 'Guidelines for Dialogue' seem
to be taken seriously and put to good use.
Members of the Working Group 'covenanted together' to share
their experiences with the Geneva office and 'to help the staff to do its
work and not to rely on the Geneva office to do what we ought to be
doing', an indication of the seriousness and, commitment they
brought to their work here.
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Report on Jewish-Christian Relations _
ALLAN

R.

BROCKWAY

By far the most important formal event in the work of the Consultation on the Church and the Jewish People (CCJP) since the last
meeting of the Dialogue Working Group, at the beginning of 1982,
was the reception by the World Council of Churches (WCC) Executive Commitee of the statement entitled Ecumenical Consitkrations on
Jewish-Christian Dialogue.
.
At Bali the Working Group had made a few minor alterations in
the text adopted by the CCJP at its June 1981 meeting in London·
Cotney. After a lengthy period of consultation among the Churches
and numerous drafts, the CCJP had perfected its 'Guidelines on
Jewish-Christian Dialogue' and it was under this title that the Working Group submitted the document to the Executive Committee.
When it met in February 1982, the Executive Committee recommended further consultation with the Churches, particularly Churches in the Middle East, and requested that the statement be brought
to its July meeting having been amended in light of the addition.al
comments.
The CCJP complied with the wishes of the Executive Committee
and, after comments on the document approved by the Working
Group had been received from Middle East Churches, some members
of the original CCJP drafting committee made substantial changes
and submitted the revised document to the Executive Committee.
After making further alterations of its own, including a change of title
from 'Guidelines' to Ecumenical Consitkrations, the Executive Committee 'received and commended [it] to the Churches for study and
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action' on 16July 1982. Thus was brought to a conclusion the process
that was begun by the CCJP in 1975.
Available in English, French, German and Swedish, the
Ecumenical Consi<krations have been widely distributed. To our
knowledge they have been published in the Ecumenical Reuiew, the lntmiational Bulletin of Missionary Research, From 'the Martin Buber House
(English). SIDIC (English and French) and Freiburger Rundschau (Ger~aj.
.
As an 'official' document of the World Council of Churches, the
Ecumenical Considerations are, as the historical note accompanying them
indicates, 'stages along the way, to be amplified and refined as deeper
and wider dialogue provides greater and more sensitive insight into
the relationships among the diverse peoples of God's one world'.
They represent the most adequate position possible at the time of their
acceptance. But many who are involved in Jewish-Christian dialogue,
both Jews and Christians, were disappointed that the statement as
adopted by the Working Group at Bali was not permitted to stand unchallenged. The disappointment arises not from what the Ecumenical
Considerations say but from what was left unsaid or said far more
minimally than was.done in the original paper, particularly concern.ing the Land and State of Israel. While recognizing and appreciating
the validity of that disappointment, it is important to celebrate the
Ecumenical Considerations as the most definitive statement on JewishChristian dialogue that the World Council, as such, has produced to
date. It has been, and will continue to be, a most effective tool for the
further development of the dialogue wherever Jews and Christians are
in a position to meet and talk.
A great deal of enthusiasm and hope was generated by the process of developing the document, which, in the best of all possible
worlds; would have provided a spring-board for intensive programming by the CCJP to maximalize its effectiveness throughout the world.
But preparation for the Vancouver Assembly intervened. All staff of
the Council were mobilized to prepare for the Assembly and most of
its budget was reallocated toward that end. Consequently, the programming for Jewish-Christian dialogue could not proceed 'normally', and the momentum present at the time of the Ecumenical Considerations acceptance was, to a Jarge extent, allowed to dissipate. It is
doubtful that it can be regained, certainly not in the same fonn of intensity, at this late date. Despite that reality, the statement remains
the most useful implement in the CCJP's tool kit. Some reflections on
the possible steps beyond the Ecumenical.Considerations will be offeted at
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the conclusion of this report .
The International Jewish Committee for lnterreligious Consultations (IJCIC) remains the principal formal dialogue partner for the
CCJP and the World Council of Churches. In the interval since the
last meeting of the Working Group, the Liaison and Planning Committee (LPC) - composed of representatives from the wee and
IJCIC-has continued to meet once or twice each year to discuss the
ongoing relationship between the World. Council and the major
Jewish organizations. Usually these meetings leave members of both
parties somewhat frust_rated because seldom are issues resolved, but
meetings of the LPC are necessary and valuable for keeping lines of
communication open. It is hoped that the next meetin.g may be
scheduled for April or May of this year.
The most recent in a series of formal consultations between the
CCJP, acting on behalf of the World Council, and IJCie was held at
Harvard Divinity School on 25-29 November 1984; the topic under
discussion was 'Religious pluralism: its meaning and limits'. After
listening to and discussing papers by both Jews and Christians on the
general subject of religious pluralism, the consultation considered the
actual state of pluralism in three representative societies: the United
States, Great Britain and Israel. A joint statement on religious
pluralism was prepared by the participants.
One of the practical goals for the period following the Bali Working Group Meeting continues to be more of a goal than a reality: the
encouragement of Jewish-Christian dialogue in parts of the world
where Jews and Christians live together but where the dialogue has
yet to develop to a meaningful extent. During October 1984, I spent
about two weeks in Australia, which, with some 75,000 Jews, ranks
tenth in nations with Jewish populations. I spoke at length with
leaders in both the Christian and Jewish communities in Perth, -M elbourne and Sydney. In the process, I discovered that there is very little dialogue in the sense of interreligious discussions (although there is
some). There is, however, an acute sense of each other's presence and
a heightened sensibility to what each perceives the other to be saying
about it. In particular, Jews are angry about statements concerning
Israel made by some Church dignitaries, and Church people are
angry about perceived Jewish 'interference' in Church affairs. With
the exception of a handful of people who are 'tuned in' to JewishChristian dialogue, there is no direct and personal interaction.
Overt antisemitic activity is almost non-existent, but there is also
little understanding on the part of Church people of the meaning
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Israel has for their Jewish neighbours (Melbourne has a large concentration of Holocaust survivors). Likewise there is little Jewish understanding of the power that concern for dispossessed people has today
for Christians. Because each side feels that its identity is at stake, there
appears to be scant willingness for either to take the se1f-identity of
their potential dialogue partners at face value. The necessity and
desirability of dialogue is obvious. I am in correspondence with both
Jews and Christians in Australia concerning the possibility of cooperative ventures for stimulating such dialogue, possibly a jointly
sponsored 'workshop' in 1986.
·
The Australian situation is a more-or-less self-contained instance
of the situation as it exists between the Churches and organized Jewish
communities elsewhere. Dialogue between-Jews and Christians has
become sophisticated religiously and is having significant effect on
Christian teaching about Jews as well as revision or elimination of
anti-Judaic liturgies and preaching. At the same time the relation
between the Churches and the Jewish people has d~terioriated and
tension between them continues to mount because of different interpretations of th_e State of Israel and the war between Israel and its
Arab neighbours.
This tension appears not to be susceptible to amelioration by the
usual dialogical techniques. But because of the dialogue's success,
those on both sides who engage in it tend to become frustrated and
angry when their co-religionists who have not been directly involved
in the dialogue appear to ignore what years of dialogue experience
has taught. When 'dialogical' Christians sit down with 'international'
or 'political' Christians, ' the first group turns up an 'Israel is
vulnerable' card, those in the second group turn up an 'Israel oppresses the Palestinians' card, and the latter usually seems to be
trump. It is a situation that seriously threatens to damage the interreligious dialogue itself.
These observations lead directly back to the Ecumenical Considerations and the extent to which they can assist in what is a new demand
on interreligious dialogue: to be a vehicle for understanding, reconciliation and change on the part of the organized Jewish and Christian
communities, leading to the elimination ·of tension in the relationships
between them. Put another way, can the dialogue assist t!he Churches
and the ecumenical movement actively to understand that concern
for, and identity with, the Palestinian people is not necessarily incompatible with concern for, and identity with, the Jewish people who today are inseparable from the State of Israel, its well-being and con-
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tinued existence? Can dialogue help the Churches and the ecumenical
movement to express their identity with Israel when they act in support of the Palestinians and vice versa?
It is unlikely that the Ecumenical Considerations or similar
statements on Jewish-Christian dialogue by the member Churches of
the World Council of Churches can in themselves provide positive
answers to these questions. Statements on interreligious dialogue do
not address today's situation, which requires dialogue between Jews
and Jews and, particularly, between Christians and Christians. The
Ecumenical Considerations are an excellent statement of where Christians
have generally arrived in their understanding of Judaism. The next
step is an equally arduous effort to understandjews,.theJewish people. The Consultation on the Church and the Jewish People could not
have a more appropriate name for the task that lies ahead.
During these days together at Swanwick, you will be asked to
name members to the Consultation on the Church and the Jewish
People for the period between now and the next WCC Assembly. I
hope that the members of the group assigned to work on JewishChristian relations, and the Working Group as a whole, will take with
utmost seriousness its responsibility to constitute a CCJP that will be
best able to guide us into and through the crucial days ahead.
But even more than that, I hope we.will be able to outline some
of the necessary procedures for translating the learnings from the
dialogue between Jews and Christians, between the Church and the
Jewish people, into the public ethics of the Churches.
I confess to mixed feelings about the prospects for the relation
between the Churches and the Jewish people. On the one hand, I see
the opportunity for a breakthrough of historic proportions and am excited and encouraged. But on the other hand, I see huge obstacles, the
necessity for delicate negotiations, and the prospect of failure that
could require years, if not decades, to reverse. The next five or six
years are indeed critical. The fact that every time has been a critical
time does not change the present reality.
When we approach our task in faith, however, neither the hope
of a 'breakthrough' nor the fear of failure compares with the conviction we share with St Paul: 'for I am sure that neither death, nor life,
nor angels, nor principalities, nor things present, nor things to come,
nor height, nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to
separate us from the love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord' (Romans
8: 38-9).
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This is an exciting and criticaJ time for the work of dialogue in the
World Council of Churches (WCC). As a Working Group, we gather
here in Swanwick for the first time, representing in microcosm
something of the splendid diversity of the Christian Churches, and
resolving to work together, united in a common task. Some of the
questions we will face in our work together are similar, in structure
and form, to questions that emerge in diaJogue: What do we make of
the fact of our diversity? Can we find differences of perspective to be a
strength, rather than a threat? Can we find common ground, and rejoice in what unites us? As Christians, we are united in the household
of Christ, as members of one body. In dialogue, we seek the basis of
community with other households of faith. In a world of division,
suspicion and fear, this task is an urgent one for the ecumenicaJ movement.
As we begin our work together, we must first take stock of where
we are. Here at this juncture, we look back over what has been
achieved in the area of dialogue since 1971, when the Dia1ogue SubU nit was first established by the Central Committee in Addis Ababa.
We look forward to the future of diaJogue, which we as a group must
take an active hand in shaping. We look around us, here in Great Britain and in countless other places in today's world, seeing sobering
evidence of the critical need for dialogue. And we look broadly at the
scope of wee programmes and priorities, considering the work of
dialogue', not as isolated in a single Sub-Unit, but as an integral part
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of the work and the thinking of the whole ecumenicaJ movement. In
bringing about the one world .we envision, we must think and work in
co-operation with those with whom we share this world-our neighbours of other faiths.

Dialogue: Nairobi to Vancouver
I will attempt to sketch here, with but the broadest of strokes, what I
see to have been the movement in dialogue in the period from the
Nairobi to the Vancouver Assemblies. There are others here who
have seen this movement far more closely and clearly than I. In
reviewing this work, our former Moderator, Dirk Mulder, has
described it as two-fold: (1) reflecting about dialogue from within an
ecumenical Christian perspective, and (2) engaging in dialogue with peo·
pie of other religious traditions. It was at the Nairobi Assembly in
1975 that dialogue was first on the agenda, under the theme of 'Seek·
ing community'. A commitment to overcome barriers, to recognize
our interdependence, and 'to work together as one community, encouraging the different communities of faith', had already emerged
from a multilateral dialogue in Colombo in 1974. At Nairobi, seeking
community in dialogue with people of other faiths became, for the first
time, a visible and even controversial issue for the Churches. Some
voiced the concern that an emphasis on dialogue would be a threat to
Christian mission and evangelism. Others, especially Christians from
Asia who live in a context of community with Hindus, Buddhists or
Muslims, argued persuasively that the time had now come for Christians to take seriously their responsibility for dialogue in a world of
religious pluralism.
From the controversy of the Nairobi Assembly emerged a mandate for the Dialogue Sub-Unit to prepare for the Churches some
guidelines for dialogue. Thus, the Nairobi Assembly launched a new
and fruitful phase for both the task of reflecting upon dialogue and
that of engaging in dialogue.
Our commitment to reflect upon the subject of dialogue and give
guidance to the Churches began in earnest with the C!hiang Mai
Theological Consultation in 1977. The focus at Chiang Mai was important: 'Dialogue in community' . Our discussion of dialogue was
not to begin with theological positions, but was to begin with a
grounding in the living context of community. As Stanley Samartha,
the first Director of the Dialogue Sub-Unit, who guided its work
through formative years, put it: 'Dialogue is less a concept to be
discussed than a relationship to be developed between neighbours.'
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·Although the Chiang Mai Consultation was set in an important Buddhist centre in Northern Thailand, we should remember that it was
first and foremost a Christian ecumenical discussion about
dialogue-the first of its kind. Its purpos,e was primarily to ask ques·
tiqns of ourselves, and to hear the questions being asked of us in the
Buddhist context of Chiang· Mai: How will Christians, aware of the
riCh diversity of human religious life, understand, speak with, and
work with their neighbours of other faiths? How might dialogue in
community change the ways we think of ourselves and live in com·
munity with others? Chiang Mai turned new soil, planted new seeds,
and produced what were to become the Guidelines for Dialogue. These
Guidelines, refined by the Working Group at Mt St Benedict in
Trinidad in 1978, were approved by the Centrci.I Committee in
January 1979 as an offical document of the WCC. The Guidelines were
distributed widely to the Churches for discussion and response.
The Chiang Mai statement and the Guidelines on Dialogue attempt
to clarify for us, as Christians, how we understand dialogue and how
we might enter into dialogue. Here dialogue is seen not simply as an
activity of meetings and conferences, but as 'a way of living out Qhris·
tian faith in relationship and commitment to those neighbours with
whom Christians share towns, cities, nations, and the earth as a
whole'. The Guidelines stand as a major achievement of our work in
the yearsfrom Nairobi to Vancouver, even though they are but a beginning. Still we are speaking of but one aspect of the Sub-Unit's
work on dialogue: 'reflection among Christians on the subject of
dialogue'.
During these years, the Dialogue Sub-Unit also sponsored and
engaged in dialogue activities with people of other religious traditions.
Most were bilateral, ·a nd most involved a particular topic or focus.
For example, in 1978 there was a dialogue meeting on the subject of
'Humanity's relation to nature' between Christians and Buddhists,
held in Sri Lanka. In 1981, there was a Christian-Hindu dialogue in
Rajpur, North India, on the understanding of social justice:
'Religious resources for a just society'.
Throughout this period of work, Christians and Jews continued
a bilateral series of dialogues under the co-operative auspices of such
groups as the Consultation on the Church and the Jewish People
(CCJP) and the International Jewish Committee for Interreligious
Consultations {IJCIC), and the Dialogue Sub-Unit of the WCC. The
careful working out of guidelines for Jewish-Christian dialogue cul·
minated in the document Ecumenical Considerations in Jewish-Christian
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Dialogue presented to the working group in Bali in January 1982 and
'received and commended to the Churches for si:udy and action' by
the Executive Committee of the WCC in July 1982.
Such bilateral dialogues have been fruitful, and the development
of joint intermediary structures,£or facilit.ating such dialogue, as have
emerged in the case ofJewish-Christian dialogue, provides one possible model for further work in bilateral dialogue. An initial meeting,
jointly sponsored by the World Muslim Congress and the WCC in
1982, began to lay the foundation for future and sustained bilateral
dialogue with Muslims. This will require further work in the period
ahead. We shall have to discuss here the desirability of developing
bilateral guidelines for dialogue with Muslims, with Hindus and Buddhists, etc., and we shall have to discuss benefits and limitations of bilateral as opposed to trilateral or multilateral dialogue.
Multilateral dialogue has also been important in the growth of
our understanding of 'one world', although there have been but two
WCC sponsored multilateral dialogues. The first I have mentioned,
on the subject of 'World community', held in Colombo in 1974, prior
to the Nairobi Assembly. The second was a multi-faith consultation
on the 'Meaning of life', which took place in Mauritius in January
1983. It was properly a pre-Assembly consultation for those of other
religious traditions who were to be guests at the Vancouver Assembly.
We reflected together on the Assembly theme of 'life', which we who
are Christians find in Jesus Christ, 'the life of the world', and which
those of other traditions affirm and celebrate in different, deep and
compelling ways. Mauritius marked a real turning-point in dialogue.
We found ways to share our worship; we stretched our minds and
opened our hearts in discussion. We created, in microcosm and for
one week, the kind of world community we seek. The message drafted
by this multilateral group and sent to the Vancouver Assembly was a
strong affirmation of dialogue, and a challenge to extend the work of
dialogue into all concerns that are properly global, such as the concern
for peace and justice:
We want to stress the genuine importance and value of dialogue. By dialogue we
mean speaking and listening with openness to one another in a common search for
understanding. And by dialogue we also mean acting together, hand in hand, as allies
in our common work for justice and peace. We must not imagine that such global
issues as peace andjustic:e can be undertaken, or even addressed in a meaningful way,
by any one religious tradition alone. For we are not alone in this world. We share our
world with people of all cultures, races, and religions, and our future is one. /

The challenge to the WCC, and indeed to all world-wide religious organizations, is that we not 'go it alone', so to .speak. The very
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issues to which we bring our concern as Christians-peacemaking in
a world of rising militarism, promoting justice in . a world of unconscionable disparities in wealth-are not concerns which we, as Christians can address or ought to address alone. They are global issues.;
they require a recognition of our interrelatedness and interdependence as a human family. To construct a new world order based on
interrelatedness and interdependence, we cannot 'go it alone'. We
must build the foundations of this new order into the very process by
which we work. The means we use must be congruent with the end
we wish to achieve.

;=:.
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Dialogue in Vancouver: affirmed and forgotten
In many ways, dialogue was visible and affirmed at the Vancouver
Assembly. There were fifteen guests of other faiths, as compared to
but five in Nairobi. Pauline Webb, who had participated in the
Mauritius Consultation and who preached at the opening worship,
included an appreciation of dialogue in her sermon. She said, 'We are
discovering that in dialogue with fellow seekers after truth, our hearts
are opened to receive new insights. Let us meet as those who have
nothing to defend, and everything to share.' Phillip Potter, in his
General-Secretary's report, said, 'Even as we reverence Christ, so
must we reverence those with whom we have dialogue, as an encounter of life with life. In a profound sense, Christ i·s present beside
the o.t her, putting his claim upon us.' Professor Vitaly Borovoy of the
Leningrad Theological Academy stressed that 'dialogue with people
of other faiths and ideologies, with all people of good will, is our
responsibility in the sight of God.'
Dialogue was mentioned in plenary sessions, as a concept it was
important to include,-a base that was important to touch, in proper
ecumenical discourse. And that is important, in its own right.
However, the kind of vision sought by the Mauritius Consultation did
not emerge. For the most part, the ecumenical Christian movement
seemed to be 'going it alone'. The primary locus of dialogue was
under the heading 'Witnessing in a divided world', and there was
scarcely a word of dialogue spoken in relation to our concern for the
poor, or our concern for peace and justice. Perhaps the clearest visible
acknowledgement that the world in which we seek peace is one world
was the participation of our guests from the various religious traditions in the vigil for peace on the eve of Hiroshima day. For the rest,
Christians continued to speak of urgent global concerns as if we lived
in a world unpe,opled by those of other faiths.
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We should also remember, however, that the strongest message
on the urgency of dialogue was delivered to the Assembly by the people of Vancouver. They came by the hundreds to each of the public
panels and discussions on dialogue held during the Assembly at the
Asian Centre auditorium. Coming from the multi-religious context of
Vancouver, their eagerness to hear serious discussion of the issues of
dialogue was itself a sign of the future.
Beyond Vancouver: thinking and working toward one world
As we move into the period of work ahead, we need to think creatively
about the further role of dialogue in the work of the WCC. We have
begun the process of Christian reflection about dialogue. and this we
muse. continue. We have begun to engage in dialogue, and this we
must continue. However, looking at the matter from the standpoint
of Geneva and the work of the wee. dialogue is not only a 'subject'
we discuss, and dialogue is not only a 'process' we facilitate. Dialogue
is also a 'way of thinking' and a 'way of working' that should enter
widely into the concerns and programmes of the WCC. Dialogue is a
way of thinking about our concerns and programmes of the wee.
Dialogue is a way of thinking about our concerns as Christians that is
continually in conversation with those with whom we.share the world,
the one world. Dialogue is a way of working on those concerns that is
in active engagement with our neighbours. Dialogue is a way of thinking and working, in Geneva and in the programmes of the wee, that
is relentlessly relational, inquiring after the concerns and responses of
our neighbours. It is a way of thinking and working that is ecumenical
in the widest sense of the term: acknowledging the fact that this is one
world.
As Wilfred Cantwell Smith has put it, our growth in dialogue
moves through several stages, as we expand what it is we mean when
we say 'we'. At first, it might be 'we' Christians talking about a 'them',
the Buddhists, for example. The Edinburgh Conference in 1910 was
a 'we' and 'them' conference. A next step is where 'we' talk to 'you',
and much of the language of proclamation and witness is still shaped
by this mode of thought. If there is real listening and mutuality, 'we'
talk with 'you', and this is dialogue. A final step might be when ·'we
all' talk to 'one another' about 'us'. At this point, dialogue is not an
event or a project which enhances our mutual understanding. It
becomes the foundation for a new kind of community. Gandhi also
had this vision of the expansion of the 'we': gradually enlarging the
group of people we call 'family' or 'household' to include a wider and
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wider circle, until there is at least some sense in which we can think of
the human family as one, or at least as a community of families. At
the Vancouver Assembly, we heard Phillip Potter speak of the oikos.
the 'household' of faith. Our ·challenge is to find·ways to think and
work our way into the creation of a household that includes the entire
oikoumene, the 'whole inhabited earth'.
The oikoumene, to the ancient Greeks, meant the 'whole inhabited
earth'. And ecumenical properly means world-wide, global.' The
WCC fosters, among Christians, the capacity and indeed the responsibility, to think of ourselves not only as members of a particular
church and denomination, but as members-one-of-another in a Christian family that extends throughout the world. Ecumenical thinking,
as Christians, means that we will frame our concerns and make our
commitments as part of a world-wide family. We will listen to the
voices of Christians in East Berlin, on the West Bank; in South Africa
and in the South Bronx. For our household, though far-flung, is one.
But the one world is not only the Christian world. That is an ob. vious fact. We Christians are not the only family in the oikoumene. The
'whole inhabited earth', the one wprld, is one of many households of
faith. This has always been the case, of course, but our awareness of
this fact of religious diversity, and our responsibility for response, has
changed radically in the past two generations.
My grandmother, for instance, when she came to the United
States· from Sweden in 1911, had only one book: the Bible in Swedish.
She had never met a Hindu or Muslim. She had never read the
Bhagavad Gita or heard the Koran recited. Until the day she died,
she thought of me and introduced me to her friends as 'my granddaughter, who is a missionary in India'. What else, in her worldview, could I possibly be doing there?
Without diminishing in the least the integrity of her faith, I have
to say that to be a Christian is, for me, radically different than it was
for her. I have lived for years in India, in the sacred city of Benares. I
have seen the faith of Hindus, as they embrace the joys of life and the
struggle with the sorrows of death. I have prayed in a Hindu temple. I
have stood in the stillness of a mosque. I have sat in a Buddhist
meditation hall. And I cannot bracket these things, and put them
aside when I consider what it is to be a Christian today, living in relationship with my friends and colleagues of other faiths.
For most of Christian history, when we considered our relation
to those of other faiths, we used the language my grandmother knew
weO: mission, witness, and evangelism. In rethinking what these
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terms mean today, with over half of our member Churches in Asia,
Africa and Latin America, and with a growing knowledge of and
respect for our neighbours, the word 'dialogue' will come to have a
major and central role.
In one world, we can no longer afford an attitude in which 'we'
speak about 'them', or even to 'them'. Without in the least losing our
cherished and particular roots as Christians, we Christians must seek
ways to speak of a. 'we' alongside, for instance, our Muslim. and
Jewish neighbours, in addressing the concerns of our common world.
Muhammad Taibi, a Muslim professor from Tunisia, has helped us
on our way, as he struggles to see what umma, the Muslim 'com·
munity', might mean, as Muslims seek a wider community. That was
in the Mauritius Consultation, and there Art Solomon, of the Ojibway nation of Canada, blessed us on our way, as he gathered us into a
circle, lighted some sacred sage in a seashell, and fanned the fragrant
smoke into our nostrils.
Our first task is beginning to understand one another. How important Islam is in our one world today, and how relatively few of us
as Christians Jmow anything about Islam. How important the Hindu
and Buddhist traditions have been in framing the culture and shaping
the thought of all Asia, and how relatively few of us have more than a
passing acquaintance with these traditions. As Krister Stendahl has
often pointed out, we pledge ourselves in the Ten Commandments
not to bear false witness against our neighbours. But we do not know
our neighbours, and how often do we bear false witness, not out of
malice or out of intent to distort the face of our neighbour, but out of
sheer ignorance.
Understanding the 'other' is important, but that is not all we
learn from dialogue. As oneJe~ish participant in the Mauritius Consultation put it, 'We need to understand the other, but we also need the
other in order to understand ourselves'. Dialogue is a reflexive pro·
cess. In coming to see the world, its meaning and coherence and
hope, through the eyes of another, we see ourselves more clearly as
well.

Dialogue in the work of the wee
The January/February issue of One World outlines the programme
priorities of the WCC as they relate to the various Units and Sub·
Units. And these programme priorities are seen to cut across the work
of the Units and Sub-Units as well. Using this as a starting point, let
me indicate what I think it might mean for dialogue to become, not
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simply one Sub-Unit of the work of the WCC, but a way of thinking
and working in one world that informs and shapes many of its programmes.
This concern for a fuller integration of dialogue in the work of the
WCC is not new. Indeed, at the Dialogue Core Group meeting in
Chambesy, following the Nairobi Assemby nearly a decade ago, the
hope was expressed for 'close links and, whenever possible, collaboration between different Units and Sub-Units in implementing programme proposals'. Although some collaboration has been achieved,
there is clearly more work ahead as we move forward from Vancouver. Presented are but a few examples of areas of work that would
be enhanced by the perspective of dialogue and by active presence and
input of people of other faiths.
Unit I: Faith and Witness
Commission on World Mission and Evangelism (CWME)
The CWME is continually in the process of rethinking the meaning of
mission and evangelism in one world. The issue of dialogue has been
discussed periodically in the context of the work of CWME, and it has
been affirmed repeatedly, especially in the period following Nairobi,
that dialogue is not a threat to Christian mission and evangelism. As
Emilio Castro, then the Director of the CWME, put it in his plenary
address to the Melbourne Conference on World Mission and
Evangelism in 1980, 'Mission implies an attitude of dialogue'. We all
affirm this, and yet I suspect it is not entirely clear to any of us just
what dialogue means for mission. The documents of the Melbourne
Conference include, still, relatively little talk of 'dialogue?, and rather
a preponderant use of one-way language-'to proclaim', 'to announce', 'to confess'. This is important language, but only if we
understand it to be balanced with the language of listening and
mutuality. As D. C. Mulder has put the matter to us, 'It is the mission of the Church to be in dialogue today.' Most of us would agree
that the age of triumphalist mission and evangelism is past. But the
age of dialogical mission-our mission to be both bearers and hearers
of the good news of God-has not yet come into its own. It is not
enough to affirm that dialogue is 'not a threat' to mission. We must
struggle as Christians, in dialogue with Hindus or Jews, to understand how dialogue reshapes and challenges our understanding of
what mission is.
For the future, one programme theme of the CWME will be that
of 'Gospel and culture'. Here dialogue and CWME must work to-
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gether, for it is clear that 'culture' in most parts of the world has been,
and for the most part continues to be, shaped by religious traditions
other than Christianity. To discuss Gospel and culture implies a very
serious effort at dialogue. Another programme emphasis is to grow in
our understanding of mission and evangelism as 'good news to the
poor'. Here again, we must join hands with CWME, recognizing that
many if not most of the world's poor, whom we must serve, and to
whom we must listen for God's prophetic word, are not Christian
poor. To listen to the poor, means to be in dialogue. A third programme emphasis ofCWME is to be a continued study of non-violent
resistance as a form of Christian obedience to God. Here too, Christians have an opportunity to grow in dialogue. Our global interrelatedness is demonstrated nowhere more clearly than in the nonviolent thought and action "ofGandhi. Gandhi's own. Hindu andJain
roots in traditions of ahimsa, or non-violence, were nourished by the
Sermon on the Mount and by the Christian essays of Tolstoy. In turn,
Martin Luther King's Christian roots in traditions of non-violence,
were deeply nourished by the thought of Gandhi.
Faith and Order Commission
Faith and Order looks at the theological foundations for Christian unity, and in its long study of baptism, eucharist and ministry, it has done
important and generative theological work. While affirming the importance of Christian unity and our understanding of Christian diversity,
we cannot but yearn for the day when Faith and Order takes up in earnest an equally urgent theological task: rethinking our understanding of
ourselves as Christians in the context of a religiously plural world. We
began this task in the Chiang Mai Consultation, but there is still a long
way to go in responding to the challenge of religious pluralism. How do
we account theologically for the fact of human religious diversity? How
do we think, theologically, as Christians increasingly conscious of the
work of Hindu or Muslim theologians? Our new world situation is as
challenging to us, theologically, as was Greek rationalist
thought in the first century, or as the Copernican revolution and the
emergenc.e of scientific thought. Theology has had to come to grips with
Aristotle, just as theology has had to come to grips with science and with
the fact that the sun does not circle the earth. Coming to grips with the
world's religious pluralism is equally challenging to Christian theology
today. As Wilfred Cantwell Smith has put it, 'Not only are Christian
answers not the only answers, but Christian questions are not the only
questions.' Smith, writing nearly twenty years ago now, predicted:
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The time will soori be with us when a theologian who attempu to work out his position
unaware than he does so as member of a world community in which other theologians
equally intelligent, equally devout, equally moral, are Hindus, Buddhists, Muslims,
and unaware that his readeni arc likely perhaps to be Buddhists, or to have Muslim
husbands or Hindu c-01Jeagues-such a theologian is as hopelessly out of date as one
who attempts to construct an intellectual p<>sition unaware that Aristotle has thought,
or unaware that the earth is a minor planet in a galaxy that is vast only by terrestrial
standards.

That time has clearly come, and in the next period of our WCC work,
we· look forward to closer collaboration with the Faith and Order
Commission on the theological tasks of one world.

..

Unit II: Justice and Service
It is especially crucial that dialogue, which until now has been largely
in the domain of Unit I, become a way of thinking and working in
Unit II as well. We recall the concern of the Mauritius Consultation
that global concerns, such as peace, justice and development, are not
suited to an exclusively Chris_tian approach. The very interrelatedness
and interdependence we wish to foster in one world is subverted by a
unilateral approach.

Churches' Participation in Development (CCPD)
As Christians we raise the question, what is the meaning of
'development' in relation to religious and ethical values? This,
however, is not a subject of concern to Christians alone, for people
throughout the developing world who do not wish to duplicate the
patterns of Western materialism, whether capitalist or communist,
are asking about the ethical foundations of a new society. Religious
perspectives on 'power' is a subject far too important to one world for
Christians to be discussing in the absence of neighbours of other
faiths. The issue of power in relation to the poor, and the empowerment of the power, has been effectively addressed by Marx, Mao and
Gandhi, as well as by the liberation theologies and movements of the
Christian world. In South Asia, for instance, some of the most
creative grass-roots thinking about the meaning of ' development' is
taking place in the Gandhian movements and in the Sarvodaya movement of Sri Lanka. Since the 'I' of the DFI, the ideologies concern, has
been moved, now, to the CCPD, we look forward to ccroperating on
what is historically a shared concern: the dialogue of religion and ideology. As we move forward in our thinking as Christians on the question
of 'development', we must do so _in full partnership with our neighbours
of other faiths and ideologies who arc thinking creatively in this area.
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of the Churches on Intmrational Affairs (CC/A)

The C:CIA attends to the role and responsibility of the WCC in inter·
national affairs. Because of the religious dimensions of many aspects
of international affairs, especially in times of tension or crisis, it is
essential that the Dialogue Sub-Unit work in close co-operation with
the CCIA. It is obvious in this area that Christians cannot and should
not 'go it alone', but must work in ongoing dialogue with Muslims,
Jews, Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists and adherents of traditional religions.
In a divided world, we must work for more honest and vigorous com·
munication and deeper understanding. This we cannot do without
our partners in dialogue, even those with whom we disagree. The goal
of dialogue, after all, is not to eliminate differences, but to understand
them and to achieve agreement and co-operation in spite of them.
Religious fanaticism, including violence and chauvinism in the
name of religion, is a serious problem in many parts of the world. It
cuts across religious traditions and is of common concern. Many participants in the Mauritius Consultation agreed that the world today is
most deeply divided, not between religions, but between those in each
religious tradition who hold their faith in a close-fisted and narrow
way, and those in each religious tradition who hold their faith in an
open-handed and generous way. It is the difference between those
who feel their faith to be secure only by building walls, and those who
feel firmly grounded in faith by virtue of deep roots. This division to·
day affects people of all religious traditions and it should be addressed
as a common concern. Whether in India, Sri Lanka, the Middle East,
the Sudan or Great Britain, crises and tensions with an interreligious
dimension should be addressed by the Dialogue Sub-Unit in cooperation with the CCIA.
The CCIA should also work with the Dialogue Sub-Unit to fmd
partners and allies in dialogue on the question of peace and disarma·
ment. Again, an issue of such urgent global concern for the one world
should involve us in strenuous -efforts to work with our neighbours of
other faiths wherever possible. As Jonathan Schell has put it, the
future is no longer simply given to us in the nuclear age. Now it must
be achieved. 'We must become the agriculturalists of time .. If we do
not plant and cultivate it, we will never reap.' We cannot build one
world by moving ahead alone as Christians, no matter how diverse
and divided our Christian world might be.
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Unit III: Education and Renewal
The Sub-Unit on Education in the Churches and. the Programme on
Theological Education (PTE) are natural panners for the co-operative
work of the Sub-Unit on Dialogue. Ecumenical learning expands our
awareness of the world beyond our local church and home community. It facilitates what Phillip Potter called 'a global consciousness of
God's will and way.' Thus education for global consciousness, education for citizenship in one world, must include c:oncerted efforts in
education about the worldwide Christian community and about religious traditions other than Christianity. In theological education this
concern is primary, since pastors have such an important teaching
role in the Churches. The Dialogue Sub-Unit and the PTE have
already taken steps toward a joint programme to be held in Malaysia
in the summer of 1985.
Similarly, the Sub-Unit on Renewal and Congregational Life
(RCL) explores an important area for dialogue-that of spirituality.
Its future programme emphasis on spirituality might be pursued, in
part,. with the co-operation of the Dialogue Sub-Unit. In many parts
of the world the spiritual life of Christians has already been deepened
and enriched by the exploration of Eastern disciplines of prayer and
meditation. In a sense, this dialogue is already very old among
monks, nuns, ascetics and men and women of prayer the world over.
The popularization of spiritual disciplines in the modem world,
however, has brought the issues of such spiritual exploration into the
mainstream of the life of the Churches. There is a yearning for guidance and new tJlinking here, and it can best be addressed by the the
Dialogue Sub-Unit in co-operation with RCL.
Finally, the Sub-Unit on Women in Church and Society is a natural ally of the Dialogue Sub-Unit. Not only in the. Christian tradition, but throughout the world in the various religious and cultural
traditions, women are seeking to 'define themselves'. We know from
experience in the Christian tradition that the role and 'image' of
woman has often been imposed by predominantly male structures
and hierarchies. Coming to define ourselves and recast the image of
woman, speaking from our own experience as women, is a task which
Christian, Muslim, Buddhist women have all shared in these past
decades. Even the struggle for religious legitimacy, ordination and
leadership within the traditions has been common to, for example,
Anglican women, Conservative and Reformed Jewish women and
Buddhist Sotto Sect Nuns.
As our work in dialogue moves forward, we must be ever con-
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scious of the issue of participation. We must think about what it
means, for instance, for Christian men and women to enter into
dialogue with 'men' of other faiths. Who will participate in our
dialogue withJews, with Muslims, with Hindus? Whose concerns will
be voiced in dialogue? How can we ensure that our dialogue includes
women, and expands the network of women and women's religious
organizations with whom we have contact? Might we suggest that the
travel of women staff in the wee be used wherever possible to extend
our contacts with women's religious organizations throughout the
world?
Conclusion

To suggest, as I have in brief, areas of co-operation between the
Dialogue Sub-Unit and the other programmes of the WCC, does not
mean that dialogue should simply be added on to the initiatives of
other Units. Much of the initiative we may have to take ourselves, un·
til that day when thinking and working in dialogue toward one world
becomes second nature in the work of the WCC. What initiative we
should take, as a catalyst for dialogue; is our agenda in the next few
days.
We must be clear, however, that dialogue is the foundation for
one world. Dialogue is essential to relationship. And if we are to have
a relationship to our Muslim or Jewish or Buddhist neighbours, it
must be based on the mutual speaking and listening, giving and taking, agreeing and disagreeing that is dialogue. Such relationship does
not just happen; it must be pursued with vigour, with care, and with
sensitivity. Dialogue is the foundation for one world. We must actively seek, promote, and construct such a foundation-or there will be
none. One world cannot be built on the foundation of trans-national
corporate capitalism. One world cannot be built on the foundation of
competition and polarization between the superpowers. One world
cannot be built on the foundation of science, technology and the
media. One world cannot be built on Christian, Muslim, Jewish or
Sikh triumphalism. One world cannot be built on the foundation of
mutual fear and suspicion. And though we have struggled and are
struggling hard to achieve Christian unity, one world cannot be built
on the foundation of Christian unity.
As far as we know, one world is all we have. We do not have one
to experiment with, to divide, despoil and destroy, and one tci learn to
live in. Laying the foundations for one world is the most important
task of our time. These foundations are not in negotiated statements
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and agreements. These foundations are, rather, in the stockpiling of
trust through dialogue and the creation of relationships that can sus- ·
tain both agreement and diagreement. Moving forward as Christians,
in dialogue with those of other faiths, we will create the foundational
relationships of one world. Moving forward alone, we will not.
Thinking creatiyely about how we may move forward together
is, for the moment, the task of the Sub-Unit on Dialogue. With us and
through us, may it also become the task of the entire World Council of
Churches.
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